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A Grain of Sand
Dedicated to those with a low self-esteem

I was born of the minerals in the deep blue sea, at the time when Gaia still stood as one.
I witnessed several ice ages and tropical climates. I saw new species evolving and old ones 

going extinct. I was stomped by the dinosaurs and thrown around by Homo this and Homo that.
Patiently I went with the continental drift, ready to form the New World. I emerged from 

the ocean somewhere in South America and became part of the great Mayan civilization. I was 
one with their monuments that hailed the glory of their forefathers in the sky.

I was hit and assaulted. I saw blood shed and clung to the garments of a warrior. He was 
beamed up on a spaceship, and I went with him, to take a tour around the Milky Way and beyond.

I re-appeared, in time, to be part of building the great pyramid of Giza. I saw advanced 
technology, triumph and glory. I saw misery, slavery and torture.

I was stepped on, humiliated, carried into the sea. Persistently I went with the currents and 
found land again in the Old World. I served as part of the royal defenses, as part of the brick 
and mortar that kept together the king’s castle, withholding attacks of the enemies, standing 
still in the clanging of swords against the shields.

I felt defeated as the walls came crumbling down. 
I was shipped with the merchants somewhere far east. I didn’t wither when the pirates 

attacked. More killing. More suffering. The scent of spices and glitter of gold soon changed 
back to more familiar caress of the warm currents of the Indian Ocean.

Serendipitously, I was washed ashore on a paradise island where I thought I could rest for 
the rest of my life. Time passed. Sun blazed from a cloudless sky. Waves caressed me. I fought 
back and didn’t let the tide take me from here.

This is where I belong, with my kind.
Then you appeared, a tourist, and shamelessly sat on me, as if I wasn’t there. Fearlessly, I 

crawled up, all the way to there where the sun won’t shine and—no matter how many times 
you tried to wash your butt—I was there, in your smelly crack, making you itch and bleed.

Don’t you tell me that anyone is too small to make a difference!



The Chuck Norris Truth
Dedicated to Byron and Uyku Tulumu

Chuck Norris’s alarm clock beeped. He silenced it with thought power. He got of the bed 
and walked to the kitchen, leaving deep footprints on the tiled floor. Chuck Norris looked 
in the fridge. It was empty, and sorry. Chuck Norris sighed. A tornado formed at the Pacific 
Ocean. He closed the fridge. The light stayed on. It was afraid of the dark, and of Chuck Norris. 

Chuck Norris ripped the cupboard apart and took out a can of coffee beans. He ground the 
beans with his bare hands and put the coffee in his mouth. He boiled the water by staring at it 
for two seconds. He washed down the coffee with boiling water, in one gulp.

Chuck Norris walked to the toilet, scratching his ass. If it was your ass, you would have bled 
to death already. Chuck Norris felt awesome. He took a leak. The water in the toilet sizzled 
and the toilet seat began to melt. He flushed but his urine fought back. Chuck Norris is not 
circumcised. There is no scalpel sharp enough.

Chuck Norris walked out of the house. The house felt empty. Chuck Norris didn’t dress up. 
The people on the street took off their clothes. The traffic light was red. Chuck Norris changed 
the traffic rules and crossed the road. Why did Chuck Norris cross the road? Because it was 
awesome!

Chuck Norris entered a grocery store. The music stopped and people went silent. Chuck 
Norris doesn’t have to talk to get his point across. It is enough for him to squint his eyes.

Chuck Norris produced his shopping list and it became the new Ten Commandments. 
Chuck Norris walked out without paying. He doesn’t believe in money. Money believes in 
Chuck Norris. He once looked at a one-dollar bill. It said: “IN CHUCK WE TRUST”. Chuck 
Norris doesn’t write checks. He writes Chucks. His signature is the most stable currency. Chuck 
Norris doesn’t even flip a coin. He roundhouse-kicks the coin in the atmosphere and, by the 
time it lands back on his palm, there are no more heads or tails, no more decisions to be made.

Chuck Norris didn’t want to cook. He took away a take-away restaurant. Chuck Norris didn’t 
enjoy the sun. The sun enjoyed Chuck Norris. Chuck Norris decided to mow his lawn. The 
lawn went hiding, underground. Chuck Norris found the lawn. One dead lawn.

Chuck Norris was sweaty. He took a shower under the Niagara Falls. Chuck Norris’ sweat 
doesn’t dissolve in water. A thousand species died downstream.

Chuck Norris doesn’t follow the news. The news follows Chuck Norris. Iceland and Norway 
disliked EU and wanted their own union. Chuck Norris merged Norway and Iceland, physi-
cally. It’s now called NorrIsland.

Chuck Norris wanted to relax. He blinked.
Chuck Norris doesn’t invite friends over. He invites enemies, but only if they adhere to the 

dress code: a tie and a body bag.
Steven Seagal once wanted to have a word with Chuck Norris. He gave it to him: 

“chucknorrism”.
The President of the United States of America wanted a word with Chuck Norris. He declined, 

saying: “Steven Seagal is using it.”
Chuck Norris is not involved in politics. He is democracy.
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All major religions wanted Chuck Norris on their side. He asked: “Why? Everyone already 
believes Chuck Norris.”

Christianity offered eternal salvation. Chuck Norris said: “I put eternal salvation on my toast.”
Islam offered seventy-two virgins. Chuck Norris said: “I look at them and they start to bleed.”
Buddhism offered nirvana. Chuck Norris said: “I reached nirvana in my aunt’s womb.” Dalai 

Lama asked for clarification: “Your aunt gave birth to you?” Chuck Norris replied: “Haven’t 
you heard it? No one dares to fuck with my mother!”

Hinduism offered a thousand gods. He said: “I am One.” Religion ceased to exist.
Chuck Norris thought it had been one fine day. The day bowed and thanked Chuck Norris.
Chuck Norris changed his mind and killed the day. A night fell, on Chuck Norris’ shoulders. 

At his feet it was still light.
Chuck Norris doesn’t sleep. He concentrates.
A writer tried to convince Chuck Norris to put an end to Chuck Norris jokes. “They are 

not Chuck Norris jokes. They are Chuck Norris truths,” he explained and squinted his eyes 
menacingly. The author apologized and pleaded for mercy. Chuck Norris took a step back and 
became one with eternity.



Benji and the Blueberries
Dedicated to nature boys and girls

“Oh, look at that palace!” Benji pointed at a mansion that decorated a valley he had never 
seen before. He was excited to see this huge house that was surrounded by lush meadows. “I 
told you we should come and explole this hill, Lick. Look what we have found. Lick, look! Ooh, 
ale you sleeping again?”Benji shook his teddy bear Rick gently. Benji knew that it wasn’t Rick’s 
fault that he was either sleeping or eating most of the time. He had observed Rick’s symptoms 
and diagnosed him with a rare Kleine-Levin Syndrome, a neurological disorder that caused 
the drowsiness.

Benji was studying to become a doctor, at the age of seven. And a violin player. And a 
mechanical engineer. And a chemist. And, well, many interesting things. His loving foster 
parents, Saul and Eva, tried to provide him with as much assistance in his studies as possible. 
Alhough they were not rich, they had taught Benji to use the internet and even built a DIY-lab 
for him to carry out his scientific experiments. Benji’s curiosity was insatiable.

“Lick, follow me! Let’s go and see who lives thele. Don’t folget the bluebellies!” Benji ran 
down the muddy hill with Rick and a basket of blueberries they had picked on the way. Slosh, 
splat, slosh, splat. His two small feet seemed to find every puddle on the way. “Ouch! Huuuldles,” 
Benji mumbled to himself as he tripped on a twig and sent the blueberries flying in the air. He 
landed face down in the mud and hit his forehead on a small stone. A tiny wound appeared on 
his forehead. “Don’t look at me like that, Lick. I’m fine,” he noticed the teddy bear lying in the 
mud upside down, staring at him. “I know. Eva always tells us to be caleful. But wasn’t that fun ol 
what? Lick, lick! Wake up! Go and get the bellies,” Benji reprimanded his sloth-like teddy bear.

Two hours later the blueberries were back in the basket, all 249 of them, rinsed and cleaned in 
a stream of cold clear water. Benji drank from the stream. He was exhausted but the sight of 
the mansion still intrigued him. “Come, Lick! Let’s go befole it gets dalk!”

Benji and Rick arrived at a humongous gate that enclosed an impeccable garden. “Sad. The 
tlees look sad,” Benji said without knowing that these particular trees had been bought with big 
money, imported all the way from Turkey, planted and taken care of by a professional team of 
gardeners and nourished regularly with expensive nutrients. “Oh, that’s why. Why didn’t I think 
of it myself,” Benji listened to Rick’s reasoning and patted it amiably. “They ale sad because they 
ale implisoned behind the bals,” Benji concluded and stared at the gate, four times his height.

“Who are youuu and what are you doooing here?” a wheezing voice from the intercom startled 
Benji. He didn’t realize that the sound was coming from the loudspeaker attached to the wall.

“God? Is it really you? Eva always talks about you but I never…”
“What? Nouuu. Get ouuut of here before I call the secuuurity,” the voice said, cracking badly. 

This was a definite clue for Benji. He knew that voice break happens to 12–15 year-old boys. It 
made him doubt. If there was this guy called God, he’d probably be past puberty already. Rick’s 
muddy paw was pointing at a surveillance camera. Benji noticed it and flashed a wide smile.

“My name is Benji and I would like to be youl fliend. Can I come in, please?” No response. 
“I blought some bluebellies,” Benji said for emphasis and raised the basket in view.
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“Blueberries? Aren’t they expensive?”
“We picked them oulselves,” Benji announced proudly.
“Who’s weeee?”
“Lick,” Benji raised showed his teddy bear to the camera.
“Eeew. You lick it!”
“His name is Lick. What’s youls?”
“Brandon.”
“Nice to meet you, Blandon. Can I come in?”
“My pa-heeee-rents are not home,” Brandon said and coughed in embarrassment.
“Gleat! Then we can play.”
A moment of silence. The intercom buzzed and, slowly, the gate opened.

Brandon welcomed Benji at the door and offered him a tour around the mansion, with kick-
boards. He was a snobbish 12-year-old kid, wearing an uncomfortable-looking tuxedo. His 
white collar shirt was hanging out loosely on top of his black pants, revealing his considerable 
pot belly. Pimples covered his face and his gel-filled light brown hair was disheveled. He carried 
a pack of medicine that he popped like candy.

Brandon was alone in the enormous house. Outside, Benji had already lost interest in the 
house. Regardless of its decorative ornaments and 19th century interior design, or maybe 
because of it, the house looked grim and unwelcoming. But Brandon, on the other hand, was 
curious to get to know this odd visitor.

“So, what are youuu doing here all alone?” Brandon asked, sipping his moccacino and gulp-
ing down a couple of white pills.

“I’m exploling, with Lick,” Benji responded, his eyes shining.
“But, what abba-hooot… what about your parents? How do they let you…”
“My palents ale dead,” Benji surprised.
“Oh,” Brandon put down his drink and didn’t know what to say. He took another pill.
“I live with Saul and Eva. They love me vely much.”
“Your foster parents?”
“Yes.”
“What doooo they dooo for living?” Brandon asked his voice breaking ever more badly. He 

took a handful of the delicious blueberries and munched them with great pleasure.
“What do you mean?” Benji found the question silly. “They eat, dlink, sleep, poo and bleathe, 

just like evelyone else.”
“Right. And they let you roam around alo…” Brandon started but noticed Benji’s eyes form-

ing two demanding lines. He hastened to correct himself: “How come they let you and Rick 
run around the woods without adult supervision? I mean, do you even have a cell phone?”

Benji didn’t understand these kinds of questions. He had been exploring and learning by 
himself as long as he remembered, which was not very long for a seven-year-old, but a few years 
anyways. The thought had never occurred to him to ask for Saul’s and Eva’s permission to do 
anything. On occasion, he asked for their assistance, sometimes for forgiveness, but never for 
permission. “Do you like the bluebellies?” Benji changed the topic.

“Yeah, man! I ne-heee-ver had these before. Where did you buy teeeh… theee… where did 
you buy them?”

“I told you. We picked them from the forest,” Benji answered. Brandon coughed and spat 
out the berries.

“From the forest? Youuu me-heen they are not from the shop? Are youuu trying to poison 
me-heee?” Brandon got alarmed and ran to rinse his mouth with bottled water. Benji had no 
idea what was going on. Before he could say anything, Brandon grabbed him by his collar, 
dragged him to the front door, opened it and pushed Benji out. “Why did I ever let youuu 
i-hee-n? Don’t you know youuu are not supposed to pick anything from the ground?” Brandon 
was bursting with anger.

“But nature food is delicious,” Benji tried.
“It’s poison! Get out of here!”
“You know nothing about poison.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“My palents died of dlug oveldose,” Benji’s eyes were watering as he said that.
“Drug users? Of course,” Brandon sighed contemptuously, about to slam the door shut.
“Prescription drugs, you prick!” Benji screamed and ran away with Rick.



Mozart
Dedicated to all dumpster-divers

Mozart was an armchair. An old armchair. Regardless of its age it felt it still had a lot 
to offer. It had been taken good care of by his previous users, refurbished and polished 
at times, dusted often and with care. Its gilded legs and red velvet cover gave it an air of a 
distinguished—well—armchair.

For the past five years, though, it had been lying useless in the corner of an antique store. 
Admittedly, Mozart was a tad worn out, past its prime, a little bit dented here and there. “It’s a 
decent chair. It just has a few loose screws. Gimme a tenner,” the shopkeeper had just recently 
described Mozart to a potential customer, hurting its feelings.

Mozart had seen a lot during its lifetime. It had served many asses. Round asses. Fat asses. 
Skinny asses. Peachy asses. Pear asses. Black asses. White asses. Smelly asses. Even baby butts. But 
now it was growing ever more frustrated in his current situation, of not being of service. It felt 
like its life is just passing by purposelessly and all it could do was just to wait there in the corner 
and hope that one day it could contribute to someone’s décor and cater to their sitting needs.

Mozart spent its days reminiscing of the good old days. One of its favorite homes had been 
Lady Guttenberg’s mansion where young Mozart had been in quite distinguished company: 
mayors, politicians, actors and actresses, artists, business tycoons and all kinds of bigwigs had 
laid their bottoms on Mozart—and quite enjoyed the experience. Just Lady Guttenberg herself 
had been disgusting; one of the reasons that eventually had forced Mozart to move out.

In her younger days Lady Guttenberg had used Mozart to fulfill her sexual fantasies with the 
aforementioned bigwigs but, mind you, never with her husband. Mozart was repulsed by the 
sheer thought of her saggy breasts pumping against its sophisticated back rest, her knees wearing 
out its surface and her wrinkly hands gripping on its arm rests—cum and saliva dripping on it, 
day in and day out. Mozart had put up with this derogatory behavior just for one reason. Love.

Oh, the agonizing pain of love. Mozart and a few annoyingly posh couches were the only 
ones who could enjoy Eleanor’s aristocratic company day in and day out. If it had been only 
Eleanor—the most elegant dining table Mozart had ever come across—it could have stayed 
in the house for the rest of its life, resting its senses on this table that must have been in every 
chair’s day dreams. But Mozart’s love was divided. It was in love with both Eleanor and the 
cleaning lady, a star-eyed Mexican immigrant whose name Mozart never learned during all 
those years. The Lady of the house, her husband and even the servants never referred to her by 
her name. Still, years after moving out, Mozart had tried to recollect if anyone had ever hinted 
at her name. But no. For these people this most stunning and caring individual was anonymous. 
And yet, she was the one who came to Mozart every morning at 9:35 sharp. She cleaned Mozart 
meticulously, wiped of the sperm and returned its dignity, caressed its arm rests unnecessarily 
long, and sometimes even stayed cuddling with Mozart until the bell rang for lunch.

Maria, Mozart had finally decided. She would have to be Maria. If Mozart was ever to write 
its autobiography, the love of its life could not go unnamed. Starting as a mere whim and fantasy, 
like any foolish thought of an adolescent chair, the autobiography idea developed into a bit of 
an obsession. Mozart had seen on occasion how a black typewriter had been placed on Eleanor 
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and how skilled authors had spent hours typing along pages whose content remained a secret 
to Mozart. This had inspired it to pursue a career as a writer, or at least—lacking hands—as a 
chair of a writer. Thus it moved out from Lady Guttenberg’s place—hesitantly leaving behind 
both Eleanor and Maria—and settled in its new home in Russia, the Tolstoy residence.

Leo. What a wanker! All he did was to sit his ass on me, every single day, criticize his wife 
and kids who took care of him, read Shakespeare and curse. Mozart had thought he could 
serve the old man for the rest of his life but no. As part of his “project asceticism” Tolstoy had 
decided to let go off his favorite armchair as well.

And thus, at the dawn of the 20th century, Mozart had started its tour around the world. It was 
carefully freighted from one user to another, hardly spending more than a decade in one place.

At first Mozart was exhilarated to see so many different places in the far corners of the 
world, from Russia to Japan and from USA to England. Oh the glorious days of wanderlust! But 
eventually Mozart realized that its happiness was not dependent of a place. After all, no matter 
where it was, the setting was the same: someone’s behind pressed against Mozart. Is that really 
all I’m supposed to do; to be supportive? Mozart started doubting the meaningfulness of its life.

Over the decades Mozart grew ever more suspicious about whether there actually was a 
point to life, or if it really was nothing more than meeting one asshole after another until they 
disappeared from your life for good. For a passing moment, Mozart had even contemplated 
suicide, but could never figure out how to commit it.

Now, gathering dust in the antique shop, it was once more ready for service. It had let go of 
the self-destructive thoughts and had learned to stay still—which can be surprisingly hard, even 
for an armchair. However, there was no escaping the nagging feeling of being useless. Enough! 
Please God, Allah, Jehovah, Chuck Norris—whoever is in charge—give me a piece of the action!

And Mozart’s cry for help was answered. One nippy winter morning the door was opened 
by the shopkeeper but this time he was not alone. Two robust gentlemen in orange suits came 
in after him. They walked straight to Mozart. Finally! A new home! Mozart rejoiced as the 
men started hauling it out.

Mozart’s joy was short-lived, however. As soon as they got to the yard, the men sent Mozart 
flying in the air. It landed in a vast trash container, among a few rusty bicycles, a destroyed dog 
house and some unrecognizable rubble from the nearby construction yard.

That’s it! I give up. Mozart fell into deep depression for the next few days. It got covered 
in a white layer of heavy snow. A bird shat on it. It was freezing in the wintry frost. No other 
furniture in sight, Mozart felt lonely, abandoned and useless. Then it, kind of, died.

“I thought you only get food from the dumpsters,” a 20-something dark-skinned girl with 
dreadlocks noted and took a hit from the bong. She was sitting on a refurbished chair that 
had a brand new zebra-pattern and a smell of fresh paint on it. Odor of vegetarian food with 
plenty of garlic drifted in the air. Reggae rhythms of Black Uhuru blasted from the boom box 
next to the chair.

“No, Maria, you should know better. People throw away so much good stuff these days,” 
some guy commented.

“This chair is wicked!” she said with a wide smile.
Thanks, Mozart thought.
“I know. It was a bit shaky but we bolted it back together. Solid woodwork, I say. I’m sure 

it will last another 50 years. Goes well with that table we found, doesn’t it?” the guy asked.
“Yeah, it’s really… elegant,” Maria praised.
Eleanor, you’re alive!
“But I especially love this armchair!” she continued.
I love you too, Maria. What a lovely firm bottom you have.



The White Man
Dedicated to those Africans who still value what is important

The Red Cross workers had been sweating for quite a while but now the well was ready. They 
were in a small tribe in Mozambique. Mr. Virta was the project leader. He looked satisfied as 
he saw the first buckets of fresh water coming to the surface.

Next to Mr. Virta was one of the elders in his loin cloth, leaning on his staff and looking 
disgruntled. He spoke in a funny accent but it was understandable: “You white man so eager 
putting holes to Mother Earth. Now what the women gonna do? You take ‘em away important 
social gathering: bring water together from the pond.”

“You… you speak English?” Virta looked surprised.
“I be here few days, come watch what the rumor about.”
“You’re not from here?”
“I come from city. Near. Half-day walk.”
“And all this time we’ve had to manage in sign language. You could have been our translator 

and saved us a lot of gray hairs. Why didn’t you speak up earlier?”
The old man looked at him with a mix of loathing and sympathy. “My style no goes meddle 

with other people’s business. I watch. How you say? Observe. I learn. Then I speak.”
“Well, it’s a bit late now but good to know there’s a city nearby with educated folk like you. 

Maybe if we come back I’ll come and see you in the city. How many people live in the city?”
“Oooh, hundreds. Big city.”
Virta thought he must have meant thousands. “How do I find it?”
“Three junctions, right a side,” the old man said and pointed at the road, “Must go now. 

My people wait me return. You go too. This no place for the white man.” He left, on foot and 
raised his hand to say goodbye.

Mr. Virta and his team stayed for one more night at the village. For the first time they spent 
the evening with one of the families, rather than in their tent. The clay hut was full of people. 
In the middle there was a big pot on open fire. The fumes from the fire filled the hut. The Red 
Cross workers crouched, trying to avoid breathing the smoke. Mr. Virta whispered to Mrs. 
Virta, his wife and colleague, “If we come back next year I hope they are still alive.”

“The smoke you mean?” Mrs. Virta asked.
“Yes, the smoke. Don’t they understand how unhealthy it is to have an open fire indoors?” 

Mr. Virta asked rhetorically and shook his head.
“Maybe we could design a proper wood burner for them,” Mrs. Virta suggested.
“It would be more efficient also.”
“It would save so much of their time. I mean, have you seen the women at work? They spend 

most of the day just collecting twigs. Then they waste the whole lot at once, burning it here, 
just to have one warm meal.”

“Hmm,” Mr. Virta mumbled and looked thoughtful.
They stayed for a few more days.

A year passed and the same team came back to see how well the well was functioning. That was 
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their official posting. Unofficially, they wanted to see how the villagers were using the wood 
burners they had installed in every house—a project the Virtas had financed from their own 
pockets, saving time and a lot of red tape. As they were driving through the bush Mr. Virta 
remembered the old man he had met the year prior. He was looking for the junction he had 
mentioned but couldn’t find it.

They came to the village and, to Virta’s surprise, the old man was there. The team went to 
greet the villagers, to check the well and to put up their tent. Mr. Virta stayed with the old man.

“I was looking for the turn-off to your city but there was no junction.”
“Half a day walk, that way,” the old man pointed to the road.
“Yes, I remember that. But there is no junction.”
“There is. You don’t look enough.”
“Uh, I have time,” Virta started, “Come and show me!” Virta motioned him to step into 

the Jeep.
“Don’t know if I should get into that one,” the old man said.
“Come! It doesn’t take us half a day in a car.”
Hesitantly the old man got into the car and they drove back to the bumpy road through the 

bushes. The old man was scared shitless. He sat motionless on his seat, stared intently through 
the windshield and held on to his staff tightly. Virta reckoned the old man might have just got his 
first ride in an automobile. The thought amused him. “Not this one,” the old man said suddenly.

“Excuse me?” Virta asked but there was no response. They drove for another few kilometers.
“Not this one,” the man said again. Virta shook his head bewildered. He had no idea what 

the man was talking about. Another ten kilometers passed.
“This one,” the man said and looked Mr. Virta in the eye.
“What?”
“Here! Stop!” the old man bellowed. Virta jumped on the brake and the Jeep came to a 

standstill. The old man got out and walked back a few hundred meters. They were still in the 
bush. Virta had no idea what was going on. Maybe he needs to take a leak, he thought to him-
self. But the old man stopped by the side of the road and looked to the bushes. Virta followed. 
When he reached the old man he saw a tiny footpath. “Here. The junction to my city,” the old 
man said and pointed at the path.

“That’s your junction?”
“You white man don’t even know a junction when you see one.”
“I was kind of expecting traffic lights… and stuff,” Virta sighed, amused.
“Here people call this junction. So, it’s a junction.”
“Okay.”
“Here you go easy,” the old man pointed at the path, “Not with a car. See many nice things 

on the way. Not a long walk. You come to my city.”
“Alright, well, thank you. I’ll check it out later.”
On their way back to the village, Virta thought how stupid it was of him to expect a junction 

to mean the same thing here as it did in the west. Of course that was a junction for the locals. 
He visualized a city in his mind: a big city with shops, high-rise buildings and lots of traffic. He 
thought of the junction again. City, he mulled over that word, what could it mean for the old 
man? The image of a city, in his mind, shrunk notably: the high-rise buildings were replaced 
with wooden shacks and paved highways with dirt roads. Then he smiled. You’re starting to 
think like a local, he congratulated himself.

They came back to the village and got out of the Jeep. It was almost evening now. “Thank 
you for the ride,” the old man said cheerfully.

“No worries. I must say your English has improved a lot during the past year,” Virta com-
plimented the guy.

“Yours too. You have got rid of that horrible accent,” he answered with a smile. Accent, Virta 
thought in bewilderment, did I have an accent?

Mrs. Virta came to her husband, looking disappointed. She pressed her head against his 
chest. “What is it honey?” he asked and stroked her hair.

She nearly sobbed. “You should… see it yourself,” she pointed at one of the clay huts.
My God, has someone died? Mr. Virta thought and hurried to the nearest hut. The old man 

and Mrs. Virta followed. Mr Virta stood at the door and, at first, found nothing unusual. A 
woman in the hut gave him a gleeful smile. She was filling the wood burner with twigs. “Does 
it work alright?” Virta asked her. The old man translated the question.

She said something and the old man translated back: “It works very well, Mr. Virta. Very 
good for cooking. Thank you very much!”
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“I don’t see where the problem is?” Virta asked his wife.
“Can’t you see what the kids are doing?”
Virta looked to the right. In the middle of the hut the kids were carefully assembling twigs 

together, as if… “Are they making an open fire?” Virta asked appalled.
“Yes. I couldn’t understand it at first but…” she started. The old man cut in.
“It’s the only source of light in the evening,” he explained.
“Of course! Why didn’t we think of that?” Virta sighed. “Tomorrow we go and get you lamps 

and a year’s supply of lamp oil. Right, honey?” he asked for confirmation. She nodded cautiously.
“That’s very kind of you. But they are going to make the fire anyways.”
“Why?”
“The tradition is to sit around the fire. A family who eats together, stays together,” the old 

man explained. “They make the fire and sit together, even if there’s nothing to eat.”



Lick-a-holic
Dedicated to special average people

If you saw me on the street you probably wouldn’t even pay attention. I am average height, 
average weight, average trade, average paid, average body, average face, average IQ, average age, 
average person, and average mate.

I work as an HR manager in a mid-size logistics company. My job is not especially interest-
ing content-wise. It is ordinary office routine; numbers, papers, meetings, memos, paper clips, 
staplers and that sort of thing, with occasional interviews, trainings and corporate outings to 
arrange. It’s not a particularly challenging job either but I guess the fact that I’ve stayed there 
for fourteen years says that I kind of like it there. It’s… tolerable and not as annoying as many 
people could expect. I guess, after all, it’s about the people who you work with. In that sense, 
I do have a very attractive work place.

I have been in a steady relationship, with Suzana, for just over ten years now. It might not 
be as passionate as it was in the beginning but we still love each other. We live, near the sea, 
in my three-room apartment. Well, I own only half of it. The other owner is, by no means, my 
girlfriend. It’s the bank that holds my mortgage. The secret to my long-lasting relationship with 
Suzana is that we have clear cut roles: I’m the main breadwinner, she keeps the house clean and 
cooks every day. Most importantly, we accept each other as we are, warts and all.

Having said all that, it might sound like I’m not a particularly interesting person. Yet, there 
is a quirk I am known for—at home, among friends, in the family, at work and probably even 
in the rumors on the street. That is to say, everyone knows about my peculiarity but no one 
really talks about it. It’s taboo. See, I do enjoy the ordinary pastimes like reading, driving, jog-
ging and watching TV but the thing I’m known for is that I love licking pussy. I love the taste 
of it, the smell of it, the sound of it, the feel of it, and—of course—the look of it.

Coming to think of it, this quirk—the love of licking pussy—is probably the key factor that 
has kept me in the same company for such a long time. Why? How can I say such a thing? It’s 
true that, at many work places, women get sexually harassed all the time—and it can be an 
excruciating experience. However, the women at my work place—seniors, juniors and col-
leagues alike—just purr in my vicinity. I’ve licked every pussy at that office, many times over: 
the young, the old, the fat, the tight, the domestic, the foreign, the hired, the leased, the bushy, 
the shaved, the floppy, the perky, the sloppy, the jerky, even the ones that make you wonder if 
it’s pussy at all! I’ve licked them all.

Moreover, my reputation allows me a certain freedom of movement. I’m the master of my 
own time. Since everyone knows where I am if I’m absent from my desk, no one asks. They 
might take a look around and see who else is missing from the office but I don’t think they 
are jealous. They don’t have to be because they know their turn will come. My boss has never 
complained about my behavior. Why should she? She loves it too!

I don’t mean to sound cocky but I have become quite good at it over the years. The art of 
pussy-licking boils down to three things: respect, preparation and dedication. Respect means 
that you have to have a proper mindset even before considering placing your head between a 
woman’s thighs. For me the woman’s vagina is the centerpiece around which everything else 
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revolves. Some say “money makes the world go around” but I’d say it’s cunt that does it. For 
me pussy is holy. Pussy is a deity. Pussy is God! Pussy is the alpha and omega. Pussy brings 
life. Pussy takes life. Many wars have been waged because of pussy. A gazillion liters of blood 
has been shed in the name of pussy (and I’m not only talking about the certain time of the 
month). Without pussy, life would be meaningless.

Second, preparation is like laying the foundation before building a house. As any experienced 
pussy-licker knows, the pussy itself is, of course, the final destination—the crown, the cherry 
on top, the bottom of the wishing well. Yet, prior to the ecstatic dive into the warm waters of 
love, to get the pussy ready for the licking, one has to take into account the extension of the 
pussy, that is, the woman. This is what makes the whole operation so time-consuming. If you 
wish to do it properly (and get “return sales” as one of our junior employees from the market-
ing department puts it) you’ve got to visit every erogenous zone in the female body—from ear 
lobes to toes, from the back of the neck to navel, from breasts to inner thighs, from buttocks 
to scalp, from lips to hips, and everything in between. Only then the pussy is hot enough, wet 
enough, and impatient enough to be licked.

Third, dedication means that you approach every individual pussy with a certain degree 
of commitment. You have to customize your treatment to the needs of this one special pussy 
(again the girls from the sales would be nodding wildly in agreement, in fact: they often do). 
A novice might assume that pussy-licking happens with a tongue only, but a dedicated pussy-
licker knows that it’s of utmost importance to have a whole array of options available.

So, how do I do it? While I’m “down under” my hands might be traveling somewhere 
else—squeezing the buttocks, caressing the breasts, fondling the thighs, choking her slightly 
or even warming the toes—doing exactly what has to be done for the pussy to concentrate on 
receiving pleasure.

I use my fingers to tease around the pussy lips, rubbing the camel toe and finally reaching 
the laffy taffy. I make circular motions—clock-wise and counter clock-wise. For some, I even 
do rubbing, pinching or slapping if that’s what turns her on.

I kiss the pussy and I lick the lips. Sucking, nibbling and munching the surroundings, I 
approach the clitoris from all directions and tease it before touching it with the tip of my tongue, 
testing what’s the right pressure that makes her gasp and go “aaaawh”. I’ve only just started but, 
by now, many slip into their first orgasm. I try to postpone it, if possible. In case she is about 
to come I take distance and blow warm air on the clit, making her shiver with excitement, not 
quite getting there yet.

I lick the vagina up and down, sideways, in and out. I make sure that something is constantly 
working on the clit, just the way she wants it: merely teasing and hardly touching, pressing 
gently or playing it wild and hard.

As if by accident, I slip my middle-finger in the vagina and go say hi to the G-spot. In the 
meantime my tongue works its magic outside. If it adds to her pleasure I enter two fingers, 
three, four—for some the whole fist if needed. I fuck her pussy with all my might. The more 
she moans the more I lick, lick, lick as if there’s no tomorrow. I slow down, change the rhythm, 
pacing with her whole body. I let my wet finger play with her ass-hole and feel it pumping. 
Often if slips right in, without any extra effort from my side, and she goes “mmmmm”.

I slide my tongue all the way up her body, kiss her belly, her breasts, her neck, her ears and 
her lips while my hand or my knee or my thigh—or one of the preferred toys—trembles on her 
pussy. I dive back down and make her go “ah-ah-ah” in the same rhythm as I demand her to 
come. Finally, at the time of orgasm, I slip my fingers in one or more holes for extra pleasure.

I take distance, wipe my face, hug her, caress her and keep her in embrace. I ask if she wants 
more now or later. I make sure she’s fulfilled, wash my face, brush my teeth and go back to work.

You might ask, with all this pussy in my life, what I still need a girl-friend for. Or, if she 
knows how I spend my days at work, how come she puts up with my behavior and waits at 
home, with dinner for two?

Well, let’s just put it this way: I’ve changed her life forever.
How, you might ask. Is it the occasional flowers? Is it the roof over her head? Is it the bread 

on the table? Is it the jogging suits in matching color? Is it the boring Sunday afternoons in 
front of the TV? Is it the annual two-week vacations? Is it the pride she feels of being with the 
grand master of pussy-licking? Or is it the fact that I love licking her pussy too? No.

So, how did I change her life? 
I helped her to accept herself the way she is, and to accept others as well. See, the thing is, 

when we met—quite some time ago—she still thought she was straight. Besides, my cunt is 
exclusively for her.



Chef’s Special
Dedicated to all the people who love garlic

I once worked as a waiter in a fantastic restaurant called Chef ’s Special. It was by far the 
best job I’ve ever had. The salary wasn’t much but I got to work with my best friend, Chef, who 
happened to be an outstanding chef. Chef was a bit peculiar to say the least, but I guess that’s 
what made Chef ’s Special so… special.

The menu in Chef ’s Special was also special. It had only three options: Chef ’s Special #1 
(15€), Chef ’s Special #2 (30€) and Chef ’s Special #3 (45€). The food was never the same. This 
was because Chef hated all sorts of strict guidelines and rules. He was a master of innovation 
and experimentation. Change and variety was what kept him going, not dull meals prepared 
according to pre-defined formulas.

Chef also demanded from me a certain “human touch” as he put it. What he really meant 
was that I shouldn’t pretend to be anything else than I was and I should always speak my mind. 
That’s one of the key reasons why it was such a great place to work, and probably one of the 
reasons why Chef ’s Special is now history.

One evening I was washing the dishes in the kitchen when I heard the bell ring. Because it was 
just me and Chef working there, and we were thus a bit under-staffed at times, I had to work 
both in the kitchen and in the dining hall, serving the customers. That’s why we had placed a 
small bell at every table. The bell rang again. That was my cue. I hurried to a middle-aged couple 
who had just finished their meal. Both the smart-looking man and his skinny brunette wife were 
dressed for the occasion. I felt honored they had decided to come to our restaurant to celebrate 
their anniversary. However, I noticed both of them had left almost half of the food uneaten. 

“Oh, I’m so sorry that you didn’t like the food,” I addressed the wife whose sea-food salad 
leftovers could have fed a growing teenager.

“Nonsense! It was delicious,” she chirped and smiled.
“Yes, yes. Quite a meal indeed. Compliments to the chef,” the man confirmed.
I looked at the remains of his medium steak and oven-baked potatoes, baffled. “Okay, well, 

let me just get you a doggy bag then so you can take the rest of the food home.”
“That won’t be necessary. We will continue our evening before heading home,” the man 

informed me.
“Could we take a look at the dessert menu, please,” she pleaded with her soft voice.
“No,” I replied.
“No? Why the hell not?” the man asked annoyed.
“Well, first of all, we don’t have a dessert menu…”
“Why didn’t you just say so?”
“We can make desserts but…”
“Well, can you or can you not?” he grew impatient with me.
“Look, if you don’t finish what’s on your plate you hardly have space for dessert, right?”
“This is outrageous,” she whispered, just loud enough for me to hear it.
“You sound like my mother,” he said laughingly.
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“Well, you should listen to your mother. Don’t you realize how much food goes to waste, 
yet there are two billion people who go hungry every day?” I lectured and crossed my arms for 
emphasis. They were silent. A door opened and two college boys entered. They had a notable 
difference in height, but both looked like they’ve been well fed. I greeted them joyously and 
asked them to wait for a moment. They were chatting loudly at the background, probably a 
bit tipsy already.

“Just… bring us the bill,” she demanded. The man was so perplexed he was unable to say 
anything, although the veins pumping on his temples sent a message that he might not be a 
returning customer. I scribbled “45 Euros” on a piece of paper and left it at the table.

“Hey!” the taller one of the college boys was either trying to catch my attention or he just 
wanted to greet me enthusiastically. I ignored them.

“I’d recommend you come back at lunch time. We have a buffet where you can take as much as 
you need. It’s called ‘All you can eat’ for a reason,” I explained trying not to sound too condemn-
ing. I saw them leaving the money on the table and grabbing their overcoats. “Thank you. Have 
a great anniversary!” I hollered with a smile. They left without a word. I pocketed the money.

“Hey!” the college boy repeated and snapped his fingers in the air wildly. I finally moved 
to their table.

“Heeey!” I high-fived him, as I thought appropriate, “Whazzup locos?” He was dumbfounded. 
The shorter one tried to hold his laughter. “How’s it hanging? Coming from a bar? Checkin’ 
out the chicks, huh? How’s the groove these days?”

“Um, yeah. Listen, my buddy recommended this place,” the shorter one told, “He said he 
had had here the most amazing vegetarian food ever.”

“That’s nice to hear,” I replied.
“See, we are vegetarians,” the taller one explained with pride in his voice.
“I see,” I noted, not knowing what else to say, and opened the menu.
“My friend had something called ‘Chef ’s Special’ and said it’s awesome,” the shorter one 

said, without bothering to even glance at the menu.
“Re-e-eeally?” I teased him and pointed at the menu. “Which one?”
“Oh, I guess it was the 30 euro meal,” the shorter one pondered.
“You want to share it or…”
“No, one each!” the shorter one said.
“That’s a lot of food. You think you can stomach it all?”
“Hell yeah!” the taller one yelled.
“Alrighty. Chef ’s Special, times two, coming up,” I confirmed the order and left for the 

kitchen. Before entering I asked once more, just to tease them: “Was it vegan or vegetarian?”
“Vegetarian!” they hollered simultaneously.
In the kitchen I told Chef about our two new customers who were not necessarily the bright-

est stars in the sky. “How should I know what their friend had?” Chef asked, flabbergasted.
“Beats me,” I shrugged.
“Something vegetarian for 30 Euros, eh?” Chef ’s mischievous smile said it all. The boys 

would be up for a treat. “You better help me prepare this one,” he added and produced 48 eggs 
from the fridge.

Half an hour later I finally emerged from the kitchen. “What’s taking so long?” the shorter 
one asked. “Don’t you have any beer?” the taller one whined.

“I told ya. It’s a lot of food coming up. In fact, you might want to take a table each,” I said 
and moved another table next to theirs, “As for the beer, we don’t have a license to sell alcohol 
yet. Why don’t you bring your own? There’s a corner shop just across the street.”

The boys followed the advice and went to fetch the beer. As soon as they had left a fat single 
woman entered the restaurant. She reminded me of Miss Piggy, except she was bigger. Sure as 
hell, she wasn’t a vegetarian, not even a simple carnivore but probably a massively consuming 
omnomnomnivore.

I greeted her and showed her to a table. She didn’t talk much, just breathed heavily and 
adjusted her meaty behind in the creaking chair. She grabbed the menu and mumbled some-
thing to herself. “What’s this?” she asked and pointed at Chef ’s Special #1.

“That’s Chef ’s Special number one,” I said, trying not to sound ironic.
“I know. That’s what it says. But what is it?”
“Food,” I answered to the best of my ability.
She glared at me viciously and then stared at the menu unnecessarily long, as if trying to 

decode a forgotten language. Her fat cheeks flapped disgustingly as she worked to generate 
enough saliva to formulate the next question: “What’s this?” she pointed at Chef ’s Special #2.
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“That would be Chef ’s Special number two, if I’m not badly mistaken,” I did sound ironic, 
didn’t I?

“How much?”
“Umm,” I couldn’t believe she had just asked that, “Thirty Euros”.
“No, how much food is that?”
“Ah, sorry. It’s a lot of food but,” I sized her with my eyes, “I’m sure a woman of your caliber 

can handle it.”
She raised his gaze from the menu and looked up to me, trying to decide if I had just insulted 

her or not. Tick, tock, tick, tock. Something was going on in her brain. Her tongue traveled 
in her mouth. It was probably a sign that she’s going to speak soon. “Did you just call me fat?” 
she finally asked.

“No, I said it’s a lot of food but you can probably handle it.”
“You don’t think I’m fat?”
“I do.”
Tick. Tock. Tick. Tock. Slurp. “Hehehe, I like you!” she started laughing and gave me the 

most charming smile ever. That pushed the fat low-hanging eyebrows up and revealed two 
shiny green eyes.

“You have beautiful eyes,” I told her, honestly.
“Really? You’re just saying that.”
“No, seriously, you have really beautiful eyes.”
“Thank you. How about the rest of me? Is it beautiful?” she asked flirtatiously.
“No, just fat,” I answered with a smile.
“Heheheheee. You… hehehehee,” she started laughing so much couldn’t say anything. I 

reckoned it was safe to laugh with her without sounding like I was flirting with her. Finally 
she calmed down, opened the menu again and pointed at Chef ’s Special #3. “I’ll have this!”

“Exquisite choice! Would that be all?”
“Hehehe… for now,” she harrumphed.
“You are not a vegetarian by any chance?”
“Heeheehee!” the question made her split her sides.
When they boys got back their food was waiting on the table. Well, it covered two whole 

tables. Mouths agape, they sat down, observing the humongous omelets.
“What the hell is this?” the shorter one looked at his plate, or tray to be exact.
“Chef ’s Special number two… vegetarian,” I announced.
“This can’t be what my pal had,” the shorter one shook his head.
“It sure ain’t. That’s why it’s special, one of a kind,” I grinned.
“But… what is it?” the taller one finally managed to ask.
“Omelet, made out of 24 eggs… each. Bon appétit!”
The boys walked out with their beers, without paying. That was fine for us. We had a good 

laugh with Chef. Besides, Miss Piggy asked if she could have one of the omelets as an appetizer. 
We gave it to her, free of charge. The other one was served next day, together with other leftovers, 
in the ‘All you can eat’ buffet. We didn’t dare to tell Miss Piggy we had one.



Too Old Men
Dedicated to those who have hope

Two old men laid in their beds in the nursing home. They had just had their tasteless lumpy 
evening stew that the nurses called dinner. The dishes had been taken away and the men had 
been tucked in their beds like small children. The rain was whipping on the window and 
wind was howling in the trees but under the blankets it was warm and comfortable. It was five 
minutes to lights-out.

The older of the two, Zecharias, had just reached the age of ninety. His eyes were gray and 
muddled like those of a fish left in the sun and his hairline had receded sometime in his sixties 
or seventies. Other than that he still looked pretty much alive. On his night table there was an 
old worn-out picture of him and his wife holding a baby boy.

“The doctor says I might have a week left,” Zecharias pondered out loud and stared at the 
ornament in the ceiling, “two if I’m lucky.”

“Lucky? They told me that six months ago,” Ilias responded cynically. He was nearly a decade 
younger than Zecharias but you could see on his weary face that he had weathered the storms 
of life and his limp lifeless body showed that the struggles were soon to be over.

“But you’re still here,” Zecharias said in an encouraging tone.
“Indeed I am,” Ilias sighed, “If only I could go already.”
“Don’t say that. All we have is now. Enjoy it, Ilias.”
“Hmph.”
“Isn’t life the most beautiful thing between birth and death?” Zecharias tried to cheer him up.
“The hell it is, for what I know,” Ilias grunted and looked grumpy like most grandpas with 

Greek origins do—only a tad angrier. “I’ve been praying to God for two decades to take me in 
but I don’t seem to have a place in His kingdom.”

“There must be a long waiting line,” Zecharias smirked.
“Don’t make fun of Him,” Ilias snapped and glared at his roommate annoyed.
“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to offend.”
“Ah, that’s alright. I’ve had my times of doubt as well. Maybe God doesn’t exist, maybe He 

does. I pray to be on the safe side.”
“Better safe than sorry?”
“I guess.”
A nurse came to switch off the lights and wished them good night. She closed the door 

behind her. The men kept talking in the dark.
“A week,” Zecharias sighed.
“You look fine to me. Your brain works, you talk and you can walk with the stick.”
“The disease is eating me inside. It’s in the blood or something.”
“Look at us: two old men waiting for the grim reaper in the dark.”
“Did you say too old men?” Zecharias asked, grinning.
“Too old? I guess so,” Ilias sighed, “I just don’t get it; why do they have to keep us alive with 

their medicines? Why can’t they just let us go?”
“I don’t much care about their medicaments. I put them in my mouth once offered but as 
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soon as they’re gone I spit them out. I don’t need their life-extension pills. Every day is full of 
possibilities. In a week so many things can happen.”

“What could possibly happen?”
“I don’t know; surprises and exciting adventures,” Zecharias envisioned with a smile on 

his face.
“The only exciting adventure would be to get something proper to eat,” Ilias said sarcastically 

and moved to his side so he could see his roommate’s silhouette in the dark.
Zecharias laughed and coughed. “Hmm… All I care is that I can go without regrets.”
“Really? You don’t regret anything? If you could have a second chance wouldn’t you… I’ve 

heard so many people say they wouldn’t do anything differently. Do you think they really 
mean it?”

“I think so.”
“I think that is buuullshit,” Ilias noted bluntly.
“Why? What would you do differently then?”
“First of all, krhm…” Ilias started but a sudden cough attack surprised him. “First of all I 

would marry that first girlfriend of mine. We got a good thing going but I ruined it all.”
“What do you mean you ruined it? You cheated?”
“That, among other things. It was all about the grass being greener on the other side. I 

wanted to see the world.”
“And you did!”
“I did and saw it’s full of shit,” Ilias hissed. He paused. They listened to the rain slowly coming 

to a halt. “If I had just stayed with her…”
“If you had stayed with her you would not have gotten all those experiences you did.”
“Experiences? You call those experiences? I call it drudgery—unnecessary drudgery. You 

spend decades trying to build up a life that would be satisfying. You go through all that shit, 
thinking that one day… One day everything will be better. One day I can stop and relax. And 
only once your days are numbered you realize that you had it all in front of you to begin 
with…” Ilias ranted but soon became silent and went down the memory lane. “Oh, Lila,” he 
whispered and started sobbing. It went on for several minutes. “I’m sorry. It’s just… so hard,” 
he finally uttered.

“No need to be sorry. Crying helps. I had my time to think there… I know what you mean. 
And you’re right.”

“I am?”
“Yes. You know, the house where I was born—or what’s left of it—is just forty kilometers 

from here. If I die here—which is more than likely—I’ve advanced forty kilometers in my life. 
I never traveled much anyways but… I do envy you in some sense. You’ve seen it all.”

“I told you; it’s bullshit! Same shit everywhere. Same suffering. We’re all the same. All in the 
same boat. Same, same, same…” Ilias mumbled. “But what you’re saying is that you would do 
things differently if you had a second chance. You would travel more, eh?”

“No,” Zecharias replied.
“No?” Ilias asked surprised.
“Everything I’ve done is secondary.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“In my twenties I got lost in the woods. I spent five days, going in circles, not finding my 

way out. I ate shrubs, leaves, roots, bark and whatever berries I could find. But I was low on 
water and it was a cold fall. I thought I was going to die there. That was the time I made peace 
with death.”

“Sounds grim. I thought you were all about enjoying life and thinking positively.”
“Well, yes. Ever since that I’ve returned to that moment. Every day I ask myself: ‘Am I ready 

to die?’ And as long as the answer is yes, I can go on living.”
“Sounds… counterintuitive.”
“What I mean is that rather than waiting till the end of my life and then seeing if I have 

lived the way I wanted, I’ve asked that question every day. This way it’s impossible to build up 
any grudges or regrets.”

“I see…”
“With this mentality I sustained the hardships of the wars, the times of lack and depression. 

I didn’t need to go anywhere. I didn’t feel the need to do anything special. I just concentrated 
on leading every day of my life to the fullest, loving those around me…” Zecharias paused.

“Yes?”
“What?”
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“Does it continue? Loving those around me…”
Zecharias sniffed and wiped a tear. “Uh, they’re all dead.”
“You don’t have anyone left?”
“No, my wife died twenty years ago. My boy… even earlier. His family, either dead or lost 

somewhere in the maze.”
“Yet you say you’re happy?”
“I am. It’s not that I can go against destiny. All I can do is to just accept everything that 

comes my way. There’s no fighting it. I guess I just… choose to be happy.”
“Sssh! Someone’s coming…” Ilias hushed. They heard footsteps in the corridor.
“I’m sure they’ll tell us to be quiet,” Zecharias whispered and ducked under the blanket. 

“Let’s just pretend we’re sleeping and they’ll go away.”
There was a knock on the door. Silence. The door opened. Zecharias opened one eye and 

saw a nurse standing in the light. “He is sleeping. Tell the boy to go away,” the nurse said appar-
ently to another nurse. The boy? What boy? Zecharias thought. The nurse was about to close 
the door. Zecharias couldn’t fight his curiosity. He yawned and rose in a sitting position. “Oh, 
wait. I think he’s still awake,” the nurse said.

“What’s happening?” Zecharias whispered to the nurse.
“If you’re not sleeping would you mind coming here for a while?” the nurse asked.
Zecharias turned laboriously, reached for his walking stick, put on his warm furry slippers 

and sauntered to the door. The nurse motioned him to step out to the lit corridor. He did. 
“What is it?” he asked.

“I am terribly sorry to wake you up at this hour,” the nurse said. Zecharias looked at the 
clock on the wall and shook his head. It was only 8:30 PM. “But there is someone at the door, 
demanding to see you.”

“Me? Who? Not the police, is it? What have I done now?”
“No, no. It’s a young boy who says you’re his grandfather.”
“Must be a misunderstanding. Both of my grandsons are dead, from what I know.”
“I thought so. He looks so young. But…”
“What?”
“He specifically said that he wants to meet Zecharias Park.”
“At this hour?”
“We told him to go away but he refused and laid his sleeping bag in front of the door. He 

says he’s going to wait until morning if necessary.”
“Why? What’s the rush now?”
The nurse became uneasy. “He seems to know that…” she hesitated and struggled to find 

the words. “That you…”
“That I’m dying? Is that it?” Zecharias cut in impatiently.
The nurse nodded. “He asked me to tell you: ‘all we have is now’. He seems to know that 

you don’t have much time left.”
“How… who…” Zecharias said and looked baffled.
“We can wait till the morning…”
“It’s cold and wet out there,” Zecharias said and started along the corridor. “Let’s get this 

sorted right now. Invite him in.”
“Certainly. Should I walk you?”
“You walk dogs! I can do this on my own, thank you very much,” Zecharias snapped.
“Very well, Mr. Park,” the nurse said and went her way. Zecharias followed slowly.
In the reception area there was an eighteen-year-old girl, wearing baggy jeans and an over-

sized red wind stopper—a sort of a tomboy appearance. She was drying her short hair with a 
towel and rubbing her hands together to warm them up. As soon as Zecharias appeared behind 
the corner she stood up. Her eyes flashed wide open and she smiled.

“You… wanted to see me?” Zecharias asked.
“Yes.”
“But you’re not a boy.”
“A boy?” she asked shyly.
“They said there was a boy outside the door but you’re a girl,” Zecharias said and stepped 

closer. “They can’t tell a girl from a boy. Should get their eyesight checked,” he grunted and 
made her chuckle.

“You are…” she started.
“Zecharias Park,” he cut in.
“My grand-grand-father.”



 The Grays
Dedicated to those who act

Thaggard Ramgaard was a well-known actor that enjoyed the respect of his living com-
munity. When he was not acting—that is, most of the time—he usually spent his evenings 
in the same pub. People did give him an occasional glance—even if they didn’t recognize 
him—because he carried a formidable frame of just over two meters. Sometimes he’d drop in 
to his favorite pub even during the day. This was one of those days. He just had one pint, read 
the newspaper and left to the street again—to go to the nearby grocery store on his way home.

People hurried past Thaggard. He was just strolling along, going over the shopping list in 
his thoughts—you see, an actor’s thoughts are much like those of a plumber’s, accountant’s 
and used car salesman’s. Due to his formidable height Thaggard was used to observing other 
people from the heights. But now his eyes gazed on two short bearded figures at the corner 
of the street. They were dressed up like adults—in long overcoats, hats and shades—yet they 
were short like children. Keeping their hands in their coat pockets they looked almost identical, 
just from the color of the hats—black and grey—could one tell one from another. Ah, must be 
midgets, Thaggard thought and turned his eyes away. It was not polite to stare. His thoughts 
drifted back to the shopping list: eggs, minced meat, sausage, cheese, vegetables…

“This one, eh? Lot of meat there, huh?” Thaggard overheard one of the midgets, presumably 
the black-hat, say when he passed them.

“Too much muscle,” the grey-hat commented in a weird gnarling voice.
Thaggard took a few more of his long steps and was about to stroll away from them but 

then it struck him: are they talking about me? He turned and froze there in the middle of the 
passenger crossing, looking back at the peculiar characters standing in the corner. They were 
staring directly back at him. Cars lined up in the junction, tooting their horns. Thaggard thought 
of going about his own business but then decided otherwise and walked back to the midgets. 
“Excuse me, what did you say?” he queried, tilting his head.

“Nothing,” the black-hat said. His trembling voice indeed was as odd as his looks.
“No, you did say something about too much muscle. Were you talking about me?”
“Well, yes,” the grey-hat said, “we were talking about you.”
“But we’re talking about pretty much everyone who passes,” the black-hat commented, 

“Nothing personal.”
“Oh, okay,” Thaggard said, shook his head, puzzled, and turned to go.
He heard the grey-hat’s voice behind him: “Although in this one there would be a lot to eat. 

The commander would be pleased.” Thaggard stopped, stood still and turned around slowly.
“To eat?” Thaggard asked in surprise and cleaned his ear with his finger to make sure his 

hearing was alright.
“We are commissioned to put up a celebrative feast for our commander,” the black-hat 

explained.
“Your body would make a great part of the main course,” the grey-hat added.
Thaggard burst into a nervous laughter momentarily. The midgets just stared at him, stand-

ing motionless. Then Thaggard finally realized that the midget-attires were a disguise. Their 
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beards were fake and you wouldn’t be surprised if the identical clothes still carried the label of 
a local carnival costumes shop.

“We are going to take this one, aren’t we?” the black-hat asked from his companion. He 
nodded in agreement.

“You’re not taking anything before I take your beards,” Thaggard said and approached the 
black-hat with a mischievous grin on his face.

“Uh-uh-uuh!” the black-hat raised his finger in the air and stopped Thaggard right there. 
“You’re not prepared to see what’s behind the beard,” he said in an alarming tone. Thaggard 
stared at the long grayish finger—one of the three in the skinny slimy hand. It wasn’t a human 
finger, not a human hand. As quickly as the hand had appeared it disappeared back in the 
black-hat’s pocket.

“You… are not midgets?” Thaggard asked with a trace of fear in his voice. The implica-
tions of this encounter raced through his mind—he might be the first person on the face of 
the Earth to communicate with members of an alien civilization—and he somehow managed 
to disregard the fact that these short beings were just casually discussing the possibility of 
abducting and eating him.

“We are… racists,” the grey-hat said.
“What my accomplice is trying to say is that we are those of a superior race,” the black-hat 

hurried to correct, “and we have come to collect some meat for our festivities.”
“Human flesh is of great nutritional value,” the grey-hat explained clinically yet knowingly.
Thaggard looked suspicious. “You’ve come to… Edinburgh? Is this like Candid Camera or 

something? Well, I’m not laughing. I could just punch you in the face and be done with it…”
“We do expect resistance,” the grey-hat noted calmly.
“But if you look around you realize that you’ll soon be outnumbered,” the black-hat said 

and glanced around. Only now Thaggard realized that these two creatures were not the only 
ones around dressed in the same fashion. In fact, as he looked around, he could now see that 
the height of the pedestrians lingering on the street was way below average. And that’s what 
they did: they just lingered in the street corners, dozens of them, observing the passers-by.

“As we speak, we are mobilizing all over the planet in different coordinates,” the grey-hat 
mumbled in his trembling voice.

Thaggard took a step back. He was still suspicious. “But you… speak English?”
“Do you think that a race that has perfected interstellar space travel would have hard time 

grasping something as elementary as English language?” the black-hat asked.
“Even the Highlands’ accent?”
“What? Well… that…”
“That’s even beyond our understanding,” the grey-hat filled in.
“Are you mocking us, earthling?” the black-hat asked tightly.
Thaggard shook his head slowly and cautiously from side to side, taking another step back. 

He looked around once more and now he could see maybe a hundred of them. The situation 
started to be truly menacing. Thaggard didn’t know what to do so he reckoned it was better to 
just keep the conversation flowing.

“You said you are a superior race,” Thaggard started. The aliens nodded. “So… what is your 
race?” he asked.

The black-hat raised his hand from his pocket—not much, just enough to reveal a bit of the 
grey skin. “You’ve been calling us The Grays,” he answered.

“And you eat human flesh? That’s… that’s disgusting.”
“You eat animal flesh, don’t you?” the black-hat said. “What’s the difference?”
“But…”
“If you are allowed to enslave lower life-forms, aren’t we allowed to do the same?” the 

black-hat asked.
“Enough small talk,” the grey-hat said and wobbled forward menacingly, “we have some 

work to do.”
“Yes, we need to pick a few more volunteers…” the black-hat noted wryly.
“Volunteers? To be eaten?” Thaggard couldn’t believe what he was hearing.
“Yes. So why don’t you just sit down and wait until we have enough… um, critical body 

mass,” the black-hat said, “unless you want this to be excruciatingly painful, that is.” Thaggard 
took another step back.

“You can run but you cannot hide. We are everywhere,” the grey-hat threatened. Now Thag-
gard was well aware that the street was filled with these short identically disguised creatures. 
Some were engaged in conversations with the taller population—his fellow human beings—and 
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some just idling and observing. Practically no one was hurrying anymore. Many were just slowly 
retracting towards the pub at the end of the street. A small group of people had formed in 
front of the pub, armed with sticks, baseball bats and empty pints. Some of the small business 
owners were emerging from their shops as they had been warned of the approaching danger.

Thaggard started slowly retreating towards the pub as well. He knocked on shop windows on 
the way and tried to gather the rest of the people with him. He didn’t have time to explain what 
the danger was but with his frame and reputation it was easy to convince people to join him.

Soon the street was empty. It was just the strange aliens dotting the street on both sides. All 
the people had gathered in a crowd in one end, in front of the pub.

Then something happened and, as if coordinated, the black-coated creatures started wob-
bling towards the crowd. A loud murmur ensued. Thaggard took the lead and silenced them 
in an instant. “What should we do?” a lady asked in panic.

“We run!” Thaggard thundered and galloped away. Everyone followed. Silence fell on the 
street for a minute. Then uproar of wild cheering filled the air.

“Reclaim the street!” a young man’s voice echoed through the megaphone. One by one young 
activists took off their disguise and got up from their knees. Hardcore punk blasted out of the 
loudspeakers and music filled the street. It was party time.

The Edinburgh vegan flash-mob had been a huge success.



Perpetual motion
Dedicated to Nikola Tesla and all those who pick up hitchhikers)

That day could have changed the course of my life forever, and maybe even the lives of—
well—pretty much everyone on this planet.

Now, that’s a bold statement, you might say. But if you knew me in person, you’d be con-
vinced: I’m the kind of guy who doesn’t make bold statements in vain. No, I’m actually quite 
cautious about making ludicrous claims and putting myself on a pedestal.

For a long while I had imagined a very different kind of life. Yet, it was that day that I got 
convinced that I really have to do something; act, not just dream and imagine. What got me so 
convinced? What was so special about the day anyways? It was a series of little synchronicities 
that just piled up on that very day and couldn’t be ignored anymore.

Let me tell you what happened.
I live in France but work in a nuclear facility in Switzerland. Every single day I drive about 

ninety kilometers to work, and then another ninety back. It gives me time to think—and an 
educated, frustrated mind tends to think a lot.

You might assume that the work of a nuclear scientist is somehow glorious or exciting. It’s 
not. All you do, all day, every day, is staring at some petty numbers on monitors and papers. 
You push a few control switches and stare at lights that are not lit (if they do light up, it means 
trouble, but they never do).

So, try to rip excitement of that! Makes you wonder, why study six years in a respected 
university for something like that, doesn’t it?

I was used to my routine but that morning I did something differently. I woke up earlier 
because, instead of going straight to work, I was to go and talk to the bank manager to nego-
tiate a loan for scaling up a personal project of mine—a project that would put me and my 
colleague to work on something that really mattered, and guarantee me a certain change of 
environs. The only problem was that the project was highly confidential. I couldn’t talk about 
it to anyone, not too early at least.

However, the bank manager and I went a long way back. He was a nice fellow and he might 
just help me if I could make him understand the potential of our project. I had my doubts but 
it wouldn’t hurt to ask, I reckoned. So, I went to the bank and asked to speak to the manager. 
“He is… not at the office,” the clerk said with a serious face.

“Well, I can wait. What time will he be coming back?”
“He… won’t,” the clerk answered mysteriously, with a trembling voice.
“What do you mean he won’t?”
The clerk sighed and looked down. I explained my business and that we were friends with 

the manager—well, acquaintances really. Finally she looked at me and said with a quivering 
voice: “He’s dead.”

“E… Excuse me? Dead?”
She explained to me that, in the twists and turns of the financial turmoil, the bank had 

recently lost a lot of their clients’ money and the figurative noose had tightened around the 
manager’s neck so much so that he had seen no other choice but to hang himself.
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I had to sit down. Everything around me whirled. But he was such a nice guy, I thought to 
myself. A guy my age, not even forty yet! At that moment I realized that he must have been 
in a similar situation to mine. Not that I was plotting suicide but I did feel that my job was 
strangling me and twisting the life energy out of me. It wasn’t just the fact that the job itself 
was drudgery. The work environment was depressing, and the boss was an asshole. How long 
could I take this slavery before I’d be hanging from the noose?

This looped in my mind the whole day at work. At the lunch break, however, I got something 
else to think about. My colleague—the one with whom we had this private project with—insisted 
we have lunch together, somewhere private. He looked very serious. “What is it?” I asked, once 
we had confined ourselves to a meeting room where no one could hear us.

As soon as the door closed behind him, his worried expression changed to a wide smile. “It 
works!” he said and couldn’t hide his excitement.

“The prototype?”
“Yes! Two thousand in, four thousand out! It works!”
Maybe it’s time to reveal what we are working on. Does the name Nikola Tesla ring a bell? 

Zero-point energy? If you are familiar with his work, some hundred years ago, you might 
now say something like but the second law of thermodynamics proves that it’s impossible 
to create energy out of nothing. Well, my colleague and I had just broken that law with our 
prototype—and we were not the only ones doing these experiments. Besides, it’s not actually 
creating energy out of nothing; it’s about tapping into the energy that’s all around us—the same 
stuff that everything, including you and me, consists of.

Needless to say, I was exhilarated… until my boss ruined the rest of the day with his mean-
ingless insults and ego-tripping.

During my ride back home I felt the urge to go and visit my folks, probably not because 
I wanted to see them for any specific reason but to have more time to think. As I was speed-
ing on the highway I saw the most peculiar thing at the emergency parking area: a guy in an 
orange t-shirt and bandana was waving at me. Only when he put his thumb up did I realize 
he was a hitchhiker. I never pick up hitchhikers, not in the middle of the highway at least, but 
somehow subconsciously I jumped on the brake. The car skidded on the asphalt but I managed 
to maneuver it to a standstill, just a few meters from the fence in the parking area.

I now saw that the hitchhiker was accompanied by another one—a girl with an enormous 
backpack. She looked very tired. We had some difficulties in crossing the language barrier at 
first but I understood that they were coming from Germany and going towards Spain. I agreed 
to take them about a hundred kilometers. After initial hurdles in communication they proved 
to be exactly the kind of people I needed to meet at the moment: two free individuals, living 
life to the fullest, going where ever the hell they wanted, without too much planning and no 
one to tell them what to do.

The girl fell asleep on the back seat but I had a good conversation with the guy. He seemed 
to understand exactly what I meant when I said that my work was mere slavery. “Don’t worry, 
you’re not alone in that situation”, he tried to pep me up, “Most people hate what they do.” 
What’s more, he knew of Tesla and was really curious about why I brought his name up in 
the conversation. I felt like I could trust him, well, both of them: she was snoring in a very 
trustworthy manner.

After some initial hesitation I told him about our early success with the prototype that 
would probably be dubbed “a perpetual motion machine” by the skeptics. But he wasn’t one 
of the skeptics. Instead he encouraged me to concentrate on what I felt was important. He also 
understood why I was so hush-hush about the project. He knew that Tesla’s work had been 
discontinued when the funder—one J.P. Morgan—had pulled the plug on his project as soon 
as he had learned what he was really up to. The hitchhiker knew that the earlier attempts to 
publicize the functioning prototypes had led either to a patent acquisition by a large corporation 
or an imminent “accidental” death of the inventor. “The only way to spread the technology to 
the masses is, not by patenting, but through an open source design that’s publicized around 
the world simultaneously, in a concentrated manner,” he suggested.

It sounded a bit naive. I didn’t quite see how to make money in that model, by giving away 
the results of our hard work. Otherwise the guy made a lot of sense. His example of leading 
the kind of life he had envisioned inspired me deeply. He didn’t care about what other people 
thought of his choices in life. No. He was truly free.

I came to know them only for about an hour. But it was enough to convince me that I should 
not let anything stand in the way of my freedom, my well-being, and my success.

I left them at a gas station and continued to my parents’ house. When I told my folks that I 
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was considering quitting my job, they just laughed. They didn’t take me seriously. They thought 
I was mad if I let go of a job that paid me a five-digit monthly salary and enabled my luxurious 
lifestyle. Slamming the door, I left and drove straight back home.

At night I could hardly sleep. Regardless of my parents’ lack of belief and support, I was 
convinced that next day I would walk to my boss and tell him what I thought of him and the 
stupid job I had been toiling at for far too long. I’d finally do it: I’d quit!

I envisioned how it would be afterwards. With my colleague, we would scale up the project. 
Following the hitchhiker’s train of thought we would introduce our free energy machine in 
multiple locations around the world simultaneously and we would be remunerated for our 
efforts. Other scientists would then get to adopt our technology in their models and soon free 
energy would be out there, free for all!

Would this suffice to keep the head on my shoulders, or would the men behind the curtain 
plot to take my life immediately? It was a scary thought. Would it be better just to forget about 
the whole project, lay low and wait for someone else to risk their life in the name of freeing 
humanity?

No! It was time for me to stand up and fight, to stand up for a better tomorrow and fight 
the status quo—including a certain nuclear energy corporation—who wished to thwart human 
development in the name of profit. Once the oligarchs couldn’t charge for energy production 
and distribution anymore, they would lose their power on the common man’s life. It would 
mean a revolution!

There would be no more dumping of nuclear waste in the bedrock and we could finally stop 
exhausting the fossil fuel sources. Future generations could look back in history satisfied. They 
would call me “the Tim Berners-Lee of energy”. Well, I might not be hailed as the inventor of 
free energy—that honor belongs to Tesla forever—but I would be seen as the one who set the 
free energy truly free.

I was convinced: tomorrow I would quit my job, start anew and change my life forever.
In the morning I went to work.
In the evening I came back.
It had been a horrible day, an ordinary day. I opened a beer and sat in front of the TV. I 

couldn’t concentrate on anything. I was enraged at the company, at the boss, at my parents, 
even at the bank manager who wouldn’t grant me a loan—being dead and all.

I was convinced: tomorrow I would quit my job, start anew and change my life forever.



You know Frank
Dedicated to all those in different kinds of closets

He came to my apartment, late Friday night, with his own set of keys, smelling like whiskey 
and cigars. God knows where he had been. Clean man that he was, he’d usually take his shoes 
off indoors but now he must have been slightly drunk: I saw him leave the door ajar, with his 
shoes on. Or maybe he wasn’t that drunk but he just left the route clear for a quick escape, if 
need be. Who knows?

He went to the fridge, as if it was his, took out a beer, popped it open with his lighter, although 
it was a twist-cap, and walked slowly to the record player. He ran his finger across my vinyl 
collection, picked out a scratchy record—must have been Edith Piaf or something—and put it 
on, without asking what I’d like to listen to. He never asked. He told. Not much of a conversa-
tionalist, really—maybe with others, but not with me.

He dragged his feet to the living room, coughed his smoker cough a few times, snorted, 
swallowed, and fell into the sweet caress of his favorite arm chair, my favorite arm chair. Agreed, 
the two of them matched. The old but stern arm chair had been rescued from a closed down 
vintage pub where the smoke had coated the chair with a thick yellow layer of dust, ash, lipstick 
and all sorts of liquids.

He slumped there, sipping his beer and listening to the chansons in the dim light, a half-
smoked cigarette hanging on the side of his mouth. His bloodshot eyes looked weary. He 
coughed a couple of more times and swallowed the snot. He reached for a lighter and soon he 
was surrounded by a cloud of smoke. He sighed in contentment. He was comfortable. Soon, 
he would be ready to start one of his rants. I knew it.

“You know, Frank, I really love women, the wide variety of them. Each woman is perfect 
in her own way. And I’m not just saying this to be polite or to talk about inner beauty, soul, 
personality or any of such things. I’m talking about their bodies, how they look, and how their 
bodies make me feel.

“Tits, for example… Well, I’m more of an ass person but we’ll deal with asses later. Let’s just 
use tits now, as an example, okay? Okay.

“You can’t say one woman has nicer tits than the other. No, they are part of her body, indi-
vidual. Hah, yes. Even the tits are individual, individually perfect. The left one might sag a little 
lower than the right one, the perkier one. Or one nipple might be slightly larger. Or it might 
be surrounded by two, three short hairs that don’t really belong at first sight, hair that some 
men might even find disgusting, but for me it’s just part of the perfection. These small details 
are what make the female body worth exploring.”

He took a sip of his beer and lit another cigarette. He looked thoughtful; as if he needed to 
get something off his chest but couldn’t quite put it into words. Who knows, maybe there was 
nothing but drunken slur ahead. I listened nonetheless.

“But you know, Frank, I didn’t come here to talk about women. I’ve had them—through 
the course of my life—left, right and center. I’ve played with them, never played them… okay, 
maybe once or twice… but generally loved them with all my heart. Loved them. Cherished 
them. Embraced them. Embarrassed them. Embodied them. Whatever. Whoever. Where ever 
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I may roam… there’s always a woman!
“I’ve had them from all continents, in all colors, and all possible combinations. I’ve had them, 

yeah. The question is, Frank, have I had it with them? It’s not that women wouldn’t satisfy me 
anymore. Hell yeah; being with a woman gives me great pleasure on all possible levels—intel-
lectual, spiritual, emotional and, of course, physical.

“The question, thus, is: Is it enough, for me, that I’ve experienced only women? Should I 
feel more fulfilled if I had also physical, sexual, romantic relationships with men? And if so, 
how the hell to go about it?

“I mean, most of my gay friends are, well, gay—in old British English kind of way… gay… 
happy. They are happy people. I don’t care much about people who make a big deal coming out 
of the closet and afterwards portray their gayness in all possible ways—the way they dress, the 
way they talk, the way they walk, the way they gesture with their hands, their eyes, their lips, 
their hips… you know what I’m talking about. The very gay people—in a non-British English 
kind of way… GAY! It looks to me like they’ve just changed one act to another. No way Jose, 
that’s not what I’m after. I want to understand who I really am—if there are facets to me that I 
haven’t yet explored. So, at my death bed…”

The record finished playing. He looked thoughtful. His beer was empty. He was out of 
cigarettes.

“You know how they say that actually there are no straight or gay people at all, that we are 
all bi-sexual, that it’s just a matter of degree how much we let it show, and that it’s a sliding scale 
of whichever gender we prefer at whatever times.”

He burped.
“You know what I think of that?” he turned to look at me. For the first time tonight his eyes 

met mine. I shrugged. He said: “I think it’s bollocks!”
He walked to the record player, flipped the record over and played the B side. He walked 

to the fridge and opened another beer. He rummaged around the drawers and found a few 
more cigarettes. He came back to the arm chair and slumped down in its sweet caress again.

“As much as I’d like to be with men, they just don’t turn me on. And, Frank, let me be 
frank with you: the source of my confusion is the fact that I still don’t know if this what I 
really think or if it’s something I think I should think. Get it? Maybe I’ve built some sort of 
a homophobic safety trigger in my rifle of love, a safety that has corroded and jammed after 
years of cultural conditioning. Or maybe I really don’t find men sexually attractive. How can 
you tell the difference?

“You know, it’s easy for me to say that one guy is handsome and the other one less so. But 
do I find the handsome ones attractive? Not really.

“Also, it’s easy for me to enjoy the company of my own penis, but I don’t know if I’d enjoy 
anyone else’s. I probably would.

“Have you ever been butt-fucked by women? Man, oh man, I was once with a girl who liked 
to blow me and shove her finger up in my anus while she was at it. In fact, she didn’t even 
have to touch my penis to make me come! You know, that’s our G-spot. Ladies and straight 
men alike, they don’t pay enough attention to these finer nuances of the male body. They just 
think men are easy to please with a few strokes in the front. Well, we are, aren’t we? But it just 
makes you wonder, am I missing out on something, not being butt-fucked by men? Are my 
gay friends, after all, having better sex than me?

“But, then again, I feel that I’m getting everything that I ever wanted from women—and 
more. And let me remind you: here I’m intentionally concentrating on the mere physical side 
of relationships. Sure, it would probably be much less complicated to be in a relationship with 
a guy but that’s beside the points I want to discuss.”

He wasn’t discussing. He was ranting, as always. I let him go on, nevertheless. I could hardly 
wait for him to continue. What’s coming up next? If the lighting had been any better he would 
have seen me blush already once or twice. I wanted to see where this leads. He sighed and lit 
a yet another cigarette before continuing.

“I told you before that I’m more of an ass-person, didn’t I? Usually you hear men making a 
big deal out of big boobs, right? Well, for me the size of the boobs doesn’t really matter. If I’ve 
laid my eyes on a girl, if I find her attractive, it’s needless to say that her boobs are probably 
just as fine as the rest of the package. A boob is a boob is a boob. As long as it has a nipple in 
the middle and touching it gets her wet. That’s enough for me.

“Ass, however, is what I usually concentrate on more. I like to look at the butts, to rub the 
butts, to fondle the butts, to kiss the butts, to penetrate the butts. I’m a butt-person, okay? I’d 
like to know if this whole ass-fetish of mine is an inclination of my suppressed homosexuality 
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or if I just, well, enjoy the female butt.”
He fidgeted in the chair. I knew this sign all too well. Soon he would be gone. “Speaking of 

butts, mine is getting quite numb. You know, Frank, it’s great to have friends like you. Good, 
talk. Good talk. We should do this more often, don’t you think? Alright, mate. I’m off ”, he said 
and, at that, he was out of the door. At least he now shut it behind him.

The only traces of him were an empty pack of cigarettes, empty beer bottles and an empty 
arm chair. I felt… empty. It was nice that he confided in me but… he didn’t really reach out, 
did he? I mean, I was just there. He could’ve just… Never mind.

What did he say earlier? Something like: “I don’t know if this is what I really think or if it’s 
something I think I should think.” I think he thinks too much.



Interrogation Room
Dedicated to all aspiring writers who can and will make a difference

A muscular, tense-looking bald man dressed in black suit closed the door behind him and 
sighed deeply. “All yours, Johnson. I don’t seem to get anything out of this guy. I need to get 
some sleep,” he said and walked away. Johnson, of pretty much the same description, although 
he had some hair on his head, grabbed the door knob, took a deep breath, turned the knob 
and opened the door.

The room had concrete walls, it was dimly lit, and subsequently, was not very cozy. In the 
middle was just one table with two chairs. In one of the chairs, back against Johnson, slumped 
a young rugged-looking fellow who was apparently tired. Johnson closed the door behind 
him and walked to the table. He took a closer look at the young gun. He had a worn out AC/
DC T-shirt and torn jeans that once must have been black. His face was bruised and lower lip 
cut. He kept stroking a stub of a goatee and looked down on the table. Johnson concluded 
that someone, probably his terse colleague, had just recently pulled the guy’s beard violently.

Johnson took a bottle of water from his pocket and placed it on the table. He lit up a ciga-
rette and held the pack for the guy: “Care for one?” He raised his gaze, stopped stroking his 
beard and reached for a fag. Johnson offered him light. He inhaled deeply and then let out the 
smoke. “What? Is this like good cop, bad cop?” he finally asked. Johnson sat down and put out 
his cigarette in the ashtray.

“We are not cops.”
“Who are you then? Who are you people?”
“We are the people who are supposed to figure out who you are?”
“What do you mean who I am? I’m Peter. Didn’t they show you the folder?”
“Yes, I’ve read it. And it says you are Pjotr Vasilievski, 24. We are not interested in knowing 

what it says on your birth certificate. We want to know why you are here.”
“Well, then we seem to have a common goal. You tell me: why am I here?”
Johnson sighed, stood up and stretched. His expression said it all: this is going to be a long 

night. He strolled around for a while, came back to the table, turned the chair around and sat 
down, leaning on the back rest.

“Why don’t you tell me the whole story, Pjotr?”
“Peter. I prefer Peter,” he said and took a long gulp of water.
“Fine, Peter. If you still want to hide the fact that you’re Russian.”
“Hide? I’m not hiding anything! And I have nothing to add! I told your bastard colleague 

the whole story, as it is. Don’t tell me you were not listening behind that glass,” Peter nodded 
to the right wall.

“That, Peter, is a mirror.”
“What?”
“You’ve seen way too many movies, Peter. That’s not the way we operate here. There’s no 

one behind that mirror. I’m not wearing a hidden microphone. No one else hears us. It’s just 
you and me, brother.”

“I’m not your brother,” Peter said obnoxiously and reached for the water bottle again.
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“Sister then,” Johnson corrected. This made Peter smile momentarily. He pulled back his 
long hair on a pony tail. Johnson lit a spotlight that shone on Peter’s face. It made Peter squint. 
Johnson continued: “You are going to give me the information I require sooner or later. I’m 
not going to hurt you. I’m just going to keep you awake until you do so. The water that you’ve 
been drinking has a funny taste to it, doesn’t it?” Peter froze and looked at the bottle. He didn’t 
swallow until Johnson grabbed the bottle from his hand and took a sip. “Amphetamine. Buys 
us some time,” Johnson grinned. For a long while, silence prevailed.

“So, you want me to repeat everything I’ve already told?” Peter asked, leaning on the table. 
Johnson nodded. “In that case, can I have one more of those?” Peter motioned towards the 
pack of cigarettes. Johnson flicked it to him and passed him the lighter as well.

“Smoke the whole pack if you want.”
Peter lit up and leaned back in his chair. He started: “First of all, I’ve done nothing illegal. 

I’ve always stayed on the right side of the law. See, my father is a lawyer. Once I’m out of here 
I will tell him everything and he will…”

“Continue settling marital disputes.”
Peter fell silent for a while. “So, if you know everything already…”
“Go on,” Johnson urged but Peter remained silent. Ultimately he added: “Please.”
“So, anyways, I’m a traveler and a writer.”
“We are well aware of your movements—suspicious movements, to say the least,” Johnson 

interrupted again. Peter appeared insulted. “Sorry, go on. I’m listening.”
“And, I don’t know how much you read Mr…”
“Johnson.”
“Mr Johnson. You know, writers today face the same dilemma: it’s as if everything worth 

writing about has been written already. So, for a long while, I was looking for some juicy topic 
and then…”

“See, Peter, here’s what I’m finding hard to understand. You say you’re a writer but I don’t 
seem to see any of your titles at Barnes & Noble.”

“Aspiring writer. I’ve written mostly short stories in Russian but never published, yet.”
“Yes, we’ve taken a look at them.”
“Where?”
“On your laptop. The tone is quite—how should I put it—anti-establishment.”
“You… read Russian?”
“People who work for me read Russian.”
“So… What? Is it a crime to voice out your opinion now? The last time I checked it was 

2012, not nineteen-eighty-four!”
“The trouble I have with this story is that you’ve been traveling full-time for the past four 

years. Yet, there is no single mention of any job. No taxes paid. No permanent address. Noth-
ing. Excuse my outdated view of the world. Would you care explaining, how does a writer 
make a living nowadays?”

“I hardly need any money for living. I stay in squats, skip my food…”
“Wait, squats? Aren’t they illegal?”
“Isn’t your agency illegal?”
“No comment.”
“Here’s a question for you, Mr Johnson: how can anyone claim land to be theirs? Who was 

the original owner of that land?”
“I’ve read my Proudhon and Kropotkin.”
“Have you?” Peter looked surprised.
“There was a time I quite agreed with ACAB.”
“All cops are bastards?”
“Yes. But I’ve told you, I’m not a cop.”
“Sure, whatever… So, as I said, I don’t really need much money for living. If I do, I just do 

some busking and that’s it.”
“You play on the street?”
“Uh-huh.”
“What do you play?”
“Guitar, mostly.”
“No, I mean, what kind of music?”
“Some of my own stuff but mainly reggae, folk, rock. Wait… What does that have to do 

with anything?”
“It doesn’t. I was just curious. Used to play a bit myself.”
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“Really? You any good?”
“Ahem, you’re right. This has nothing… just carry on. You wanted to write a book.”
“Yes, well, I’ve had a lot of time in my hands to do research. I’ve looked into all sorts of 

conspiracy theories, you know 9/11, FEMA, 7/7/7, HAARP, Tesla, NWO… that kind of stuff. But 
they are all kind of lame if you haven’t experienced them yourself. So, once I was in a pub with 
my mate and he gave me a beautiful idea: if I could convince some government agency that 
I’m a terrorist or enemy of the state or something and they capture me, I could write about 
that experience.”

“You’ve got to be kidding me.”
“Well, if you have my laptop and if you’ve followed my email traffic…”
“Yes, it’s very suspicious. But… we are not a government agency.”
“Who are you then?”
“Are you…” Johnson paused and glanced over the table. He saw Peter holding a notepad and 

a pen, waiting eagerly for him to speak. Words fluttered out of his mouth: “…interviewing me?”
“Kind of.”
“Listen, Peter, if what you’re telling me is true, you are in big trouble. There’s no messing 

with…”
“With whom?”
“With The Big Brother, black ops, call it what you will but you… You better come up with 

a better story than that, soon, or else…”
“Now you’re threatening me?” Peter asked with a grin. Johnson blew air out of his nostrils 

and took a frustrated stroll around the table.
“Suddenly I understand Mr Taylor… If only I could revert to violence.”
“Oh, Mr Taylor, is that what he’s called? I must say he did his job well, if his job is to intimi-

date innocent writers…”
“Aspiring writers.”
“Yes, well, I was scared shitless after his… his treatment,” and at that, Peter stroked his 

goatee once more. Then he continued: “But you… I’m not afraid of you. In fact, I kind of like 
you, Mr Johnson.”

“Sure, in other circumstances we would be jamming together on the street but the matter 
of the fact is that you are a worthless writer who is in big shit right now.”

“So, you believe me?”
“Uh, well… Either you are amazingly smart or amazingly stupid!”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, see Peter, the fact that you are a writer, here, poses a bit of a problem. You are not 

supposed to write any of this, anywhere, ever. So, what should we do with your… disappear-
ance then? And don’t give me any of that I promise not to tell anyone bullshit! We’ve heard it 
a million times,” Johnson got worked up.

“What if I wasn’t just a worthless writer? What if I am amazingly smart?” Peter asked, grin-
ning. Johnson sat down. Peter asked: “What if I would be… an asset?”

“I’m not quite sure I follow, young man.”
“Well, what would you do if your employer happened to be whoever it is right now but, and 

this is a big but, instead of that uniform you’d be wearing a worn out t-shirt and jeans? What 
if you had connections to all sorts of underground scenes where the petty illegalities could 
lead you to the big players running the show? What if you would be trusted among the most 
dangerous minds…”

“Dangerous minds?”
“Dangerous to the establishment.”
“Who are you talking about?”
“That information costs you dearly.”
“Are you bargaining with me?” Johnson yelled.
“Calm down man. I’m just… offering my services.”
“If we wanted that information I could just ask Mr Taylor to retrieve it for me. We don’t 

have to pay you anything.”
“Unless you’d want me to go deeper undercover,” Peter said and flashed a smug grin that 

seemed to annoy the hell out of Mr Johnson. Regardless he waited for Peter to continue. “Just 
look at it. What a perfect cover: a young guy from good family who’s been living on the road 
for quite some time. Just a glance at my Couchsurfing profile shows that I can be trusted. Who 
would ever be suspicious of me?”

“I am… What makes you think we would trust you, as a colleague?”
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“Well, do you trust Mr Taylor?”
“Good point,” Mr Johnson said. He got up and scratched his head, strolling around nervously 

in his typical manner. “Wait here,” he finally added and left the room, looking thoughtful.
Peter got up and grabbed the water bottle. He was about to open it but then thought better 

of it. He put the bottle back on the table, lit another cigarette and waltzed around the room, 
measuring the gloomy walls with his gaze for the next fifteen minutes or so. Finally, the door 
opened. Mr Johnson stood on the doorway, with a pleasant smile on his face.

“Mr Rogers, would you care stepping out of the room?”
“Who?” Peter asked.
“Mr Rogers, we have prepared a room for you. It’s a bit more comfortable than this.”
“Mr… Rogers,” Peter repeated and pointed at himself, “That’s… me?”
“Tomorrow we talk business. Now get some sleep.”
Eight years later an unnamed behind-the-scenes bureau of investigation—a bureau with a 

considerably large budget and no official mandate—stopped its operations, without making it 
to the evening news. Mr Rogers, Mr Johnson and Mr Taylor… well, no one knows where they 
are, because officially they never existed. Pjotr Vasilievski, 32, continues to be one of the most 
liked freelance journalists in Lonely Planet. He is currently doing research for his first novel.



The Drug Store
Dedicated to mum

It was a crisp spring afternoon. There was a layer of new snow on the asphalt. Annie Wilson, 
57, was walking on the slippery pavement, carrying her bag of groceries and sweating in her 
thick winter coat, when she got a striking headache. Must be the migraine again, she thought 
and reached in her pocket for the pack of medicine. It was empty. “Bollocks,” she mumbled and 
scanned the surrounding small shops for a pharmacy. After walking for a minute she noticed a 
shop that she hadn’t seen before. Above the window the sign said: The Drug Store. Ah, thank 
heavens, she thought and went in, holding her forehead with one hand and balancing the bag 
in another.

She sighed in relief when she got inside. It was warm, almost tropical. She could finally put 
the bag down and open her winter coat. But when she looked around, she was taken by surprise. 
The Drug Store was decorated with all sorts of images of hemp leaves, mandalas and psychedelic 
paintings. The shopkeeper—a young man with shoulder-length hair, pierced ears, a sleeveless 
t-shirt and tattooed arms—was arranging bongs of all shapes and sizes on the shelves. Weird 
trance music played in the background. Annie thought she had chosen the wrong door. She 
just stood there stunned when the shopkeeper addressed her.

“Yo, yo, yo. My name is Joe. Hey, hey, hey. Drugs my trade. How can I dope you?”
“Umm… Is this a pharmacy?”
“Nope, it sure ain’t. This is The Drug Store. You’re looking for some… medicine?”
“Yes, for my migraine. But it looks like I’m not going to find it from here.”
“Hmm… migraine. Let me take your coat and get you comfortable,” Joe said and approached 

Annie from the side. She shunned him.
“No! I’m quite alright with my coat. What is this place? What do you sell?”
Joe went behind the counter and introduced their selection: “We sell psychedelics. We’ve 

got Psilocybin—the European and the South American sort. There’s Ayahuasca and pure DMT. 
And of course we have a wide variety of ganja. We just opened the shop, you know. Later there 
will be more. LSD…”

“Isn’t this… illegal?” Annie interjected, horrified and almost whispering.
“Hmm… never crossed my mind. How could anything coming from the nature be illegal?”
“Nature? A lion comes from the nature but I’m quite certain it would be illegal to catch one 

and let it prowl around in an elementary school. Don’t you have any shame?” she leant on the 
counter for emphasis.

“A lion, you say. The stuff we sell can make you growl, that’s for sure, but there sure is dif-
ference between plant life and wild animals. I might not agree with your example.”

“Well, there are plenty of plants that can kill you! Do you think it’s legal to take poison 
from the nature and kill people with it?” Annie was so enraged that she didn’t notice the door 
opening behind her.

“Woah, lady, why are you so obsessed with killing? Maybe I could help you with some 
soothing…” Joe tried but Annie cut him off.

“I don’t need your soothing!” Annie shouted.
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“Good day,” a policeman hollered and came to the counter.
“I will call the…” Annie was about to say “police” when she noticed one right next to her. 

“Oh, thank heavens; it’s time for justice to step in.” She retreated to take a seat and observed 
what is going to happen.

“Yo, yo, yo. It’s Joe. What can I do you for?” Joe asked the cop.
“I tried the South American as you suggested,” the policeman said.
“And,” Joe smiled, “How was it?”
“Un-fucking-believable! Would you happen to have spores? I’d love to grow my own.”
“Coming right up!” Joe replied and produced a small cardboard box. He put it on the counter. 

“This is a comprehensive starter kit with everything you need. It comes with a step-by-step 
guide ‘Shrooms for Dummies’. Fifty-nine quid. For you, sir, just sixty pounds.”

“Great! I’ll take two of them. My partner wants…”
“Of course! Gotta keep the partner happy,” Joe said with a wink and gave him another box. 

“Would that be all?”
“Yes. Thank you so much!”
“One-twenty-nine. Let’s round it up to 150 quid.”
“There you go,” the cop gave him the money and turned to leave, “Have a great day, Joe!”
All this time Annie had been observing with her mouth agape. She was bewildered to see 

the transaction taking place. Annie stopped the cop at the door. “Officer, aren’t you going to 
arrest him?” she asked.

“Arrest him? Why?” the cop looked surprised. He turned to Joe—who had started rolling 
joints on the counter—and winked: “It’s not like he’s done anything illegal, has he?”

“It’s this lady who’s been talking about poisoning people and poaching lions,” Joe said with 
a grin.

“Is that so?” the cop asked and gave a doubtful glance at Annie’s direction.
“I… no… I…”
“If I had any extra time on my hands I should have a word with you, lady, but I have some 

gardening to do,” the cop said and nodded at the boxes he was holding, “Would you help me 
with the door?”

Annie was left speechless. She opened the door for the cop. In that instant a wrinkly toothless 
granny wobbled in. She must have been close to a hundred years old. She was dressed in red 
and black tweed. She carried a matching red purse and a red walking stick with a bell. She had 
an outrageous hair ornament that stuck out like sore thumb and made her look like a peacock.

“Officer,” the granny bowed to the cop slightly.
“Mrs Leonard,” the cop responded and walked out. Annie let go of the door and slumped 

back to the chair, shaking her head in disbelief. The granny wobbled to the counter.
“Yo, yo, yo. It’s Joe. Hey, hey, he…”
“Cut the crap, Joe, and gimme my usual!” the granny commanded.
“Certainly, me lady,” Joe answered aristocratically and passed her a small plastic bag full of 

weed. She opened it, smelled it and eyed Joe suspiciously.
“You haven’t gone cutting it with oregano, have you?”
“Of course not. I wouldn’t want to let down one of my best customers.”
“You know I stopped smoking hash when I heard they put camel shit in it!” the granny 

exclaimed, her toothless mouth so wide open that Joe could see her tonsils. Even they were 
wrinkly.

“This ain’t no camel shit. This shit is skunk!”
“Better be good shit!”
“It is.”
“If it’s not I’ll come back and kick you in the nuts so hard that you may sign up for the girls’ 

choir!” the granny threatened.
“That won’t be necessary, Mrs Leonard.”
“Good. Now, bugger off!”
“Excuse me?”
“Get out and leave me alone. I don’t want my drug dealer staying any longer than necessary. 

Get out of my house, punk!”
“Mrs Leonard, you are in my shop.”
“Oh,” she said and took a look around, opening and closing her toothless mouth like a fish. 

“Have a nice day, then,” she said and left. Annie held the door for her.
“Did you just sell marijuana to this old lady?” Annie asked angrily.
“No.”
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“Don’t you dare! I saw it!”
“No, she didn’t pay for it. I was too afraid to say anything. She just took it and left.”
“Same difference. You deliver drugs to frail old ladies! What if she dies?”
“She probably will…”
“What? Shame on you!”
“Well, she is like hundred and two already.”
“Didn’t you see how agitated she was because of the drugs?”
“Because of the… If Mrs Leonard didn’t smoke no one could stand her. That old hag sends 

shivers down my spine. You heard what a foul-mouth she is. And she was high. Imagine what 
a devil she must be sober.”

“Hmm…”
“No offense, Miss…”
“Mrs… Mrs Wilson.”
“Mrs Wilson, I don’t mean to be mean, you know. But you do seem a little agitated yourself. 

Maybe if you…”
“Don’t you come pushing your drugs on me!”
“Well, why are you still here then?” Joe asked. He was suddenly wearing a purple fur coat. 

The music had changed to reggae.
“I’m… uh, interested… interested in seeing what’s going on here.”
“Good. I’m interested to know, how are your joints Mrs Wilson?”
“I don’t have any joints! Haven’t even smoked a cigarette in my life!”
“Your joints,” Joe wiggled his fingers and rolled his wrists in the air, “Mrs Wilson, people at 

your age usually start suffering from sore joints.”
Annie rubbed her wrists. “Well, now that you mention it…”
“And that migraine of yours, how long have you had it?”
“Pretty much all my life. A terrible, terrible disease.”
“I’m sure it is. Well, Mrs Wilson, what if I said that there might be a cure for your migraine, 

for your sore joints, and your anxiety?”
“Well… that would be lovely.”
“Indeed it is. For a newbie like yourself,” he measured her with his eyes and rummaged for 

something below the counter, “low THC level… you don’t want to be knocked out immediately. 
Sativa or indica?”

“Excuse me?”
“With your pains and aches, how well do you sleep?”
“I do have some trouble falling asleep.”
“Indica it is then. I’ll give you five grams and this vaporizer to test,” Joe produced a device 

unlike anything else Annie had seen before. At first she thought it was a funky kettle to make 
tea. “If you like the experience you come back and pay for it. If you don’t like it—which I 
doubt—I do hope you return the vaporizer. How’s that for a deal?”

For a while Annie was speechless. She fidgeted nervously. “I’m a little bit perplexed by all this. 
I don’t know, Joe, how do I carry this home without breaking it?” Annie hesitated and examined 
the vaporizer. She then glanced at the plastic bag on the floor. “I do have groceries to carry.”

“Shall I call you a cab then?”
“No, I can’t cruise around the town in expensive taxi cabs. What would my husband say?”
“Well, just borrow my unicorn then,” Joe said and pointed outside. There was a white unicorn 

tied to a pole. Funny, I didn’t notice that on my way in, Annie thought.
“Okay, then. I’ll take it,” Annie said.
“Sweetness!” Joe smiled and handed her the weed and the vaporizer.
“You’re a good boy, Joe,” Annie complimented and patted him on the head.
A yellow bunny, the size of a man, appeared. “Here, have a lollipop!” it said and gave Joe a 

pink lollipop. Then it shrunk, changed color and bounced away happily into the rainbow. Annie 
Wilson concentrated on her deep breathing and the lulling reggae music in the background. 
She saw herself expanding and contracting together with the universe. Ultimately she became 
the music and drifted home, snoring.



Lesson
Dedicated to people who don’t keep secrets

She listened to me intently. I spoke in a soft voice, as if telling a bedtime story:
“When I was about seven or eight years old, I had this friend, one of my very few friends, 

with whom we’d spend most of the time after school. Her name was Mary. She was tiny but full 
of piss and vinegar, and adventurous too! We’d go exploring in the dark forest that separated 
their house from ours. The forest looked quite unwelcoming. The autumn air was crisp and 
my hands were freezing without gloves. I was afraid of all the mud, dead leaves, twigs and 
rocks that concealed all sorts of creepy-crawlies but she would just go turning them over and 
seeing what was there. I’d just follow her with my hands in my pockets, every now and then 
suggesting that we should turn back. ‘Are you scared?’ she’d ask and just kept going further and 
further into the depths of the forest and I had no choice but to follow. After all, I didn’t have 
any bearing where we were. If I lost her, I’d be lost in the forest forever, I thought. Needless to 
say, that exploration was a game I didn’t quite enjoy. All of our games were of the same nature: 
curious exploration, trial and error.”

“And you didn’t like any of them?” she asked.
“Of course I did. We had a lot of fun together. I remember how we once spotted an oak tree 

in our backyard that my father had cut down from the middle. He had applied some brown 
paste on top of the cut trunk, I don’t know, probably to avoid infections.”

She looked at me, tilting her head, as if not understanding the word.
“It was to prevent the tree from falling sick, so to speak. To us it looked like chocolate 

paste—it’s a bit like Nutella nowadays. See, it was a time before Nutella.”
“A time before Nutella?” she interjected, again tilting her head.
“We didn’t have it yet. There are a lot of things in the shops these days—things that we didn’t 

have. Anyways, that’s an aside. In all her curiosity Mary was already reaching for the imagined 
chocolate paste but I was afraid of what my father would say if she touched his tree.”

“But it cannot be HIS tree! No one owns the trees,” she protested.
“Well, yeah, I’m sure Mary thought the same. So she splashed her hand on top of the trunk 

and when she removed her hand it was all brown. She clapped her hands together, making 
both hands dirty, and giggled in astonishment. ‘Go on, try it! It’s fun!’ she urged me. I forgot 
all the thoughts of having to face my dad’s fury later on. Or maybe I just didn’t want to appear 
a sissy, which I was, most of the time. So I messed up my hands too and she was right: it was 
fun, for a while. Suddenly she slapped me in the face and giggled uncontrollably. ‘What did 
you do that for?’ I exclaimed, perplexed. She just pointed at my face and chuckled. My cheek 
was as brown as chocolate. I wanted to get back at her and chased her around the backyard, 
swiping my hands on every possible surface in the process. When ultimately the fascination of 
the game wore off we tried to swipe our hands clean in our clothes, but the paste was so sticky 
that our hands stayed dirty. We had no choice but to go to my mom and ask her to clean them 
with alcohol. When she saw us, all covered in brown, she looked amused and alarmed at the 
same time. ‘Please, don’t tell Dad,’ I begged her. But how couldn’t she? The brown stuff was 
spread everywhere. I wasn’t allowed to see Mary for two weeks.”
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She had listened in awe. Now she laughed and said: “Tell me more!”
So I continued: “One of my favorite explorations was when we found this old leather suitcase 

from the attic. In a child’s eyes it looked huge, but it probably was just an ordinary size suitcase. 
We started listing all sorts of things we could fit inside: Mary’s dolls, compost, ten birthday 
cakes, all my Lego blocks…”

“A rhinoceros?” she interjected, spell-bound.
“No. It was not big enough for a rhino. But Mary got this idea of going into the suitcase 

herself. I told her she could not fit. She said she could. I dared her. So she opened the suitcase 
on the floor, stepped in, measured it with her eyes for a while and then laid down on her side, 
pulling her knees to her chest. She did fit in! ‘Ok, you win,’ I said, giggling at how stupid she 
looked hugging her knees in the suitcase. ‘Now, close it!’ she said. ‘What?’ I couldn’t believe she 
wanted to be confined in a bag, for heaven’s sake! ‘Close it!’ she demanded. So I did. I carefully 
closed the zipper and even the two latches on top. I pushed the suitcase in an upwards position, 
stood up and looked at it for a while. There was no sound. I knelt closer to listen. I couldn’t hear 
anything. ‘Are you okay?’ I asked. ‘Shhh. Don’t tell anyone I’m here,’ she commanded. Oh well, 
I thought; if she wants it like that. In the meantime the adults were in the kitchen having coffee 
and cake. I joined them. After a while Mary’s dad asked if I knew where she was. I shrugged. 
I had milk and cake, wondering if there was enough air for her to breathe in the suitcase, but 
I didn’t say a thing to the adults. ‘Where is that rascal?’ her father asked. He grew impatient 
and went looking for her. I ran after him and observed how he went around the whole house 
but couldn’t find her. He even went outside and hollered her name. No response. When he 
came back in I blushed so much I must have looked like a mascot from the fire department. 
He looked at me suspiciously. ‘She is not in the suitcase!’ I blurted out. ‘What? The suitcase?’ 
he asked alarmed. He rushed to open it and found his daughter inside.”

She laughed so much that she fell on her back. “Tell me more!” she demanded.
“Oh, okay. I tell you something I never told anyone. It’s kind of a secret, you know.”
“Oh boy! A secret!” she exclaimed and sat up, all ears again.
“I’ve told you how Mary was all into exploration, adventure and trying out things. She was 

very good in coming up with things we could try. One day she came to our house and as soon 
as we got to my room she said: ‘I want you to bone me.’ I had no idea what ‘boning’ was and I 
wasn’t quite sure if I liked the sound of it. I thought that this probably was another one of Mary’s 
ideas that would get me in trouble later. She noticed my confusion so she sat me down on the 
bed, came very close, put her hand on my knee and explained: ‘Boning is what adults do. They 
go to bed together, take all their clothes off…’ I gasped and interrupted: ‘I don’t want to take my 
clothes off. It’s cold.’ She sighed and continued: ‘You don’t have to. You can bone me with your 
clothes on, okay?’ I hesitated but I never refused when she asked me to something so I nodded 
slightly and mumbled something of a positive response. ‘Okay, so just lie on your back and I 
will sit on top of you,’ she instructed. I obeyed, not knowing what was going to happen. She 
started rubbing her crotch against mine, looked to the walls and hummed something. ‘Hold 
me,’ she suddenly demanded and placed my hands on her hips. There we were, rocking back 
and forth for quite some time. I found it a bit pointless, to be frank. Then, all of a sudden, she 
started making these ‘ah-ah-ah-ah-ah’ sounds. ‘What’s wrong?’ I asked. ‘Nothing. That’s what 
the adults say when they are boning. Say it!’ she commanded. ‘Aa-aa’ I tried. ‘Not like that, say 
aaaah-aaaaah…’ she moaned on top of me. I obeyed: ‘aaaah-aaaaah.’ But I must say I felt really 
stupid. We continued for a while—aaah, aaah, oooh, oooh—and then, out of the blue, she 
just collapsed on top of me. I didn’t dare to say anything. She just lied there, her cheek against 
mine, breathing heavily. She guided my arms around her and just snuggled exhausted. I liked 
that part. I can still remember how her sweaty neck smelled like candy. But then she lifted her 
head a bit and leant on her hand, her bony elbow hurting my arm, watching me directly in the 
eye. ‘Yes? Was that it?’ I asked. ‘No, now we kiss,’ she said, made her lips round and held them 
in front of my face expectantly. ‘Eeew!’ I screamed in disgust and pushed her away.”

“Eeew,” she repeated and giggled. “I bet you never did that boning thing again!”
“Umm, we did. I never really got the hang of it at that time but later in life… you’ll see. You 

get to like it after all.”
“Did she like it?”
“Well, I guess she did because she wanted to do it a few more times with me. I never dared 

to resist,” I paused. Another secret popped up from the confines of my memory. Why am I 
telling her all this, I thought. It was as if someone had slipped a portion of truth serum in my 
afternoon tea. “You know, it wasn’t the first time I had to do something new and unfamiliar 
with a girl,” I said honestly.
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“Yay! One more story?” she rejoiced.
“I was about four or five years old when I met this girl—I’ve forgotten her name now, let’s just 

call her Minnie. She was the daughter of my parents’ friends. Minnie must have been a couple 
of years older than me. Gosh, I can’t even remember what she looked like, but I do remember 
what she liked to do when we were left alone. You know, sometimes the adults went to a party 
or something and it was just the two of us who stayed in their house.”

“Yes, yes… What was it that she liked?” she asked impatiently.
“She wanted to play doctor. Or, in fact, she wanted me to be the doctor so she could be the 

patient.”
“What was wrong with her?”
“Yeah, tell me about it!” I started, having mixed feelings about this particular memory. What 

should I make of this experience? Should I feel appalled about it? Disgusted? Or maybe I should 
just accept it as part of the series of experiences we call life. Should I feel grateful even? Had 
this particular experience made it easier for me to approach women later in life?

“Why did she need a doctor?” she interjected my train of thought and I finally realized she 
wasn’t judging Minnie.

“Oh, umm, she always said she had trouble down there.”
“Down where?”
“Down in her… err… crotch,” I answered, blushing. She nodded and waited for me to 

continue. “Sooo… Minnie would enter the bedroom where I was wearing a stethoscope—you 
know, one of those gadgets a doctor uses to listen to a patient’s heartbeat.”

“But she wanted you to listen to her… down there?”
“Yes, she wanted me to listen to it, smell it, touch it, and look at it.”
“What did it look like?”
“It looked… interesting. A pink hidden spot,” I described, not knowing what else to say.
“Did you taste it?” she demanded details.
“Umm, once,” I confessed, feeling very uncomfortable talking about this.
“Only once? Did it taste bad?”
“Let’s just say she should have washed it more often.”
She was listening with fascination. I still wasn’t entirely sure if I should be sharing all this 

information with a six-year-old girl but, hell, she was my daughter after all. She should never 
have to walk down the hall of shame like her father, or keep secrets that didn’t need to be kept.

“How old were you the first time…” she started but went silent as soon as she saw my dumb-
founded expression. First time? I gasped. Is she asking when I lost my virginity? I blushed at 
the thought. How could she know about things like that? She’s six for crying out loud! By now I 
must have looked like that fire department mascot again. The question had taken me by surprise.

“Oh, I didn’t remember… I shouldn’t,” she stuttered, looking ashamed.
“No, no. I’ll tell you…”
“I forgot you are a boy, that you don’t have a flower.”
“A flower?”
“This!” she pointed at her crotch.
“Oh, ok, umm,” I mumbled. I didn’t know where the discussion was going and if I should 

go there.
“When I touch my flower it feels nice. When I touch it more it feels… even nicer. Then I 

shiver and get goose bumps. Oh, it’s so much fun! Dad, do you ever get goose bumps?” she 
asked excitedly. “Even if you don’t have a flower,” she added with such innocence in her blue 
eyes that it melted my heart.

“I do,” I replied with a smile.
“Good. Can you tell me more stories?”
“Enough stories for one night.”
“Please, Dad!”
“Go on now and play with your dolls,” I said affectionately and looked at the petite little 

thing who was sitting on the floor, round-eyed, her hands in her crotch, “or go play with your 
flower. It’s okay.”



Life sucks
Dedicated to The City of London Corporation

My life seems to be somehow stuck. And I’m not saying this to whine unnecessarily. I don’t 
want to hear about self-help gurus who proclaim that we all create our reality, we are the masters 
of our own time and we make our own lives worth living. No, I have this profound feeling that 
I’m stuck here, on this same street, always, unable to move, unable to see the world, unable to 
do anything else but watch the life pass by.

Sure, it might be nothing special. I’ve noticed there are others like me and I do think that 
those few that I know from the neighborhood might be going through the same kind of crisis 
as we speak. And of course, I sometimes get to witness exciting moments that add to the 
ordinary drudgery.

I still remember a few years ago… no, wait, my circuits are getting old, I reckon. This par-
ticular event happened near that tube station. What was it called? Anyhow, it was there where I 
used to live before my hospitalization. Nevertheless, there I was, watching the stream of people 
float by, like any other day. Nothing in this day hinted that something exciting would happen. 
I just stood there, being ignored by everyone, as if nailed to the wall, out of harm’s way. In fact, 
this was about the time I started doubting the purpose of my life. Is this all there is? What’s the 
point? You know, it was my looming existential crisis.

But then, out of the blue, I saw a young black man in dark clothing rushing down the stairs. 
He was clearly in a rush but still enjoying the moment. How did I know this? Well, he had his 
headphones on and his hands were tapping the front of his hoodie rhythmically, even while 
he was running to the underground. This, in itself, would have been enough to make my day. 
It was, how to say, good news. Yes, it was good to see this young man enjoying the music… 
although, momentarily, it also made me very sad. See, I’m deaf, I can never enjoy music, or any 
sound for that matter. Still, you know what they say about those who have lost one or more 
senses? Yes, that’s right: the remaining ones tend to be heightened. And in my case, my vision 
was above average. I guess that’s why I was working in security in the first place. Oh, please 
bear with me, I tend to drift off on a tangent.

Next my above average vision took saw a bunch of angry men who were chasing this young 
music man. They were all dressed in black uniforms, wearing sort of helmets and carrying big 
big weapons of some sort. Come to think of it, they were probably policemen. Uh, sorry for 
my long-winded blabbering. All I meant to say was that they were chasing the young man. Oh 
well, I wouldn’t call it a chase because it was awfully one-sided. Clearly the policemen were 
chasing the fellow but he didn’t seem to know he was being followed. I wonder why the rush 
then? Was he late from an important business meeting? That was unlikely. Over the years I’ve 
learned to distinguish the business kind, although it’s none of my business really, not part of 
my job… to distinguish, the distinguished.

Or maybe he was rushing to make the visiting hours of his sick grandmother who waited 
for him for the weekly visit. Why was she in the hospital in the first place? Lumbago? Arthritis? 
Maybe even the notorious MS disease, slowly eating away her frail joints and soon sneaking 
its way to affect the brain? Would she even recognize her grandson anymore? Good god, I 
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hope the old peach is getting better. But I think it wasn’t a hospital visit after all he was rushing 
about, unless he was planning to make the purchase later. Flowers, I mean. One should always 
bring flowers to sick granny.

Whatever the reason for his fast-paced forward movement might have been, it didn’t really 
matter. Let’s just say that he was one of those culturally programmed individuals who couldn’t 
bear waiting another three minutes for the next tube. The reason really didn’t matter, for what 
I am going to say next—or more like; what happened to him next.

The policemen were shouting at him, probably to stop, but of course he couldn’t hear them. 
Wait, what if he was deaf also? Well, in any case, he didn’t hear. The reason might have been the 
music coming from the headphones or the deafness he wanted to cover with the aforementioned 
headphones. I do feel sympathy for the lad, being deaf and all, no money to buy the flowers, 
granny in the hospital. Sigh.

As for the policemen, I still haven’t figured out why they wanted him to stop so badly. As 
I’ve mentioned earlier, they did look angry, so we can quite safely rule out the possibility that 
they were hurrying to return the flowers he might have—or might have not—dropped. Besides, 
the police were not holding flowers. Quite on the contrary, they were holding assault rifles. 
And these rifles they shortly thereafter pointed at the busy young man. One, or maybe more, of 
them pulled a trigger and the lad went down. Although I was bragging earlier about my above 
average vision I can’t recall seeing the bullet. But I’m sure that there was a causal relationship 
between the police men pointing the assault rifles at the young man, someone pulling a trigger 
and him falling down, dead.

Well, that’s it really. In retrospect it doesn’t sound that juicy story after all, although I do 
occasionally worry for the poor grandma’s health. Didn’t even get to see her grandson.

Wait, how did I start with all this? Oh yes, the hospitalization. And, oh dear, I did see a 
bullet. One of the police assault rifle bullets ricocheted towards me and injured me badly. It’s 
all a haze afterwards. Can’t remember much, really, but seemingly it wasn’t a deadly injury 
because I’m still here telling the story.

So, the next thing I know I’m brought to my new location at Oxford Street. Fancy place, I 
must say, but the same job really. All I do is watch these flocks of people meandering about. I 
can’t say if people here look happier. At the tube station they were mostly busy. Well, also here 
many seem busy. What’s the point of rushing, really? Where are they rushing, to the grave? 
That reminds me of a story, back in the day at the good ol’ tube station. Did I tell you about 
this young black man who… Oh, I did tell you. Never mind.

But I guess, on the Oxford Street I see a more mixed variety of people, not just the busy kind. 
Some look worried and anxious, some happy, almost overjoyed. They come in all sizes, shapes 
and colors but I’m mostly interested in faces. In fact—and this I sure as hell didn’t share with 
you yet—after I returned from the hospital my vision was better than ever. I don’t know what 
they did to me back there but suddenly I felt, well, upgraded. All of a sudden I seemed to be 
capable of recognizing people’s faces. This was so much fun that I forgot about my existential 
crisis for a good while.

Now I could spot people that I had seen before, although my memory with names is just 
horrid. Well, they never really stopped to introduce themselves anyhow so I guess I shouldn’t 
take all the blame. However—and this is the freakiest thing ever—sometimes my superiors 
would call on me to look for someone who I’d never met. All they’d give me is a description 
of their face and I would tirelessly stand there, by the side of the street, waiting for the poor 
bugger to arrive. Sometimes they never did. But when they did, I spotted them and reported 
them to… well, to the superiors. I was never told why they were so interested in these specific 
individuals. At times I thought of suggesting some more peculiar faces to them, but I knew 
that was not my job.

Even if something wasn’t my job, I occasionally did it. See, I have time. Most of the days are 
quite uninteresting and I don’t get any special requests. It’s almost as if my job is just to stand 
there, and my mere existence is fulfilling some sort of a purpose for the higher-ups. I still don’t 
know what that purpose is, and quite frankly, I’ve stopped caring. I just fulfill my duty the best 
I can… and, oh yeah, sometimes I do engage in some extracurricular activities. For instance, 
I’ve come to notice that these people they sometimes ask me to spot, almost all of them share 
one thing in common: their skin color is darker than the average passers by. Of course there 
are many of these dark-faced individuals who I’ve never asked to spot but all I’m saying is that 
the mode, median and average face that I need to recognize is of the darker pigment. Only 
rarely they ask me to spot a lighter shade. I don’t know why, really.

In fact, I don’t even know who I’m working for. And that really sucks! For once, it would be 
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nice to meet the boss and be congratulated for a job well done. But they treat me like a robot. 
In any case, this “revelation of the dark faces” as I call it led me to put one and one together in 
my quest to find out who do I work for. I came up with three conclusions.

First, I thought my employer must be some sort of a tourist agency who wishes to find lost 
tourists. But this didn’t add up when I realized that many of the people on the street, especially 
the ones carrying big paper and plastic bags, were tourists and there was nothing to suggest 
that majority of them would have a dark skin color.

Second, I thought that these might be some sort of evil people that I’m supposed to hunt. 
But that just sounded ridiculous from the get-go. How would a skin color define if someone 
was good or evil? Laughingly, I disregarded this foolish idea.

Third, and final, conclusion was that I’m working for the very same policemen who I wit-
nessed that day shooting the innocent young man. I’m pretty sure now that my job is to search 
for people with darker skin color, who my associates then follow to that very same tube station 
where I used to work and where the police then slaughters these people.

And this conclusion brought back the existential crisis. I’m not saying it’s good or bad to 
shoot people who hurry to the tube, or that it’s good or bad to single them out based on the 
color of their face. It’s just that, if that’s the whole purpose of my life, then, is it worth it?

Damn, it sucks to be a CCTV camera.



Frozen Hell
Dedicated to the fans of Lordi

“The hell freezes over before Finland wins the Eurovision song contest,” was a long-
standing anecdotal saying—well at least in Finland it was. In fact this, like all anecdotes, had 
its roots in reality. Only this particular saying was more than a mere anecdote. It was an actual 
pact between Satan, the puppet master from down below, and Field Marshal Carl Gustav Emil 
Mannerheim, a national war hero who enjoyed riding horses, wearing long stockings and 
socializing with his buddies (Adolf Hitler among others).

Mannerheim made the deal with Satan on his death bed in 1951 and four years later a pan-
European song contest saw the light of day. The pact was this: Mannerheim would follow Satan 
to Hell and become his toy-boy. He would remain there until Finland won the Eurovision song 
contest. If petite Finland ever did that Satan would step down from the throne and annex the 
underworld to Mannerheim’s beloved home country, release Mannerheim from any further 
obligations to serve the lord of darkness and make Mannerheim the de facto ruler of Hell.

They shook hands on it.
Mannerheim died and went to Hell.
Satan was happy. What a fool, he thought and let out a heinous guffaw, they will never win!
The song contest took off and over the years artists such as Celine Dion, Julio Iglesias and—

god-forbid—ABBA (from Finland’s dear neighbor-country Sweden) used it as a springboard 
for their careers. Be that as it may, Satan was right: Finland never won.

It was only after 45 years of participation, in 2006, that Mannerheim came up with a fantastic 
idea. He pulled the strings from behind the grave and arranged it so that a band of monsters 
from the backwoods of Finland were sent to the contest to play heavy metal, Satan’s own music. 
It was considered a national disgrace at first but it just so happened that the ugly bastards had 
had nothing better to do in the cold and dark Finnish winter nights than to master the art of 
drums, bass, guitar and pyrotechnics. Everyone outside of Finland loved the creatures. They put 
up a show that swept the whole extended Europe off their feet and so Satan, a man of his word, 
had no choice but to surrender his throne and let Finland take over the reign of the underworld.

In Finland this tiny shift in geopolitical landscape went largely unnoticed. Why? Well, first 
of all, people were so overwhelmed by the victory of Lordi that they spent the first few weeks 
after the contest glued to the pages of every possible yellow press magazine that happened to 
write anything about the new national heroes. Second, the country was already a vast hinterland 
of nothing but uninhabited forest so adding one Hell to it didn’t make much difference. And 
third, the few million agonized souls who rose to walk the streets of Helsinki, immigrants from 
the depths of Hell… well, they just fit right in among the gloomy lifeless faces of the tormented 
sun-deprived population. Mind you, it’s by no means a coincidence that the international code 
for Helsinki airport is now HEL.

Ever since the freezing darkness fell over the underworld things just haven’t been the same 
in Hell. It was forced to adopt the culture, habits and climate of Fatherland Finland and thus it 
has lost the edge it had for years. The place has been totally assimilated. No more eternal fires. 
No more S&M bacchanalia. Just the omnipresent Finnish dullness of the gray every-day life. 
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Even Satan himself is now popping antidepressants and drowning in his sorrows, being largely 
unemployed and “taken care of ” by the Finnish government.

Many of those who earlier enjoyed the safety and comfort of eternal damnation have now 
been forced to leave Hell and look for jobs in Finland. If you are an asylum-seeker, forget about 
cultural integration: you are expected to study the incomprehensible Finnish language for the 
first three years and do nothing else. You are not allowed to study. You can’t have a job. Just 
study Finnish, alone. That should get you culturally integrated, bitch!

Even if you are a work-based immigrant—man, oh man—dealing with Finns is no easy task. 
You look at the expressionless face and try to deduce if the blank stare means that he hates you, 
that he’s listening to you or that he’s about to feed you to the wolves. Once you try to strike a 
conversation with a Finn you realize that it’s like trying to make a fire in wet marshlands, while 
it rains, using nothing but a piece of second-hand flint. They just don’t speak!

You soon figure out that the Finn you are trying to talk with is probably just shy to use 
English, fretting about making a mistake, even if he has studied the global language for ten 
years or more and majority of the programs in TV are in English. He’s shy isn’t he? Why else 
would he be so silent?

You go the extra mile and try the conversation starter that you by-hearted in Finnish: 
“Äppinähaipo, ursin lappet hamok?”

A blank stare.
You repeat, now raising your voice and using the tense known as aggressive: “Äppinähaipo, 

ursin lappet hamok, vittu?”
No response.
You become ever more restless, realizing that what you have just said must be either utter 

gibberish or the Finn is just totally uninterested in having a conversation with you (or, as it 
seems, even to acknowledge the presence of another human being). Even if you had made sense 
he’d probably just politely waited for you to finish your monologue before wiping the coffee off 
of his moustache and silently walking the other way.

Gritting your teeth you decide to put your shoulder to it and learn this bastard child of 
forgotten languages. After years of practice in complete solitude, hoping to one day escape 
the social exclusion, you somehow start to make sense of the words that all seem to end in 
either a, i, e, n or—if it is plural—t. You even go out of your way to master the pronunciation 
of completely new sounds: ö (like a caveman “urgh”), ä (imagine shrieking in extreme terror), 
and y (ü auf Deutsch).

It’s not just that you’ve slowly started mastering the language but you also have adapted 
culturally: You’ve stopped opening doors for old women (they are independent enough to do so 
themselves). You don’t smile or look people in the eye while walking on the street yet you have 
no trouble taking all your clothes off and entering an extremely hot room with total strangers 
(the room is called “sauna” where people sit naked in the unbearable heat of hundred degrees 
celsius or more). You speak only when spoken to and even then if you are hundred per cent 
sure that you are not making a grammatical mistake. You are afraid to stand out so you dress 
in shades of gray and black. You stick to hobbies like nordic walking (walking with sticks), 
skiing (walking with more sticks) or mölkky (throwing sticks at other sticks). 

And finally all your hard work is rewarded: You address a Finn and you get a response! It 
might be a mere shrug, a blink or a grunt but—hey—it’s still a response. Exhilarated by this 
you want to share your joy and say to your fellow Finn: “On aika juhlia” (It’s time to party).

“Yes. Can you festival?” your heavily intoxicated conversation partner asks somewhat con-
fusingly (and, disappointingly, in English). He gulps down a can of beer in one go, caressing 
his protruted belly, lets out a loud burp and opens a new beer. On second thought, you decide 
not “to festival” after all. By now you’ve gathered it usually means some three to fourteen days 
of heavy drinking, heavy eating and heavy metal.

By refusing the offer, though, you’ve made an amateur mistake. You’re still too fresh to know 
that drinking excessively is the only gateway to connect with Finns.

Instead you continue your feeble attempts to communicate with sober Finns and it’s like 
hitting your head against a stone wall. Not that they don’t respond. No. Now that you’ve learned 
their cumbersome language (a miracle in itself!) you’ve proven yourself to be worthy of a reply. 
Two-way communication enabled. Level up! Nonetheless, there remains this indescribable 
distance between you and them: an uneasy feeling of being tolerated yet not quite accepted 
among them.

It’s depressing that all your efforts seem to be in vain. But you don’t give in. You show per-
severance. Guts! You advance in your cultural studies and learn the weird workings of their 
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self-deprecating sense of humor, subtly insulting them by playing on their insecurities and 
cultural stereotypes. You manage to spark a smile here and snicker there but, it seems, you are 
nowhere close to cracking their shell. They are not willing to open their hearts. You’ve tried a 
decade and you still feel alien!

The common “handshake by the yard” has turned into a brotherly hug (although you still 
have to avoid shoulders touching). They might have even accepted your Facebook friend 
request. But the wall is still there. Unpenetrable. Unshakeable. Unclimbable. The wall remains.

Upon departure you wave your hand misty-eyed, your lower lip hanging on your chin and, 
your voice quivering, you beg to keep in touch. They say they will. However, deep inside, you 
know that they won’t call you casually without a reason. You know that you are still a stranger in 
a strange land. You know that you might not be important enough to be part of their daily life.

In your confined solitude you become more lonely, bitter and resentful by the day. You look 
outside. It’s dark. Dark as hell. It always is. You don’t belong.

You take your knife and carve a wooden stick alone in your sauna, cursing all the Finns, in 
Finnish: “Perkeleen saatanan perkele!” (You have no idea, however, that Satan has nothing to 
do with it anymore, that you should be cursing the War Marshal’s name).

In your deepest agony you even consider sending a text message to vote for Sweden in the 
Eurovision song contest. After profound deliberation, and a few shots of vodka, you think better 
of it, smash your cell phone on the floor and eventually throw the damn thing off the balcony.

“Nice one,” your neighbor comments from the adjacent balcony and looks at the cell phone 
that lands into a pile of snow on the other side of the street. He takes a toke of his cigarrette 
and sips his seventh mug of coffee today.

You look at him for a long moment with a blank stare on your face. You’ve seen him in the 
corridor every day for the past year or so but he has never even bothered to look you in the 
eye. No “hello”. Nothing.

Now he turns to you and adds with a smile: “You could join our cell phone throwing team.”
Mystified, you just stare at him with an expressionless face. Failing to understand that he’s 

serious and that such a sport actually exists in Finland you snap at him and do your best to insult 
him in Finnish: “Mee kotiis, vitun paskavitun vittu!” (Go home you fucking cunt of a shit-cunt!)

He laughs heartily, seems very impressed with your bon mot and extends his hands for a 
neighborly greeting. You just stare at him like an idiot. He smiles.

North pole trembles. A crack in the permafrost. Snow starts to thaw.
The hand remains extended in front of you. Hesitantly, you grab it.
“Jaakko,” he introduces himself, puts out his cigarette and looks away into the distance once 

again. “You know… Wife is away. Sauna is warm. The beers are cold. I was thinking… Maybe 
you wanna come over and watch Eurovision?” he asks gingerly.



Just One Round
Dedicated to all schizophrenics, bi-polars and others 

struggling with the awakening

When I lived in Berlin I used to go to this same bar in Kreutzberg pretty much every night—
well, at least three times a week. It was like a living room for me. And with the current rent 
levels in Neukölln and X-berg area one could only afford quite cramped conditions, so an 
external living room was quite welcome.

The bar was called Lucy’s. It was dark and murky with candles at every table. The furniture 
and decor were second-hand crap from old countryside buildings, movie theaters and closed-
down museums. There was one beer on tap, complimentary salted peanuts and nothing else. 
In other words, it was exactly to my taste. Oh, and one was allowed to smoke inside!

Sometimes I’d come to Lucy’s with Jeffrey, sometimes with Hermann, occasionally with Rose 
but mostly with my best mate Kieran. He was a happy little boozer. If he wanted to meet me 
at Lucy’s there was no escaping that. “I’m broke,” I’d sometimes say in order to avoid getting 
hammered with Kieran again, but it was to no avail. “Relax! I’m buying,” he’d tell me on the 
phone, and I was forced to drag my ass to Lucy’s. “Just one round”, he’d say and then we’d have 
eleven of those “one- rounds”. Why not, really? The beer was cheap, the place felt like home 
and company… well… it was Kieran.

Physically he was nothing but a weird little stub of a man, with a weird little stub of a beard, 
but he always came across with an air of a real social animal. He was one of those cosmopolitan 
guys whose company makes you appear cool no matter what kind of douche you are. Kieran 
had been born in Australia to a Kenyan father and a British mum, but most of his childhood 
he had spent in Africa. At the age of sixteen he had left home and gone to many places. He had 
lived in Fiji, in Alaska, in Latin America and of course everywhere in Europe. So, needless to 
say, he was always full of stories. And, man, he liked to talk.

“…So there I was with this broad, stripped completely naked, having escaped the muggers, 
in the cold hut made of straw, shivering like shit. And you know what she says?” Kieran was 
ranting about something, somewhere, blah, blah, blah… I wasn’t really paying attention.

My eyes were fixed on a guy who came to Lucy’s almost as often as I did. He was a chubby 
fellow with an egg-shaped head and a humongous brown beard. His all-black attire made him 
look like a priest. The weird thing about him was that he was always there unaccompanied.

“Dude, are you listening?” Kieran asked.
“Yeah, sorry. I was lost in my thoughts,” I turned back to him. “What did she say?”
“She’s like: ‘Maybe it’s best we stay here for the night’. And I’m like: ‘But it’s cold’. There was 

just this one rickety bed with used yellow sheets and nothing else.”
“And then?”
“And then she’s like: ‘I thought we could keep each other warm’… blah, blah, blah, blah, 

blah…” My eyes turned back to the weird lonely guy. Why would anyone come to Lucy’s alone? 
I mean, he didn’t look like an alcoholic or anything. Maybe he just enjoyed being alone. Maybe 
he had a terrible wife who he’d escape to Lucy’s. But he never spoke a word to anyone. He just 
sipped his beer in solitude and gazed at the walls. Kieran was still ranting: “Can you believe 
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that? And all that time I had thought she’s not interested in me.” He downed his beer and left 
the table, saying: “Gotta take a leak, mate!”

Kieran went to the toilet, and the weird guy to the bar, to order another beer, in silence. I 
wanted to figure out this mysterious lad. I had to know who he was, what his story was and 
why he was always alone. This was my opportunity!

I emptied my beer and went to the bar, next to him. I looked at him curiously. He just stared 
at the bar his hands crossed in front of him. I turned to him. “I was…” I started but the waiter 
cut me off. The weird guy got his beer, paid it and left back to his table—without a word. Maybe 
he’s mute, I thought. I ordered two beers, brought them to the table and since Kieran was still 
not there I decided to give it a second try.

I went to his table, pointed at the bench and asked: “Sorry, but… can I just sit down for a 
while.” He took a long sip of his beer, as if not noticing me. I sat opposite to him. “Hi, my name 
is Jürgen,” I held out my hand politely. He gulped down his beer. “I thought… I mean, I’ve seen 
you here many times so I…” I couldn’t finish the sentence because he banged the empty glass 
on the table, stood up and hurried out the door. I got up and thought I’d go after him but then 
remembered I had company and thought better of it.

“Yo! Check this out,” Kieran returned and showed a photo on his phone. “That’s her.”
“Nice,” I said indifferently, hardly taking notice of the picture.
“Just nice? She’s gorgeous. I mean, look at her!” he pushed the phone at my face. A cat-eyed 

brunette was posing on the balcony in her underwear.
“Yes. Magnificent. Listen, Kieran, I… I gotta go.”
“What? Full beers on the table and you…”
“I… I don’t feel too well. You have ‘em both.”
“As you wish,” Kieran looked bewildered but turned to his two beers nevertheless.
I hurried outside to catch a glimpse of the weird guy but he was gone.
I don’t know why but I became obsessed with this idea of having a word with him. I returned 

to Lucy’s every single evening that week but he was never there. I’d wait for the duration of 
one Stierbier (the cheapest brew in the city!) and then left. I tried to get him out of my mind 
and reminded myself that I have other, more important, things in my life than chasing some 
egg-head. But my curiosity just grew stronger every day.

Then, finally, one night as I was sitting in Lucy’s with Kieran, drinking beer and smoking, the 
weird guy walked in and went to the bar. I had momentarily forgotten about him but, again, his 
mere presence distracted me from Kieran’s ranting. “Anyways, my bladder is bursting. Fancy 
another pint?” Kieran asked rhetorically and rushed to the toilet. My eyes were nailed to the 
guy who tiptoed to an empty table taking great care not to spill his beer. This is it, I thought, 
now I will go and talk to him; put an end to this stupid quest.

As soon as the guy noticed that I was coming towards him, he quickly emptied his beer, 
slammed it on the table and went out. “Hey!” I yelped and went after him. I saw him running 
to an apartment building next door. I sprinted after him. He opened the door and hastened 
inside. Okay, so this explains his frequent visits to Lucy’s, I thought. I figured he lives right 
next-door to my favorite pub.

Just before the door closed I managed to sneak in. “Stop! I just want to talk to you,” my voice 
echoed in the staircase. I heard his panting and footsteps above me. I leaped three steps at a time 
to catch him but he had too much of a head start. On the third floor I caught a glimpse of his 
black robe, just before he slammed the door shut. I went to the door and grabbed the handle. A 
courteous guest would have rung the doorbell but I had too much adrenaline pumping in my 
veins to even think of that. I tried the door. It was open. I rushed in and came to a hallway… 
Wait, what is this? I asked myself when I noticed a familiar place. I was back at Lucy’s. I turned 
to see the door where I had come from. It was Lucy’s men’s toilet. I was baffled. Just to be sure 
that I wasn’t completely out of my mind—for, sure as hell, I felt out of place—I looked in. Yes, 
it was the toilet. Kieran was there, washing his hands.

“What up?” he asked and grinned. “You look like you’ve seen a ghost or something.”
“Uh, nothing. Just came for a piss,” I said and went in.
“Remember: it’s shorter than you think. Don’t piss on the floor! I’ll get another round,” 

Kieran joked and went out. There was no one else in the toilet so I figured it’s a good time and 
place to freak out.

“What the hell?” I said out loud and looked myself in the mirror. I washed my face and sat 
down, covering my face with my hands. “What’s happening to me?” I sobbed. I sat there for 
a few moments, trying to gather my thoughts. Then I had an eerie feeling that someone was 
watching me. I took a glance between my fingers and saw the man in black robe in front of me.
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I yelped and jumped up like a rocket… just to find out there was no one there. My heart 
was pounding like a sledgehammer against an anvil. I washed my face again and tried to get 
my heartbeat to slow down.

Call someone, I thought, I need to call someone. I grabbed my phone and looked for Rose’s 
number. It wasn’t there. Jeffrey… gone! Hermann… not there. What the hell, I thought and left 
the crapper. I walked directly back to our table to have Kiernan put some sense to all this, but 
as soon as I saw him I stopped right there. He was talking at the table with an oddly familiar-
looking woman. It was the cat-eyed brunette from the photo he had showed me earlier. What 
was she doing here? “I’m sure there’s a perfectly good explanation for all of this”, I mumbled 
to myself and started towards the table. The brunette saw me coming and soon Kiernan also 
turned to face me.

I came to stand next to the table, waiting for Kiernan to introduce me to his friend—or 
whoever she was. However, he didn’t say anything, just stared at me. Odd, I thought. Usually 
Kiernan always speaks when I’m there—even if he has nothing intelligent to say. Finally, he 
managed to ask: “Um… yes?” He looked at me as if he didn’t know me. I tried to open my 
mouth but I didn’t know what to say. “Yes? Can I help you?” he asked. Hell yes you can help 
me and explain what’s going on, I thought, but not a single word came out of my mouth. I felt 
intimidated by everything, and everyone, even Kiernan. I felt like I have to get out.

I took a few clumsy steps backwards. I turned and made a run for the door. “Hey!” Kieran 
shouted and came after me. He chased me to the apartment building next door. I reached into 
my pocket, took out the keys, opened the door and rushed in. Kieran was right behind me. 
Panting heavily I ascended the stairs. “Stop! I just want to talk to you,” Kieran’s voice echoed 
in the staircase.

I reached the third floor, opened the door to my flat and went in, slamming the door behind 
me. Someone tried to come in. I held the handle and locked the door. There was banging at 
the door.

I went to the toilet, looked at myself in the mirror and wiped my forehead. I brushed my 
beard a little. It had a soothing effect. There was no more banging at the door but I felt scared 
nevertheless. I went to the bedroom, took off my black robe and dived under the duvet, shiver-
ing in fear. Why are they chasing me? What have I done to them? Is it too much to ask to have 
a beer alone without someone harassing you?



Chicken Vindaloo
Dedicated to people who are not afraid 

to challenge their parents

“So, will you or will you not marry my daughter?” Mr Gowinda asked with an air of a guy 
who didn’t like his time to be wasted. He had pitch-black eyes, bushy eyebrows and a nose like a 
potato. His lips formed a strict line above a protruding chin. His cheeks could have been those 
of a gorilla. He stared at me viciously, wiping sweat off of his forehead with a handkerchief. The 
strict expression on his face demanded an answer.

Mr Gowinda and his beautiful daughter, Aneesha, had come for a visit that would determine 
the rest of my life. My mother had gone through a lot of trouble to arrange things so that the 
four of us could be sitting in this room. It was a formality, really. All I was supposed to do was 
to answer “yes” and the wedding preparations could get under way.

Yet, I hesitated. Mr Gowinda had had to ask the same question twice already. I thought 
about my life up until now—the hobbies, the friends, the parties, the careless life—and how it 
would all change after my answer. I tossed my cell phone from one hand to another, obviously 
coming across as a very nervous young man, which I was.

I had been lucky to be born in this family, although I didn’t care much for the religious side 
of my parents. I had been brought up with love and limits. My father—who had passed away 
eleven months ago—had provided me the guidance I needed and, on top of that, an abundance 
of material wealth. I had gone to the best schools and recently graduated as the Master of Sci-
ence in International Relations. I had great friends and a promising new job in the American 
embassy in Delhi. Coincidence or not, Mr Gowinda was not only my prospective father-in-law 
but also my boss at the embassy.

Even my bride-to-be was carried to me like on a platter. You know, here in India they have 
more classified ads for brides and grooms than they have for used cars. My mother and aunt 
had placed an advertisement in the local newspaper. They had seen a lot of effort to make the 
wording as tempting as possible yet as short and economical as possible. Even with enormous 
wealth inherited from my father, mum was still saving on a classifieds.

More than one hundred and fifty potential brides—or their mothers, to be exact—had 
responded to the advertisement. Mum went on to create an excel sheet with the brides’ height, 
weight, age, education level, family’s wealth and so forth. All non-Hindus were eliminated 
automatically. Well, all two of them. It wasn’t exactly against Hinduism to marry someone 
from another religion but it was a tradition—and people knew this. That’s why I only got two 
replies from non-Hindus. These were the ones I had been most curious about. You know, I 
was religious only on paper—and in my mother’s eyes. I had pressured her to reveal who these 
people were, where they came from and what they looked like, but she refused to show their 
applications to me. She told me it wasn’t yet my time to partake in the process.

Mum shortlisted those girls who were between 165 and 180 centimeters tall, who weighed 
between 55 and 70 kilograms, who were less than 25 years old, who had completed at least a 
Bachelor’s degree and whose family was rich enough. Mind you, the last one was probably one 
of her key criteria. Moreover, their star signs had to be compatible with mine.
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She came down to thirty physically, intellectually, financially and astronomically suitable 
girls. She asked them to send a second application with at least four pictures; one in sari, one 
in normal clothes, one in bathing suit and one close-up. She asked them to describe why they 
thought they think they would be a suitable bride for her son. Two didn’t respond. They had 
probably found husbands already. Three answered one day late. Mum discarded their applica-
tions and labeled them “unreliable”. The same fate fell for those with low quality pictures and 
shoddy handwriting (yes, she demanded that the applications are written by hand). She went on 
to read about twenty applications, scrapped a few more and, in the end, interviewed fourteen 
girls. I still didn’t get a glimpse of any of them. It was my aunt who updated me on the twists 
and turns of the selection process.

In the interviews mum wasn’t interested in gaining new information of the applicants. She 
concentrated on testing their personality, i.e. gave them hell of a hard time. Three girls went 
out crying. Two called her a witch (or that’s the word my aunt used). Two stopped talking, 
afraid to give wrong answers.

Ultimately seven beautiful girls with right measures, right background and right attitude 
qualified to the final test: cooking with mum. She reserved one week for this. One by one, the 
girls occupied our kitchen, every day of the week. They worked together with my mother, making 
the most delicious feasts for the neighbors, friends, acquaintances and complete strangers who 
were welcome to taste the cooking. Only I wasn’t welcome—to my own home for crying out 
loud! She wouldn’t even let me taste any of the leftovers but gave them to dogs instead. I was 
furious at her. She told me she was doing it in my best interest and explained that I would get 
to date three girls, out of which I was to choose my coming bride.

I had been on dates before, so I wasn’t too nervous about this. What made me nervous, 
however, was what they would think of me after all the grilling from my mum’s side. What 
kind of son would a mother like this have? To my surprise, all three of them absolutely loved 
my mum (or at least that’s what they told me). Now it was up to me to do the dating.

First candidate was named Tina. She was a gorgeous twenty four year old future lawyer with 
striking features and British upbringing. She lived permanently in the UK.

I couldn’t believe she had come to Delhi just for me. She couldn’t believe it either. Her parents 
had forced her to get an Indian husband from India. “None-ov-dem-chikin-vindalooz-from-
leeds-will-do” she imitated her mother’s accent and made me laugh.

We matched from the get-go. I thanked my mother and all the thousand gods she worshipped 
for finding me this amazing girl. After fifteen minutes with her I was ready to grab my cell phone 
and call mum to cancel the rest of the dates. I actually told this to Tina and she felt flattered, so 
much so that she drew me close to her and gave me a wet kiss that almost swept me off my feet.

We went to a bar and it just got better. She liked beer! I was a devoted beer-drinker—a hobby 
that I tried to compensate with all sorts of sports designed to wreak havoc in the war against 
calories. Judging from her trimmed body, I could have never guessed she shared my passion 
in brews. We downed various stouts, lagers and bitters during the night and got sloshed. I just 
fell more and more in love with her, and it wasn’t because of the beer-goggles. We laughed and 
talked, as if we had known each other for ages.

At midnight she took me to her hotel room, although I tried to protest and said I should go 
home. “I know your mum’s a strict woman but don’t you think she wants you to have a proper 
test drive?” Tina asked with a wink and pulled me in to her room.

She was wild! She practically tore off my clothes and threw me on the bed. I felt a little bit 
intimidated by this sudden sexual overdrive. “Come on! I have a flight back to UK tomorrow. 
Even if you didn’t choose me to be your wife, at least I’m entitled to proper shag, don’t you 
think?” she asked laughingly and ripped off my jeans. I escaped under the blanket, wearing 
nothing but socks and undies. She climbed on top of me and her hand traveled under the 
blanket, looking for its timid prey.

“Tina, I gotta tell you something!” I shrieked. She stopped and crossed her arms.
“Don’t tell me you’re a virgin,” she said with a grin. I went completely silent and blushed. 

“Oh,” she said. She understood that she had hit the nail on the head without me even having 
to nod. “Well, if you’re still up for it, we can go reeeal slow,” she suggested seductively, unbut-
toned her shirt and slowly slid over my body, letting her boobs touch my face. She smelled like 
lavender. That and beer. I felt as if she had drugged me. My boner under the blanket passed 
the message: I’m up for it.

The second candidate’s name was Aysha. Her background was spotless: an entrepreneur with 
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an international team, a special passport for traveling where ever the hell she wanted to, a nice 
sports car with a proper sound system, an apartment in reputed neighborhood. The list went 
on. And she was cute. She must have been a great girl but I couldn’t concentrate on her at all. 
My thoughts were still with Tina and I had a throbbing headache from all that beer last night.

Aysha tried to please me in all kinds of ways—well, not exactly the way Tina had crowned 
the night—but she felt somehow pretentious. She was not real, not genuine. I knew immediately 
this wouldn’t be it but I went on the date anyways. I guess she deserved that. But she definitely 
didn’t deserve to end the evening so soon, not in that way. I ended up vomiting the curry back 
on my plate. She walked out without saying goodbye. I was so embarrassed.

The third one was, of course, Aneesha. She was a doll-faced beauty from every boy’s wet dreams. 
She didn’t want to boast with her credentials or background. I liked that humility. She worked 
as a chef in a respected restaurant in Mumbai. She had gone through the trouble of driving 
back and forth between the two mega-cities to advance in my mum’s insanely tough application 
process. “She’s like a female version of Donald Trump, isn’t she?” Aneesha joked. I laughed and 
added: “An Indian female version.”

We got along really well, maybe because this time I wasn’t hung-over. The only thing that 
bugged me in her was the lack of initiative, the indecisiveness. I asked her where she wanted 
to go for the date. She didn’t know. I took her to a sushi place and asked what she wanted. She 
didn’t know. Afterwards, I asked if she wanted to go for drinks. She didn’t know. I said I could 
use one and asked what type of places she enjoyed. She didn’t know. At one point, after three 
beers to be exact, I was fed up with her. “Would you like to marry me?” I blurted out angrily. 
She looked at me long, without knowing whether to be flattered or appalled. “Well, would you?” 
I asked and leaned forward for emphasis.

“I don’t know,” she said with a trembling voice. In that instant it dawned to me: maybe she is 
as insecure of the whole wedding thing as I am. I asked her about this and, at first, she refused 
to answer. I ordered a new round of drinks and told her how I’m afraid to get married, that 
I feel it’s too early, and that I’m not entirely sure if an arranged marriage is the best way after 
all—even if it was the easiest. She broke into tears and said she knew exactly how I felt. The 
rest of the night we talked about our families, ourselves, our dreams, our hopes, our fears, our 
upbringing, and even about more general topics like Indian culture and tradition, westerniza-
tion, motorcycles, the gap between the rich and the poor, voluntary work… you name it. We 
had a fantastic time together.

Consequently Aneesha and I became great friends. We met once more before she went back 
to Mumbai (although mum had strictly limited the number of dates to one per girl). But I didn’t 
care about my mother’s advice now. I was just happy that I had gotten a new friend, someone 
I could count on, someone I could reveal my deepest secrets to, and someone… well, a Friend 
with a capital “F”. Yet, that’s all there was. I could never go to bed with Aneesha, for instance. 
It would be like, uh, going to bed with your sister or something.

So, after all this, how come it was Aneesha sitting in our living room? Why was it her father 
who was asking me the rhetorical question? Why not Tina’s? 

Well, the thing is, I was madly in love with Tina. We were exchanging close to a hundred 
text messages a day. And we, secretly, called each other before going to bed. It was a secret for 
now but once mum received the huge phone bill, oh boy I’d be in for a lot of trouble (yes, she 
was still paying my bills).

Tina was laid-back and funny. She was clearly in love with me but she was cool with the fact 
that there were two other lovely girls whom I might marry—well, one really. Aysha probably 
wouldn’t marry Mr Barf even if I wanted to.

Tina proposed. She didn’t demand. One of her messages said: “Made some phone calls. If 
u want there’s a traineeship for the taking: Indian embassy in London. How about it?” What 
I really liked about Tina is that, even with all this communication going on, she never asked 
about my decision. She seemed to be in no rush to get married—as she had been in no rush 
to take my virginity.

The fucked up thing was that my mum didn’t ask about my decision either. She had pro-
ceeded, behind my back, to choose the most suitable bridal candidate, the most suitable for 
her: Miss Aneesha Gowinda. The decision came as out of the blue for Aneesha as it did for me. 
We managed to talk it over before his father arrived to our house, but she was still shocked. I 
was shocked.

Every time I tossed my phone from one hand to another I thought of Tina. Yet, it was Aneesha 
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and her father who were in front of me, waiting for my response. “One more time, Siddhartha, 
will you marry Aneesha?” Mr Gowinda asked. When there was still no response he stood up 
and posed an outright threat: “If you say no, there is no coming back to the embassy!”

I thought about the first date with Aneesha, and how indecisive she had been. I looked at 
her now and she was almost in tears, although she could hide it pretty well. I felt sorry for her. 
As if elevated by celestial forces, I finally managed to stand up. I spoke with conviction and 
gave my definite answer: “No.”

Aneesha looked up to me with eyes the size of plates.
“What is this?” my mother asked alarmed and also stood up.
“I won’t stand here, being ridiculed by this, this…” Mr Gowinda burst out but couldn’t find 

the right words to describe the lowly creature in front of him.
“With all due respect Mr Gowinda, I’m flattered that you’ve considered me as a husband 

for such a wonderful person as Aneesha,” I started. She broke in tears and looked at me with 
compassion. “Aneesha, I truly hope we can be friends until death do us part,” I continued. 
Aneesha nodded, forced a smile and wiped her eyes. “Mother, I’m thankful for all your efforts 
but I’m not ready to get married.”

“All my efforts? You have no idea… Get out of here, now!”
“Listen, mother. You’ve given me a wonderful friend,” I said and looked at Aneesha, “and 

probably you’ve even given me a future wife.”
Mum slumped back into her chair, shaking her head. “I don’t understand,” she said, “What 

is this? What is this?” she kept repeating.
Mr Gowinda also sat down. “Are you saying that you want to postpone the wedding?”
I remained standing. “Yes, but…”
“And what would be more… auspicious time for you then?” Mr Gowinda cut me off and 

asked obnoxiously.
“It’s not Aneesha I might marry. It’s Tina.”
At that I left the room, stopping just briefly to touch Aneesha’s shoulder on my way out. She 

grabbed my hand and let my fingers slip away from hers. She seemed relieved. When I looked 
back I saw her whispering inaudibly: “Thank you.”

I grabbed my jacket, went out, jumped on my motor bike and drove like crazy for a few 
blocks. Then I stopped at a gas station, took out my cell phone and sent Tina a message: “I am 
madly in love with you but, please, don’t marry me right now. Okay? Great! Two questions then: 
1) Can you book me the next flight to the UK, and 2) How’s the Chicken Vindaloo in Leeds?”

She replied instantly: “Sure, maybe later. I luv u2, stud! 1) Consider it done. Get to the airport 
now. 2) It really sucks. Bring spices if u can.”



Confessions of a 
Management Consultant

Dedicated to Rukmal de Silva

I’ve been in the management consultancy business for more than twenty years. I know 
what it is all about and today I’m going to reveal every trick of the trade to you. It’s not that 
I got some sudden pang of conscience or anything. No, I’m still corrupt to the bone. But I’m 
off to my pension and I don’t want those who remain in the business to fool you (i.e. to make 
money while I’m not making any). That’s the first lesson: don’t buy anything from them! If you 
can’t figure out your own shit, you’re probably not cut out to be a manager in the first place.

I’m going to make a lot of peop… I mean… consultants angry with this rant, but so be it. 
“What should you do if you see a management consultant coughing blood in your company 
parking lot?” my senior colleague used to joke. The answer: Stop laughing, reload and shoot 
again. Vicious bunch of devils they are.

 I guess this is also for those who aspire to go into the business. I don’t know why would 
you do it, really. The market is saturated. It has been that for a couple of decades already. But 
still, there are many who want to become consultants. Well, I guess the old saying still holds 
truth: those who can’t do it themselves teach it to others.

So, if you want to go into business don’t do it in the west. Find some rising economy, i.e. 
a cheap country with a huge gap between the rich and the poor, where you can still fool the 
unsuspecting managers and use your western currency to oppress the locals.

If you’re white it’s a plus. They think you know more. If you have a beard and gray hair, it’s 
a definite advantage. For whatever the reason people seem to think that if you’re old you must 
be wise. It doesn’t occur to them that maybe you are a senile old fart with outdated information 
and no capability to inspire people to act. Well, anyways, if you’re not one of them, get one of 
them in your team. Otherwise your credibility is zero. Don’t believe me? Just look at Santa. The 
guy is like four hundred years old but the target group still loves him!

Second, you’re supposed to figure out what kind of consultancy you’d like to run. Don’t worry 
too much about this step. They are all pretty much the same anyways. There’s nothing new 
under the sun in the world of business. If you’re into strategy, your job is to get the company 
to make more money. If you’re into leadership, you are supposed to make their shit workplace 
a bit more tolerable. Hell, it’s best to combine both of them—that’s what I did. Why? Because 
you can run some pretentiously fun leadership retreat and use it to prove yourself so you get 
your over-priced strategic consultancy sold. Or vice versa: the outcome of the strategy process 
might, surprisingly, be that they have serious flaws in their leadership. It just so happens that you 
have a solution for this. That’s it, in essence. Don’t worry; we’ll get down to the nitty-gritty later.

Next you’re supposed to build your competitive advantage. Again, it sounds more glamorous 
than it is. You just figure out what to sell, to whom and why in the name of God they would 
buy it from you. See, the old rule of business—buy with one dollar, sell with three—doesn’t 
apply to management consultancy. After all, you’re not offering them anything concrete. Sure, 
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at the end of your business transaction they might get nice binders full of paper, t-shirts and 
other paraphernalia if you really want to pamper them, and a poetic report full of words like 
“cutting-edge”, “foolproof ”, “solution”, “environmentally friendly” (or “green” or “sustainable” 
for that matter). But apart from that, there’s nothing really that you offer them. You’re in the 
business of selling dreams, aspirations and ideas. But, but, but… I studied for this for five years, 
you might say. No buts! Don’t pretend you know their business better than they do! Don’t 
pretend they couldn’t just buy the one book that your whole model is based on!

Speaking of which, that’s how you make your product. You read, on average, about ten books 
on leadership and strategy. You pick up one idea here, another one there but basically it boils 
down to stealing one model from one book that you camouflage to look like your own. See, the 
dilemma of this step is that you can’t offer what everyone else is offering and you can’t derail 
too much from what everyone is offering. The key is that when you are talking about your 
product you can sell it in consultant-language. And what is that? It’s the kind of language that 
convincingly claims that your product is X and the complete opposite of X, at the same time. 
For instance, once you’ve perfected (and possibly trademarked) your model, you can claim 
that it’s both “brand new” and it has “withstood the test of time”. It is both “comprehensive” 
and “simple”. Your approach can be both “deeply analytical” and “inspiring”. See what I mean? 
That’s the key. Everyone does that. You should too!

While you are working on your model—which basically means that you put together a 
convincing PowerPoint or Prezi and fill your briefcase with marketing materials that come 
in matching colors—you shouldn’t forget about the most important part: relationships! And 
when I say relationships I’m not talking (exhaustively) of romantic relationships. Sure, it helps 
if you get to bang a few sec… sorry… assistants. They are often the know-it-all gatekeepers to 
the top management: the CEOs, the directors, the presidents.

That’s who you need to reach: the big shots. You can waste all the time in the world with 
the HR managers but they never make the purchasing decision. Sure, they might be the ones 
you’re working with later on, but it’s the big boss who makes the “go or no-go decision”. So, 
before you resign from your job, start using your paid working time more productively: get to 
the position where you can network with top managers. Don’t even bother convincing them 
about your employer’s product. That’s not what you want to sell! Sell yourself! Humor them and 
make them realize what a good trustworthy guy you are. Invite them for a lunch and buy them 
expensive gifts if you are able to put it on your employer’s credit card. Hell, if your employer’s 
product is shit, warn them about it! Be honest! Make sure that by the time you leave the sinking 
ship that was your employer for ten-twenty years you have connections who can count on you. 
Don’t worry about getting fired. If you do, it just means you’ve done enough damage to your 
employer. In other words, you’ve successfully maximized your own benefit. You’ve proven to 
be management consultant material. It’s time to start up a company.

Once you finally go into business, you start selling (preferably you’ve started waaay before 
you open shop). And what does it mean? Here’s the trick. You take that senile old fart—your 
business partner—with you, just for credibility, for the first meeting with a potential client. In 
the meeting you appear interested in their business. You ask questions that might reveal some 
of their weaknesses, areas where they really suck. Some call them “needs” but, as I said before, 
they don’t actually need your help. Your job is to convince them otherwise.

It’s important that you take notes all the time while they speak. Why? First, it makes you 
look like you actually care about what they are saying. In that sense it doesn’t matter if you are 
drawing dragons and flowers in your notepad, as long as you’re scribbling something all the 
time. Second, what the boss man says might actually reveal something you can use against him 
later on. But you don’t do it yet. Even if you’d get a clear-cut buying signal, don’t sell! Not yet.

See, they expect that you are there to sell them something. So, don’t! And they will be posi-
tively surprised. This gets their trust. Once you’ve probed the different areas of their business 
you thank for their time, compliment their tie, ask if you can get further details from their 
assistant (you know how to use that girl’s phone number later on) and then you leave. Oh, 
and when you leave, don’t forget to take that senile gray-haired guy with you. In fact, it’s best 
to teach him to say something wise, but only when you give him a clue. You don’t want him 
blabbering about his bladder problems. Teach him two-three sentences of management jargon 
that can fit any situation. They usually can’t remember more.

So, when you are about to leave, the boss will stand there, flabbergasted, because he is not 
used to the fact that sales people don’t try to sell anything. You might use this time of vulner-
ability to casually suggest a lunch in about two weeks’ time (Even if your schedule was empty 
for the next two weeks, don’t let him know that. Appear busy and wanted.). If he agrees to that, 
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your mission is accomplished. Otherwise you call the manager after a couple of days, before 
he forgets who the hell you are, and say that you are truly worried of one or two things that 
he mentioned—things that might prove to be fatal to their business if not dealt with. Tell him 
that you haven’t been able to sleep because all you’ve been thinking is their company, and the 
rumors that you’ve heard from their competitor’s latest “cutting-edge, sustainable solutions”. 
Tell him that your grandmother has been hospitalized but you are willing to postpone meet-
ing her until you’ve met with him. Say whatever it takes to get that meeting. But don’t sell. Be 
patient. Not yet.

Some consultants, I’ve heard, actually talk to the assistant on their way out from the first 
meeting and just before they leave they say something like: “Oh, I almost forgot; your boss 
asked me to ask you to remind him on Wednesday that he should call me. Could you do that 
for him, please? Great!” That’s a certain way to leave a reminder in their planner. Not that I’ve 
ever done that. It sucks to be caught of a lie. And don’t be so blue-eyed to misinterpret my 
words. I’m not saying “be honest”. No! Lie as you might. Just don’t get caught.

By the way, you should always carry one of the latest management books from a renowned 
author with you and keep it visible throughout the meeting. It makes you look like you’re fol-
lowing your time and you know the latest trends in business (Pssst… there are no latest trends! 
It’s always been, it is now and it will always be about making profit. That’s it!). It doesn’t mean 
you actually need to read the book before carrying it to the meeting. No! That would be a waste 
of time. Ultimately he will ask you about it, or you can briefly mention it before you go, but 
it’s enough if you can throw one or two flying ideas from the book, just to leave an impression 
that if they buy consultancy from you, they get the wisdom of this renowned author as well, 
without having to go through the drudgery of actually reading the book.

So, now that you’ve come across as a trustworthy guy who is not there to sell anything, you 
go for the lunch with the manager and then you start selling.

In this second meeting you point out the couple of “needs” that you noticed and explain how 
your model and your approach would be the solution for them. Whether they are interested or 
not, you tell them something like this: “But, of course, it’s not what you say your team needs. 
It’s what your team says, right? Since we’d genuinely like to help you (not their competitor, 
although you’re in negotiations with both of them) we could draft a tailor-made survey (you 
use the same survey for everyone, change a couple of questions and the client name) and based 
on that we could have a few interviews with your middle management to see if you have cor-
rectly estimated the state of your business.”

You offer them a “reduced price” (the same price for everyone), just to cover the time you will 
use to prepare the questionnaire (about fifteen minutes in reality, you charge for four hours), to 
explain the process to the middle management (how to make a tick-mark to a box) and to get 
them “committed” (you amuse them for two hours and get to bill for that), to analyze the results 
(throw the numbers in Excel and get ready-made graphs that you include in your pre-made 
report, seven hours), to present the results (another two hours that you get to bill, although 
you should actually pay for them, because it’s just a glorified sales meeting, really). This way 
you can show them that you are willing to invest fifteen hours to “help them” and they are very 
happy to see it broken down, so that they can rest assured you are not hiding anything (har 
har har!). In reality, you use about five hours. And you use it to sell them more of your time 
(yes, in a way, you are a whore, just an expensive one). Ordinary consulting fee, 100 dollars an 
hour, would total to 1,500 dollars. You offer it to them with 990 dollars if they book it now and 
secure your services before your “streak of trainings that are coming up” (remember: appear 
busy and wanted). They can’t refuse!

Once you are done with the assignment you present them with a report that is structured 
according to the sub-categories that your model covers and—surprisingly to them—it looks 
like it is your model that is a solution to all their issues (imagined or real). You side with the 
top manager all the time and congratulate him how accurate he was in analyzing their current 
situation. Here you quote from your notes that you took in the first meeting. This should give 
you the manager’s approval to go and draft a “customized solution” to their company. Basically 
it means that you spend unnecessarily long hours, flirting with the HR manager (and bill for 
the whole time later). You make her feel like she has contributed invaluable insight for you to 
come back in two weeks’ time with a proposal that fits their “needs”. That is, in essence, exactly 
the same stuff that you’d offer anyone anyways but if you’ve procrastinated two weeks, it feels 
like you’ve actually worked on it. It must be unique.

Then you carry out the training or consultancy, as agreed. You make sure that everyone is 
having a good time, at all times. Otherwise it would be hard to justify the fact that they are 
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playing games with you rather than using the same time for productive work.
If problems arise you make it look like it’s all part of the “learning process”. (Mind you, these 

are also fancy words you can include in the report.)
If they ask you a question that you are unable to answer, you respond with a question and 

expect them to answer it. If it doesn’t work and you need to buy time, i.e. to prevent yourself 
from coming across as a completely ignorant fool, you can theatrically grab a marker, waltz 
to the flipchart and write down their question while you read it out loud like an idiot. Then 
you just tell them “we come back to this later” (the advantage of flipcharts is that you can flip 
them over each other). You get back to what you were talking about, go to the flipchart again, 
flip another sheet and draw a pointless diagram that is so obvious it would make a donkey 
nod in agreement. And, voila, the question they had is pushed into the abyss of management 
consultancy (while they get a sense of understanding something).

If you’ve managed to sell them more than one session of training or consultancy, you give 
them homework. Ask them to watch a movie or read a book and answer some questions. Or 
ask them to talk with their subordinates and make a presentation for the next time. Something 
like that. This way it feels like it actually is a continuous learning process. In reality, you are 
just making them to work to fill the time that you are billing. You can call this “active learn-
ing” in the report.

That’s it, really. Just remember to lead the process so that you get more business from them, 
sooner rather than later. Act like the relationship you’ve created with the boss and the minions 
makes you an invaluable asset to the company, as if you were part of the team. Make sure 
you get invited to their events where you can meet their partners and sub-contractors—new 
potential clients.

If the assistant is pretty enough you might want to consider going out with her again. Perhaps 
they are foolish enough to call you on some other assignment in the future.

I hope you’ve enjoyed this concise and all-encompassing package of wisdom, called “Confes-
sions of a Management Consultant”. My latest manual is a DVD called “How to make them 
work for you”. It is tailor-made just for your needs and it has sold already 100,000 copies. This 
cutting-edge guide explains briefly and thoroughly how you can build up a team of satisfied 
consultants while you—the business owner—collect all the dough. I offer it to you, brother, at 
a reduced price of just 99 dollars*. After all, we’re part of the same successful team, aren’t we?

*) Excluding shipping, VAT and 5 % of your life-time revenues



Piss Off from the 
Monkey Island

Dedicated to all the gamers who are able to cooperate

Sonic the Hedgehog was sitting in a bar in Monkey Island, not quite enjoying his mug of 
grog. But he wasn’t there to enjoy. The hideous taste of the drink didn’t matter as long as it got 
him drunk. The pirates with their peg legs and parrots were singing in the background, off-tune 
as always. He squinted his eyes and tried to cover his ears. Guybrush Threepwood, the bar-
tender, felt sorry for him and offered complimentary salted slugs. “No! Get off,” Sonic grunted.

“Are you waiting for someone?” Guybrush asked, polishing a wooden mug.
“No, I’m waiting for someone to leave me the hell alone!” Sonic hissed.
Guybrush sighed. “Hang in there, brother,” he said and walked to the other end of the bar 

to figure out how the gumball dispenser works.
“I ain’t your brother, junior,” Sonic murmured and gulped down his drink.
Guybrush couldn’t believe what had become of the once acclaimed hedgehog that ran around 

valleys, jumped to the clouds and whirled in the loops, collecting coins at a super-sonic speed, 
fighting monsters with his insanely fast rolling spikes. Now he was a human wreck—well, a 
hedgehog wreck, really. He had three-day-old stubble and hideous breathe that showed that 
he had been drinking heavily lately. He squinted his bloodshot eyes constantly, obviously tired 
of his life. His mischievous grin had changed to a pissed off frown.

“Junior! Come back and pour me another one,” Sonic hollered in a drunken slur.
“I thought you wanted me to leave you alone,” Guybrush said but poured him grog obediently.
A short fat guy in red overalls and overgrown black moustache sat at the empty seat next 

to Sonic. He took off his red cap and placed it on a hook that hung from the bar. “Guybrush, 
pour me a drink, will you!” he hollered happily. Sonic couldn’t stand the guy. He thought of 
changing seats but all the tables were reserved by the pirates and there were no more empty 
chairs at the bar. He sighed and concentrated on swallowing the thick, slimy, oozing green drink.

“Sure thing, Mario,” Guybrush gave him a grog with a smile.
“What have you been up to lately?” Mario asked Guybrush.
“Same old. Same old.”
“Still solving mysteries I presume?”
“Yep, got nothing better to do. Well, to be frank with you, there is no more mystery left in 

this world. No riddles to be solved. Everything is hygienic, single-packed, wrapped in plastic 
and chewed ready for you to swallow in one big lump that travels through your metabolism, 
twisting your bowels, and comes out as slushy smelly spray of diarrhea.”

“Mamma Mia!”
“I’m confined to work in this bar with shit salary. You know that, Mario. You ask the same 

question every day. Anyways, how are you?”
“Suuuper!” he announced excitedly with a big smile, raising his right fist to the air for 

emphasis. Sonic moved a few inches to the right, assuming that the over-enthusiastic fatso 
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might soon knock down his drink.
“Could’ve guessed that,” Guybrush mumbled to himself and walked away to fix the piano 

with a chicken bone, a purple potion and a broken shovel. Mario and Sonic sipped their grog 
in silence for a while. Mario kept eyeing him curiously. Sonic pretended at first that he didn’t 
even notice Mario’s presence. He leaned on his left hand and drank his grog, trying to avoid eye 
contact. But Mario’s intense gaze followed his every move. Sonic was aware of that. It annoyed 
the hell out of him.

“Whaaat?” Sonic finally blared anxiously.
“Having a rough day, huh?”
“No, having a rough decade,” he said, not interested in having a discussion. “In fact, the end of 

nineties was rough. Two-thousands was horrible. Now it’s nothing but shit, day in and day out.”
“But why the long face? Would you happen to be unemployed?” Mario asked.
“Leave me alone you hyperactive fool!” Sonic yelled and turned away on his chair.
“No need to be ashamed. I am unemployed myself. No more princesses to save out there. 

Haven’t gotten a proper assignment in ages,” Mario reminisced like a grandpa in a nursing 
home. “Are you and I the same then?” he asked.

“Yes, I’m living on the dole if that’s what you’re asking. And no, we’re not the same! You’re 
an annoying fool. I’m a fucking hedgehog with a headshot!” Sonic pointed at the disheveled 
blue spikes on top of his head. There was a burned spot without any spikes. Indeed, it looked 
like someone had shot him with a big gun.

“Who did that to you?”
“Worms,” Sonic mumbled and stared at his grog disgusted.
“Worms 3D? Was it a bazooka or a banana bomb?” Mario asked curiously, “A flying sheep 

maybe? Not the blowtorch…”
“Junior! I got worms! ” Sonic disregarded Mario’s blabbering and yelled to Guybrush Three-

pwood. He was in the middle of arranging the bottles in the bar in correct order and balancing 
a plank with a half-burned candle on top of them; a little something he had to figure out how 
to do in order to open the cash register. “Junior! Worms!” Sonic repeated. Guybrush stopped 
his task and hurried to the grumpy hedgehog.

“I’m sorry, sir? You got worms?” he asked looking puzzled.
“In my grog! I got worms in my drink!”
“Um… You don’t like grog with worms?”
“The hell I don’t! Give me a proper drink!” Sonic yelled and pushed the mug to him.
“Now, now. Maybe Maaarrrio could help manage that anger,” Mario cut in.
“Cut the act grandpa. I know who you are,” Sonic grunted.
“You do?”
“Yes, you are Super Mario. So what?”
“Mamma Mia!” He gestured with his hand like a proper Italian. “Maaarrrio’s reputation 

has gone far and wide.”
“Stop it! You’re not even Italian, are you?”
Mario went silent for a few seconds. “No, Japanese.”
“Thought so. Now where’s my bloody drink?”
“Would you care for one of these?” Mario held in front of him a happy smiling mushroom 

that had a white cap with red dots on it. Sonic looked at him annoyed, looked at the shroom, 
then once more at Mario. He pocketed the shroom unnoticeably.

“I’ll have it later,” Sonic grunted.
“What do we saaay?”
“Thanks,” Sonic forced the word out of his foul mouth.
“That’s more like it!” Mario rejoiced and slapped him in the back. “Ouch!” Mario cried in pain. 

Guybrush burst in laughter when he saw the silly little man slapping his hand in Sonic’s spikes.
“Without worms, sir,” Guybrush gave Sonic a fresh pink grog and went away because he felt 

an urge to attach a three-legged platypus to a monkey wrench and then wrap the whole thing 
in a towel that he would later dip in cheese sauce for the desired effect.

“Now I know who you are,” Mario said wide-eyed, still holding his sore hand. “You are Sonic 
the Hedgehog, aren’t you?”

“No, I’m not.”
“Yes you are! We were in the same coin collection business back in the day.”
“Rings.”
“I beg your pardon?”
“I collected rings, not coins!”
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“Gotcha! You are Sonic!”
“Bummer,” Sonic sighed.
“I and Luigi used to envy your rapid movements, your fearless character, your spinning, 

your red sneakers …”
“Really?” Sonic raised his brow and listened, finally.
“Yes! Luigi and me, we were mostly just high all the time, bouncing around and trying on 

different costumes. But Sonic, Mamma Mia, Sonic was an ace!”
“I thought you guys hated me.”
“Not at all. Why would you think something like that?”
“Well, you know, I was a competitor. Why wouldn’t you hate me?”
“Silly hedgehog. There were more than enough gold coins for everyone.”
“And rings.”
“And rings,” Mario repeated.
“So you were in it for the money? I thought you genuinely wanted to rescue the helpless 

little princesses and set your weird acid land free of evil.”
Mario blushed. “It was just an act.”
“The same as you and Luigi being brothers?”
“What are you suggesting, hedgehog?”
“Well, you know… There were rumors of you two, you know…”
“Now, stop right there and show some respect!”
“Okay, sorry. That was below the belt. I kind of liked your beaver suit or whatever it was. 

And that P-wing! Maaan, always dreamt of flying myself.”
“Apology accepted. Just let it be the last time you insult Luigi!”
“Okay, I didn’t know it was like that… sore topic,” Sonic turned back to his drink. They sat 

in silence for a while. Then Sonic slipped: “You know, there’s nothing to be ashamed of. Zelda 
was also a poof.”

“Stop it! Did you even have a sidekick?” Mario asked holding his suspenders with pride.
“They gave me that fox or something but it was more like a pet. Can’t even remember its 

name—Tails, or something… You know, you had Luigi so they figured I need to have a pet also.”
“Are you still insulting Luigi?” Mario asked, looking suspicious.
“Forget about it. We’re both sore losers now.”
Mario nodded and concurred in silence. He took a sip of grog and turned to Sonic. “There’s 

one thing I don’t quite understand though…”
“What is it?” Sonic asked.
“How long have you been unemployed? I thought I saw you in the Olympic Games.”
“Uh, it wasn’t me.”
“It wasn’t you?”
“No. After mid-1990s my stunt hog took over. Ever since that I’ve been resting on my laurels.”
“Your stunt hog?”
“You know: a body double. One of the perks of being a star is that you don’t have to do 

anything yourself… The next thing you know they fucking stab you in the back and put you 
out of business,” Sonic grunted in anger, “What do they call it: Downsizing?”

“Outsourcing.”
“Whatever.”
“I see,” Mario noted with a trace of compassion.
“You said it yourself: no more princesses to save. They’ve turned into all sorts of zombies 

that roam the streets.”
“Yes! I’m afraid to go out nowadays. Gargoyles, robots, three-headed monsters—who knows 

what they come up with next,” Mario fantasized and looked horrified.
“Yep, gone are the days of Mario jumping on oompa-loompas and shooting creepy crawlies 

with a fire flower,” Sonic grinned.
Mario continued blabbering, terror on his face: “Now the heroes are in full armor and blast 

the disgusting creatures with all sorts of blade guns and nuclear explosives.”
“Yeah, why can’t they just be friends?”
“That’s a good question,” Mario agreed without realizing that Sonic was just ridiculing him, 

“Everything went on a downward spiral since the introduction of 3D”.
“You’d like to be back in the business, wouldn’t you?”
“It’s been a while, but to tell you the truth, I would like to work again. I’d like that very much,” 

Mario confirmed and smiled at the thought.
“Imagine that: A flesh-eating zombie comes towards you gnarling and growling, ready to 
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devour your brain. You bounce on it, pick it up and throw it at the horde of a thousand undead. 
Yay! Mario saves the day!”

“Hmph,” now Mario was offended, “It’s impossible to have a conversation with you.”
“Good. So, shut up and let me drink,” Sonic downed his drink and ordered more. “Junior!” 

he shouted and snapped his fingers. Guybrush hurried to pour him more. Mario had a re-fill 
as well. There was an uncomfortably long silence. Sonic’s eyes were watering as he recalled the 
good old days. Mario noticed this.

“I know you miss it too,” Mario said. “Under that tough cover there must be a warm, help-
ful heart.”

“You know how gay that sounds?”
“But it’s true, isn’t it? I bet you would do anything to be useful once more.”
Sonic looked at him defeated. “Yes. It’s true. I’d do anything to get a piece of the action.”
“It is very important that one gets to contribute to common good. It shouldn’t even be 

called work.”
“What then?” Sonic asked, raising a brow.
“Participation. Think of what you’re good at, what you love to do. You would do it for free 

even, wouldn’t you, voluntarily?”
“Hmm, maybe… Yeah, I would. I’m so tired of being nobody, doing nothing.”
“Nothing but drinking?”
“Well, yeah, it’s fun for a while. But after a while…”
“After a while?”
“I caaan’t get noo… saaa-tis-faction,” Sonic imitated Mick Jagger and made a fool of himself.
“Ahem,” Mario cleared his throat.
Sonic got a hold of himself, pushed his empty grog mug away and said: “Yeah, I wish I could 

get back to work. But I haven’t see a trace of Dr Eggman or the chaos emeralds…”
All of a sudden a weird fucked up creature emerged from the thin air and interrupted Sonic. 

It hovered in the air in front of them. It was like a crossbreed between a jack-in-the-box and 
a flying leprechaun, straight out of the LSD-induced wet dreams of Mr Stone and Mr Parker. 
It had wings that it flapped like a humming bird. Motioning from side to side it threw some 
fairy dust on Mario and Sonic who just stared at it, not believing their eyes. The creature stared 
right back at them and blinked three times. An archaic game console melody started in the 
background: didi-did-didi-di didi, didi-did-di-di.

“I think I know this tune,” Mario said in awe.
As suddenly as the creature had arrived, it flew away, chanting in a trembling spooky voice: 

“May all your wishes be granted!”
“Did I have that shroom already?” Sonic asked flabbergasted. Mario shook his head in 

disbelief, grooming his moustache.
Suddenly things got blurry. The bar that had served as backdrop for the previous events 

started slowly fading away. The pirates, peg legs, parrots, piano, the gumball dispenser and 
even Guybrush Threepwood were soon gone with the fairy dust.

The scene was replaced with a still image of a poorly drawn pixel mess: castles, princesses, 
monsters, pipe lines, gold coins, rings, springs, loops and trampolines. The jaws of both Sonic 
the Hedgehog and Super Mario dropped as they stared spell-bound at one word that blinked 
in the middle: LOADING…

“It… Mamma Mia! It’s a game!” Mario jumped up exhilarated, his right fist in the air. “It’s 
a real game!”

Sonic bounced, crawled into a ball and whirred in the air. He landed on his two feet, raised 
his index finger in the air and put one foot forward so that you would be sure to pay attention 
to his red sneakers.

Mario whispered to him: “Psst, say something cool!”
“I need to shave!” Sonic blurted out.

Meanwhile in a student apartment: Jackie, Jessie, Johnnie and Arnold have gathered for a retro 
game night. Jessie hands open beer bottles to everyone.

“Let the games begin!” Johnnie announces. Everyone cheers wildly. Jackie spills his beer on 
his lap. Arnold steps forward.

“This is not just any retro game night. We have a big screen display, surround sound system, 
aaand a little something I’ve tweaked for the past two weeks to get it working,” he points at a 
grey box on the floor.

“An eight-bit Nintendo, woohoo!” Jackie shouts ironically.
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“Not quite,” Arnold corrects his glasses, “This beauty is a hybrid of an 8-bit Nintendo and 
a 16-bit Sega Mega Drive.”

“What does it do?” Jessie asks.
“Duck Hunt in triple speed?” Jackie suggests.
“Behold, I’ve combined two of my favorite game characters in one game!”
Sonic appears on the screen: “Whazzup mothafuckas? Been a long time!”
“Tiiight!” Johnnie screams. Others just stare in disbelief.
Mario follows: “Yo bitches! Time to get funky.”
“What did he say?” Jessie asks and crosses her arms appalled, “This is not how I remember 

these games.”
“No. It’s much better,” Arnold notes.
“Hell yeah!” Jackie agrees, “I’ll take Mario!”
“I’ll beat your ass with Sonic!” Johnnie boasts.
“It’s a co-op,” Arnold corrects, “You get to play together!”
“Sweeet!” the three of them scream simultaneously. On the screen, Mario gulps down the 

rest of his grog, nods to Sonic approvingly and gives a thumb up. Sonic winks at him with a 
mischievous grin and pops a shroom.



The Shoplifter
Dedicated to Albert Casals and Mathieu

Pierre was a twenty-seven-year-old industrial engineer who despised the fact that he 
was one. He cursed himself for spending all those years getting a useless degree. He had started 
mingling with activists who were talking to him about Peak Oil, global warming, GMO food, 
the power of corporations and other topics of interest. These people were his new family. He 
felt like he had wasted most of his life concentrating on unimportant issues. He didn’t want to 
be a mere cog in the capitalistic machine anymore. He wanted to leave a mark.

He was now in a small village in Sweden, taking part in a No Borders Camp—a gathering 
of activists who wished to fight against the dire injustices and human rights violations that 
most of the EU countries were guilty of and whose long-term goal was to eradicate national 
borders altogether. Pierre and five other activists were on their way to a local supermarket to 
arrange a small shoplifting operation. It wasn’t that they really needed anything, and if they 
did they could have bought it. Most of them came from well-off families and they had money. 
For instance, Pierre occasionally worked for an NGO who paid him cash-in-hand. Apart from 
that he was still receiving social benefits from the French government although he had lived 
already a year in Hamburg, Germany.

For them shoplifting was most importantly something fun and exciting to do with like-
minded people. But if you asked them they’d say it was a form of direct action to diminish 
the power of global corporatocracy. As a matter of fact, Pierre didn’t even consider it stealing. 
In his mind, idealistically speaking, nothing could be owned. Everything was just borrowed 
from the nature. Therefore, with his reasoning, there was no theft. There was just a vast capi-
talistic machine that imposed violence on unsuspecting citizens, not only with their armies 
and police force but also with unnoticeable forms of control like CCTV cameras and RFID chips 
in passports. The violence didn’t even have to show in the evening news. It was enough that 
there was a shared mentality in the culture: if you do something that’s “not allowed” you will 
be punished with force. This was the system. This was their enemy. And this had to be crushed! 
Shoplifting, thus, was a means to an end. It was about taking a stand. With shoplifting Pierre 
and his friends wanted to announce: we don’t want any part of this lunacy that the majority 
has submitted to and we will not pay for the produce of an unjust system! Of course, Pierre 
had never shoplifted before. This was his first time. As in many other things he was all theory 
but no action. However, this time the opportunity was about to make a thief. The possibility 
of having a new adventure, coupled with some well-timed peer pressure had prepared Pierre 
for this adrenaline-packed experience.

The six activists spread out in the shop, loitered around between the shelves and as soon as 
they were certain to be beyond the reach of the watchful eyes of the security guard, something 
slipped in their pockets or pants—a CD, a piece of expensive cheese, a bottle of olive oil even. 
Pierre took time to observe and learn. Once he had gained enough confidence he walked to the 
candy shelf and picked a bar of chocolate. He opened his jacket, slipped the chocolate in and 
jabbered to his friend at the next shelf: “This is so easy! We’ll have a feast once get back”. The 
friend looked annoyed and alarmed that Pierre was so cocky and was making so much noise.
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“Hey! You!” the security guy yelled in that instant. He had seen what Pierre was up to. The 
friend sneaked out of sight, between the shelves, and disappeared in the mass of shoppers. Pierre 
stayed back and tried to talk his way out. The security guy didn’t want to hear any excuses. He 
tried to grab Pierre by the collar but he managed to escape.

The security guard ran after him and blew in a whistle to attract attention. Which he did. 
All eyes were now on Pierre who was bouncing between the shelves like a headless chicken, 
trying to find his way out. Pierre managed to jump over a closed cash register. He ran out of 
the grocery store. The security guard followed but gave up the race at the door. Instead, he 
went to call the cops.

This effectively canceled the operation for others. They dropped their loads and walked 
out silently. Another guard came to check some of them, but since he found nothing in their 
pockets, he let them walk away.

Pierre thought the worst was over and he stopped running. But as soon as he saw an approach-
ing police car he galloped away again. The police noticed him and, sirens wailing, they started 
chasing him. Pierre ran like a maniac through small alleyways, towards the road where he 
could hitch a ride and escape the cops. But the cops took the chase seriously. Seemingly nothing 
ever happens in this sleepy village because now the whole police force—sixteen cops in eight 
cars—was called to help find the villain.

Pierre heard the wailing sirens behind him and he had to discard the plan of getting a ride 
back to the camp. Instead he ran into the bushes and—not daring to look back—into the forest. 
He ran through the woods and up the hill. As soon as he reached the summit he noticed a 
police helicopter in the sky. It probably had nothing to do with the shoplifting case but it scared 
the shit out of Pierre. He hid into the bushes for good ten minutes until he couldn’t hear the 
chopper anymore. He then galloped to a look-out point where he could see the road leading 
to the camp. The police cars had reached the camp, apparently knowing where to look for their 
foreign suspect. Pierre had nowhere to go but rejoiced that he had managed to get away, with 
250 grams of chocolate in his pocket. Ha! Take that you evil capitalism!

Pierre ended up walking through the woods for a long time. He was determined to reach the 
highway before sundown (which would be very late at this latitude anyways). There was no 
going back to the camp. It was better to just stick to his plan and hitch a ride south. He could 
rest assured that his friends would disassemble his tent and bring his stuff to the next gathering. 
If he’d need something he could just steal it, now that he had learned the ropes of shoplifting. 
He was still a bit apprehensive about putting his thumb out and he was on a constant lookout 
for police cars, but luckily he saw none. Instead an elderly Swedish man, Göran, picked him 
up. What a relief, he thought, sitting in the warm comfortable car that was going his way.

Göran seemed to be a bit surprised that Pierre was travelling without any luggage but Pierre 
managed to convince him that he was just travelling light. After the initial pleasantries Pierre 
explained all about his lifestyle, where he was from, how his family was and what his dog’s 
name was. When he got tired of talking about himself, there was a moment of silence. To keep 
the conversation flowing, he finally asked: “So, what do you do? Are you retired?”

“No, I was a truck driver for almost thirty years,” Göran answered.
“Oh, really? Well, that explains,” Pierre referred to Göran’s willingness to pick up a hitchhiker.
“But for the past ten years or so I’ve been a freelancer,” Göran said.
“Is that so? On what field?”
“Catching shoplifters,” Göran replied and kept staring at the road. Pierre felt the tingling 

warmth climbing up his spine and his cheeks turned all red. He thought to himself: Am I 
busted? Could the cops in Sweden be this clever? This can’t be a coincidence!

“Umm, shoplifters,” Pierre repeated without knowing what else to say.
“Yes, you know, people who steal from shops,” Göran explained unnecessarily.
“I know what they are. So, are you like a security guard or something?”
“No, I wear civilian clothes and pretend to be a customer,” Göran said. The red on Pierre’s 

cheeks climbed up to cover his whole face. Is that how they spotted me, he thought. Göran 
gave him a tight-lipped glance but didn’t say anything. He just observed Pierre sweating next 
to him and went on to turn on the air conditioning.

“Sooo… are you any good?”
“They say I’m the best. I don’t mean to brag but I have caught about ten thousand shoplift-

ers during my career.”
“Wow! Ten thousand!” Pierre exclaimed. He reached for his pocket and took out the bar of 

chocolate, ready to confess everything.
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“And I don’t even catch the petty thieves, you know, the first-timers. Things like that choco-
late, for instance, would be easy to steal. I’m not interested in them. Even if I see them stealing 
I just register their face and features. They keep coming back, you know. They get cocky, over-
confident, and next time they steal more. Then I catch them,” Göran said. Now Pierre finally 
understood that Göran wasn’t after him. He felt stupid holding the melting bar of chocolate in 
his hands. He opened it, cracked it to pieces and offered it to Göran.

“Want some chocolate?” Pierre asked. Göran hesitated but took a piece nevertheless.
“Tack ska du ha,” he thanked in Swedish.
“Vassokhuu,” Piere tried to answer in broken Swedish. They sat in silence for a while, munch-

ing chocolate. Göran turned on the radio. “So, how come you’re so go good at what you do?” 
Pierre finally asked.

“I think like a shoplifter,” Göran replied and smiled, “When I get an assignment I go around 
the store for two days without even trying to catch anyone. I find the spots that are out of sight 
of cameras and guards. Then I know where to position myself, where to find the professional 
shoplifters.”

“You think like one, eh? You have any tips? I mean, not that I’d ever steal anything. Just 
interested. How do they do it?”

Göran was silent for a while, apparently evaluating if he should share his wisdom with Pierre. 
Then he spoke: “You know the gates that beep in the grocery stores?”

“Uh-huh.”
“They are to catch the amateurs. The professionals know how to circumvent them.”
“How? Do you wrap the alarm in tin foil or something?”
“Too much trouble. The best is to have a magnetic belt. All professionals carry that.”
“A magnetic belt you say?”
“Yes. And it’s not even about the gear. Healthy dose of confidence takes you a long way. It’s 

hard to spot a shoplifter who is not nervous. You know, early in my career I witnessed two guys 
who just came into the shop and hauled out a huge fridge-freezer combination. Only afterwards 
I heard that they had by no means been part of the personnel.”

“Woah! You can do that?”
“Yes. Once I saw this suspicious gypsy lady who wore one of those black dresses, you know 

the big one. I have nothing against minorities. It was just the way she walked—like a duck, 
walloping from side to side—that made me suspicious.”

“Did she steal something?”
“I wasn’t quite sure so I went to one of the female shop assistants and asked her to check 

the gypsy lady walking like a duck.”
“Did they find anything?”
“There was a microwave oven attached between her legs?”
“A microwave!?!”
“Yes. She had custom-made metal suspenders attached to her legs that fit exactly the mea-

sures of the oven. That’s why she was walking like a duck.”
“Maaan, you’re good.”
“I know. Once a shop manager told me that he was so happy that I was on his side and 

that I’d helped to secure his store. I dared him to double my salary if I could steal stuff worth 
a thousand Euros in one day. He accepted the challenge gladly, saying I could never do that 
in his shop. Next morning I came to work at eight o’clock. At ten o’clock I called him to the 
backroom and asked if he wanted me to continue. On the table there were clothes and elec-
tronics, still with the alarms attached, worth some seven hundred Euros. He said I could stop 
and doubled my salary.”

“Amazing! Has there been any shop where you couldn’t catch thieves?”
“The managers had thought about that same question amongst them and tried to find a 

shop small enough where I couldn’t catch anyone. I got called to this really small country-side 
grocery store with just two rows of shelves and a cold shelf for the dairy products. The shop-
keeper said that if I could catch anyone in a week’s time I could come and take stuff worth a 
thousand Euros, for free. I accepted.”

“But you couldn’t catch anyone?”
“On my third day I was positioned on top of the dairy shelf. Even the shopkeeper didn’t 

know I was there. But I had a walkie-talkie that I could use to contact him if I saw something 
suspicious. Around noon I called him and said: ‘there’s a guy who just left with five packets of 
cigarettes’ and asked him to catch the guy.”

“And?”
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“And he did. He looked really chagrined when he came back to the shop. He said: ‘You were 
right. The guy had five packs of cigarettes in his pockets. The worst part is that he’s my cousin.’” 

“Wow! Those five packs cost him a thousand Euros.” Pierre laughed. He was really enjoying 
Göran’s stories. But Göran’s company made him a tad uneasy. He felt a pang of conscience and 
asked: “You must really hate all shoplifters, right?”

“Hate? Not at all. It’s just a job. Besides, I do understand if someone steals food because 
they don’t have money.”

“You do?” Pierre asked in surprise.
“Yes. I worked frequently in a grocery store in the suburbs of Stockholm and there was this 

bunch of homeless alcoholics who’d come to the shop every day and steal a piece of sausage, 
some bread or occasionally a can of beer.”

“But you didn’t catch them, did you?”
“No, I let it slip for quite a while. They never stole more than they needed.”
“Did the shopkeeper know about this?”
“Not until I told him.”
“You told him? Wasn’t he angry at you for not catching them?”
“Nah, I told him that he should give them a bag of expired food every day so they wouldn’t 

have to steal.”
“Woah, really? Did he agree to that?”
“He said he could do that if the guys would come and ask him personally. I told them the 

news, they went to the manager and ever since that there was a bag of food and drinks waiting 
for them at the closing time.”

“Did they steal again?”
“No. In fact, they started hanging out in the store, tipping me off of other shoplifters.”
“Wow! They did your job for you.”
“Yes. In the end everyone won. My job became easier, they got food and the manager saved 

a fraction in his waste management expenses.”
“You’re really cool… um… what was your name again? I’m sorry I suck with names.”
“Göran. It’s nice to have someone to talk with, Pierre”, he said. “But you aren’t getting much 

further with me. I have to turn soon.”
“That’s okay. I’ll just hitch the next ride.”
“It’s late. Do you have a place to stay?” Göran asked. Pierre shook his head. “Well, what do 

you say you come to my place for the night, huh? Tomorrow I’ll drive to Malmö. You can go 
with me if you want.”

“Really? That would be great! Thank you.”
“Oh, but first we stop here,” Göran said and turned to a service station.
“You need to fill up?”
“No. I’ll just get you some more chocolate so you don’t have to steal any.”



Jersey Girl
Dedicated to all those young people who wish to be famous

She materialized and leaned against the light pole, panting heavily. Her bluish-silvery 
skin glimmered in the sun and her gills opened and closed on both sides of her neck. She stared 
fiercely at the top floor of a skyscraper with her mean bloated eyes. Today’s the day I’m going to 
become famous, she thought, vaporized and moved swiftly—as swiftly as a gas-based life-form 
can move—among the yellow taxi cabs towards the HBO head office.

She came to the revolving door and crept inside without the security guy taking any notice 
of her—gas as she was. Well, the security guy did pinch his nose a little bit and wonder where 
the smell of the fish was coming from.

She had no use for the elevator. She materialized again in the staircase and leapt up the 
stairs with her strong amphibian legs, bouncing from the windows in the turns, gaining speed 
as she progressed.

She came to the top floor emergency door. She tried the handle. It was locked. She took a 
step back and measured the frames of the door with her bulgy eyes. A trace of smoke came 
out her nostrils as she got prepared to jump against the door. She did and attached herself 
partly on the wall, partly on the door. Spiderman is such an amateur, she thought. She then 
licked the frame of the door on all sides with her slithery tongue, jumped down again, spat on 
the floor, unnecessarily ruining the tiles with a gaping hole, and watched calmly as the door 
came falling down.

 She stepped into the corridor where an alarmed HBO employee ran behind a corner and 
disappeared. A security guy looked directly at her. He was about to reach for his radio on his 
shoulder but she was quicker. She turned into a rolling silvery ball that sparkled electricity as 
it rolled like a thunderbolt across the corridor and between the security guy’s legs. He felt a 
finger knocking on his shoulder. He turned and saw her gaze, full of rage. “Do you want to die 
today?” she sent him a telepathic message. At first the guy thought he was hallucinating. How 
else could he be staring at this fish-like, bare-breasted, female creature standing firmly on two 
legs in front of him, talking to him without her lips moving? He shook his head in panic and 
thought: oh my God, what’s happening to me.

“God has nothing to do with this. Let me hear you say it: I will get someone to repair that 
door and call downstairs to say everything is fine,” she demanded telepathically.

As if hypnotized, the security guard repeated what he had just heard in his mind: “I will get 
someone to repair that door and call downstairs to say everything is fine.”

“Good. Then you will go for a coffee…”
“Uh, I… uuh…” the security guard stammered.
“Yes?”
“I don’t drink coffee.”
“You love coffee.”
“Yes, I love coffee. I need to get a nice warm cup of coffee,” he said with a big spell-bound 

smile on his face. Then he walked off.
Finally, she thought to herself, I will get to meet with the CEO. She carefully opened the 
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door, just a centimeter or so, turned into gas and flowed through the gap. She materialized on 
the ceiling and looked down as ranks of grey-haired gentlemen and a few women in business 
attire walked out, chattering happily. A meeting of producers had just adjourned. CEO Richard 
Plepler stayed back in the meeting room, sorting his papers.

She crawled on the ceiling to the meeting room, descended to the window, leaving a slight 
trace of slime on it, and sat down on a chair behind CEO Plepler. “Had a good meeting, boss?” 
she asked telepathically.

“Yes, yes, very good,” he answered with a trace of satisfaction in his voice. “Who-who-
whooo?” he suddenly jumped up like a spring. He looked behind him towards the window. 
There was no one. Then he realized that no one had spoken a word. The voice was in his head. 
He rubbed his temples in apparent confusion. He turned back to his papers and sat down.

“Aren’t you going to offer me anything to drink, Mr Plepler?” she asked in her own pecu-
liar way, posing in a chair on the other side of the table, cross-legged, blinking her big eyes, 
looking as tempting as she could—well, as tempting as a naked fish-gas-amphibian-reptilian-
thunderbolt-humanoid type of life-form could. A few rays of sun landed where she was sitting, 
creating an unmistakable spotlight around her.

CEO Plepler raised his gaze from the papers and saw her in her full blueish-silvery beauty. 
“Umm… excuse me?”

“What does a girl need to do to get a drink in a place like this?” She… doesn’t speak, he 
thought, rubbing his eyes. “Speaking is so… 20th century, don’t you think?”

“Umm, yes. I… I think, and you seem to read my mind,” he realized and sat there like a fool. 
She looked expectant. “So, what was that… a drink. What would you like to drink, Miss…”

“1l I1”
“Waaaneeel Ay-wan?” he stretched the words.
“Yes. Call me Wanel. And the drink: Evian, please.”
“Of course. Just a second,” Mr Plepler said and reached towards the intercom on the table. 

He asked his assistant to bring some bottled water, and a double Scotch for himself.
The assistant arrived shortly with the drinks, in fact so quickly that she must have had the 

glass of whiskey standing ready, just waiting for his order. She placed both the Scotch and the 
water in front of him in silence.

“The water is for,” Mr Plepler pointed his finger across the table but there was no one there, 
“…never mind.”

The baffled assistant bowed and left. Mr Plepler shook his head and thought: I must be 
going mad. Wanel materialized on a chair next to him. “It’s not a measure of health to be well 
adjusted to a profoundly sick society,” she philosophized and grabbed the bottle, “Who was 
that? Krishnamurti, I presume.” She smiled, opened the bottle and poured it all over herself. 
“Can I have another one? Getting a bit dry.”

Mr Plepler stared at her, tight-lipped, for unnecessarily long as if the staring would make her 
go away. Then, he let out an annoyed “Hmph” and reached for the intercom to ask for another 
ten bottles of Evian. Is she from another planet or something, he thought.

“New Jersey.”
“Ah, Jersey girl, should’ve guessed.”
The assistant arrived shortly, placed the bottles on the table and saw the puddle of water on 

the floor. “Shall I clean that up for you?” she asked.
“No! Leave me alone. I need to… not think.”
“Very well, sir. Anything else, sir?”
He grunted something and she left.
Wanel took a new bottle of Evian, opened it, poured half of it in her mouth, gurgled and spat 

it all over herself. Plepler looked disgusted. “So, Wanel, what brings you here to my kingdom?” 
he asked, motioning with his hand around the room as if it was his vast empire.

“I want you to make a TV-series of me,” she messaged with her mind-tricks.
“A TV-series? Of you?”
“Yes, it will be called 1-L-I-1,” she let the numbers and letters roll of her mind one by one.
“One-L-I-One… hmm,” he grunted. Plepler was lost in his thoughts. She followed.
“I’m tired of being nobody. I want to be famous. I want to be recognized on the street!” she 

thought to Plepler, excitedly.
“You?”
“Yes, me! Wanel Aywan!”
“You are not recognized on the street?” he asked, and thought: How can a hybrid creature 

like that not be recognized on the street? She smells like fish!
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“Hey! Watch it!”
“I’m sorry,” Plepler apologized, turned away from her and helped himself to his whiskey.
“So, when do we start filming?”
He let out a long sigh. “Miss Aywan,” he started, “What makes you think HBO would be 

interested in… in you?”
At that, she turned into gas, whirled over his head a few times and materialized behind him. 

She slapped the back of his head. He turned in surprise. She jumped to the window and quickly 
climbed up to the ceiling like a gecko. She dropped on top of the table gracefully, knelt down 
and turned a full circle, licking the wooden table. The ring of wood melted away, sizzling, and 
dropped on the floor.

She emerged from under the table and climbed up Plepler’s legs, her hands traveling on his 
chest seductively. He was paralyzed. No, he felt as if he was paralyzed; if she had wanted she 
could have paralyzed him permanently. She looked him in the eye and let her slivery tongue 
appear for a split second. Her hand went down to his family jewels and she squeezed gently. 
He was overcome with fear. “How’s that for a show?” she asked telepathically and returned to 
her seat, opening another Evian.

Mr Plepler gathered himself. “Yes, very… um, impressive. But what kind of series did you 
have in mind? Are you… some kind of superhero?”

“You’ve seen what I’m capable of,” she thought with a trace of pride and spread water on 
her shoulders and arms.

“Can you fly like Superman?”
“I can turn into gas and materialize elsewhere.”
“Unfilmable!”
“Excuse me?”
“How are we supposed to can that? How do you film gas?”
“Hmm, didn’t think of that.” Silence ensued.
Plepler let out one of his long sighs and spoke: “Listen, Wanel, I’m sure you are in par with 

Batman, Spiderman, Iron Man and whatever supermen there are…”
“Catwoman,” she interjected.
“Yes, that… But at HBO we don’t do superheroes.”
“I know.”
“You know?”
“Yes, you have just one concept that’s repeated over and over again. You pour millions into 

it and it becomes a guaranteed blockbuster.”
“Just… one… concept?” he rolled out the words and looked annoyed.
“Yes, fucking and fighting.”
Plepler stared at her bewildered. Then the corners of his mouth slowly rose upwards and 

he started laughing heartily. “Fucking and fighting,” he repeated, snorted and laughed some 
more. Wanel smiled serenely and waited for him to calm down. “What do you mean with that: 
fucking and fighting?” he finally managed to ask.

“Well, just look at what you’ve done so far. Three of my favorite series are essentially the 
same: Oz, Sex and the City, Game of Thrones…”

“How can you compare inmates in a maximum security penitentiary with promiscuous 
women in New York… with kings and queens in fantasy land?”

“All the series are about fucking and fighting. In Oz the inmates cause each other trouble, 
plotting to kill or seriously injure each other, and occasionally they fuck someone up the ass. 
In Sex and the City the women continuously screw up other people’s lives, that is, when they 
are not too busy screwing someone. The Game of Thrones is all about swords, blood and for-
nication with the whores. How is that not the same story?”

“…just different settings,” he thought.
“Exactly!”
“Well, I’ll be damned,” Plepler said and looked thoughtful. “I’ve never looked at it that way… 

They’ve sold us essentially the same concept, over and over again.”
“Yes.”
“Bastards.”
“Nothing wrong with it, really.”
“Why’s that?”
“It works.”
“What?”
“Fucking and fighting. That’s what people want to see. Put me out there and I fuck their 
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brains out… or I just suck their brains out, if you want me to.”
Now Plepler looked alarmed. For the first time it dawned to him what she was really sug-

gesting, that she would go in front of the camera, and harm real people, without… “Yes, 
without special effects,” Wanel caught him in mid-thought, “Saves you a whole lot of cash in 
the post-production.”

“But… That would be… murder,” Plepler said appalled, “A mass murder!”
“So? It’s all part of the plan.”
“Plan? What plan?”
“Well, you know how many movies and TV-series there have been where the leading actress 

has never made it big afterwards, while all sorts of sidekicks become megastars. I want to 
prevent that.”

“By killing everyone?”
“Not everyone. I’d kill only the ones who I fuck—you know, like the female praying mantis 

that eats her partner after the intercourse,” she elaborated with a dreamy yet blood-thirsty gaze.
“Just the ones who you fuck,” Plepler repeated and took a sip of his Scotch.
“And the ones who fuck me over.”
Plepler sighed, downed the whiskey and leaned forward. “Listen to me, missus, or read my 

mind—whatever works for you. What you are suggesting is not only unfilmable and unsuited 
for prime-time. It’s illegal!”

“But…”
“Don’t but me! I know what works and what doesn’t! Besides, there’s one more issue… How 

are we supposed to write dialogue to someone who doesn’t make a sound?”
“I can make sounds,” she messaged, opened her mouth and went 

“Kri-kirii-gree-kirii-kik-kik-kii-rrrr”.
“Fascinating, but hardly material for prime-time, as said. Unless…”
“Unless?”
“Unless you want to make a nature documentary about chatting with the dolphins,” he 

remarked and laughed contemptuously.
Wanel turned into a bolt of lightning and whirled around the room furiously, sparkling with 

electricity. She stopped in a corner, got up, extended her hand and zapped Plepler’s whiskey 
glass with a bright blue beam of lightning. Shards of glass exploded everywhere. Alarmed, he 
rolled back in his chair, protecting his face with his hands. Wanel leapt in front of him, like 
an overgrown frog, and glared at him murderously. Scared as hell, he removed his hands and 
looked back at her, shivering in his chair.

“I didn’t come here to be insulted, Mr Plepler!”
“Of course not. I’m sorry. But I don’t know what I could offer you.”
“Offer me the place of a leading actress in your next blockbuster!”
“But you are not a known actress”, he yelped.
“None of them are! The whole mandate of HBO is to take those sidekicks and B-class actors 

and make stars out of them! That’s what you do best. That’s why I’m here. Come up with a 
concept and make me the star!”

“What would it be? I mean, where should it take place? What’s the plot?”
“The plot? How should I know? I thought you have screenwriters for that sort of thing!”
“Usually people come and pitch me a ready idea, rather than expecting me to pitch one,” 

he tried defensively.
“Well, I’m not your usual run-of-the-mill Jersey girl, am I? I’m sure you can figure out 

something on your own Mr Plepler!” she mentally yelled. Think, think, think of something, 
he thought. “Yes, think! And think fast! Because Wanel Aywan is not known for her patience,” 
already talking about herself in third person, like a real star.

“Okay, okay. How about this? The setting: Amazon rain forest. You play the villain…”
“The villain? Shouldn’t I be the hero?”
“Bear with me… So, you are a mythological creature with magical powers that they summon 

from the depths of the Amazonas river to conquer and enslave all the Americas.”
“Okay, I like that. Who are they?”
“They… they are the aboriginals… descendants of the Maya.”
“Can I eat them? Can I suck their brains out?” she leaned towards Mr Plepler in a threaten-

ing manner.
“Yes, yes!”
“And it won’t be… illegal?”
“No, we use Mexican immigrants. No one in America even knows they officially exist.”
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“Good. Tell me more!”
“So, these people, these…”
“Descendants of the Maya.”
“Yes. They think they can use you as their slave but you… suck their brains out.”
“While they’re fucking.”
“What?”
“There has to be fucking in it, remember?”
“Sure, you suck their brains out while they’re fucking each other in a mass orgy that’s sup-

posed to…” he got a momentary writer’s block. After all, he wasn’t a writer.
“Think, Mr Plepler, think!”
“You wipe out every single one of them. The more you devour human flesh, the stronger you 

become. You progress to enslave the whole South America,” Plepler blabbered. The he stopped 
momentarily, as if figuring out something. He gave a vague smile and continued: “The US hears 
about this imminent threat and sends their troops to take you out.”

Suddenly she grabbed him by the throat. Plepler cried out in horror. “To take me out? Don’t 
forget I can read minds, Mr Plepler!”

He gasped for air: “I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to…” She tightened the grip and Plepler turned 
slightly blue.

She messaged: “I know very well what you meant. For a split second you thought that while 
you are filming this massacre of the illegal immigrants you’d actually call in the armed forces to 
assassinate me. I’m sure that would make a great film AND they would hail you as a savior—but 
that’s not exactly the kind of shooting I had in mind. I very much plan to stay alive!” Plepler 
didn’t respond. She let go of him and he collapsed on the floor. Oh bugger, she thought, there 
goes my stardom. She had accidentally squeezed the life out of him.

She thought of leaving, at once, but then she realized she first needed to get rid of the body. 
She squatted on top of him and urinated all over the corpse. His flesh melted away, sizzling 
like bacon on a frying pan, leaving nothing but greenish-yellowish-brownish steam lingering 
in the air. An acidic smell filled the room.

Hmm, better open the window, 1l I1 thought, and melted the window panes with her saliva. 
Disappointed, she turned into gas and drifted away through the window, with what was left 
of Mr Plepler.

In the evening Wanel attended New Jersey Devils game, as the mascot. She had recently 
acquired this job, by peeing on the real mascot. She’d have to wait a while longer for her place 
among the stars.

Life was tough for a Jersey girl.



Failed Parents’ Association
Dedicated to Dad

I work as an investigative journalist for a yellow-press magazine. Having said that, maybe 
you can’t talk about “investigative journalism” and yellow press in the same sentence. For what 
I know, investigative journalism is long gone and buried. My job, basically, is to shock people 
with stories about other people who are worse off than them. I’ve been quite successful during 
the past years because I’ve developed my style of getting deep into people’s personal lives, 
without them first even noticing it. I owe gratitude to Fight Club. Yes, the film. Haven’t read 
the book. You might have heard of me. I am the leech reporter that attends all sorts of therapy 
groups and then singles out individuals who are willing to shed their tears to the masses in 
need of a few pennies. It was a good strategy in the beginning but lately it has become tough: 
either people recognize me at times and I’m not welcome to spy on their private lives or I just 
can’t find interesting groups anymore. I’ve exhausted most of them. I have seen everything 
from energy healing groups to people who hear voices of their dead relatives and from heavy 
drug users to suiciders.

Recently my editor tipped me off about a new group called “Failed Parents’ Association”. 
They were organizing an evening for people who had adult children and who thought that 
they had failed bringing up their kids the proper way. They also had groups for the parents of 
newborns, of pre-teens, of teenagers and so forth, but they didn’t interest me much. Not that 
this one did, but even if I wouldn’t get a story, I could feel good about my parenting. I had a 
teenage son, Jasper, whom I had just dropped off to his ice hockey practice. He was making 
his daddy proud. I had always been into hockey but never quite had the knack for skating fast 
enough. My son, on the other hand, might just make it to NHL one day. He had something his 
father never had: a father ready to back him up. As long as he just concentrated on ice hockey 
he wouldn’t have to worry about money, food or even education. That was our deal.

Walking into that gloomy room with five sad faces made me realize I had lost the edge in 
my job. It wasn’t the same fun anymore. Maybe I should’ve just stayed and followed my son’s 
practice, given some tips from the side of the rink and shown some real parenting.

Nevertheless, I took out my notepad and pen, trying not to look too reporter-like. I started 
to profile each person in the room but quickly discarded the idea as a waste of time. The atmo-
sphere in the room was like in funeral, maybe worse. There were a couple of ordinary-looking 
middle aged guys, one probably a banker or a stock broker, the other one a bit older… hmm, 
hard to say. My guess: a self-employed entrepreneur. Of the two women in the room, one must 
have been an old hippie, probably a country girl even now. The other one: mellow, uninteresting, 
maybe a librarian. In the front row there was a dirty bum who wore ragged clothes and sipped 
something from a silvery flask. He had probably mixed up the location with the AA meeting.

A perky, well-groomed blonde guy, probably not more than twenty-five—hardly a failed 
parent of an adult child himself—walked to the podium and tried to cheer us up to delve deeper 
into this potentially depressing topic.

Fifteen minutes of death-by-PowerPoint and I couldn’t remember a word of it. I felt like 
going to the bum and asking for a drink since the blonde had not had a heart to ask him to 
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leave. I looked at my watch. I could still make it to see the third period of my son’s practice 
game. My mind wandered off to the ice hockey fantasies of my own childhood.

“Any volunteers, huh?” the perky blonde guy asked, interrupting my day-dreaming, still 
grinning like an idiot. I had completely missed his leading question. Volunteers for what? The 
only one with his hand up, surprisingly, was the bum. The blonde disregarded him. “Anyone? 
Hey, come on now. How about you, yeah you, come to the stage!” he pretty much forced the 
entrepreneur-type to walk to the podium. “That’s the spirit! What’s your name?” he wouldn’t 
wait for an answer, “And why stop with the name? Tell us briefly what your background is and 
what brings you here tonight. Open up. Sharing is caring. Go!”

The middle-aged man fidgeted uncertainly on the stage. Everyone was waiting him to speak. 
“My name is Harry Bergstrom,” he finally started. I was kind of expecting people to say “Hi 
Harry,” but nothing of the sort happened. Just silence. After some hesitation, he went on with 
his story: “Oh, what the hell. I admit it: I’m a failure. My son, Rich, is now… right about your 
age,” he glanced at the blonde guy with obvious contempt, “but I wish he was about five again, 
so I could start all over again.”

“And what makes you say that?” the blonde tried to lead him to details.
“I don’t bloody-hell know where he is right now.”
“You mean he’s gone missing?”
“No, no. He graduated a year ago. A master’s degree. First in the family. I was so proud. 

Expected him to land a safe job with a lofty salary, you know, take care of his pops and all. 
You know, I ain’t growing any younger. Sixty-five and counting. But the bastard didn’t even 
apply for a job. Instead, he packed his bag and went travelling. ‘Gap year’ my broad tells me it’s 
called, but hell, for what I know he’s going to make it a ‘gap decade’ at least. As far as I know 
he is somewhere in South East Asia right now, climbing the rocks or something, wasting his 
time. No intention of coming back, no ambition. What’s the education good for if you just go 
bumming around the world, depending on other people’s generosity? Geez, there are times 
I’m ashamed to call him my son.”

A woman in the audience, the hippie-type, stood up and interrupted: “Don’t say that!”
“Let him finish the story,” the blonde intervened.
“It is a horrible thing to say! To me it sounds like your son is going after his dreams. He’s 

living the kind of life our generation could only dream of. You’re too harsh on him!”
“That’s none of your business,” Harry heated up. I wished I had had a camera with me, in 

case this turned into a fight. But, to my disappointment, the woman sat back down and Harry 
continued: “I’ve been an entrepreneur for thirty-five years…”

 “I knew it!” I rejoiced out loud that I had grown to become such a good judge of character. 
Everyone glanced at me like I was an idiot.

“And what is it that you do?” the blonde pried and made the heads turn back to Harry.
“Clocks and watches. Selling and repairing. There was a time I wanted to pass the company 

to my son when he came of age, but he made it very clear that he wasn’t interested. The brat 
must have been just ten or so. I didn’t force him. No, I was a good father. I told him, ‘Son, you 
just take care of your studies and I’ll bring the bread to the table’. He did and graduated, as I 
told you. Then again,” Harry sighed, “maybe I should have never told him that. He always had 
it too easy throughout life. He ain’t gonna see one more penny coming out of my wallet, that’s 
for sure!” Harry thundered and left the podium looking irritated.

“Thank you. What a story. We will talk with you later, Harry. Come on! Let’s give a big hand 
to Harry Bergfield!” the Blonde cheered. A few hands clapped together apathetically.

“It’s Bergstrom,” Harry said, looking annoyed, and returned to his seat.
Before the blonde could even ask for the next volunteer the bum in the front row waved 

his hand in the air enthusiastically. Again, he was disregarded, and the blonde singled out the 
woman who had spoken earlier. “Now it’s your turn. Welcome to the podium!”

She climbed to the stage obediently. “Hi everyone! My name is Fatima, Fatima Tully. I live 
with my husband in Norwood in the countryside,” she started. Nailed it again, I thought, this 
time to myself. “The closest neighbours are some twenty kilometres away, so it’s a very peace-
ful place to live. It’s not that we are isolated or anything. We’ve got internet and friends come 
over every now and then. Occasionally we even get international volunteers working on our 
small organic garden. The last couple stayed with us for more than two months. They were 
from Hungary…”

“And your children?” the blonde interrupted, realizing she might go well past midnight, 
describing their farm, if not kept on track.

“We have two. Patrick turns eighteen next week. He’s such a lovely child. He has told us he 
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wants to stay with us in nature. He loves nature. We all do.”
“And the other one? How have you failed with him?”
“Her. Patricia is twenty seven. She got pregnant at a very early age. Unwanted pregnancy, 

really. Some of you might have been in the other group… Oh dear-o-dear, it has been ten years 
already. We encouraged Patricia to get an abortion after the…” she suddenly broke in tears.

“Take your time, Fatima,” the blonde encouraged.
She wiped her eyes and continued: “She wanted to keep the baby. We couldn’t understand 

that. She had been… It was… It was an unwanted baby.”
“Unwanted for you maybe,” Harry interrupted.
“Mr Bergstrom,” the blonde hissed at him contemptuously.
“My son dips his dick in every hole he finds but says I’m never going to have a grandson,” 

Harry elaborated unnecessarily.
“Silence,” the blonde hushed, clearly annoyed, “Fatima, please do go on.”
Fatima continued: “Ever since then we started growing apart and nowadays we hardly talk 

to each other. I tried, I really tried. For years! But she just doesn’t answer my calls or come for 
a visit. She lives in the city. I made it a point to go visit her last year. She looked so stressed and 
didn’t really want to have me around.”

“What does she do?” the blonde asked.
“She works in some multinational consulting company, foreign name, can’t remember. She 

makes it sound like it’s awfully important. But isn’t it just a numbers game, really? I’ve tried to 
talk sense to her and asked her several times to move back to the country but she insists on 
staying in the city.”

“She’s a single mother?” the blonde assumed. On the side, the bum raised his hand once 
again, but remained silent. No one paid attention to him.

“Oh, no. Not anymore. She got married to this big shot executive. She says he’s a good guy, 
but I wouldn’t be so sure of that.”

“What do you mean?”
“I’m sure he’s one of the big reasons why she doesn’t want to come back to Norwood,” 

Fatima looked very sad. The bum was still trying to be noticed and kept his hand up patiently, 
occasionally clearing his throat.

“What did you say she is, twenty seven?” Harry asked. She nodded. “Hell, if my boy was 
living a life like that in two years’ time I would thank all gods of all religions.”

“But it’s not good for her! She is so disconnected from nature, from other people, from us. 
All she cares about is material possessions and…”

“What’s wrong with material possessions? Your girl is a prime example how hard work is 
rewarded. See, that’s what my boy lacks, ambition!”

“Your boy, Richard was it? He seems to me like a fine young individual who doesn’t take 
the societal expectations at the face value! He lives it up, before it’s too late. Maybe you could 
learn something from him,” Fatima heated up. She wiped her eyes again and returned to her 
seat before her time was up. The blonde didn’t know what to say. He tried clapping his hands 
but no one joined. Suffocating silence filled the room once again.

“Momma always tell me to wait for me turn… but y’all keep interruptin’ each other,” the 
bum who spoke. All eyes were on him. “May I says somethin’ now?” he turned to the blonde, 
“So much pain in this room.” The blonde nodded him to continue. The bum took a sip from 
his flask and turned to face the other participants, without bothering going to the podium or 
even getting up.

“They call me Gold-tooth Nick. See I had it right here,” he said and pointed to an empty slot 
in his front row of teeth, “but I got it pawned last x-mass. Got my self a present,” he shook the 
silver flask in the air and smiled. “Y’all may think I’m an alcoholic. Quite right I am. But I’m 
more than that. I guess the reason why I’m here is that I’m like you: a failure. Sure I bring up 
two kids who all grown up now. They no bother taking care of me,” he said and nodded towards 
Harry. “And they no keep in touch,” he turned to Fatima. They both acknowledged this by 
lowering their gaze. Nick continued: “But I try not to stress too much about it. I did what I did 
and don’t regret a thing. They’re on their own now, and life takes care of them. If not… Well, I 
guess none of us survives this lifetime alive,” he said bluntly and took a sip from his flask again.

Everyone stared at him. The blonde was about to say something, like a good host should, but 
he didn’t find the words and retreated to his seat. Since no one commented, Nick decided to 
continue: “Momma also tell me not to be rude, and I hope you don’t take it like me bein’ rude. 
All I’m sayin’s that y’all are givin’ me the creeps. You missus seem to like this mister’s boy so 
much that you’d be more than ‘appy joining his hippie caravan. And vice versa,” he turned to 
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Harry, “you mister would rather have her girl Patricia as your own. Hell, for all I know, it ain’t 
the kids that cause you un’appy. Even if you swapped your kids you’d still be down in the dumps.”

Silence ensued until Harry finally confronted Gold-tooth Nick, asking: “You say you did 
what you did and have no regrets?”

“Uh-huh.”
“So what did you do?”
“I obeyed my folks, like the big book tells y’all to do. Became a pig farmer, like my old man. 

Never liked the smell of the creatures but thought the parents must be right. Like you say,” he 
nodded at Harry, “me pops always tell me hard work pays off.”

“So, what happened?” Fatima asked.
“Everythin’ was fine-an-dandy at the farm, until the recession. You know those too-big-to-

fail-companies,” he nodded towards the guy who I had, probably correctly, labeled as a banker. 
Nick continued: “Well, my farm ain’t one of ‘em. When the shit hit the fan the government 
didn’t give a rat’s ass. Had to sell everything to cover the debts and it wasn’t enough. Wife left. 
Kids long gone. Ended up on the streets. Grabbed the bottle. You know how it goes,” he sighed 
and drained the last drops from the flask. “If y’all call yourself failure, you most likely are. But 
y’all should know that success to you and success to your kid mean two different things. You 
may both be right in your own way. But if you use your own measure-stick to tally their suc-
cess you end up nothin’ but disappointed and your kid run away. You axe ‘em what they think 
success is and they tell you if they ‘appy.”

The banker stood up and left. Fatima was moved to tears. Harry looked disgruntled. I was 
preoccupied writing down every word that Gold-tooth Nick had said. When I looked up again, 
he was gone. “E… Excuse me,” I said, and ran into the corridor. He was nowhere to be seen. 
I was frustrated but had no choice but to leave. The only interesting person in the room had 
managed to escape. Soon I would have to start a Failed Journalists’ Association.

When I fetched my son from his friend’s place, after the ice hockey practice, he was glowing 
with enthusiasm. “Must have been a good game?” I asked and opened the door for him.

“Yeah, dad, it was awesome! Haven’t had so much fun in a long time!” he rejoiced and threw 
his gear in the back.

“So you won?” I asked and started the car.
“No, we lost,” he answered but appeared to be hyped up nevertheless.
“Lost? Why are you so happy then?”
“I told you: it was great fun!”
I didn’t know what to say. We drove in silence for a while. “Did you score?” I finally asked.
“No,” he answered. Somehow the glow on his face had dimmed a little.
“No?”
“No, but I passed three.”
“That’s ma boy! What was the score?”
“17-18,” he responded.
“Woah, the goalies suck,” I slipped. He raised his brow and gave me an unsatisfied glance. 

Slowly, the glow from his face faded away completely. Sometimes it was painful to be a good 
judge of character. I read him like an open book. But I didn’t know what to say to him.

The rest of the way we drove in silence. As soon as the car pulled into the driveway, Jasper 
got out without saying a word. Alarmed, I jumped out and hollered: “Jasper!” He turned to 
look at me. I smiled and said: “You did well today.”

“Thanks dad,” he replied laconically, looking unconvinced.
“Really, I’m proud of you son,” I said and went to pat him on the back.
“Would you be more proud if I had scored?”
“No, listen, what I said in the car… It doesn’t matter. Forget about it.”
“Okay. Good night,” he said and was about to leave to go inside, slumping and looking 

disgruntled.
“Wait, Jasper, I’ll make this up to you. I’ll come to your next practice. And I promise I 

won’t miss any more games because of my work. I realized today that soon you won’t be a kid 
anymore. I want to be there for you now while it’s still possible.”

He raised his gaze. His eyes were watering as he spoke with a trembling voice: “Dad, I’ve 
been meaning to ask you this but I’ve been afraid…”

“Anything, son. What is it?”
“I think I want to quit hockey.”
“But… you said you had fun?”
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“Today was fun but it’s not always like that.”
“What do you mean?”
“It’s too time-consuming, too tough.”
“How about NHL? It’s our dream, isn’t it?”
“Dad…”
“What?”
“It’s your dream.”
He walked inside and barricaded himself into his room. The next week I attended the Failed 

Parents’ Association meeting without a notepad and a pen.



Fortune Tellers
Dedicated to all modern day shamans out there

Harriet Jones, 64, was a fortune teller. She wasn’t one of those humbug charlatans who wear 
exotic clothes and fake amulets, stare into crystal balls and give out readings that could apply 
to anyone. No, she was the real deal. Of course, she was ridiculed by some but they were not 
the ones who had been to her sessions. Her readings were always accurate, so much so that 
there was a rumor among the superstitious folk that she was a witch.

She took her job very seriously. She would never lie to a customer or withhold important 
information. She had a certain reputation to keep.

To call her a fortune teller is actually misleading because the word “fortune” usually refers 
to something fortunate, something good that’s about to happen. Many a time Harriet would 
reveal unpleasant news, if she thought it’s something the client should be aware of. The whole 
reason for her to be in this business was to get people to change their behavior, before it was 
too late. “Fortune” also implies future. Yet Harriet was the kind of fortune teller who was able 
to reveal things of people’s present situation and past as well.

Harriet wasn’t much of a believer, in anything. Her view on the world was based on solid 
experience; on her daily life and on what she saw in her visions. She knew that the whole 
discourse between determinism and free will was a misconception to begin with. According 
to Harriet Jones our whole life is pre-determined in a sense that all possible outcomes are 
there already. But still, it’s up to us to choose our reaction to events that take place in our life. 
Therefore, we can, in a way, exercise our free will: by acting in a certain way we can choose in 
which of those pre-determined situations we will end up in.

One of the people who had made a choice was Linda Green, 28. She had chosen to go for a 
fortune teller—not an easy decision for her to make. She felt it’s demeaning—that she should 
be able to cope with her own issues, without any external help. Nevertheless, there she was in 
Harriet Jones’ waiting room. As a matter of fact, she knew Harriet’s reputation all too well and 
she wouldn’t accept a reading from anyone else but her.

Linda was dressed in baggy blue denim overalls and a white tank top under it. Her well-
trimmed arms and short, blonde, spiky hair, coupled with violently red lipstick, made an 
impression of a truly independent woman. Yet, deep inside, she was in dire need of some 
proper counseling.

Linda was chewing a gum and blowing tiny bubbles that burst as soon as they formed, 
in a pace that resembled machine gun fire. Her foot was tapping on the floor wildly and she 
appeared very nervous. Her gaze went around the walls of the waiting room. Nothing hinted 
at fortune telling. It was almost as clinical as a dentist’s lobby. If this was my waiting room, she 
thought, I’d decorate it to be a bit more welcoming.

All of a sudden the door to the reading room opened and a middle-aged male client appeared. 
Apparently he had had a very emotional session with Harriet. His face had turned pink and 
his eyes looked like he had just smoked too much weed. Maybe that was part of Harriet’s suc-
cess? Linda entertained herself to the idea of the old woman smoking pot with her customers. 
It made her grin. I wouldn’t mind having a spliff right now, she thought, touching her pocket 
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instinctively.
The previous customer gave a polite nod to Linda and made his way out. Linda stared after 

him, at the door that closed slowly. For a passing moment Linda thought she could still sneak 
out. But then Harriet appeared. “Miss Green?” she queried in a friendly but professional tone. 
Her voice made Linda bounce up.

“Yes, that’s me.”
“Come on in, dear,” Harriet said in a motherly tone. Linda hated to be called “dear” but 

followed Harriet in nevertheless. The actual reading room was a pleasant surprise for Linda. 
It was decorated stylishly, mainly in yellow and black, with plain fabrics that hung from the 
ceiling, breaking the cubical shape of the room and making it look more like a tent. There were 
three laughing Buddhas that had been glued to the wall, up-side-down. It made Linda smile. A 
small DIY fountain in the corner and the constant flow of the water created a soothing effect 
in the bright room. Behind the fabrics a large window let sunlight in. It was pleasantly warm. 
I like it here, Linda decided finally and sat down on a comfortable cushion.

“Hope you like it here,” Harriet said and set her cushion opposite to her. Momentarily Linda’s 
defenses came on again. She isn’t a mind-reader, is she?

“Yes, it’s lovely,” Linda answered.
“First time at a fortune teller’s?”
“Umm… kind of. Yes. First time to get a reading.”
“Very well. I’ll first explain how we are going to do this. If you have any questions just feel 

free to interrupt at any point, okay?”
“Ooh-kay,” Linda said and let another gum bubble burst. Harriet extended her hand, palm up, 

her gaze at the floor and a slight smile on her face. “What? Oh, the gum. Sorry. ” She didn’t feel 
like putting the gum on Harriet’s hand so she just quickly wrapped it in a paper and pocketed 
it. Harriet pulled her hand away and corrected her posture once again.

“First, I’d ask you not to reveal anything about your background. We don’t want any false 
facades blurring our vision, now, do we? I can already see quite a bit from your face. If you 
want I can reveal some things from your past. ”

“That won’t be necessary,” Linda hasted to answer.
“I see. So we concentrate on your present first and then talk about your future, if that’s okay 

with you?”
“Okey-dokey,” Linda replied. She didn’t seem to care for instructions. She was impatient 

to get going.
“You are in the business of forecasting something also, aren’t you love?” Harriet asked. Linda 

didn’t like to be called “love” either. In any case, she nodded. Not that Harriet saw her nod-
ding. Her gaze was strictly at the floor, in the space between them, and her mind focused on 
the job at hand. “You have recently gone through a traumatic experience,” Harriet continued. 
Linda shuddered. Harriet hastened to apologize: “Oh, you didn’t want to talk about the past. 
I’m sorry. It’s just important to notice where you are currently and I’m glad to see that after the 
rough patch you are getting back on track.”

“That’s… true,” Linda said and sniffed silently. Her parents had faced a violent death in a 
traffic accident a few months ago. She had not had a chance to mend the broken ties to her 
father, which she regretted deeply, and her mother had meant everything to her. This traumatic 
experience had forced her to re-evaluate her own life—ultimately the reason why she was here 
with Harriet Jones.

“It’s quite interesting. Your job, that is. You seem to like it very much but still you’re unsure 
if it’s what you should be doing for the rest of your life. Some people doubt your abilities but 
you should continue nevertheless. You are quite good at it. Oh yes, I see you bring a lot of joy 
to people’s lives. But what is it exactly? Don’t tell me! I see… I…” Harriet suddenly raised her 
gaze and opened her eyes. “Linda Green? Now I know why that name was so familiar. You are 
a fortune teller too!”

“Yes,” Linda nodded apologetically. She looked very shy now, like a kid caught at the candy jar.
“May I ask you, why are you here?”
“You said it yourself…”
“You’re not here to spy on me, are you?” Harriet let out a laugh. “What do they call it… 

benchmarking. I sure hope you are not going to put me out of business afterwards.”
“Not at all. I just want to know what the future has in store for me. Am I really on the right 

track? Is this what I’m supposed to be doing?”
“Well, you are definitely the first fortune teller whose fortune I’m supposed to tell,” Harriet 

said and stood up. She went for the door.
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“I… uh, if you don’t want to do this, I’ll leave.”
“Nonsense. Let me just…,” she cut herself off, ran to the outside door and locked it, “…

make sure we are not interrupted.”
“What are you doing?”
“If you don’t mind, I’d like to go tandem!”
“Tandem? I’m not sure I follow.”
“This is such a special session, dear. It’s free of charge, of course. But I want you to read me 

while I’m reading you. Would that be fine with you?”
“Umm… okay. Yeah, I guess. That would be… an honor, Mrs Jones.”
“Miss Jones. But it’s just Harriet to you, dear.”
“Oh, you’re not married.”
“And you call yourself a seer,” she said jokingly and posed like a diva, “Do I look like I’m 

married?” Linda laughed and relaxed.
“Do you mind if I use my… tools?” Linda took out a short joint from her pocket. “Just a 

few puffs to… umm… enhance my vision.”
“Not at all! I wouldn’t mind taking a drag myself, if that’s okay with you? I haven’t had a 

chance to try the sweet leaf in years,” Harriet surprised.
The women smoked the joint together and talked a bit of this and that, laughing and relax-

ing. Harriet served tea and doughnuts. “If you get the munchies,” she grinned and pushed the 
plate closer. Linda started to like the old timer. Harriet laid on her back on the cushion and 
closed her eyes.

“Are you falling asleep already?” Linda tittered.
“No, young lady, I’m getting ready for the reading!” Harriet said firmly. Linda followed suit 

and laid on her cushion. “Give me your hand, de… You don’t like me calling you ‘dear’ do 
you?” Harriet asked.

Linda extended her hand. “That’s okay, if I can call you granny.”
They both laughed, holding hands. “Okay, now, seriously… let’s start. What do you see?” 

Harriet asked.
“I see that you are still doing this when you’re ninety years old, if you want, that is.”
“What? Smoking pot?” she opened her eyes and lifted her head from the pillow to look at 

Linda.
She laughed momentarily and then squeezed her hand, as if to ask her to be serious. “No, 

the readings. You will do this a long time.”
“Well, I don’t need a fortune-teller to tell me that. I’ll do this until they shovel dirt on my 

casket.”
“Maybe you shouldn’t,” Linda said.
“What do you mean?”
“That’s all you are: a fortune teller. I see… You’re afraid to let go of that. You are afraid to retire.”
“I thought you’d be here to take me out of business.”
“Hey! Don’t let the paranoia kick in,” she commanded with a grin. Harriet laughed. Linda 

continued: “I’m serious. You are unable to let go. You cling to your reputation. You’re afraid—
afraid that there’s nothing left if you stop doing what you’ve always done.”

Harriet was silent for a while. “Maybe you’re right,” she finally managed to say.
“Lose the fear, Harriet. If you do, you will be rewarded with a beautiful…” Linda stopped 

abruptly. “Wait, I see you with a man!” she added teasingly.
“Oh, come on now, a man… At my age?”
“It’s never too late. I see a younger man; black short hair, a bit of a beer belly, but handsome. 

A uniform. He takes you into a red car. Is it a Chevrolet?”
“For heaven’s sake! Are you describing Gary? Gary Polemkin?”
“Does he like chess?”
“Yes!” Harriet exclaimed and opened her eyes.
“Somewhere… on a beach.”
 “How do you know all this?” Harriet asked, staring at Linda intently.
“I’m a fortune teller, remember?”
“I’ve had a bit of a crush on him for years. But he’s more than ten years younger than me, a 

married man. We do play chess together occasionally.”
“Ten years? That’s nothing. As for the marriage, let’s just say you’re not the one breaking it. 

I say: go for it!”
“Oh, heavens,” Harriet sighed and laid back on the pillow. She grabbed Linda’s hand again. 

“Now it’s my turn.”
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“I’m not done with you yet.”
“My turn!” Harried said strictly. They laid down in silence for a while.
“I see an event, international event… soon, in The States.”
“The New Age Conference?”
“Yes, that’s it.”
“What about it?”
“Don’t go there.”
“I’ve been dreaming about it for months. It’s important for my career.”
“Don’t go there. I see a plane crash.”
“Astral plane?” she tittered.
“Be serious now. Don’t board that plane,” Harriet demanded. Linda turned solemn.
“Are you saying that all those people will die? I have the ticket already. I should warn…”
“No, it won’t crash… unless you board the plane,” Harriet explained.
“But a plane crash,” Linda hesitated, “that’s such an unlikely way to die.”
“Don’t go! Promise!”
“Ooh-kay, I promise”, Linda said half-heartedly.
“Good. Your father. You will… meet him again, soon.”
“A ghost? I don’t believe in ghosts!”
“No, nothing like that. A new body. A baby boy. Your sister is pregnant.”
“I think you’re full of shit,” Linda blurted out and stood up annoyed. She covered her mouth 

with her hands. She looked more shocked than Harriet. “Excuse my French.”
“That’s alright. Why don’t you give her a call? She’ll like that. You should be in touch with 

her more often. What’s her name?”
“Lisa. Wait,” Linda said and went to the waiting room. There was a moment of inaudible 

murmur, crying and laughter. Then she came back, disconnecting the call. Linda looked at 
Harriet in awe. “You’re right. She did the pregnancy test this morning. It’s positive.”

“How did she react… when you knew about it already?”
“She finally believes that I have a talent for these things.”
“So now you take credit for what I reveal?” Harriet said with a wink. They both laughed.
“All these years she has just ridiculed me. Her attitude cast a shadow of doubt on me, on 

my work, I mean. Now it’s gone. I’m free to do my job without worries. Thank you, Harriet.”
“Thank yourself for acting. Now, come on! Your turn!” Harriet ordered. “I’m not quite clear 

with my past. Could you help me in my… research?” she asked. Linda nodded and knelt down 
next to her. She took her hand. She breathed in deeply and concentrated.

“I see… hmm, that’s funny… I see a cab driver,” Linda said and grinned.
“Have I been a cab driver before?”
“Probably.”
“What’s so funny about it?”
“Because I’ve been one also,” Linda revealed.
“Really? What a… coincidence.”
“Hmm,” Linda uttered. Other than that she didn’t say a word in a long while. Her eyes 

flickered rapidly. Then she gasped in horror. She let go and retreated back in fear. “Oh, sweet 
Jesus… what is that?” 

“What? What did you see?” Harriet asked and looked worried. Linda came closer.
“Harriet, do you believe in demons?” Linda asked with a serious face. Harriet sighed and 

went silent. She looked bothered about something. She just kept staring at the floor. “Harriet, 
talk to me”, Linda gently pushed Harriet’s chin up.

“It’s the Serbian, isn’t it?”
“All I saw was this horrible man—must have been more than two meters tall—and nothing 

but death and destruction behind him.”
“It’s the Serbian: Vlad. He has been haunting me for decades.”
“Decades?”
“He appears occasionally in my sleep. It’s not a nightmare—it’s worse than that! It’s one of 

those times you know that you are asleep but, even if you wanted to, you can’t wake up. This… 
Vlad. He shows me all these terrifying images. It twists my guts! I don’t know how to get rid 
of him. It’s horrible, Linda, horrible!”

“Okay, calm down. This is not really my line of business but let’s see what I can do.”
“No! I don’t want to deal with this now.”
“Then when?”
“Not now!”
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“But maybe that’s the reason why I’m here: to help you get rid of him.”
“No!” Harriet hissed. Linda was silent for a while. Then Harriet changed her tone: “Listen, 

Linda, I would like you to leave this one be. I guess in that sense we are the same: some things 
in past just hurt too much.”

“So better sweep them under the rug?”
“Hmm… yes.”
“Okay, if that’s your wish.”
“Thank you.”
“Let me look at something lighter then”, she said and took Harriet’s hand and they both 

closed their eyes. “Mmph,” Linda uttered, sounding as if something had just hit her. “Mmph,” 
she took another blow. She inhaled deeply and looked very strict. Lines formed on her forehead, 
she chuffed ever more rapidly, a few drops of sweat trickled down her temples and her body 
twitched violently as if she was mentally fighting something.

 “Liiinda! What are you doing?” Harriet asked keeping her eyes closed. Linda didn’t respond. 
She continued her mental battle for a few more minutes.

The worst seemed to be over. Linda wiped the sweat off and her breathing became more 
still. Harriet drew herself closer to Linda and, instinctively, placed her head on her lap. Linda 
caressed her head soothingly.

Suddenly Harriet broke in tears.
Linda wasn’t even touching her anymore. She just traveled her hands across Harriet’s body, 

keeping them a few centimeters above her at all times. Linda felt her energy. Harriet felt hers. 
And she cried, cried, cried until there were no more tears left. Then she muttered, “I forgive 
you. Vlad, you’re forgiven. You’re loved.” Letting out a long relieved sigh, Harriet finally wiped 
her eyes and sat up.

“No more Serbian?” Linda asked.
“No more,” Harriet said and hugged Linda. “Thank you! Thank you so much. Vlad has found 

his final resting place.” Harriet sighed and leaned on the pillows. 
“He was… a part of you.”
“I know. Now I’m… just me”, Harriet concluded, grabbed a doughnut in her mouth and 

poured Linda some tea. “I hope it’s still warm,” she said. They sat in silence for a while, drink-
ing tea and eating doughnuts.

“Whenever you touch me, I keep getting these glimpses of your past,” Harriet remarked.
“I told you. I know enough of my past already,” Linda answered.
“Hmm,” Harriet mumbled and gave out a burst of laughter. “We’ve met before, you and me. 

It’s not our first time together.”
“What?”
“You said you don’t want to know your past”, Harriet teased and chuckled.
“Tell me. What are you laughing at? Are you still high?”
Harriet shook her head, looking amused. “Remember, we’ve both been cab drivers in our 

past lives?”
“So? What’s so funny about that?” Linda asked and tilted her head. “Oh,” she said, as if real-

izing something, “You have given a ride to another cab driver, haven’t you? You have given a 
ride to me, is that it?”

She nodded with a grin. “And you know what the funniest part is?”
“What?”
“Half-way through the ride, you’ve taken the wheel,” Harriet snickered.
“Now you’re just making that up, aren’t you?”
“Yes!”
“I told you, granny, you’re so full of shit!” Linda exclaimed, throwing her with a half-eaten 

doughnut. They both burst into hearty laughter.
Harriet went on to re-marry, at the golden age of sixty-five. She and Gary now live in Costa 

Rica. Why there? Did Harriet foresee their future there? No. Gary just figured that a country 
without an army couldn’t be such a bad place to live.

They are enjoying their time together whole-heartedly. Their favorite pastime is playing 
chess on the beach. Harriet always wins. Gary is sure she cheats. He says that with a fair game 
it would be impossible for her to beat a retired military strategist in chess. She says she’s able 
to predict his next move. He disagrees and says that no one can predict the future. Regardless 
of these minor arguments they are very much in love.

Linda, on the other hand, took her chances with destiny. She never got to see her sister’s 
baby boy. She died in a plane crash.



Zero Economy
Dedicated to Taylor Booth

There were societies in history where everything was for sale, where everything was pri-
vate. There were also societies where most things were considered common. However, none 
of these economies took into account the carrying capacity of the Earth. They all used their 
underdeveloped technology to exploit Mother Earth. 

Now we live in a global society where technology is, finally, used to advance collaboration 
and efficiency, in balance with the nature. This, of course, would have never been possible if our 
foreparents had not broken down the old structures and institutions and if the next generation 
didn’t introduce Vote—the new global currency and tool for everyday democracy.

A few basics you need to understand before I explain how the Vote works: 1) All material 
goods in our society are for rent; 2) The moonly carrying capacity of the Earth is estimated to 
be the equivalent of ten trillion Votes, (with a stable global population of ten billion); and 3) 
Everyone is implanted with Coms—a nano-size computer in your body that comes with handy 
contact lenses that serve the same function as the old computer screens.

Now, let’s get into the nitty-gritty details. The balance of your account is public information 
that anyone can check with a mere wave of a hand. Your Vote account is constantly on the 
move, literally, with you. If you put on a sweater its tiny minute rent (a fraction of a vote) is 
deducted from your account. The same happens if you walk into a building, if you use a train, 
if you borrow a bicycle, if you use the common tools and so forth.

There are Blue Votes and Green Votes—inspired by the idea of the old coins that had two 
sides: heads and tails.

You automatically get 1,000 Green Votes in the beginning of each moon cycle. At the end 
of the moon, whatever you haven’t used disappears and another 1,000 Green Votes appear on 
your account. Therefore, everyone is equal in their renting power. This idea was referred to as 
“basic income” some time in history. Because you can’t accumulate the Green Votes it makes 
sense to use them. It encourages participation and voicing your opinion. Even if everyone 
used all of their Votes every moon, the total global consumption would still be within the 
limits of the carrying capacity of the Earth. Nature would still be able to replenish itself. That’s 
the beauty of the algorithm. We don’t need environmental laws, agreements and regulations 
when sustainability is built into the system. Also it’s noteworthy that the Votes you use to rent 
something don’t go to some central government. They just vanish. There is no government.

Then you have Blue Votes. No one gets them automatically. You get them by participating 
in private or public projects. Once you get them they stay on your account until you use them. 
These you can save up if you have some bigger project in mind that you want to actualize some 
time in the future. Anyone can hire anyone for a longer project or a simple task. It makes sense 
to pay the doers with your Green Votes. What appears on the doers account, however, is Blue 
Votes. You also get Blue Votes for art and inventions, for what you create. Essentially you just 
publicize the results of your creation and people have one moon to remunerate your efforts. 
After that all art and inventions move to the public domain (with the option of voluntarily 
supporting the creator). 
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The collective amount of Blue Votes globally is the closest to the old measure of GDP. In 
fact, we still call it that but it stands for a Global Degree of Participation. The higher it is, the 
more collaboration takes place world-wide. It’s just one of the key indicators, really. No one 
follows it religiously.

How are these different goods valued, you might ask. Who decides the rent? The rent is 
calculated with an algorithm that takes into account the burden the product or service places 
on the environment, over its whole lifecycle: resource extraction, production, distribution, use 
and recycling. Everything from needed materials to power consumption and to toxicity levels 
is taken into account. Thus, the same number indicates how much something costs to rent and 
how much you put stress on Mother Nature. The rent, of course, decreases over time. There-
fore, the new products carry the highest rent. Ultimately, the product either breaks down and 
it is fixed or it just becomes a public domain product that anyone can use for free. Yet the key 
point to understand here is that each product has a rent that derives directly from the carrying 
capacity of the Earth: the lower the rent, the less harmful the product is.

This leads us to the most important indicator we have, a measure that people follow with zeal: 
The TRI, Total Rent Indicator, is the sum of everything that is available for rent. The lower the 
number, the better it is. In an individual product’s case this basically means that it’s produced 
in the most environmentally friendly way possible, it’s made to last and it’s not produced in 
excess. As a matter of fact, the intellectuals have started talking about an utopist idea of “Zero 
Economy” where the TRI would be constantly zero. The idea is by no means to halt the pro-
duction. No, we’d rather just produce the right amount of sustainable goods. This would mean 
that we get to enjoy abundance, without putting any burden on environment whatsoever, as if 
humanity didn’t exist on the face of this planet at all.

The Zero Economy is still a dream but it’s in everyone’s best interest to strive towards it; 
the more environmentally friendly the goods are, the cheaper they are to rent. Therefore, 
the popularity of inventing and using TRI-neutral and even TRI-negative goods is increasing 
rapidly. The people are participating in different ways to rise to the occasion and actualize the 
dream. This shows how the design of the system and the choice of the key indicators have a 
direct influence on people’s behavior. Much like the almighty GDP indicator in the historic 
money-system encouraged greed, competition and perpetually increasing consumption and 
there was never enough for everyone to go about, our system (and TRI) encourages sharing, 
collaboration and preservation of nature. Everyone will have access to abundance while we 
truly become one with Mother Earth.

Having said all this, participation and use of Votes is not required or bound by law. There 
are no laws. The communities are able to settle their own disputes. Ridiculous old notions like 
“theft” have become obsolete. Why would you “steal” a product when, all it does, is drains your 
Vote account. Besides, you can’t hide the product. Anyone can check the location of any product 
with their Coms. And, of course, you can’t “sell” the product because everything, except free 
gifts of nature like apples in the trees, is for rent only. The mere use of Vote guides the social 
interaction in productive purposes that are beneficial for both the development of the individual 
and the community. Yet there is a minority of Freeloaders who use only what nature provides 
and the free public domain products available. They choose not to use Coms and Vote. Life in 
general, and especially social interaction, is a tad more complicated for them. The freeloaders 
are, on occasion, frowned upon yet no one can tell them to change their lifestyle.

The pleasant female voice stopped and the magnificent illustrations came to an end. Father 
had stopped the message by pushing a button in a tiny device he now held in his hand. Son 
looked spell-bound, Father angry.

“Is that it? Doesn’t it continue?” Son asked.
“You’ve come of age, Son: one hundred moons. I showed this to you so that you know how 

they try to manipulate us,” Father spoke with a trace of resentment in his voice.
“It doesn’t sound so bad,” Son said, grabbed his shovel and stood up from the ground.
“Of course it doesn’t! It’s their marketing message! And what does marketing stand for?” 

Father blared.
“Brainwashing, Father. Brainwashing,” Son replied obediently, lowering his chin to his chest.
“That’s what it is! Brainwashing! When the tribe was found in the woods they brought their 

gadgets and tried to brainwash everyone to use them. And what did we do, Son?”
“We killed every last one of them, Father.”
“That’s what we did! It’s our birth right to live on this planet and we don’t need their gad-

gets to tell us what to do, how much to eat, where to sleep et cetera. They call us Freeloaders. 
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Freeloaders, Son! What are we?”
“Naturals,” Son answered and fiddled with the handle of the shovel.
“Hell yeah! We are Naturals and we are proud of it! Aren’t we, Son?”
“Yes, Father. But I don’t think they are as bad as you make them sound,” Son said and showed 

a trace of polite rebellion.
“Son,” Father started and knelt down in front of him, “you and I are in a lucky position. The 

rest of the world is nothing but a cadre of obedient workers. There are powerful shepherds who 
run the show, whose interests the people’s sheep-like behavior serves. We are not sheep, are we?”

“No, Father.”
“Good, now go back to work! Money doesn’t grow in trees,” Father commanded, flicked 

him a metal coin, and locked the device back in the shed.

When Father was gone, Son couldn’t help his curiosity. That’s not all that she had to say, he 
thought to himself. He broke into the shed through an open window. He rummaged through 
the shelves and eventually found the device. He sat down on the floor to figure out how to use 
it. When he got the knack of it, he pressed a button and the message continued:

Apart from the private projects, there are public production and administrative tasks that 
you can commit to, at will and for a desired duration. The general public values this type of 
participation each moon by pitching in to a common pool of Votes that is then divided equally, 
by the hours of participation, to all who have contributed to public tasks. In conclusion, one 
individual’s life can consist of many forms of participation.

For example, last moon I contributed to thirteen private projects. They included teaching and 
sewing. My public contribution consisted of Building Use Balancing (BUB), mending electronic 
devices and delivering strawberries to the Open Market. The Open Market is a community place 
where the local harvest is collected every five days and where anyone can take what they need.

BUB is something I might want to concentrate full-time for the next moons. It means, in 
essence, that the BUB-designers—we, the public servants—follow the data that is automatically 
collected from all buildings—participation, entertainment, education and living spaces alike. 
We can see which spaces are popular and which ones not so. We carry out a trend analysis to 
see what has contributed to the popularity and if it’s seasonal or stable throughout the year. 
We share the good case practices and highlight good ideas for others to use. As of late people 
have been flocking to TRI-negative buildings because they actually get Votes by staying there 
and the nature thanks them too. But these are still in short supply so more BUB-designers are 
needed. The unused empty buildings are usually quickly taken over by the Freeloaders so I 
concentrate mainly on the second lowest quadrant of buildings and try to raise their popularity 
with interventions such as renovation, decoration, marketing and re-design. My key interest is 
to bring down TRI through creating multi-purpose spaces that are constantly in use. 

Why do I contribute so much, you might ask. First of all, it’s a lot of fun. I get to do analy-
sis, which I’m good at. I get to work in an inspiring team environment. I get my hands dirty 
from time to time and I get to meet a lot of different people who use the buildings. As for the 
other projects, they add more variety and break the daily routine. The second reason for my 
eagerness to participate is that every ten to twelve moons or so I stop participation completely. 
They call it “slackery”. I go travel and explore the world and its wonders with the Blue Votes 
I’ve accumulated. I concentrate more on my artistic aspirations. I lead a lavish, selfish lifestyle, 
full of adventure and luxury.

Sometimes I run out of Blue Votes but I still continue slackery. In these times I could just 
live off my Green Votes but what I’ve found really fascinating during the past few years is to 
turn off my Coms for a change and join the Freeloaders for a few moons. There are so many 
different groups of Freeloaders, leading very different kinds of lifestyles. Some live in cities 
in zero-use buildings, some in the nature. Some are artists, some hobos, some farmers, some 
intellectuals and some travelers like me. I find these alternative cultures really fascinating 
and I always learn something from them. When I’m fully recharged and bursting with ideas I 
settle down somewhere and come back to the participation mode. As you see, the concept of 
“retirement” no longer exists, grandpa.

“Grandpa?” Son whispered to himself. He listened to the last bit, even more alert:
No system is flawless but this works for us. I’m not even three hundred moons yet and I get 

to enjoy life more than you ever did. For this, I’m eternally grateful for you and the generations 
before you. I’d like you to be able to use the Coms and participate in daily democracy fully 
with your Votes but seeing your condition worsen every day touches me deeply. I don’t know 
if you are ever going to get better, but I hope this message at least helps you to remember how 
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the world is around you. It can also instruct you if you wish to try and act independently. But 
don’t worry, you don’t have to. We will take care of you. Grandpa, you’re always in my heart. 
I love you! Zandra.

The message came to an end.
“It wasn’t… brainwashing,” Son said quietly to himself. It was a personal message, he thought. 

Suddenly Son was taken over by a rush of emotions. He was shocked. Why didn’t Father want 
me to see the rest of the message? He felt appalled, misled and disappointed.

Simultaneously he was moved to tears by this mysterious Zandra who had been so kind to 
her grandfather. He was also more and more excited to see what was out there, beyond their 
tribe of Naturals. Could there be life beyond drudgery, curious experimentation and innova-
tion, people truly taking care of each other, friends everywhere you go, even helpful robots? 
His vivid daydreaming was interjected by a familiar voice.

“Did you like it?” a woman asked, leaning on the ledge. Son shuddered. He hadn’t noticed 
that he had been observed. But then he recognized the voice.

“You are…”
“Zandra. And you must be Son?”
“Yes. How…”
“You’re… just like in the picture your brother showed me, just a tad taller.”
“My… brother. You know my brother?” Son asked. He got up, still holding the device and 

walked slowly to Zandra.
“The one that went to the other side?”
“That’s the one,” Zandra replied with a smile, “We call him Sonny.”
“Where is he?”
“He lives in the city now. We’re good friends.”
“I was very little when he left. I can hardly… Does he remember me?”
“Of course he does. He misses you. I promised him that I would ask if you’d like to come 

with me. He wants to see you.”
“With you? To the other side? Me?”
“With me. To the city. You,” Zandra answered and chuckled. “But now you should get to this 

side of the window before they catch you meddling with the adults’ toys,” Zandra said and helped 
Son squeeze through the window. He dropped the device in the ground. Zandra picked it up.

“Can I keep this?” Zandra asked.
“Why? I like it!” Son exclaimed.
“Sssh… walk with me,” Zandra said and went to the forest. Son followed, dragging his shovel 

behind him. “I didn’t come only for you. I also came to retrieve this,” she said and showed the 
device.

“Let me keep it, please,” Son pleaded.
“No. It does more harm than good here. I recorded that message many many moons ago,” 

Zandra said and suddenly looked sad.
“How is your grandpa?”
“He became more and more child-like, lived in his memories, as if traveling back in time. 

We tried our utmost to get him better, to allow him to lead the rest of his life independently, 
to even contribute to society… There was a time when he momentarily remembered how to 
use Votes, we thought, but his condition just kept deteriorating. He was scared and mumbled 
something about not having enough money. He tried to save up the Votes without using them, 
without participation, and he just got all the more afraid when he noticed that his unused Votes 
just disappeared at the end of the moon,” Zandra explained. Then she went silent.

“And then what happened?”
“Then, he passed away,” she sniffed, misty-eyed, and hurried to change the topic, “and I 

completely forgot about this device and the message it contains. Someone must have found it. 
Somehow it ended up here.”

“How did you find it? How did you know where to look for?”
“I can trace any product with the Coms.”
“Even this?” Son showed her the muddy shovel.
“No, not that,” Zandra replied and chuckled, “whatever it is…”
“It’s my shovel! I made it myself!”
“That’s why I can’t trace it. Is it for digging?”
“Of course! What, you don’t know what a shovel is? Don’t you have shovels in the city?”
“We have… more efficient means for digging.”
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“Really? Like robots?”
“Something like that.”
“Oh, cool! Can you bring me a digging robot?”
“No,” Zandra started. Son looked disappointed. “But you can come with me. Like I said, 

your brother is expecting you.”
“Why didn’t he come himself?”
“He says it’s not yet time for him to return.”
“Why?”
“He wants his friends, brothers and sisters to come and see how the world really is out 

there. If they like it there—if you like it—then he will come back together with everyone and 
talk sense to the elders here.”

“And if I don’t like it?”
“Then you’re free to return to your father.”
“But I’ve never… I’m so young. How could I? Father would never…”
“I’ll take you to your brother. He will take care of you.”
“Could I also… trace things?” Son asked hesitantly.
“Of course. You can have Coms and lenses, if you want to.”
“But… I thought the other side is a bad place.”
“You thought? Or your Father told you it is?” Zandra asked. Son glanced at her but didn’t 

say a word. Zandra knelt down and looked him in the eyes. She asked in a soft voice: “Son, do 
you think I’m a bad person?”

“No. I think… I like you,” he said and flashed a smile.
“Then let’s go!” Zandra said, bounced up and started towards a river.
“Now?” Son asked, hurrying after her.
“If not now, then when? It’s not like you can go ask your father’s permission,” she said, 

walking briskly.
“No, he would never let me. But I should go and get my things.”
“Your… things? What things?” she asked. They came to the river.
“Clothes… and things.”
“Trust me, you don’t need your things. Out there,” she pointed across the river “you can 

have anything you ever dreamed of, and much more.”
“Anything?”
“Any thing.”
Son looked thoughtful. “I have a question though…”
“Yes?”
“You said you recorded that message many moons ago.”
“So?”
“I was wondering, are you already in Zero Economy?”
“Not yet,” Zandra responded with a smile, “Would you like to help us get there?”
“Me? How?”
“Well, what would you like to do to help advance the civilization?”
“Dig,” Son mumbled and bit his lip.
“There you go. If that’s your passion, then why don’t you join us?”
“If it involves digging and digging-related machinery…” Son started. Zandra nodded with 

a smile and waited for his answer patiently. “…then, yes.”
“Excellent! Let’s go. You can leave that here,” Zandra suggested and pointed at the shovel, 

“We’ll get you proper equipment once we get there.”
“But it’s great for gardening!”
“Gardening? We don’t dig our gardens!”
“You don’t? What do you dig then?”
“Only what is necessary. Come, let’s go.”
Hesitantly Son left his shovel leaning on the tree. They started together towards the bridge 

but, all of a sudden, she stopped and measured Son with her eyes, contemplating something. 
“What is it Zandra?” he asked.

“Son.”
“Yes?”
“We can’t just call you Son.”
“Why?”
“What if your brother succeeds and gets your whole family out of your archaic society? We 

can’t just keep calling everyone Son. You need a better name.”
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“I don’t understand,” Son said, kicking dirt in annoyance, “Why?”
“Something more personal… Sonser… no,” she thought out loud, “Shovel!”
“Shovel? My name?” he mulled over the word.
“Yes. Shovel. Can you dig that?” Zandra asked with a grin.
“I… dig that!” Shovel rejoiced, “It’s good for TRI.”
Zandra looked amused. “What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Now I can carry the shovel with me, all the time, without putting any burden on environ-

ment,” Shovel explained, stars in his eyes.
“You’re a quick learner, Shovel! It’s great to have you in our team,” Zandra said, smiled 

affectionately and patted him on the back.
“Our team?”
“Uh-huh.”
“What’s the team called?”
“Humanity.”



Bad Reputation
Dedicated to unique hosts and guests

I had zero friends and 499 negative references, in CouchSurfing that is. I had been a member 
already ten years and since the beginning I was driven by only one goal. It was not that of 
traveling, seeing the world, getting cultural experiences, meeting open-minded people or any 
such ordinary motivation. No, I wanted to be the guy with the worst reputation on this excru-
ciatingly hip web site for awesomely cool travelers.

It all started as a joke. My (real life) friend, Marcus, was completely sucked in to the world 
of CouchSurfing—or CS, as he calls it. Marcus was hosting people on a daily basis. Whenever 
he went abroad he never used hotels, B&B, motels or even hostels. He had money and he could 
have paid for his accommodations but instead he used CouchSurfing and stayed with random 
strangers for free. Marcus was moderating discussions on the website and he was an Ambas-
sador of our home town. Ambassador is a fancy name for a CS-addict who thinks he serves 
a larger purpose by volunteering his time to the community whereas in reality, he is just an 
over-worked social outcast with nothing better to do.

I was probably Marcus’ only friend outside of CouchSurfing. Thus he dedicated some of 
his busy schedule to try and suck me into this wonderful world of his. For months he kept 
pestering me to go traveling with him (to get an amazing experience of people’s hospitality), 
to create my very own CS profile (to gain an amazing network of amazing friends) and to join 
a CS summer event in our town (to have amazing time with amazing people from all over the 
god-damn-amazing world). I couldn’t bare his not-so-amazing rants anymore so I gave in. 
I created my “amazing” CS profile: one picture where I’m passed out on a bar table, lying in 
my own vomit, and the whole personal description flooded with obviously false information, 
written completely tongue in cheek. It went something like this:

I have ADHD and HIV. I listen to NKOTB and drive a BMW. I hate people in EU and women 
with PMS. I fly planes to WTC and plan NWO. I bathe in BP oil and eat GMO food with HP sauce. 
If you even mention CS, I will be LMAO.

The idea was that I’d go to the event, make an ass of myself, spoil their fun and prove to 
Marcus that I’m just not cut out to be part of his amazing community.

 The event took place in a castle that they had rented for the weekend. Somehow they had 
managed to negotiate a reasonable price for the venue so that the four hundred people who 
arrived only had to pitch in thirty Euro each. Everything was included (food, accommodations 
and unlimited amount of home-made booze). I got drunk already before going there, just to be 
annoying enough and to somehow tolerate all those kids around me. I thought I’d be at least 
ten years older than everyone else, but that proved to be a false assumption; there were people 
from all continents, of all backgrounds and of all ages. Some of the girls were absolutely hot—a 
fact that might have easily derailed me from my plan—and, to my surprise, I was not the only 
one who had come prepared with decent amount of blood in his alcohol stream. So my tactics 
of playing an arrogant macho and hitting on pretty much every girl that happened to walk by 
wasn’t that original after all. I ended up going from one girl to another, flirting, kissing and pet-
ting the hell out of them and as soon as I discarded them they found someone else to smooch 
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with. In fact, the first night turned out to be something close to an orgy, with everything else 
but the actual intercourse happening on the dance floor. I was stunned.

I decided to change my tactics and challenge people to drink with me. I was sure I could 
drink them under the table and humiliate them this way. I got absolutely shit-faced and prob-
ably around 3 AM I passed out, on a table, lying in my own vomit. Apparently Marcus found 
this funny because afterwards he showed me a picture that resembled the one in my CS profile. 
Little did I know that in due time this kind of pictures would fill my profile and that it would 
become a bit of a trademark for me to pass out on the table.

The whole weekend continued pretty much the same way. I used every opportunity to try 
and make enemies—rude jokes, personal insults, cock-blocking, even outright threats—but 
they just labeled me as “an amazing character with a wicked sense of humor”. My whole plan 
was ruined. Besides, I must admit, I actually had a good time.

“How was it?” Marcus asked on our way back on Sunday.
“Horrible,” I replied with a grin but didn’t manage to fool him.
I was devastated. Now how would I get Marcus to stop talking about CS? How could I prove 

to him that there are more important things in life than this mere amazingness? How could 
I put an end to all this? It was Marcus who came up with the solution, unknowingly. He said: 
“Now that you’ve been in your first CS event, why don’t you try hosting someone?”

I was accustomed to disagreeing with him and I was ready to protest but then it struck 
me—that’s how I’d do it: I’d become the most horrible host ever! I’d try to host a few people 
and make their life a living hell, for the duration of their stay at least. That’s how I’d get Marcus 
the Ambassador to beg on his knees that I stop CouchSurfing. Maybe I could even get kicked 
out and banned from the whole website. He’d never talk about it again. “That’s uum… a great 
idea. How do I do that?” I asked.

“Really? You want to host?” Marcus was exhilarated. “You just switch your couch status to 
available and make an appealing couch description. That’s it. Then you just wait for your first 
couch request,” he explained with a trace of pride.

I logged in to the site and I was about to do as Marcus suggested but there was something 
else that caught my attention: some twenty people from the event I had attended had left me 
positive references, telling what an amazing individual I was. I was horrified. They wanted to 
befriend me. I didn’t want this! In fury, I copy-pasted them all the same message:

Hey You!
Yes, before you ask, this is a copy-pasted message because you don’t deserve anything more 

from me. If you, dimwit, had paid any attention at all you’d know what an asshole I am. So, act 
accordingly and write me a proper negative reference or leave me the hell alone! If you don’t 
do this within a fortnight I’m going to delete my profile.

Yours truly,
Dave aka username “IPOOPINYOURMORNINGCEREAL”
PS. I’m not your friend!
That should do the trick, I reckoned, and postponed my hosting plans until I’d get this dire 

injustice corrected. One by one the people changed their reference and I ended up with a bunch 
of witty negative references with all sorts of creative insults and hits below the belt.

Only one overly serious German lady decided to ignore me (one that I had fucked, for 
crying out loud!). I reported her to the CS administrators. Then I wrote her a negative reference 
where I told everyone what a cold slob she was in bed. I called her a cunt some dozen times 
just to get her attention. I still didn’t hear anything from her. I did catch the admins’ attention 
however. They sent me a message:

Dear IPOOPINYOURMORNINGCEREAL,
We don’t quite understand what your problem is. She has written you a nice reference but 

you want her to change it. Why? Please describe what happened. And please change your ref-
erence to her. You are not allowed to call people bastard or cunt in the reference. Personality 
traits have nothing to do with the actual CS experience. So, please modify the reference and 
drop the outlandish profanities.

Can’t be arsed to reply to these wankers, I thought at first, but after some consideration I 
did it anyways:

Not-so-dear imbecile cunts,
You wanted me to describe what happened with this German cunt. Well, we first made 

out on the dance floor and then moved to the women’s toilet. I was so drunk I had hard time 
getting it up; especially because this cunt was so frigid at first. When I slapped her she finally 
started sucking. Don’t blame me for violence; the cunt seems to be into that sort of a thing. I 
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probably should’ve worn lederhosen, covered her in sauerkraut and given her a proper whip-
ping to make her aroused. The act itself was quite disappointing. It was like rubbing my penis 
against sandpaper. Of course I could’ve tried the other hole but I had no condoms available so 
the arschloch seemed like a safe choice. Is that enough description for you, cunts? Don’t you 
bastards tell me what I am or am not allowed to do!

The admins replied instantly, saying I had made their day. Apparently they had now read 
my profile and, according to their own words, they were ROFL, understood what I am going for, 
and that they’d overlook this policy violation. I wrote a yet another reply that said, in essence, 
“What the hell is that supposed to mean?” but they never got back to me. They didn’t have to, 
because the German cunt finally changed her reference. Now it said briefly: “Fuck you limp-
dick!” And, finally, it was negative!

Next morning, the first thing I did at work, was to make my couch available and wrote 
my version of “an appealing couch description”, just like Marcus had suggested. I’d just have 
to be brutally honest about my intentions, and not create any false expectations. Besides, if I 
warned them in advance they probably couldn’t sue me after their horrible experience. This 
is what I wrote:

Even if I accepted your request it doesn’t necessarily mean that I’m going to open the door 
for you. You can try and sleep outside on my porch but don’t complain if I step on you on my 
way out. You should be happy if it happens because that’s pretty much all the attention you’re 
going to get from me. If I feel like I can somehow take advantage of you I might let you in. In 
that case you probably get to sleep on the cold stone floor in the kitchen. Only if you’re abso-
lutely fuckable will I let you sleep next to me… I stand corrected; I will let you sleep with me.

I also decided to amend my personal description a little bit:
Yo bitches! You ain’t gonna get a nice cultural experience at my place. You ain’t even gonna 

get free food. I might fuck you if you don’t look like a beaver and if I’m having a good day. They 
say CouchSurfing is not a dating site but I know it’s bullshit. I’ve been to one of your orgies and 
I know what you’re after. So, be welcome if you have the looks for it. If you’re an ugly woman 
or a pretty boy I might still put you up for a night or two. Just don’t expect me to talk with you. 
I know what sad wankers you CouchSurfers are. I’m not interested in hearing your pathetic 
stories. Go ahead and send me a request, if you dare.

That ought to do it, I reckoned. When I read it again I was sure it’s so over the top that I 
wouldn’t get anyone bugging me any time soon. Maybe this was enough to commit a CS suicide. 
Maybe I wouldn’t even have to host anyone. Maybe it would be enough that Marcus would 
see what a horrible person I was. Would he stop talking to me about CS? Probably. Would he 
stop being my friend in real life? Probably not. Satisfied, I logged out and went on to do less 
satisfying tasks like hiring and firing people (although I kind of enjoy the latter one).

When I next time logged into CouchSurfing after a week or so—after Marcus had bugged 
me about it for a gazillion times—something unexpected happened. It was like a jump in 
the cold water: I received three couch requests! One was a pimple-faced boy backpacking 
around Europe. Ignored. The second was a guy my age. He had obviously not read the profile 
completely. The fact that he said he also drove a BMW confirmed that he was a moron. I let 
him know that and declined his request. He actually went on to leave me a negative reference 
for that. Much appreciated! But the third request… oh my… two lovely Polish girls on their 
summer vacation. Accepted!

I was up for my first hosting experience. They had sent their request well in advance: I had 
almost two weeks to plot against them. I felt a bit bad already beforehand because I’d have to 
deliver on my promises. They sounded like good-hearted and quite intellectual students of 
agriculture. Would it be mean to ruin their vacation? Should I just play a nice guy and enjoy 
their company? No! This was my chance to make Marcus budge. No more rants about CS! I 
decided to appear as a horny womanizer, which I undoubtedly am, but I’d just take it so over-
the-top that I’d get my first proper negative reference from someone who I had actually met 
(and someone who doesn’t drive a BMW).

When it was the girls’ arrival date, suitably Friday the 13th, I took a day off from work just 
to be prepared. I re-decorated my house with red and black garments. I lit candles everywhere 
and put incense sticks on the tables. I prepared a lavish meal including meatballs with gravy, 
ham casserole and roasted chicken (the girls had informed me that they are vegan). I combed 
my black hair back with gel and put on a wife beater to show my muscles and whatever meager 
chest hair I had. I even had time to make a henna tattoo on my shoulder; a coat of arms with 
text “macho #1”. I glanced at the mirror. I was quite happy with my new look: a sleazy fake 
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Italian type, every girl’s dream… or nightmare. Then I just sat in the arm chair, sipped red 
wine, smoked a cigar and waited for the girls to arrive.

They never did. Fucking untrustworthy hitchhikers! All that trouble in vain.
I woke up early in the morning with a throbbing headache. Too much wine and beer. Not 

enough oxygen. Too many cigars. My gel-filled hair looked and felt like a bird’s nest. A half-
eaten chicken laid on the table and dribbled grease on the floor. I rolled over in the bed, unable 
to get up, for something like two hours.

Finally I forced myself up, opened the window to get some fresh air and went to the kitchen 
to make some coffee. When I had downed my dose of caffeine I went outside to get the paper 
from the mailbox, wearing nothing but the wife beater and my favorite Snoopy boxers. Only 
on my way back to the house I noticed something peculiar. There, next to my porch, was an 
orange two-person tent. I scratched my head and tried to recall if I had bought a tent recently. 
I circled the tent a couple of times and when I got closer I heard silent snoring inside. Only 
then I realized it could be the CouchSurfers. I panicked, started for the door and stumbled on 
the line that attached the tent to the ground. The whole damn thing collapsed.

I heard mesmerized voices inside the tent: a lot of consonants and weird gurgling sounds. 
Must be Polish, I inferred correctly. Soon the tent flap opened and a pretty pair of almond eyes 
stared at my Snoopy-illustrated butt. “Oh! Good morning.” I turned to shake hands and held 
the newspaper in front of me. Another, chubbier yet good-looking, girl pushed her head out 
of the tent and giggled: “Ha-hi! You must be Dave.”

Bollocks!
In my hung-over daze I couldn’t get back to the act that I had prepared with great care. I 

invited them in for breakfast and decided not to serve the ham casserole and meatballs after 
all. The girls didn’t mind that I had nothing much to offer. They didn’t have high expectations 
about anything. “We arrived late last night and put our tent on the porch,” the chubbier one 
said, “hope you don’t mind”. Apparently they had taken my couch description literally—a 
description that they considered “amazing”. When they saw the empty wine bottles on the floor 
they took out a bottle of Zubrowka—Polish herbal vodka—and some apple juice. We started 
drinking. I rolled a joint. Breakfast of the champions!

“Macho number one?” the almond-eyes asked chuckling. I had no choice but to blow my 
cover and tell them what I was up to. They promised not to tell anyone and swore that they’d 
leave me a negative reference, no matter how nice weekend we’d have. Nice! My kind of girls!

I’m ashamed to admit but I had an absolutely terrific weekend with them. We talked about 
Marx, Engels, Jung and the rest of the lot. We consumed exuberant amounts of alcohol. We joked 
and laughed. We had deep existential conversations. We laid down on a couch and watched a 
stupid romantic comedy, chuckling and trying to find hidden meanings behind the retarded 
plot. Needless to say, we were high as fuck and drunk like a duck.

After cleaning the chicken grease and changing the sheets I offered to let them sleep in my 
bed, without me. I didn’t make a pass at either one of them. We became… friends. “Kurwa 
macho!” they called me in their negative reference afterwards.

And so it went: all 499 experiences, both hosting and surfing, were nothing short of amazing. 
Damn it! Whenever I’d meet Marcus he’d ask what was behind the most imaginary negative 
references in my profile. I’d tell him everything. I realized he had sucked me into his world of 
CouchSurfing. We hardly talked about anything else anymore. Yet, our friendship just seemed 
to deepen day-to-day.

Sometimes I was reminded about the reason why I had joined CS and I tried to play a real 
freak. But no matter what I demanded the guests do with me—mud wrestling; pillow fights; 
paper-rock-scissors championships; building a snowman in the middle of the summer (a project 
me and my freezer had prepared for a long time); asking for their passports and blood types at 
the door; accommodating them in the wardrobe—they absolutely loved their stay. I once stopped 
hosting for a couple of weeks and saved all the dirty dishes for the next guest. The humongous 
pile of plates, pans, pots, mugs, glasses and cutlery—drowned in rotting leftovers—would scare 
off even the most hardened guest, I thought, and offered to host a tidy-looking middle-aged 
man. However, upon his arrival, he’d see the dishes and offer to wash them without me having 
to ask. “I love doing the dishes,” he would say, “it’s like meditation for me.” Sigh.

Even when I was traveling I’d try my utmost to freak out my hosts. I’d demand to sleep in 
the bathtub; I’d cook them deep-fried ants and call it a specialty from my home country; I’d 
lock myself in the toilet for an hour, scream and shout, and pretend I suffered from a terrible 
paranormal diarrhea; I’d borrow their cell phone and make indecent prank calls to their par-
ents; I’d insist the dog house be moved in the living room because dogs have human rights 
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too; I’d give them a package and ask them to hide it, warning them not to open it or show it 
to anyone… I’d do everything to drive them crazy. Yet they’d just love me and extend their 
hospitality to the point that I had no choice but to confess it had all been just an act. It was 
humiliating having to beg for negative references. Some, of course, were genuinely terrified, 
outraged negative references. Some even reported me to the CS admins but they didn’t do 
anything to stop me because they knew who I was. I had become a legend among them, and 
among the larger travelers’ community.

It was Marcus who revealed it to me. “Did you know that they are talking about you in 
several groups?” he once asked over a pint.

“Who?”
“Duh! The CouchSurfers. Man, everyone wants to surf your couch.”
Isn’t it ironic? A guy who didn’t want to have anything to do with this particular website had 

now become a CouchSurfing legend. I didn’t know whether to feel disappointed or overjoyed. 
I had wanted to get rid of the profile as soon as possible and now, ten years after, I was 499 
off-the-wall experiences richer. One website had completely turned my life around, even if I 
had pretended that I didn’t even like the damn thing. The people who I had met had changed 
my thinking so much so that I had resigned from my job to enjoy life to the fullest. I was now 
struggling to make the ends meet but I felt much happier, less worried, more fulfilled and less 
anxious. I was living more in the moment and came across as less of a prick. Besides I had a 
huge network of friends globally. I had time on my hands to go and meet them. I had fewer 
fixed costs. I wasn’t a house owner anymore. I stayed short periods in rental flats in various 
countries. I was free… er. I guess.

However, I couldn’t escape the fact that I had done this for ten years now. I was stagnated. 
I was much older than most of the people I interacted with. I had seen it all. I realized I had 
escaped the dullness of ordinary life into the extraordinary traveler lifestyle. But if I was to 
move forward, maybe I would have to go back to the ordinary. How? No idea. The first step? 
Stop CouchSurfing. I decided to host one more person and be a complete asshole, to do what I 
had originally set out to do. Deleting a profile was for pansies. I’d go with a style: I’d get banned!

That’s what I decided. That’s not what happened.
Reference # 500 came from a delicate but stunningly beautiful, somewhat reserved but humor-

ous, goofy but super-intelligent, recently widowed but still fairly young, Japanese-American 
woman named Kaori: my first positive reference, my future wife.



Victorian
Dedicated to those who don’t ignore their dreams

I lived in a fancy Victorian house with three floors and a separate shed for the Negro ser-
vants. I liked to wear a green Victorian dress with white under-garments. My husband’s name 
was Victor—heir to a rich well-educated Victorian family. He had never worked a day in his 
life. He didn’t have to. Life, high on the hog, was offered to him on a silver platter. And that 
life included me, Victoria.

He had picked me from the village already as a boy. “That one,” he had said and pointed at 
me, “I will marry her.” His mother had refused at first, explaining I was nothing but a lowly 
village girl who had no place in a family of aristocrats but instead of succumbing to his mother’s 
will he had commanded her to bring me to him. She had obeyed and that’s how I moved into 
town, to be part of their family. It’s not that anyone asked if I wanted to go, but why would I 
have refused such a bright future if the option were to stay in the village shoveling pig manure? 
Not that there ever was an option. I didn’t have a say in any of this.

Ten years I lived in my new family, being taught by the maids how to read, how to play 
piano and how to be a lady. Then I married Victor, at the age of sixteen. Our relationship had 
developed from childish playmates, siblings really, to a teenage romance and finally to a man 
and a wife—equals, almost.

Many times I thanked God for how lucky I was. Victor never spoke about my real family 
and expected me not to either. I thought of them occasionally but I didn’t really miss them. I 
could hardly remember what they looked like. And this had all prepared me for the day when 
the news came in: all the village folk had perished after a disease of some sort had plagued them 
for more than a year. I owed everything to Victor and his family. If it wasn’t for their loving 
care, I would have been one of the deceased. We never talked about that either.

As newlyweds we moved into our house, away from the family. This could have been a big 
change for any ordinary couple but for us it just meant that the number of people in the house 
decreased, available space increased and we became the primary centre of attention of the 
servants. Two of them moved with us from the parents’ house. Three new ones joined after a 
week or so. And this, really, is what this story is about.

I respected my husband from earth to heaven and thought I’d never go against him, but there 
was one thing in his otherwise well-mannered and courteous behavior that I couldn’t accept—a 
carry-over from his father’s values: he’d beat the Negroes. Not a slightest mistake went unnoticed. 
A broken teacup meant a severe beating. Dust on the cupboard… the maid was whipped. Cold 
eggs on his plate in the morning… none of them would eat for a day. They didn’t even have to 
do anything wrong. “A slap on the cheek keeps them in check. A bruise a day puts them in their 
place,” he would say when I reprimanded him for an unjust beating. “I am the master in this 
house. They are Negroes! Why do you want me to treat them like people? Should I invite the 
dogs in, as well? Should I pat the cockroaches and tell them what good lads they’ve been lately, 
eating away our food supplies? No! I hit the dogs to remind them who the master is! I squash 
the cockroach that touches my flour! Tell me one good reason, woman, why should I treat the 
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Negroes any differently?” he’d storm. “They are people also,” I’d respond and walk out the door.
I refused to fight with him. I just let him know I disagreed with this particular type of behav-

ior. I’d go to town, stay in a motel for the night and return next day to a loving husband and 
a gift on the night table. He never said he was sorry, because probably he wasn’t. And I never 
cared about the gifts. But at least my show—the mere act of momentarily leaving him—ensured 
that the Negroes wouldn’t have to worry about a thing for a few days. For my husband feared 
nothing more than the fact that I’d leave him. He had invested his whole life to this, to be with 
me. And as much I loved him for that, slowly the anger inside of me grew.

After a year of witnessing the violence that spawned from Victor’s unfounded hate towards 
the Negroes, I couldn’t help but cry myself to sleep, every night. I felt their pain. At times, when 
Celia—our negro maid—would run crying to the shed with a bruised eye or when her son, 
Casper, limped out from the house holding his sore butt, I’d even seriously think of leaving 
Victor. But what good would that accomplish? He would just take another wife and continue 
his ill-willed behavior. And what would that make of me? A deserter without a cause. No one 
to take care of me. No future. No nothing… Nay, I’d have to do something to change his ways. 
After all, he was my husband—the most important person in my life—and I still loved him.

Little did I know that what started as my little experiment to change his ways, would become 
the sole purpose of my life, and ultimately the way to my early grave.

At the age of seventeen I started running a school for illiterate Negro boys. Of course I tried 
to do it all in secret, away from our lands, during the days when Victor was out of sight but 
my ambition grew with the success of the school. Victor never suspected a thing, or at least 
he didn’t talk about it.

A year of devoted teaching resulted in twelve literate boys, including Casper. Maybe, just 
maybe, they could escape the drudgery of country life, move into one of the emerging big cities 
to serve noble men who wouldn’t lay a hand on them. Maybe they wouldn’t have to endure 
what their parents had gone through.

Victor had, however, noticed my mood change. I hadn’t cried myself to sleep in a long 
while, even if the beatings continued. I was happy and more confident. But as I became more 
self-aware of my abilities, and in many ways more independent of him, Victor grew distant and 
suspicious. He wouldn’t even want to touch me in bed anymore. I knew that soon the truth 
would have to come out. I shouldn’t let my foolish experiment endanger our marriage. I started 
thinking of ways how to let him in on my doings.

But, as it turned out, I didn’t have to take the initiative. Once, during a dinner, he confronted 
me and demanded to know what was going on, what exactly it was that had pulled me out of 
my shell and made me blossom. I was shivering with fear and thought he might beat me up if 
he knew what was going on. Mind you, he had never laid a hand on me.

Then I remembered why I had started the experiment in the first place: to prove him that 
Negroes were people too—to change his attitude towards his servants, to make him appreciate 
the work they did for him, the work that ensured he could continue enjoying his life of com-
fort and luxury. I gathered my courage to face him and to reveal the truth, but I was hesitant. 
I remembered what he had told me so many times—that a master should beat up his dogs 
to let them know, time after time, who the master is. I now understood where his hatred was 
coming from. The hate was, in fact, based on fear. He was afraid that if he stopped the violence, 
the Negroes would turn against him. His fear was that the beaten dogs would bite back, so to 
speak. Nevertheless, I asked myself, if I don’t have the guts to confront him, would I be any 
better than a timid submissive dog?

“Victor,” I started, “when you are not around during the day time I am helping boys to learn 
how to read.” Victor was taken aback. I continued explaining myself: “That’s why I’ve been so 
radiant lately. The hard work I’ve put in is finally bringing in results.” He remained silent, as if 
mulling over my every word. The lack of response made me fidget in my chair. Tears came to 
my eyes and my voice started breaking: “I’m not content as a mere housewife! I want to teach. 
I want to help the kids to…”

All of a sudden he came to hug me, burst in laughter and apologized: “I am sorry darling. I 
suspected you had been unfaithful.” I felt so relieved. He understood me and promised me that 
he would never again distrust me. At that, we finished the dinner and went to bed. It was the 
first time in ages that he was interested in something more than just sleeping. In fact, that night 
I didn’t sleep at all. He, eventually, did. What kept me awake was the fact that I had forgotten to 
mention a very important detail: the boys I had been teaching were the children of the slaves.

Nonetheless, I was now free to spend my days at the school. Together with the twelve boys 
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we improved the rickety shelter in the woods, the place we had called a school, and made it 
look like a real school with walls, tables and even a make-believe chalkboard. Because my work 
was done with the first class and I had ran out of pupils to teach I ventured out to the town, 
still in secret of course, and put together my first mixed class: seven Negro boys, five Negro 
girls and—the riskiest investment so far—two white girls, daughters of a farmer family we had 
recently become acquainted with. I emphasized to the kids how important it was that they did 
not speak about the school to any of the townsfolk.

The truth would have never been revealed if it weren’t for Casper’s innocent enthusiasm. 
One afternoon when Victor came home from his social engagements, Casper brought him a 
letter. “Sir, this is for you,” he said gleefully, handing him the envelope and pouring him tea. I 
sat next to Victor, knitting. He opened the letter and started reading, but then he stopped. He 
looked appalled. “What is it, darling?” I pried at the contents of the letter. “Nothing, it’s just 
the usual from mother,” he said with a worried face and took a sip of tea. “Nothing? Are you 
sure?” I asked. “It’s not the letter,” he looked at Casper who dusted the cupboards and then 
me, “but how did the Negro know it’s for me?” In that instant I stopped knitting, as I realized 
that my secret had been revealed. Victor had put one and one together and figured out that it 
was in fact Negro boys that I was teaching. He put the letter and the cup of tea away, stood up 
and addressed me: “Darling, are you having classes tomorrow?” I nodded and looked away in 
fear. He continued: “I think it’s time for me to be a good husband and take an interest in your 
little school. Tomorrow, we will go there together.” He didn’t wait for a reply but just went to 
bed. Casper, having overheard our conversation, stared at me with tears in his eyes. “I’m sorry 
Madame” was written all over his face—an expression that even his illiterate mother could read.

Next day I went to the school with Victor. Nervously I opened the door and invited him 
in. The farmer’s daughters stood up and bowed to us. Otherwise the room was empty. Victor 
looked surprised. “Hello girls,” I walked to the front with a smile, “today I want you to behave 
extremely well. My husband Victor wants to follow the class.” Yet Victor wasn’t fooled so easily. 
His initial astonishment changed to fury as he rushed out, banging the door behind him. I 
knew right away that it would be useless to lie to him. He’d never believe that I was teaching a 
class for only two girls. He knew I had asked all the Negroes to stay away from the school that 
day. I dismissed the class and ran after Victor.

When I reached home I found Victor drinking whiskey at the porch, holding a shotgun. 
Poor Casper lay motionless in the ground. “Victor! What on earth have you done?” I shrieked 
and ran to the boy; sure he’d be dead. Celia watched from the shed, afraid to come and help. 
“Stay away from the Negro!” Victor shouted and pointed the gun at us. I made sure that Casper 
is still breathing—badly injured but still alive. “Step away from him!” Victor raged and I heard 
him load the shotgun. Obediently I moved away from Casper.

Things turned out better than expected. Victor finally understood how important it is for me to 
do something independently of him, and I think at some level he also grasped what it was that 
I stood for: equality of man, regardless of the race. But he was worried about his reputation in 
the social circles. He told me: “I can’t let the townsfolk know that you are trying to free their 
slaves. Do what you want but do it here, in our estate, away from curious eyes.” At that I struck 
a silent deal with him. If I’d close down the school I’d be free to express myself. And, the best 
part, he would stop hurting the Negroes. I was sad to tell my new pupils that there would be 
no school anymore but, nonetheless, I had reached my goal: Victor had changed. I had won… 
this battle. Yet the war between prejudice and empathy was far from over.

At my request, Victor bought more land and allowed me to get more Negroes to work the 
plantations and to construct the buildings that would serve as their housing. I picked the most 
mistreated slaves in the town and Victor paid off their masters to part with their slaves. The 
Negroes moved to our estate happily. They were grateful to come live with us because there 
was a rumor among the Negroes that Victor and Victoria were different. They’d be taken care 
of, well fed and housed in decent conditions. Unfortunately this rumor didn’t remain solely 
among the Negroes.

Three years of gradual improvements at the estate followed. It wasn’t just improvements in 
farming, housing and sustenance. Since everyone, even Victor, treated each other with respect 
the atmosphere created a flourishing community of twenty. Little by little the plantations 
became as fruitful as the mood among us. Also the relationship between Victor and me was 
now based on equality. I was no longer a village girl in his eyes, someone to be taken care of. 
I was his equal. That was the happiest time I had had with Victor. And although neither one 
of us knew it at the time, I was already nine weeks pregnant the day that the Sheriff and the 
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Mayor came for a visit.
“You are a wealthy man Victor, I can see that. Your slaves live better than I do,” Sheriff said 

with a mixture of envy and amusement in his voice.
“We have noticed that the workers who don’t have to worry about their survival and liveli-

hood, are the most productive ones,” Victor said with pride and gulped down his drink.
Mayor spoke: “Careful, Victor. You don’t want them to become cocky! They are not work-

ers. They are slaves.”
“Cocky?” Victor laughed, “My slaves are the most obedient folk you can find! I mean, look 

at them!” he said and pointed at the fields where everyone was hard at work, singing and 
laughing as they strived.

The sheriff looked disgusted. He said: “You might have not heard it, having been so busy 
with the plantations lately, but the other masters have been facing increasing difficulty with 
their slaves. There is talk among the townsfolk that all the Negroes want to come and work 
with you and Victoria.”

“Is that so?” Victor asked, still at ease.
Mayor leaned forward and almost whispered: “There are many negroes out there, who have 

started speaking up, demanding a better treatment from their masters.”
“Better treatment?” Sheriff asked, “If that’s not cocky, then what is?”
“I tell you what’s cocky. It’s cocky that you dare to come here and judge my way of running 

the estate, in front of my wife!” Victor blasted and stood up. I had never been as proud of him 
as I was at that moment. He didn’t just stand up to him, and not just against them, but he stood 
up for what we believed to be the right way of living. He spoke with our voice, not just with 
his. He took the tray of drinks and handed it to me. “Gentlemen, if that’s all you’re here for I’m 
afraid we have to spare the rest of the drinks for better guests!”

“Better guests? Or are you going to give it to your slaves?” the sheriff asked offended.
The Mayor hasted to calm down the two of them: “Victor, I’m sorry if we’ve been rude. All 

I’m saying is that what happens here, affects the rest of the town. You might want to reconsider 
the… degree of comfort you offer for your slaves.”

“Mayor, Sheriff… Has it occurred to you that you could reconsider how people—all people—
in your town are treated?” I snapped. No one had expected to hear a word from me.

“I won’t stay and listen insults from a woman!” the Sheriff stood up and walked away. The 
mayor looked disappointed and followed. I passed the tray of drinks to Celia and asked her to 
share it with the people working at the field.

Next week a mutiny started—not a mutiny of Negroes but a mutiny of townsfolk against them. 
The public opinion seemed to be that the Negroes had become over-confident and that this was 
unacceptable. First they were beaten only by their individual masters but soon an angry mob 
was formed that went from one estate to another demanding to punish the Negroes to get them 
back in line. Armed with pitchforks, torches, canes and guns the mob went around molesting 
the slaves. None of the estate owners made a move to stop them. Many, in fact, grabbed their 
guns and joined them. The Negroes suffered en masse. Some fled in panic. Some died in their 
injuries. All of them were traumatized deeply.

That day Victor was nowhere to be seen. I was alone in the house when Celia barged in. 
“Ma’am, they are coming to kill us!” she shrieked in terror.

“What is it? What’s that noise?” I heard something that resembled moaning and crying 
outside. Celia took me to the porch and what I saw on the yard moved me to tears. It was our 
servants sheltering those who had escaped. It must have been close to a hundred Negroes—
men, women and children—bleeding, crying, limping and pleading for me to take them in. I 
saw the mob approaching on the road. “Everyone inside! Now!” I commanded and held the 
door open for the masses of people who poured in. “Celia, take care of their wounds! Close 
the curtains. There are bandages in the basement,” I instructed.

“But ma’am, I can’t find Casper. Have you seen him?” Celia asked. I shook my head and 
escorted her in, barring the door behind me. She cried for her son but went to help the wounded 
anyway.

The mob gathered at the door, shouting, enraged and demanding for me to get out. Neither 
Victor nor mayor or the sheriff was among them. I was too afraid to open the door so I yelled 
from the window: “Go away! This is my home!”

“We are not going anywhere until you come out, with the Negroes!” someone shouted.
“There’s no one here! I’m alone!”
“Lies! We saw those black devils go in!” a woman shrieked.
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“Black devils? What have they done to hurt you so much?”
“Come out or we smoke you out!” someone demanded and threw a flaming torch on the 

porch.
I turned and ordered: “Celia, water!” She came to see what’s happening.
“Ma’am, don’t go out.”
“The porch is in flames,” I exaggerated, “Should I just wait for them to burn down the house?”
Celia looked behind her at all those fearful faces, raped women, orphaned children and 

mutilated men. She then took a deep breath and—before I could do anything—ran out. I cried 
after her but she was on the porch already. In the distance, behind the crowd, I saw a small 
black boy pushing a wheelbarrow and approaching slowly. Heroically Celia grabbed the torch 
and threw it back at the mob. They went mad and started towards her. Someone threw her 
with a stone. But she dodged, managed to escape, came back indoors and barred the door shut. 
Then she saw him too. Casper had pushed the wheelbarrow next to the crowd. No one paid 
attention to him, no one but Celia and me. She gasped for air and was about to open the door.

“Celia!” I yelped and took a hold of her before she could do anything.
“My son…” she whimpered. I pushed her to the living room and came back to the door 

alone. Outside the worst rage had died down. All I could hear was inaudible murmur. They 
were discussing something. Are they talking about Casper? The boy glanced at the crowd, his 
mouth open, and tears in his eyes. He didn’t know what was going on. Poor thing must have 
been shocked and confused.

Then someone saw me standing at the door and exclaimed: “You come out now or we come 
in!”

“Come out negro-lover!” a woman screamed.
I gathered my courage, opened the door and stepped on the porch. I tried to find something 

to say but couldn’t. All I could think of at that moment was saving Casper. “Now you listen 
to me,” I started towards the crowd, holding my finger in the air like a teacher demanding 
discipline in the classroom, “You are on my property. The people in my house are my people!” 
I advanced towards Casper. “You have no business in my house!”

A blast of a shotgun. Everyone went silent. Even the birds in the trees stopped singing. I 
felt the bullets in my belly. It stung but it didn’t hurt. I glanced down and my green dress was 
slowly turning dark red. A few more steps and I stumbled to the wheelbarrow. I knew this was 
the last moment of my life. I fell on the wheelbarrow and couldn’t move anymore. I looked 
deep into Casper’s watering eyes. He didn’t say anything. He didn’t have to. The horror was 
gone. I felt his gratitude—not just for what I had done for him but for what I had done for his 
people, my people.

These events would not end up in history books yet these deeds would remain in stories 
that passed, word-of-mouth, from generation to generation. And those are the stories that 
eventually change the course of history.

The people on the yard dispersed, in silence.
The people in the house remained alive.
I took my last breath. Casper was still looking at me. I felt the caress of eternal bliss fill my 

soul. There was no division, no separation. As the spirit left my body, Casper looked deep into 
my eye and passed me a wordless message: “I am you”.



Drifters in the Dark
Dedicated to the victims of downsizing and the heroes of downshifting

Miguel

I am unemployed. I am letting that thought sink in as I leave my key card in the reception of 
the Keilaniemi headquarters and drive off to Helsinki city centre in my Audi A7, looking for an 
overpriced parking spot, as usual. I am unemployed. It’s the only thought in my head right now.

I stop at a gas station to top off the tank. The numbers go wildly up in the meter: 50, 60, 70, 
82 € for a full tank. For once, it doesn’t matter. The golden handshake from Nokia was more 
than generous: two years’ salary, straight in hand. Of course the tax man will take his lofty 
share but, nonetheless, it’s a lot of money.

So, now I have time and I have money. However, I have no idea what to do with either one 
of them. Just a month ago I dreamt of a promotion, of new challenges, maybe a placement in 
China where most of the production happens nowadays. They always said I was management 
material. And here I am, driving aimlessly around the slushy streets of Helsinki, far away from 
China, far away from the promotion, away from Nokia.

I still don’t understand their reasoning. Why pay people to resign? To get good press? To 
keep the remaining staff happy to commit their silly little lives to a fair employer? To make sure 
that the capable people who leave don’t join the competitor? A combination of these reasons, 
most likely.

What happened? The company that once was the backbone of Finnish economy is now 
struggling to keep afloat, sinking deeper and deeper into oblivion, sacking its people. I know 
what happened: iPhone happened.

For years, I worked in the product development department and I know our, well, their 
strategy all too well. Nokia had new phone models ready in stock for the next three years. 
This allowed them to release new models constantly and the yuppies were ready to abandon 
their three-month old phones just to get their hands on the latest over-priced models. What 
the yuppies didn’t know was that their “new” phone was, in fact, three years old already. Then 
in came the iPhone that reset the market standard. Nokia had nothing to compete with that. 
Panicking, they started to release the models from the stock on an ever-increasing speed in the 
hopes of someone buying them and one of them becoming a big hit. Their cover was blown and 
no one was willing to buy stuff that just could not compete with the iPhone—a smart phone, 
they called it. All Nokia had was dumb phones. This was not discussed publicly. They blamed 
the CEO. They blamed the difficult financial situation. They blamed everything but themselves. 
People had to leave. No one wants to admit it but Nokia—as we know it—is history.

Meh, they probably reinvent themselves again. That’s what they did at the end of eighties, 
early nineties. Up until that point Nokia had manufactured anything and everything from 
cables to TVs, from rubber boots to computer monitors. But then, probably with some assis-
tance from certain government officials, they became the flagship of privatization in Finland. 
They scrapped everything else and concentrated on one product line: mobile phones. Once the 
rich-friendly taxation was in place, introduced practically overnight in the backrooms of the 
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parliament, the capital could start flowing in and Nokia was ready to lead an unprecedented 
economic growth in Finland. Or that’s how it looked on paper. See, they stopped talking about 
GNP, gross national product, and replaced it with GDP, gross domestic product. What might 
sound like a linguistic play, allowed them to track turnover that flowed outside the national 
borders, to foreign investors, and say: look, the Finnish economy is growing. If you think this 
only happened in Finland, see for yourself: what happened in your country in the nineties? 
Privatization, a growing gap between the rich and the poor, the opening of national borders 
for foreign investors? Yep! It happened everywhere.

Well, I don’t need to bother with these thoughts anymore. I probably breached some clause 
in my non-disclosure agreement by telling you all that but, quite frankly, I don’t give a fuck. 
I’m out. Bye bye Nokia. Hello world!

I drive around in the centre, still looking for a parking place, getting more and more agitated 
by the minute. Honking horns, angry drivers, trams cutting in front of me. Soon it will be so 
cold I have to scrape the windshield every morning—that is, if I bother going outside at all. If 
I don’t keep the car moving it will be covered in snow by the side of the road in a week’s time. 
Then some delicate electronic part will probably break down and I will have to take the car to 
an expensive Audi service. Then the annual vehicle tax is due. The petrol price goes up again. I 
sigh at the mere thought of all this. Why do I bother owning a car anyways? I don’t really need 
it—not in the very centre of Helsinki, a small town with well-functioning public transportation.

I see a twenty-something boy, wearing nothing but black, chilling at the sidewalk, smoking 
a hand-rolled cigarette. On a whim, I park the car on the pavement—where I’m not supposed 
to park—and I get out of the car. “Hey boy, what’s your name?”

“Uh… you speak English.”
“Yes, I do. So, what’s your name?”
“Marko. Why?”
“Do you have a car?”
“No.”
“Do you need one?”
“Can’t really afford to buy one.”
“Do you need a car?”
“It would be handy. I mean, here in the city it’s useless but I travel all over Finland and…”
“Not interested in your reasoning. But if you need one, here it is: take mine,” I hold out the 

key in the air. He just puffs his cigarette. “Take the keys, take my car. It’s yours.”
“Is this some sort of a joke?”
“No. I have a car. I don’t need it. You don’t have one. You need it. Take it!” I throw him the 

key. He catches it and looks puzzled.
“I can’t possibly just take your car. How much?”
“I’m not selling it. I’m giving it,” I explain. Then a thought occurs to me. I add: “If you really 

want to pay something you can give me eighty Euros for the gas. I just topped up the tank.”
“Umm, okay,” Marko still hesitates but reaches for his wallet anyways. “Are you sure this is 

not some cruel prank?”
“It’s not. Just give me a ride back home and we can sort out the papers. Come on! It’s freez-

ing here.”
“You’re not some perv who is going to rape me?”
“No I’m not. And if I was, would I tell you?”
“Umm…”
“Listen, just trust me on this one. Take the car before I change my mind.”
“Oh, ok. Here’s one hundred,” he says and produces a 100-euro note from his wallet.
“I don’t have change here but I’ll give you twenty at my place.”
“You don’t have to.”
“I insist. Just drive me home, okay?”
“Can I smoke in the car?”
“You do whatever you want, man. It’s your car.”

I have used public transportation for one week now and I haven’t regretted my decision ever 
since. I pay less for the monthly ticket than I pay for topping up the tank. The tram goes every 
four minutes or so. Still, I see people running to it. I laugh at them and rejoice in the fact that 
I will not be rushing to work any time soon. In fact, I have so much time on my hands that I 
struggle to fill it all. I sleep in, watch a lot of movies, and read all the books I meant to read for 
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so long, but still I feel I could do something more useful. I need to get out of the flat.
I take a metro that takes me to a forest at the outskirts of the city. I pick the last mushrooms 

before the snowfall. People look at me like a weirdo when I come back in a bus with four plastic 
bags full of chanterelles and winter mushrooms. I don’t care. I feel blessed that I am living in 
a nice city that is so close to nature.

I take up yoga classes and meditation, to ease my mind. I stop going to the yoga after a week, 
for it’s quite expensive and I don’t really see the point in all that stretching. The meditation I 
enjoy, however. It’s free and it helps me to live more in the moment without worrying too much 
about past or future. It’s not that I’m a mere free-riding bum, looking for no-cost activities. 
No, it’s just that I trust the volunteers that run the meditation centre more than some certified 
self-help gurus with huge paychecks. Actually, I appreciate my new action-less activity so much 
so that I slip the 100-euro note that I got from Marko into the meditation centre donation box 
when no one is looking.

In a weekly dharma talk, a visiting Buddhist lama mentions the importance of letting go: 
how empty physical space helps create empty mental space. I smile and think of the car and 
the 100-Euro note—both of which I departed with willingly. I pat myself on the back for being 
a good Buddhist. Somehow miraculously the lama elaborates, as if reading my mind: “If we 
catch ourselves reveling in the achievements of the past it’s a sign that our ego is still in control: 
we need to examine what more we can let go of ”.

I start questioning why I live in such an expensive apartment. I bought it a few years ago 
when the housing prices were still soaring. A stupid decision, I know. I start playing around 
with the idea of selling the damn thing. I could still pay off the mortgage and walk out without 
too much financial damage. In a couple of years it might be a different story. Finland does not 
have the same generous law that they have in the US. On the other side of the big pond, if you 
walk out from your house, it stays with the bank but you don’t owe them anything anymore. In 
Finland you are supposed to sell the house and pay up the mortgage. If you don’t have enough 
money, due to plummeting housing prices—well, boohoo—you still owe them!

I think bankers are gangsters. They create money out of thin air and place it on your account 
when you take up loan. If you default on your loan they take your property. I recall a discus-
sion I had recently with a Finnish friend of mine. He said that it had been in the newspaper 
already: the banks don’t care if you ever pay back the loan as long as you keep the monthly 
interest installments pouring in. “The longer they can keep you as a paying customer, the better 
for them,” my friend explained, “The article made it sound like it was a show of goodwill from 
the bankers’ side. I don’t think it’s fair that we have to pay for the currency that we use.” I agree 
with him. Sounds to me like the biggest hoax in the history of humankind. Then again, what 
would I know—an unemployed immigrant?

I immediately place an ad on a couple of websites. I don’t want any real estate agents to take 
their cut. Not this time. I’m proud I can explain everything necessary about my apartment 
in plain Finnish—not the easiest language to grasp, I assure you. Sometimes I wonder why I 
bothered learning it in the first place. A thought occurs to me: what if I moved out of this cold, 
dark, snowy, windy capital? The 5.2-million-strong population would take a serious hit. Haha! 
In your face Finland! What’s keeping me here? But, then again, that would mean I learned the 
complicated language in vain. I shake off the whole idea as ridiculous. This is my home now.

In less than two hours, I get the first call. I tell the potential buyer that I’m surprised how 
fast things are proceeding. The caller, a middle-aged woman, says she was browsing the latest 
ads on the website. Well, that explains the short reaction time. I arrange with her to visit and 
check out the flat, tomorrow. It’s better to act fast, I think, because soon the website will be 
flooded with new ads and mine will be buried somewhere under them. I get two more calls 
and I agree to a showing also for the next day. I’m surprised how these people have time avail-
able so soon. Usually, with Finns, I have to book two weeks in advance if I want to meet my 
best friend. But I reckon these people are on a serious house hunt. They want results, now. It 
seems like the odds are turning in my favor. I might actually be getting rid of the apartment, 
sooner than expected.

I’m happy that I don’t seem to procrastinate with anything anymore—a trait that I seemed 
to suffer from constantly in my working life. But then it strikes me: soon I won’t be only 
jobless—I’ll be homeless!

I race around the apartment, looking at all the stuff I’ve accumulated over the years: furniture, 
decorations, books, CDs, clothes, bed sheets, dishes, electrical equipment, tools… Suddenly I 
feel overcome by all that stuff. What am I going to do with all this? Where do I put it? I become 
so anxious with the stuff that surrounds me that I don’t get much sleep that night.
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Next day all three potential buyers arrive, one after another, in 45-minute intervals, to the 
minute. Finns are punctual. I make them coffee. It’s important to drink coffee with Finns. They 
love it and they drink lots of it. If you offer a Finn an Italian espresso he will either laugh you 
off or take it as an insult and punch you in the face. They can easily consume six to twelve big 
mugs of coffee a day—an amount that would suffice for waking up a hibernating bear. I’m 
not yet a real Finn when it comes to a coffee addiction but right now I don’t mind sipping it 
because I try to hide the fact I didn’t slept too much at night. I drink coffee with all of them.

It’s all a bit of a blur: I’m seriously sleep-deprived and on a caffeine-high. I’ve never sold a 
house before. All these people are new to me. They have their weird mannerisms. I wonder 
what their motives are for buying a house. I wonder what they think of me, sipping coffee in 
my underwear. Were they expecting a real estate agent after all? Do they like the flat?

With one of them, a father looking for a wedding gift for his daughter, we come to an agree-
ment for the price. He doesn’t speak much, just states that I need to collect my shit by the end 
of the month. I look at the calendar on the wall: one and half weeks. I nod. We shake hands. 
It’s a deal. I know I can trust a Finnish man’s word. We’ll sort out the paperwork later. He takes 
out his iPhone—how convenient, I think—and wires the down payment to my bank account. 
I’ve sold the house—in my underwear. Shit! I’m homeless!

Another sleepless night. Too much coffee? Maybe. One and half weeks to leave. When it’s 
still dark, I start going through my wardrobe: suits, shirts, pants, shoes, ties… I’m not going to 
need these any time soon. I put them all on a rack with wheels and take it downstairs. I scribble 
a note that says in spoken Finnish: “Ota jos tarviit” (take if you need). I look at it with certain 
pride and say moi moi (bye bye) to the whole rack. Less to carry. Less to worry about. Great!

I arrange all the useless stuff that I can find in cardboard boxes. I have kept loads of them 
ready in case one day I decided to move. I congratulate myself for hoarding the cardboard. 
Everything else… useless! Why did I ever accumulate this much stuff? By midday I’ve filled 
twelve boxes. I don’t know what to do with them. I take the one that says “Books” on it and 
carry it downstairs. It’s not like I’m going to read them twice anyways.

I’m glad that some of the clothes have already disappeared. I’m surprised to find two things: 
First, there is some money—a twenty-euro note and some coins—on the floor. Some people just 
can’t take anything for free; I think back to Marko and hope he’s enjoying the warm leather seats 
of my ex-Audi. Second, there’s a note, written in shoddy handwriting. I decipher it eventually. 
It pretty much tells me to take my shit out from the corridor—that it’s not a storage space. I 
sigh. Maybe I should leave this country. I just don’t get these people at times.

I tear up the note, feeling all rebellious, and leave the box of books there. I collect the money 
and go back up. It looks empty, apart from the cardboard boxes ready to be wheeled out. It 
doesn’t feel like home anymore. What is home, I think to myself. I never felt like I was home 
in Sao Paulo, although that’s where most of my friends are. I spare a minute to think of all of 
them and wonder how they might have changed over the years. I go through some old family 
photos that I’ve carried with me. We haven’t stayed in touch but I’m sure if I go back to Brazil 
they would welcome me with open arms.

I get up from the floor and go to the window. I stare outside in the afternoon grayness. Soon 
it will be dark again. Gosh, this place is so depressing. My thoughts drift back to Brazil. Would 
they treat me as a failure? What would my family think of me—the boy who went far up north 
with big dreams, boasting with confidence, returning empty-handed, without a job, without a 
place to stay? I sigh. No, they wouldn’t care. I would still be their son, their brother, their friend. 
But how would I feel? Would I regard myself as a failure? I feel tired and defeated. I close the 
curtain, go to bed and try to sleep. I keep wondering if I should still make some more coffee.

My name is Miguel.

Tanya

“I was shipped to Europe when I was just twelve years old. I had some distant relatives in both 
England and Russia. I chose England. My aunt—mum’s sister—took me in but it didn’t feel like 
she’s doing it for me. No, I guess she just needed an extra pair of hands to work in the kitchen, 
to mop the floors, to take care of her sick husband”, she says and goes silent for a while, “That 
son-of-a-bitch.”

“Why? What happened?” he asks.
“By the time I was fourteen I started to look like a woman and the aunt’s husband, Mr 

Lovejoy—gosh, what an unsuitable name for that devil—expected me to serve tea in his bed, 
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bring supper in his bed and, eventually, to join him in the bed. It was too much for me to bear.”
“I can imagine.”
“Luckily I got to another foster home. I actually had pretty good time there. It was the only 

real family I had experienced. I stayed with them nearly five years but once I was of age they 
told me it was time to move on.”

“They just dumped you on the street?”
“No, I’m sure they would have kept me there forever if it wasn’t for… hmm… economic 

considerations. See, my dad, the foster father, Jimmy, became unemployed and they couldn’t 
afford feeding an extra mouth. By that time I was already working, but as a mere cleaner I didn’t 
earn much. They hardly had enough to take care of themselves and their biological children,” 
she reminisces and rubs her ex-cleaner’s hands together. They look like someone has poured 
acid on them: dry, wrinkly and full of wounds.

Now he starts paying attention to the appearance of the woman he has been talking with. She 
is dressed well and youthfully but it is in dire conflict with her body that makes her look like 
she’s at least sixty. She has bad teeth and bad breathing—probably partly due to the cigarettes 
she keeps chain smoking. Her skin looks gray, pale and worn out. Her thin hair is falling off. 
The pathetic make-up doesn’t help. It just makes her look like she’s desperately trying to cover 
what she really is. But, in actuality, she is the most genuine person he has met in a long while. 
How did I end up talking with her in the first place, he thinks, already a bit tipsy, and takes a 
glance around the tiny cramped bar. The truth is: he didn’t feel like speaking Finnish to anyone 
right now and since he had heard her mumbling alone in English he had joined her table. He 
is probably the only person willing to listen to her here. But he’s happy to listen: the more she 
reveals of her story the more the plot seems to thicken.

“So anyways,” she starts again with a new beer in front of her, as if alerting him to pay atten-
tion, “it was the first time I had to survive on my own. I continued in my cleaner’s job as long 
as it was physically possible. Eventually I had to give it up because of these,” she showed her 
hands. “I should have taken care of myself, keep myself pretty and look for a wealthy husband 
who’d take me in. But I was convinced I could make it on my own. I did. But it came at a price,” 
she sighs and takes a big gulp of beer.

“I lived in a petite ramshackle hut on someone’s backyard, near the docks. So I’d go for walks 
in the harbor, listening to all the filth that they kept pouring at me, the seamen,” she says and 
takes another sip. “They were an unforgiving, unpredictable lot. I almost got raped once or 
twice. But it toughened me up. I made contacts. I got a new job, on a ship. I was a cook, sailing 
the seas for a couple of years. It never suited me, really. Got a bit sea-sick from all that rocking 
between the sheets, if you know what I mean. It wasn’t really cooking that got me the money,” 
she tells and downs her beer. He pours her half of his, waiting for her to continue. She nods 
in gratitude.

“I collected enough dough to buy my way to the Soviet Union. That was twenty six years 
ago, if I’m not badly mistaken. What was it… nineteen eighty four. Ha! Not that far from what 
Orwell had predicted, actually. See, it wasn’t that common for a twenty-one-year-old western 
girl to come begging for a new home from Soviet Russia at that time. Now it’s cosmopolitan 
but back then… Hell, they thought I was a spy! I had bought my way there but once the militia 
caught me they threw me in jail. Endless interrogations followed, in a language that I didn’t 
comprehend. With the help of an interpreter I tried to explain to them the real reason why I 
was there. Until that time I had had no connection with my father’s side of the family. But I had 
done my research, heard things from the seamen, asked around, educated myself, and looked 
things up. I thought: If I play my cards right I might find well-off, distant, yet like-minded family 
members who held seats in the government, and who didn’t like my dad either. In retrospect, it 
was a mistake to give them the names. Apparently these distant family members were plotting 
a revolution of some kind. Anarchists, they called them. If it had been for me to decide my 
Russian escapade would have been short-lived, but it wasn’t. They kept me locked up for five 
years. Five years of my life, wasted: horrible conditions, not accused of anything, just suspected.”

“How did you get out?”
“The Soviet Union fell. The machinery that had kept me in solitude was gone. I was free to go.”
“So you went back to England?”
“No! All the work would have been wasted!”
“Umm… what work?”
“I had used those years to learn the language—the most valuable asset I have up to date. I 

speak fluent Russian. So I stayed, for fourteen years more.”
“What did you do there?”
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“A bit of this. A bit of that,” she answers mysteriously, “I lived in St Pete and slowly accumu-
lated enough to have a decent life. I guess in that way I became like any other newly liberated 
Russian: I was fighting for myself, trying to maximize my own benefit.”

“Do you feel like you’re Russian?”
“No, do you feel like you’re Finnish?”
“No,” he answers quickly, clearly getting the point.
“I don’t have a home country. I don’t have a home,” she sighs.
“I know what you’re talking about.”
“Ha! I bet you do,” she notes wryly and goes to purchase a new glass of beer with her last 

coins. For a passing moment he thinks of giving her money but thinks better of it. Why should 
I pay for her? I don’t even know her, he thinks. She comes back, sits down and continues: “I 
moved to Finland only seven years ago. I have hardly any friends. The weather is what it is. 
The Finns are what they are. I’m not quite sure I like it here.”

“Why did you come here in the first place?”
“Nineteen years in Russia! That was half of my life. There was a relationship, as always, that 

came to an end. I needed a change. I came here for vacation, thought ‘why not’ and ended up 
landing a job as an interpreter. I lived a couple of years in the east but then the company went 
bankrupt and I had to come to Helsinki, looking for a job.”

“Did you find any?”
“Still looking.”
“Nothing?”
“I heard they employ immigrants as bus drivers quite easily but apparently an immigrant 

and a woman was a combination that even the oh-so-equal Finns found hard to accept. As I 
said, still looking,” she repeats and turns to her beer.

“Just, wait a bit,” he goes to the bar and leaves his credit card with the waiter. He returns to 
the table. “Sorry, you were saying?”

“I wasn’t,” she answers and just minds her beer that seems to disappear in her gut at an 
accelerating pace.

“If you want to drink more, help yourself to the bar. The tap is open. It’s on me.”
“You don’t have to buy me beer!”
“It’s not a gift. This is completely selfish. I’m quite enjoying your story,” he explains with a 

big smile.
“You are?”
“Trust me, I have nothing better to do. Please, continue. Have you ever thought of going 

back to New Zealand?”
“I went there last year… I got a phone call that swept me off my feet,” she begins. He leans 

forward to hear better.
“Was it your parents?”
“Almost. It was a TV production company. They were making a series that reunites families 

by searching for long-lost people.”
“I think I’ve seen something like that in TV.”
“I wouldn’t know. Anyways, they offered me to fly to New Zealand and meet my folks. At 

first I felt like I had won in a lottery or something. It was surreal. I mean, we had been separated 
for thirty four years and now they wanted me to come back!”

“All this time they wanted you back! Isn’t that great?”
“Yeah, well, that’s what I thought.”
“What do you mean?”
“I hesitated. I wanted to hear it from them directly, my folks, not a TV company for crying 

out loud! So, I agreed to send some pictures of me and they’d get my folks on the line. Mind 
you, I sent some old photos where I still looked a bit presentable. Next week I got another 
phone call. It was my mum.”

“What did she say?”
“It was awkward. At first she was just super polite—sounded like a phone salesperson, trying 

to push me a magazine or something. ‘Mum, cut the crap’, I told her. Little by little she, I guess, 
realized that she’s actually talking with the same person they had sent away three decades ago. 
I didn’t feel like the same person but I was.”

“And then?” he asks, his eyes shining with curiosity.
“Then she started with something like: ‘Tanya, you know we never really liked you. We 

told you that you are a problem child.’ I told her I do remember. She said: ‘Me and pops were 
watching telly and we saw this series where they…’ She started explaining me the concept. I 
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told her I know—that they called me a week prior. She sounded a bit old and foolish to me.”
“What convinced you to go?”
“Finally mum said she had received my photos. She continued sentimentally: ‘Honey, you 

have my cheekbones, your old man’s eyes.’ That was enough to break me in tears. I had not 
been called honey since my childhood. I told her how much I miss them, how I’d love to come 
back home. I opened up my heart on the phone. I was so glad, for a fleeting moment, that she 
was still alive and wanted me to come home,” Tanya explained calmly. Then she added silently: 
“…Sordid cunt!”

“Um, what?” he asks in surprise. “Did you go for the show?”
“I went alright,” she replies and takes a sip of her beer, shaking her head, “It was all glitter 

and gold, you know. Everything was taken care of. Mum and pops were there, old as hell but 
made up to shine like two peaches on a shelf, radiating in the spotlights, smiling like retards 
all the time. The production company tailed me where ever I went. They even powdered my 
fucking nose. I didn’t like it all. Mum, on the other hand, shined like a star. If the production 
team wanted her to shed tears, she’d cry. If they wanted her to smile, she’d flash her best face 
to the camera.”

“But… how did they receive you? I mean, your parents wanted you back, right?”
“Nope. It turned out they were just pretenders. They didn’t want me there. They wanted to 

be famous and be on TV. So, as soon as our overly emotional reunion was canned and my folks 
proved to be as fake as ever, I came back home to Finland.”

Together

“Wow,” Miguel says, “and I thought I had a fucked up life.”
“I’m sorry?” Tanya asks.
“Uh, nothing.”
“Look at us! I’ve been pouring my heart out, drinking your beer like a sponge and you 

haven’t shared a single thing about yourself.”
“What do you want to know?”
“Let’s start with your name.”
“Miguel,” he says and extends his hand.
“Tanya. Nice to meet you,” they shake hands, looking at each other in the eyes, feeling a 

certain shared sympathy of souls. Then Tanya lets go and snaps humorously: “So, who the fuck 
are you?” Miguel smiles at her vulgar choice of words. 

“Well, I got laid off from Nokia… They call it voluntary resignation or something. Now I’m 
well on my way to fucking up my life badly.”

“What do you mean?”
“I gave away my car, for starters.”
“You… gave it away?”
“Well, I sold the gas in the tank. The container I gave for free,” he explained.
“Must have been a crappy container.”
“Audi A7.”
“Pheew,” she blows air out and raises her brows.
“I know, it sounds crazy.”
“You are crazy.”
“Well, I’ve been quite happy without the car. Also I’m in the process of giving away most of 

the stuff I have. Do you need anything?”
“No. Why are you doing that? Haven’t you bought it with your hard-earned money?”
“Well, it’s called downshifting…”
“What the fuck is that supposed to mean: downshifting?”
“It’s a fancy word for giving out your stuff, to make space… physically and mentally.”
“You young people are off the wall.”
“It works for me, I guess. It’s not that I wouldn’t like to keep some of the stuff.”
“So why don’t you?”
“Well, I kinda sold my apartment.”
“Kinda?”
“Yeah, I have to be out in a week or so. I thought I’d just piss off and leave everything behind, 

go back to Brazil or wherever it’s warm…”
“I do understand,” she says and takes a look outside where it’s gray, wet and windy.
“But now, having heard your story, I think that I’m going to give it one more go: give Finland 
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a chance, you know.”
“Yeah, show some Finnish… what do they call it: guts?”
“Sisu,” Miguel tells the word that Finns use for their sometimes idiotic and unnecessarily 

stubborn perseverance. Tanya grins. “Wait, are you making fun of me?”
“I am. You’re such a Finn,” Tanya says and laughs.
Miguel shrugs with a smile and drinks his beer. “Well, I’m going to get my life back on track. 

I’ll move to a smaller apartment and look for a job.”
“Like me?”
“No, you’re an apparent failure,” Miguel snaps humorously. She doesn’t take it as an offense. 

He continues: “Try as I might, I want to succeed… I probably do become one of them,” he takes 
a look outside where people grit their teeth and pull up their collars to get through the ice-cold 
sleet, “an unhappy Finn who spends most of the year waiting for the summer.”

“And when the summer is finally here, you can pretend for a passing moment that it might 
never be cold and dark again.”

“Aye! Let’s drink to that!” Miguel proposes a toast and they cheer.
“When it does get cold and dark, they lock themselves in shitty suburb bars like this,” she 

adds with a grin. Miguel bursts out in laughter and spits out his beer accidentally.
“Oh my God! I am becoming one of them,” he laughs and wipes his mouth.
“Nothing wrong with that,” Tanya says and raises a toast again.
“Kippis,” he says “cheers” in Finnish and they drink. He starts drying the spilled beer on 

his sleeve.
“Besides, nothing to worry about, you’re not a Finn yet,” Tanya says with a grin.
“What do you mean?”
“They wouldn’t waste alcohol like that.”
“Oh,” Miguel stops wiping the table, a little bit embarrassed. Silence ensues. Someone tries 

to start a fight at another table but the bouncer is quick to throw both of the rascals out. Miguel 
and Tanya watch how things develop: soon the two drunken middle-aged men are hugging 
each other in the rain and patting each other in the backs.

“Beautiful, isn’t it?” Tanya asks.
“It sure is,” Miguel responds with a trace of pity in his voice. He turns to look at the aging 

features of his companion once more. “How… uh… young are you, if I may ask?”
“Now forty-seven.”
“Okay… um… Now?”
“Didn’t I tell you? It’s my birthday. It’s not like I frequent places like this.”
“Seriously? Congratulations!”
“Nah, I don’t really like birthdays. You might as well celebrate the round numbers of lunar 

cycles. ‘Congratulations, it’s the 500th full moon since your mother nearly bled to death!’ It’s just 
another excuse for people to buy stuff,” Tanya concludes cynically and makes Miguel smile again.

“Get outta here. You should be with your friends, having a good time,” Miguel suggests.
“I am,” she looks at Miguel in the eye and allows the corners of her mouth rise vaguely, 

“with a friend, having a good time.”



Be Careful What You Wish For
Dedicated to those who trust the universe

I

Alpo Rytkönen was an ordinary, middle-aged, middle-sized, over-weight, over-worked, 
highly educated, highly praised, under-paid, under-achieving Finnish man. This father of 1.8 
adult children with a history of one divorce, type two diabetes and three decades of mortgage 
installments was on his way to water the flowers at their summer cottage in—well, in the 
middle of nowhere, really.

Driving six hundred kilometers just to water the flowers was, admittedly, mere stupidity. 
Alpo had been careful to point this out to his trophy fiancée, Päivi, before starting his car, a 
1989 Toyota Carina with a semi-broken gear box. Päivi and the car didn’t have much of an 
age difference, a fact that Alpo took pride in, regardless of the fact that the gear box gave him 
much less gray hair than she did. This time Alpo was, in fact, glad to get out of the city, out 
of civilization, out of the apartment that—he had been told—was too small for all their stuff. 
An issue left unsaid was that the apartment was apparently too small for two over-sized egos. 
Moreover, thoughts of a business-deal gone awry filled Alpo’s mind, as well as images of his 
older son who had not come home for Christmas—eight months prior. Alpo felt sad that he 
had not been in touch with his son for such a long time. Alpo was not a religious man but now, 
driving through the endless forests in the countryside, he recited a silent prayer, hoping that 
all the wrongs in his life would somehow miraculously be corrected and all the burdens of the 
past relieved. He prayed his life to change. He prayed to be free. Then he sighed and stretched 
his neck. I really need a break, Alpo thought, maybe the summer cottage will finally serve its 
purpose as a place for a short weekend getaway.

Alpo arrived to the cottage in the middle of the woods. He reversed the car to its lot, gears 
screeching, like so many times before. Crash!

What the hell, Alpo thought to himself. He jumped out of the car, to witness a badly dam-
aged bicycle under it. Not knowing who would leave their bike unlocked in the middle of the 
woods in someone else’s parking lot, Alpo cussed to himself and struggled to get rid of the piece 
of junk. Wait a minute, he thought. Something was not right. He glanced at the yard, trying to 
figure out what was out of the ordinary. He took his pipe, lit it up, leaned on the hood of his car 
and just stared at the yard. He encountered a sudden stroke of cough and the smoke escaped 
his lungs. The door! Alpo saw the front door of the house, raised off its hinges, leaning to the 
wall. He ditched the pipe and took a few hurried steps towards the cottage, and stopped. Wait! 
What if it’s a burglar? What if someone is still in? Glancing around, he noticed a crowbar. He 
grabbed it and rushed inside.

“Hello. Is the car alright?” a peculiar-looking small fellow in his fifties asked. He was just 
about to finish eating a smoked fish, wiping his grayish moustache with a piece of paper.

“Yes. The bike is fucked, though. But, wait, who are you? And what on earth are you doing 
in my cottage?” Alpo asked, about to lose his temper.

“I’m sorry. I wasn’t expecting company. Don’t worry about the bike. I’ll fix it… again.”
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“Answer the question!” Alpo thundered and raised the crowbar in the air, above his head.
“What was the question again?”
“Who are you? What are you doing here?”
“Fishing. You want some?” the man offered, holding a tray full of smoked perch under 

Alpo’s nose.
“That’s it. I’m calling the police,” Alpo said and lowered the crowbar in frustration. The man 

didn’t appear dangerous, just ordinarily insane.
“Sure, there’s plenty left.”
“What?”
“Fish. Just invite your friends.”
“I…” Alpo couldn’t find the words. He stormed outside, took out his cell phone and dialed 

the emergency number.

“Emergency service. How can I help you?” a young and friendly voice said in the phone.
“Send a squad car immediately,” Alpo demanded.
“What has happened?” he queried with an official tone.
 “I came to my summer cottage and there’s a man eating fish at my table!” Alpo shouted and 

glanced inside. The man had started washing the dishes in a bucket of cold water.
“Eating? Fish?”
“Yes!”
 The call disconnected. “Hello? Hello!” Alpo was mystified. He stared at the phone, starting 

to feel embarrassed, having realized how silly he had made it sound. He hesitated to dial again, 
fearing they’d accuse him of making prank calls. He turned to see the man, dressed in green 
worn-out sailor trousers and a woolen shirt. He was calmly placing the dishes in the drying 
cupboard and humming to himself, adjusting his round goggles on his nose. Alpo looked at 
the crowbar in his left hand, then the man inside, then the crowbar again. He let go of it and 
placed it on the table. There wasn’t anything intimidating about this man. Alpo reckoned he 
had probably over-reacted. Hesitantly, he went back in.

“Are they coming,” the man asked. 
“Who?”
“I was just thinking how many cups of coffee I should make. You won’t mind having one, 

do you?”
“Yes. I mean, sure. Coffee. Sounds great.” Alpo was still perplexed. Not knowing how to 

react he just sat down at the table, scratching his head.
“And your friend?”
“What friend?”
“The policeman, is he joining us?”
“No. No friends.”
“Pity.” the man said and placed the coffee pot on the stove. Alpo observed what he would 

do next, trying to figure out what to make of the situation. The man said… nothing. He just 
stared at the coffee pot and the small blue flame of gas underneath. Alpo measured him with 
his eyes, thoughts racing in his mind but unwilling to get organized in a simple sentence that 
he could utter without feeling like a complete jerk. Another minute passed in silence. Then 
another. Alpo was fidgeting in his chair nervously. The man stared at the coffee pot, motionless. 
Alpo couldn’t see his face but he was confident that the guy didn’t even blink. Had he done so, 
Alpo would have heard it. So silent it was.

“Did you hear that?” the man suddenly asked and turned to Alpo. He shuddered.
“What?”
“The silence.”
“Yes. Yes, I heard the silence.” Alpo sighed, shook his head and leaned on the table. Soon 

the coffee was ready and the man served it politely in two cups, placing a tiny pitcher of milk 
in the middle.

“I’m sorry there’s nothing much with the coffee. I wasn’t expecting company…” the man said, 
or rather thought out loud, in his typically nonchalant manner. Alpo was agitated.

“So, tell me, what the hell is this?”
“I know, I should have made some buns.”
“Stop it!”
“What?”
“Being so… uh…”
“Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t even greet you yet,” the man extended his hand for a greeting. 
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Hesitantly Alpo shook his hand.
“Rytkönen. Alpo.”
“Nice to meet you,” the man said. The handshake continued. And continued. And contin-

ued. And…
“Same… I guess,” Alpo finally took away his hand, thinking the man would never let go. 

In silence they started sipping the coffee. The man spilled the coffee on his plate and slurped 
it in noisily. The sound seemingly amused him. Alpo it annoyed. “Wait… What was it again?”

“What?” the man asked.
“Your name. I didn’t catch your name.”
“Of course you didn’t.”
“What? Why?”
“I didn’t say it.”
“Oh,” Alpo started questioning his own sanity. Was this a dream? How on earth are you 

supposed to deal with this, this, this stranger? Stranger than a stranger, he thought. “So do 
you have one?”

“One what?”
“A name!”
“Oh yes. Many.”
“Many?”
“Yes.”
“Your name is Many?”
“No.”
“You have many names?”
“Yes,” the man smiled charmingly. Alpo waited for him to elaborate. Silence ensued.
“Oh bloody hell…”
“Tell me one thing,” the man finally said.
“Anything,” Alpo sighed.
“You are not particularly good with silence, are you?”
“I guess not,” Alpo shrugged. The man placed the empty cup on the table, got up and, 

without a word, left.

II

Alpo sat in the table perplexed, sipping his coffee and waiting the man to come back, trying 
to figure out how to make sense of this weird situation. Where had he gone anyways? Alpo 
thought he must have gone out to take a leak. Yet, as the coffee pot ran dry, Alpo had no 
choice but to start questioning this theory. Unless the man had a bladder the size of the lake. 
Hmm, he thought, the lake. Alpo got up and walked to the door—or more precisely, to the 
opening where the door should have been, had it not been removed by its hinges. A break-in, 
he thought. Alpo stared at the serene view to the lake where the evening sun made the water 
glimmer beautifully. It gave him a sense of bliss he had not experienced before. Everything was 
peaceful. But thoughts kept emerging in Alpo’s mind and he felt restless. Who in their right 
mind would break in to someone’s summer cottage? A burglar? Suddenly Alpo was overcome 
by the thought of being robbed. Had something gone missing? In frenzy he rummaged through 
the cottage. Everything was in its right place, yet somehow Alpo felt that something must be 
missing. But Alpo couldn’t put his finger on what it was. Right now it seemed that the only 
thing missing was the peculiar man. Alpo felt lonely.

He lit up his pipe and walked to the shore. He heard a cuckoo in the distance. Apart from 
that, and the delicate wind in the trees, there was no sound whatsoever. Alpo looked at the 
rowing boat. He had not even touched it this summer. He went closer. It was clean. Did the 
man clean my boat? Why? On a whim, Alpo decided to row around on the lake. He pushed 
the boat into the water, jumped in, took the oars and started rowing. The shore receded slowly 
and the evening sun caressed his back. He took off his shirt, exposing his well-fed belly. Who 
cares? Here, no one.

Alpo started to enjoy the solitude. He splashed water on his face, on his arms and on his 
chest. He felt how the water dripped on his skin, how it entered his belly button and how it 
splashed out of it when he laughed.

He laughed. What a weird sensation to laugh alone, he thought. Smiling like an idiot, he 
rowed aimlessly around the small lake in his clean glossy boat. There was no direction, no 
need for a goal. For once he could just enjoy the ride without trying to justify his every action.
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Alpo emptied his pipe over board and watched the ash dissolve into the water. One day his 
ash would do the same. Right here. Suddenly Alpo was alarmed by his thoughts. Why am I 
contemplating death? If I stay in full health I still have a couple of decades to go. For most of 
his life, Alpo had been doing his utmost to be safe, out of harm’s way, fully insured, properly 
medicated and… And now, for the first time ever, he wasn’t that worried about death. It would 
come in its due time. No need to be afraid. Alpo decided that he would make sure he got back 
in touch with his son so he could trust someone to fulfill that one final wish, to spread his ashes 
in this lake. But now I’m still alive and I can warm up the sauna, he decided.

Alpo returned to the shore and walked slowly to the garden shed. He carefully selected small 
logs and twigs for kindling and a few strips of bark that he could use as tinder. He carried the 
crate of wood in to the sauna and lit up the fire. He looked into the flames: how they danced 
the dance of death for the firewood, changed shape and intensified. For a minute or so, Alpo 
just stared at the fire. No thoughts arose. He was still.

 Then his phone rang. The loud tune shook him awake from his meditation. He closed the 
stove, stepped outside and slammed the door shut. He looked at the phone: Unknown number. 
Probably business. Or the cops? What Alpo did next came as a total surprise, probably also for 
the caller but mostly for Alpo himself: he turned off the phone. It was something he had not 
done in a decade or so. What’s going on? Alpo was a little taken aback by his instinctive reaction 
but then he sighed, pocketed the phone and smiled. He walked to his car and fetched a six-pack 
of beer. He took a can, opened it and gulped down half of it. With a loud burp he crowned the 
decision: today no one would bother him with business. This was his day off, from everything.

He walked back in with the remaining five beers. It was getting a bit dark so he approached 
the light switch, thinking how the white nights of summer would soon be a mere memory in 
the unforgiving caress of the wintry frost. He flicked the switch. Nothing happened. He flicked 
a few more times, soon feeling like an idiot, as if the frequency of flicks would make any differ-
ence. He stopped. Wait a minute, what did I think earlier? Is this a dream? Alpo remembered 
reading something about lucid dreaming, that if one didn’t know if he was dreaming or awake, 
he could try the light switch. If it didn’t work it was a dream. But this felt so real! The beer. The 
sauna. The rowing boat. The pipe. Alpo got a bit alarmed. For once he was actually enjoying his 
time alone. What if this was just a cruel joke and he would wake up next to… that woman who 
drove him crazy. Yet… there was the door that had come off its hinges and the peculiar man 
who had now disappeared. Alpo flicked the switch once more, and since nothing happened 
he sighed and smiled. It was definitely a dream.

“I disconnected the electricity,” the man appeared at the door.
“Hahaha, you disconnected…” Alpo disregarded the dream-man, took his dream beer to the 

dream-fridge to have it dream-cold for the rest of his dream. There was no light in the fridge 
either. It was warm. Alpo looked at the plug. It was firmly in its socket.

“No, really, I did. I can put it back if you insist,” the man appeared sincere. Alpo’s laughter 
turned into a vague smile.

“Why would you do something like that? Silly dream man…”
“In a place like this there’s no need for modern disturbances,” the man said confidently. At 

that moment Alpo got it. The clocks! That’s what’s missing. The whole place was emptied of 
clocks, watches, digital, analog, all time pieces were gone!

“So, wait… I’m not… Who the fuck are you then?”
“It was good to see the smile on your face… for a change.”
“Who are you? And why the hell have you stolen the…”
“Is the sauna warm already?” the man interjected and left.

III

Alpo was dumb-struck. There he was, standing in the doorway with his half-empty beer, being 
stood off—twice—by a weird, short, chubby guy who refused to reveal his true identity. Sud-
denly a brown card board box caught Alpo’s attention. It was carefully placed under the table 
on the porch. It was full of clocks. This has got to end, Alpo thought decisively. He ran after 
the man, only to notice there was no sign of him. He looked towards the shore. Thick smoke 
was coming out of the sauna chimney. The door was ajar.

Alpo ran to the sauna, swung the door open and—oh sweet Jesus, Mary and the rest of 
the lot—what did he see? “It’s not that hot yet,” the man said and scratched his skin. He was 
completely naked, soaping himself and washing his minuscule private parts. The beer dropped 
from Alpo’s hand. Mouth agape he went back out. “Will you join me?” the man inquired behind 
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the door. Alpo didn’t know what to make of it.
“I… In a bit,” Alpo managed to whimper.
“You dropped your beer,” the man hollered.
“Uh, that’s fine. I’ll get another one.”
“Can I have one too?”
“Sure. Just… just give me a sec.” Alpo returned to the cottage, grabbed a couple of beers 

and—not knowing what else to do—took off his clothes and went to the sauna. He handed a 
beer to the man who was throwing water to the stove like crazy.

“Thanks! Isn’t this life or what?” the man asked and popped the can open.
“Uh-huh,” Alpo mumbled and concentrated on both drinking his beer and evading the 

continuous heat waves coming from the stove.
“Your son called you,” the man said.
“My… son? When?”
“Just twenty minutes ago… or so.”
“Called where?”
“Where? On your mobile of course.”
“It was an unknown number,” Alpo became agitated—just to add some variety to his feelings 

of confusion, anger and slight desperation.
“Unknown for you, I guess,” the man said a tad arrogantly, as if accusing Alpo of being a 

bad father.
“Shut up.”
“Whatever you say,” the man obeyed and concentrated on throwing more water on the stove.
“And stop that!”
“Too much? Sorry.”
“Too much indeed,” Alpo said. They sat in silence for a while. The man scraped his red skin, 

clearly enjoying the heat.
“Now he is calling again,” said the man.
“What?”
“Your phone is ringing.”
“My phone is turned off.”
“Better turn it back on then.”
“What are you… Didn’t you say that in a place like this there’s no need for modern distur-

bances, eh?” There was no response. The man threw more water on the stove. Alpo opened the 
window a bit. The man increased the heat. Alpo was fidgeting, thinking of the man’s words. 
“Oh, bloody hell,” Alpo got up and went outside. The man stayed in and smiled. Soon the phone 
rang. Inaudible discussion followed, for ten minutes. Then, for another five minutes, nothing 
but silent sobbing. Finally, the door opened. Alpo stood there, moved to tears.

“And?” the man asked.
“It was my son. He said he loves me. I told him how much I miss him and his family. He… 

he misses me too.”
“Uh-huh.”
“I asked him to come here.”
“Yes?”
“He’ll be here tomorrow.”
“Great.”
“What’s going on? What now?”
“Now we go for a swim. It’s bloody hot in here!” the man smirked and hurried to the lake.

IV

Alpo stayed in the sauna for five more minutes, lost in his thoughts, tears of gratefulness mixing 
with feelings of forgiveness. His son had forgiven him, not only the disregard of late but also 
the absence of childhood and teenage years. Tomorrow he would mend all the wrongs and lay 
a path of friendship for the years to come. And who was he to thank? This mysterious man with 
some weird telepathic abilities and incredible stamina for hot air—he was the one to thank! 
Wait, where is he now? Swimming?

Alpo went outside and tried to spot the man in the lake. Nothing. No one in the water. No 
one at the pier. No one at the porch. Alpo looked at his water-stained clothes on the porch. His 
wallet was lying on top of the pile of clothes. What on earth? Did I? Alpo tried to remember 
but couldn’t recall taking out his wallet. He looked inside. All the money was gone. Shocked, 
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he collected his clothes, the mobile phone and a wallet that had only a moment ago guarded 
some five hundred Euros. He ran to the cottage buck naked. No sign of the man. Quickly he 
dialed the emergency number once again. 

“Emergency service. How can I help you?” the same voice answered as before.
“It’s me!” Alpo cried out.
“What has happened?” the official asked.
“I called you before about the… the man at my cottage!”
“Oh yes, the fish man.”
“I have been robbed!”
“By the fish man?”
“Yes! He tricked me!”
“And what seems to be missing?”
“First just the clocks, and the electricity…”
“The fish man stole your clocks… and electricity?”
“Yes, well I found the clocks, but then the money… Oh my god!” Alpo shouted out as he 

realized that his car was missing as well.
“What’s happening?”
“He has taken my car!” Alpo cried out looking at the parking lot that had nothing but 

the bicycle left. That, in fact, had been repaired. “And fixed the bicycle that I ran over. I can’t 
believe this!”

“You ran over a fish man’s bicycle and in revenge he steals your clocks, electricity, money 
and a car?”

“It sounds crazy when you put it like that.”
“It does.”
“Help me!”
“Listen, prick, I don’t have time for this. If you need help we’ll send a car to pick you up and 

you can relax for the night in the…”
“No, you don’t understand!”
“No, I don’t. Stop calling here.” The call disconnected. 

V

Meanwhile, in the nearby town, a 1989 Toyota Carina came to a halt next to a pub. The short 
mysterious man stepped out and walked to the bouncer who was in a heated conversation with 
a young displeased gentleman who had probably utilized the wardrobe of his older relatives. 
An oversized collar shirt, a poorly knotted tie, smart yet baggy pants and black leather shoes 
three sizes too big made him look like a shrunken balloon.

“Good evening. What seems to be the issue here?” the man queried.
“This bloke claims to be eighteen but refuses to show his ID.”
“I am eighteen!” the boy shouted, spit coming out of his mouth.
“Yeah, and I am happy to let you in,” the bouncer said sarcastically.
“Really?”
“No! Get lost!”
“Mind if I have a word?” the man took the boy by the collar and escorted him behind the 

corner. The boy was so surprised that he didn’t fight back. The bouncer was seemingly happy 
to be left alone.

“Let go of me!” the boy shouted. The man let go.
“So, how old are you?”
“Eighteen.”
“I’m not the bouncer.”
“Fine, seventeen and a half.”
“And why is that a problem?”
“What? It’s… I’m underage, get it?”
“Under age for what?”
“To enter the pub for crying out loud!”
“What’s your spiritual age?”
“Excuse me?”
“Do you feel that you are an old soul?”
 “What have you been drinking?”
“A beer.”
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“What? Uh, fuck it. I’m outta here!” the boy hissed and was about to leave.
“Maybe I can help you.”
“I don’t need your help.”
“But you want to get in?”
“Well, yeah, but…”
“So, let’s go,” the man ordered, took the boy by his arm and walked him to the door. “It’s 

alright. He’s with me,” the man said to the bouncer, slipping a 100-euro note to his hand dis-
creetly. The baffled bouncer quickly pocketed the money, blushed and opened the door for them.

“Hey, thanks! How did you…”
“What would you like to drink?”
“I can pay for my own drinks, thank you very much.”
“No need. Alpo Rytkönen pays.”
“Umm… Jack and ginger then, but don’t get any funny ideas. I’m not going to be your bitch 

or anything!”
“Who are they?”
“What? Who are who?”
“Jack? Ginger?”
“Are you taking a piss?”
“Oh, I could. Here, you order,” the man gave a note to the boy and hurried to the toilet. The 

boy just stood there in his wrinkled balloon clothes, mouth open, staring at the fifty-euro note 
in his hand. It started raining outside.

The bouncer followed the man and stopped him before he entered the toilet. “I can’t accept 
this,” he said with a serious face, holding the note in his hand.

“Come on! Live a little! Pay it forward,” the man smiled.
“It’s corruption!”
“It’s a gift!”
“From whom, if I may ask?”
“From… Alpo Rytkönen.”

Moments later, the man and the boy were sitting at a table near the window. Based on the 
empty glasses on the table, it had been quite a few moments already. “Old, very, very old,” the 
boy said suddenly with a sullen face.

“Your spiritual age?” the man asked, just to be sure.
“Yes. I… This feels pointless.”
“Life?”
“Yes, life. Sometimes I pray…”
“I know.”
“What?”
“You are here for a purpose but for now… would you like to have some fun?”
“Cheers for that,” the boy raised his Jack Daniels Ginger Ale.
“No, I mean, real fun. Would you like to get out of this town?”
“With you?”
“No, alone.”
“Sure. Yes. More than ever. But…”
“Insufficient funds?”
“Broke as hell!”
“Put it there. Your account number,” the man passed him a beer coaster and a pen.
“What?”
“Write down your bank account number and I’ll see what I can do.”
“Are you kidding me?” the boy asked. The man didn’t respond so he obeyed and wrote 

down the number.
“Do you have internet in your cell phone?”
“Uh-huh.”
“Give it to me, please.”
“No way.”
“Give it to me for ten minutes and go to the ATM to check your balance.
“You just walk away with my phone.”
“Listen, Rikhard, you have to start trusting people.”
“Woah! I never told you my name! How do you…”
“You just wrote it down on the beer coaster.”
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“Oh, well, okay. I’ll play your game. I’ve got nothing to lose.”
“That’s right.”
“If I stay here my dad will force me to go to the army.”
“That’s not a place for you.”
“Tell me about it. So, what’s the catch?” Rikhard asked and handed him the phone. He took 

it and started the browser.
“The catch is that you go to Helsinki, meet a woman and take good care of her.”
“A woman?”
“Yes, Päivi. You do like women, don’t you?”
“Uh… of course, but I’m not going to be anyone’s sex slave!”
“I don’t know what she wants. You find out.”
“No strings attached?”
“No.”
“How am I supposed to get there?”
“Can you drive?”
“I don’t have a driver’s license.”
“I didn’t ask that.”
“Yes, I can drive.”
“Here,” the man handed him the car keys and continued fiddling with the phone, “The car is 

parked next to the pub.” Rikhard was flabbergasted. “Almost done. There. Here’s your phone.”
“Thanks. What did you do?”
“Go to the ATM. Then you’re ready to go.”
“But…”
“What are you waiting for?”
“I can’t drive now.”
“Why?”
“I’ve had a few drinks.”
“You said you could drive.”
“Yes, but what if the police…”
“How many more excuses do you have? There’s a woman waiting for you in Helsinki, you 

have the transportation, you have the money. What else do you need?”
“Nothing, I guess.”
“So go,” the man ordered. Rikhard got up, went out, looked for an ATM, withdrew a bunch 

of notes and started jumping of joy. He showed two thumbs up towards the pub and ran for 
the car. He started it and maneuvered to the road.

At the same time Alpo Rytkönen cycled to the yard. He raised his fist towards the car, 
exhausted and beaten by the rain. “Stooop!” he shouted but had no energy left for a chase. 
He saw the back lights disappear in the distance. “You bastard! Why do you do this to me?”

The man and the bouncer stared at him amused. “Are you looking for me?” the man hollered.
“You! But…” Alpo pointed first in the distance, then towards the man, not believing his eyes. 

“My car. I thought. You! You got some explaining to do!” Alpo started approaching the man.
“I gave it away.”
“You what?”
“I gave away your car. Hope you don’t mind.”
“You, little!” Alpo started towards the man with a raised fist. The bouncer stopped him 

and forced him to the ground violently. Alpo hit his head and whimpered under the colossal 
weight of the bouncer.

“Let him be!” the man shrieked alarmed.
“You know this guy?” the bouncer asked, letting go of Alpo.
“That’s Alpo Rytkönen.”
“Oh… Oooh! I’m sorry Mr. Rytkönen. Forgive me mister. If you need a ride I can drive 

you after my shift…”
“Mister?” Alpo looked even more perplexed as the bouncer helped him back up. “What 

the hell is going on?”
“I’ll explain everything,” the man said. “Here, you might need these later,” he handed Alpo 

two slips of paper and went in. Alpo followed, examining the papers.
“What are these? What, what, what? These are my…”
“Your internet bank info.”
“You stole these too?”
“Yes.”
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VI

Alpo Rytkönen looked miserable, sipping a beer and shaking his head. The man observed him 
with an understanding look on his face. “You’ve ruined my life,” Alpo sobbed.

“You asked for this,” the man replied.
“Listen to yourself! You come to my life, uninvited. You take my money. You let someone 

steal my car and—mind you, I still can’t believe this part is true—you send him to take away 
my fiancée!”

“In a nutshell… yes.”
“How could I ever ask for something like this?”
“Well, you did, on your way here.”
“What are you talking about?”
“You prayed.”
“I didn’t…”
“You did.”
“Okay, I did, but I would never… Wait a minute. How do you know that? I never… Who 

are you?”
“I am you.”
“What?”
“You create your reality.”
“Stop this bullshit!”
“You want to stop this now?”
“Yes! I wish I had never met you. Yes, yes, yes! I want you out of my life right on this instant! 

I want everything to be the way it was!”
“Okay,” the man said and left to the toilet.
“Come back! Hey, I’m talking to you!” Alpo ordered. He was furious. People in the bar turned 

to see him rush to the toilet. Alpo entered the men’s room. No one was there.

VII

The next morning Alpo woke up at the summer cottage. Someone, maybe himself, had tucked 
him in. He had a terrible headache. The door had been fixed. He crawled out to make sure 
the car would be there. It wasn’t. He checked his wallet. Empty. He rushed back in to look at 
the phone. The unknown number was still in the registry. Damn, I have to shape up, my son 
is coming, Alpo thought to himself. He went for a swim and shaved. He had a bit of breakfast 
and then sat down on the porch to wait. He looked at the watch constantly. He waited. And 
waited. And… the son never came.

Next day he walked to the town and withdrew his remaining savings, just about enough 
for a bus ticket to Helsinki.

He dragged himself to his apartment, only to find it empty. Päivi had left. No note. Nothing.
He slept on it.
He checked his email to see if there was anything from Päivi. No. There wasn’t. But there 

was an email from the company. Downsizing had begun. Unfortunately, according to the overly 
polite yet unforgiving email, Alpo Rytkönen would have to go. There was another email from 
someone called Riku3000. It simply said: “thank you”. He didn’t know what it meant so he 
deleted it as a spam.

He slept on it again. He slept surprisingly well.
In the morning he woke up with the thought: I’m free.

VIII

Now, all this would sound a little bit too straightforward and easy, if it wasn’t for the fact that 
this time, for once, it had been in fact Alpo Rytkönen who assumed the responsibility for his 
own faith. When he had taken the bus to Helsinki he had felt beaten and miserable. He had felt 
that he had run out of money—and luck—and that the security he had fought for practically 
all of his life had vanished overnight.

Sitting on that bus, he had realized that he was continuing the same pattern of behavior that 
he had always practiced. He had not seen the opportunity in adversity. He had taken credit for 
all of his achievements, yet blamed everything to bad luck when things didn’t go his way. Earlier, 
every time shit had hit the fan, there were all kinds of mysterious men he would blame before 
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even considering taking a look in the mirror. By continuously choosing anger and bitterness 
as his preferred modus operandi he had, not surprisingly, grown very bitter and very angry.

Now, however, he realized that although on the outset this funny thing called fate seemed to 
be strangling the last bits of energy out of him, it was him, Alpo Rytkönen, who could decide, 
who could face the fate, acknowledge it and boldly walk the other way. At that moment, sitting 
in that bus, he started questioning his impulsive idea to go back to Helsinki. What is waiting 
for me there? Why would it be so much better to be there than here in nature? Can I afford 
to continue on this path of false security? For a passing moment he hoped that the bus would 
break down and he could set out on an adventure but as soon as he heard a familiar screech 
from the gear box of the bus he quickly took back his wish—not wanting to cause any trouble 
for the other passengers—and pressed the overhead stop button.

The perplexed driver let him out in the middle of nowhere. Yet this time, for Alpo, it was 
somewhere. Stranded there, on the small empty road, surrounded by nothing but trees—
birches, aspens, alders and an occasional spruce (he had never before bothered naming the 
trees)—Alpo was proud of himself. He had absolutely no idea where to go, nor how, why or 
with whom he would go there but he knew he was going somewhere. He was just fine and 
dandy with his newly found cluelessness. He smiled and breathed in the crisp early-autumn 
air. A text message arrived:

Sorry dad. Had to run for the hospital.
The boy came early. Runs in the family? :)
See you soon! Love you!

The happy new grandpa was oblivious to the fact that he substantially lacked survival skills and 
he probably would have died on this empty road if it wasn’t for the helpful bouncer who was 
on his way to Helsinki for a job interview—one particular job at the emergency service, left 
vacant by a young officer who was tired of hearing crazy stories of “fish men” and the like. The 
bouncer—don’t worry we are not going to dwell any longer than necessary in this particular 
life story (after all it’s just a perspective to the same human experience)—had also rejuvenated 
his thirst for life, having found the willingness to help others by being grateful for the gifts he 
received and then “paying it forward” for others. For second time already, he was happy to give 
a ride to Alpo Rytkönen—a man who had, somewhat unknowingly, changed his life forever.

Also Päivi was touched by Alpo’s (unintended) gesture of goodwill. Rikhard had appeared 
at her door, telling her that he had come to take care of her and to make her happy, exactly 
as a man called Alpo Rytkönen had wished for. Rikhard had explained that Alpo had given 
him a large donation so he could take care of her. She had refused the offer politely, thanked 
Rikhard and closed the door in front of him. She had then proceeded to pack her rucksack. 
She felt free. She left… somewhere.

And Rikhard? Well, he wasn’t too badly hurt in the process. He was last spotted in Madrid, 
trying to acquire LSD from an undercover cop who will soon be a colleague of a young officer 
from Finland whose career in the emergency service was not entirely satisfying.

One could write this of as a fanciful fairytale if it wasn’t, in fact, a true story. I’d like to 
remind you that Alpo Rytkönen represents all those middle-aged, middle-sized, over-weight, 
over-worked, highly educated, highly praised, under-paid, under-achievers that we all are, 
we’ve all been or one day will be.



Norm Breaker
Dedicated to those who dare

The audition

A self-centered theatre director yawns behind the table, next to his assistant. It is the 
first round of auditions for his play If the walls could speak. All the roles in the play are filled—
all but one, the leading actress. He has been receiving young talented actresses for the whole 
morning but has found only one or two suitable candidates for the role. His assistant does all 
the paperwork so that he can concentrate on evaluating the first impression. The director is so 
talented he can tell in a blink of an eye if an actress has talent or not. Routine bores him. And 
this part of casting, in his mind, is as boring as it gets.

A beautiful red-haired actress tiptoes to the table, sits down and says: “I came for the audition.”
“We knoooow,” the director yawns and hardly looks the candidate in the eye.
The short-sighted assistant rubs his wrist, picks up the pen again and prepares to ask the 

same questions for the hundredth time. “Name?” he asks wryly.
“Vicky Valentine,” she chirps. The assistant writes it down.
“Age?”
“Twenty-eight.”
“Sex?”
“Umm, female.”
The assistant looks at her behind his goggles and tilts his head. “What’s the ‘umm’ for?” the 

director asks. “Aren’t you sure of your gender?”
“What? Yes, of course. But…”
“No buts,” the director says.
“But you were looking for twenty-five to thirty years old female actresses. Why all these 

questions? Isn’t it obvious that…”
“Neeext!” the director shouts and yet another actress leaves, teary-eyed. “We got to find 

someone outstanding before tea-time,” the director notes to his assistant.
In comes Norm Breaker, not an actress at all but an ordinary guy, on the outset. If you knew 

Norm, you’d say he is, in fact, quite extraordinary. See, the thing with Norm is that he’s one of 
those guys who figured out he is a free individual who is not tied to social norms, that life is 
whatever he makes out of it. He came into this conclusion just recently, some ten months ago, 
and ever since that his life has been a roller coaster of positive surprises and unusual events. 
More about those later. Now he has an audition to attend.

He puts down his brown leather rucksack, sits behind the table, wearing his favorite green 
turtle neck, a brown tweed jacket and smart beige pants. His attire, combined with his brushy 
moustache and carefully combed hair, makes him look like a second-hand aristocrat—a look 
he was going for today. Well, to be frank, this is his usual look. He doesn’t care much about 
appearance.

The assistant is preoccupied with his paperwork and the director concentrates on counting 
the tiles in the ceiling. The assistant asks monotonously: “Naaame?”
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“Norm Breaker,” Norm says matter-of-factly, in his obviously masculine voice. The director 
almost falls from the chair and jumps up. The assistant drops the pen and straightens his back 
to look at Norm curiously.

“Well, this one definitely is outstanding,” the director laughs and takes his seat again.
“You are aware this part is for a young female actress?” the assistant asks.
“Indeed,” Norm answers.
“Okay, well… Age?”
“Forty-two,” he responds. The assistant writes it down.
“What are you doing? Gimme that!” the director grabs the pen out of the assistant’s hand, 

clearly annoyed.
“Sir, we are an equal opportunity employer. Therefore we are required to interview all can-

didates regardless of age, race, religion, personal beliefs, disabilities or gender,” the assistant 
explains sardonically.

“Hmph,” the director says and throws the pen back to the assistant. He gives Norm and 
angry stare.

“Sex?” the assistant continues.
“You got to be kidding me,” the director mumbles to himself.
“Yes, please,” Norm answers with a grin.
The director jumps up and leans on the table. He shouts: “Who the hell are you and why 

are you here wasting my precious time?”
“I am Norm Breaker and I’m here to represent Marielle Edwards,” Norm explains.
“Of course… not Edward Marielle?”
“No.”
“And who the hell is this Marielle supposed to be?”
“She’s an actress, twenty-six, female… very talented, if I may add.”
“Are you her agent or something?”
“No.”
“So, why isn’t she here herself?”
“She doesn’t do first round auditions anymore.”
“Doesn’t do… Hmph,” the director is speechless for a while. “Well, do you have her resume 

or something?”
“No, but I have her phone number. Here,” Norm says and hands him a beer coaster with a 

hand-written phone number. The director looks at him in disbelief.
“And how long have you known this Marielle Edwards?”
“About a week.”
“A weeek?”
“Yes, we met in a bar.”
“Of course you did. And how the hell are you supposed to know she has talent?”
“She faked an orgasm like a real actress and in the morning when the husband came home 

early from a business trip, she put on a real show,” Norm explains.
(Did I fail to mention that Norm had also adopted a way of communication known as 

“radical honesty”?)
The director starts to laugh. The assistant, who has been silent all this time, joins the laughter. 

Norm remains calm. “Okay, you’ve made my day, Mr. Breaker. We’ll give her a call.”
“Thank you for your time,” Norm collects his rucksack and makes his way out.
“Unbelievable character,” the director smiles, shakes his head and looks at him go.
It so turns out that Marielle Edwards is called to the second round of auditions, without 

even knowing there ever was the first round. She impresses the director profoundly and gets the 
part. When she finds out who helped her she calls Norm to thank him and offers him twenty 
per cent of her fee as a reward. He kindly refuses. She asks if Norm would like to come over 
next weekend. He kindly refuses. She asks if Norm could explain his weird behavior. He kindly 
refuses. She asks if Norm could go and fuck himself. He kindly refuses to answer.

Next day Norm receives an SMS from her. “I still owe you one,” it says. Norm sighs and 
wonders why people are so fixed with the idea of indebtedness. He sighs again and swears 
never to give his phone number to any girl anymore.

Dating

One would assume that anyone with Norm’s modest looks would have hard time hitting on 
girls. Quite the contrary, Norm has found that lately his luck with women has turned. Ever 
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since his life changed he has not been interested in long-term relationships, but he does enjoy 
casual sex like any other man. So, he goes out a lot. However, his philosophy is that if he doesn’t 
find a girl in less than half an hour, it’s pointless to stay longer.

Norm goes to a cozy British Pub late on one Friday evening, 11:32 PM to be precise. He has 
never been in this bar before but he does find it promising. For he is there for one single reason: 
not to go home alone. There are several attractive women, some chatting at the bar, some seated 
at tables, some in a group of girls, some with men, one alone. The one alone is a waitress. 
Most girls, however, are on the dance floor in the back. Norm is not much of a dancer and he 
appreciates that the music is not too loud, so it’s possible to converse. Norm approaches two 
girls at the bar, a less attractive blonde and a more attractive brunette. He doesn’t say anything 
because the girls are engaged in a conversation. They notice him but try to ignore him. Shortly, 
however, his presence starts freaking them out.

“Why are you standing there, not saying anything?” the blonde finally snaps.
“Wouldn’t it be rude to interrupt?” Norm answers. The girls giggle. They find him funny. 

“Would you like to dance?” he asks the blonde.
“Yeah, why not,” she answers, puts her drink on the bar and stands down from the high bar 

chair that’s made out of an old saddle. She takes a few steps in the direction of the dance floor 
but finds that Norm is not following her.

“Hi-ho silver!” Norm has climbed the saddle and spins around wildly, making the attractive 
brunette laugh.

“Well, are you coming?” the blonde asks perplexed.
“Oh no. I’m not much of a dancer. You go ahead. I’ll keep your seat warm in the meantime,” 

Norm says and flashes a wide smile. The baffled blonde disappears.
“Well, that was something I’ve never seen before,” the brunette says and introduces herself, 

“Hi, my name is Caitlin!”
“What’s your major?”
“Excuse me?”
“I couldn’t help noticing the book in your purse. You are a student, aren’t you?”
“Oh, that. Yes. Women’s studies.”
“My favorite!” Norm rejoices. “Can I ask you a question?”
“Shoot!”
“Bang, bang, bang!” Norm pretends to be shooting and takes another spin on the saddle. 

Caitlin doesn’t find this funny. “Here I am, making an ass of myself, aren’t I?”
“Yes, you are,” she giggles. “What was the question?”
“Oh, that. Do you concur that men and women should have an equal standing in society?”
“I… I concur,” Caitlin laughs at the funny choice of words.
“Would you then say that it’s time to shed the patriarchal customs in our society?”
“Uh, of course.”
“That men shouldn’t treat women differently just because they are women. Or that women 

should treat the men same way as they’ve been treated in the past. Am I right?”
“Yes. So?”
“So, would you buy me a glass of wine please?” Norm says and leans forward to her expec-

tantly, blinking his eyes like a cute little puppy.
“I… uh,” Caitlin hesitates for a while but goes for her purse nevertheless, “Sure… why not”. 

Still confused about what happened, Caitlin orders 12 centiliters of Merlot and passes it to Norm.
“Thank you very much! Have a great night!” Norm bows, takes the glass, and starts walk-

ing away.
“Wait!” Caitlin runs after him. Norm turns. “What… What’s your name?”
“Norm Breaker.”
“Are you kidding me?”
“Nope, that’s my name and breaking norms is my game.”
“You can say that again.”
“That’s my name and… ”
“Stop it! Silly!” She interjects and writes something on a napkin. “Hey, here’s my number 

if you want to talk more… about anything. You seem like an interesting guy, quite unlike the 
others here,” she says, glances around and then gives him a napkin with her number on it.

“I do enjoy casual sex like any other man,” he states with a serious face. Caitlin giggles. 
“How soon can I call you?”

“As soon as you want,” Caitlin replies and blinks flirtatiously.
Norm downs the wine, gives her the empty glass and walks out the bar, exactly at 11:49 PM. 
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He waits for a minute. 11:50 PM Caitlin’s phone rings. Unknown number. She picks up anyways.
“Hello, Caitlin speaking. Who is this?”
“Hi, it’s Norm. Remember me?”
She looks outside and Norm waves at her behind the window. “Hi… you,” she giggles, “That 

was quick.”
“Why waste time when the opportunity arises?”
“Exactly.”
“Listen, why don’t you go tell your friend that you’ve left home with a total stranger who 

took her seat?”
“Ha-ha!” she laughs, but stops when she realizes Norm wasn’t kidding. “No, I couldn’t.”
“Why not? I would love to have an equal opportunity to spend time with you.”
“Okay, give me a minute.” She hangs up and goes to talk to her friend. 11:59 PM she kisses 

Norm for the first time. They go together to her place.

Caitlin enjoys Norm’s company, until early morning. Norm enjoys the fact that she is not an 
actress. Late in the afternoon, Norm is finally about to leave. He’s putting on his shoes at the 
door. Caitlin leans on the door in her sexy gown. “Can I have your number before you go?” 
she asks seductively.

“Why should I give you my number?”
She looks surprised. “So we can do this again, silly!”
“I don’t want to do this again.”
“What, I thought you liked it?”
“I did. It was wonderful. Thank you!” Norm stands up and reaches for the door handle.
“Thank you? THANK YOU!?! Is that it? You’re not going anywhere before you explain this 

behavior!”
“What? I told you I was into casual sex, like any other man. What more is there to understand?”
“But… You pig! I thought you were all about equality and appreciating women and…”
“I appreciate you very much,” Norm cuts in and strokes her hair affectionately.
“Norm, I really like you. Don’t you see a beautiful relationship starting here?”
“The relationship started last night around 11:35. It ends here at,” he looks at his watch, “four 

twenty-eight.”
Caitlin sighs. “I don’t get you! Is this some sort of a game for you?”
“No.”
“What was all that norm-breaking then? You wanted to prove that an average-looking guy 

like you, with a receding hair line if I may add, can score with… well, you know what I mean.”
“Yes, exactly.”
“Nooorm, that’s so mean!”
“No, it’s just honest.”
“But… couldn’t you break the norm that an ugly guy like you could date a hot girl like me? 

Right now you’re an asshole but you’re so different… and great in bed. The things you did 
with your…”

“Thank you. But no thanks,” Norm refuses and fidgets uncomfortably in the doorway. She 
is still blocking the way.

“Do you enjoy this kind of life?”
“Yes, very much thank you. In fact, I have some plans. And if I’d have anything more with 

you I might not be able to carry out those plans.”
“What kind of plans?”
“The secret kind.”
“Tell me!”
“If I told you it wouldn’t be a secret anymore, now would it?”
“Fine. Go!”
“Thank you.”
“Asshole.”
“Could you…” he motions at the door. She moves aside.
“But, wait!” she yells and grabs him gently by the shoulder. She pulls him closer. They kiss. 

“Where are you going now? Couldn’t you stay for one more night?”
“No. I’m going to the dress-makers.”
Norm leaves.

Halloween
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One thing Norm dislikes the most is the forced celebrations, especially the new American 
traditions… unless he gets a piece of the action.

It’s Halloween and the neighborhood kids are on their Trick or Treat tour. They are hugely 
successful. Adults give them not only candy but part of their hard-earned money. The kids 
become greedy and decide to split so that they can cover more area during the night.

One of them, little Jacob Muenstler, ends up with the shortest straw and thus has to go to 
the Breaker house—a house that Norm inherited from his late grandmother who disappeared 
mysteriously a decade ago, a house that has not been properly maintained ever since, a house 
that looks like it is haunted by all sorts of ghouls. In fact, it is rumored that the dead grandma’s 
ghost still lives in the house.

With shivering hands little Jacob Muenstler rings the Breaker door bell. Nothing happens. He 
doesn’t even hear the ring. Probably the door bell is busted, he rightfully assumes. He wouldn’t 
mind if no one opened the door. Not the grandma, not the grandma, he thinks to himself. The 
floor boards creak and add to little Jacob Muenstler’s anxiety. Finally he gathers his courage 
and knocks on the door. Nothing.

Little Jacob Muenstler is about to turn on his heels when the door suddenly opens and a 
horrid werewolf attacks him, growling like a beast. The little Jacob Muenstler freezes on the 
spot and cries out to momma. The beast howls to the moon, spreading its huge claws in the air. 
A trickle of urine wets the Little Jacob Muenstler’s pants. He drops his sweets and runs away, 
as quickly as he possibly can, without looking back. The hideous werewolf unmasks himself.

Norm Breaker has done it again. He laughs at his gag, collects the candy and retreats indoors 
to wait for the next victim. The next one never comes. Little Jacob Muenstler must have told 
his friends of the horrid beast. Little Jacob Muenstler’s parents never appear at the door either. 
“Too bad,” Norm says to himself. He eats candy and sips tea by the fire.

On the cold night the werewolf costume keeps him warm, even as the fire dies out.

Free day

Ever since Norm resigned from his meaningless clerk job, he has had a lot of free time. Now 
he has both free time and a werewolf costume. After breakfast, and some morning grooming, 
the werewolf sets out to the city for some sight-seeing.

The werewolf walks briskly towards a bus stop. On the way a post-man sees the werewolf. 
He stops pushing his cart, rubs his sleepy eyes and just stares at the werewolf. “Good day,” the 
werewolf says and gives a slight nod as he passes him. The post man turns around in disbelief 
and looks at the werewolf go. The werewolf notices he is being observed. He stops and returns 
to the post man.

“What, you got something for me?”
“Uh… ahem… what?”
“Mail. Would you have some mail for me?”
“Umm… name?”
“Wolf,” the werewolf says.
The post-man goes through his cart and scratches his head occasionally. Looking, look-

ing, looking, but not finding anything he turns back to the werewolf who just waits patiently. 
Seeing the hideous creature he thinks better of it and double checks. Still nothing. “I’m sorry 
Mr Wolf. Nothing for you… today.”

“Rooooaaaaar!” the werewolf howls disappointed. The post-man takes distance. “Nothing? 
Nothing for me? Raaaargh!” the roar intensifies and the post-man gallops away, abandoning 
his cart.

The werewolf laughs. Then he sees the bus approaching the bus stop behind him. He makes 
a run for it.

The bus comes to a halt. The door opens. The werewolf runs, runs and runs.
Three other people get in the bus. Patiently the bus driver makes sure even the last one of 

them, an elderly lady with a shopping bag, gets in. The werewolf is almost at the bus. “Waaait!” 
he shouts but the furry mask makes it sound more like “Braaapt!”

The driver is about to close the door when a huge claw bars the door open. “Braaaapt!” 
a hideous werewolf howls. The alarmed bus driver almost jumps through the side window. 
The werewolf creeps into the bus and gasps for air in exhaustion. On the front seat little Jacob 
Muenstler starts crying.

Slowly the bus driver reaches for the gear and the bus starts moving. Since the werewolves 
are apparently entitled to a free ride, he just sits down in the front, next to little Jacob Muenstler, 
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who stops crying immediately. He shivers on his seat and just stares out of the side window. A 
smell of urine fills the bus. People in the back are whispering to each other, probably blaming 
the smell on the beast.

At the central bus station the werewolf exits the bus and looks up to the blue sky. Two things 
catch his attention: a row of sky-scrapers in the distance and the white moon above them. How 
appropriate, the werewolf thinks and gets into the backseat of a cab that is parked nearby. The 
cab driver reads a newspaper. He doesn’t seem to be in a rush. The back door slams shut. “Where 
to?” he asks, still eyeing on the comics page. “There!” the werewolf groans, leans forward and 
points at the moon through the windshield. Seeing the enormous claw next to his head the 
driver quickly folds away the newspaper and ignites the engine. “Certainly, uh, Sir. Right away, 
Sir,” he blabbers and speeds off towards the sky scrapers.

The werewolf gets out of the cab, again without paying, and looks up to the top of the high-
rise building. It appears to be some sort of a combined office building and a mall.

The werewolf goes in through the revolving door and passes a metal detector that starts 
beeping wildly. Must be the belt, he thinks. The security guard stands up. He sees the werewolf 
staring right at him with its red eyes. He takes a step back and sits down again, as if nothing 
happened.

The werewolf takes an elevator. He pushes the top floor button that has “restaurants” written 
next to it. Relaxing elevator music plays as the floor numbers are lit one by one. The werewolf 
taps its claws on the wall rhythmically and hums to itself. Every so often the elevator stops, 
the door slides open and the werewolf sees surprised people who, on second thought, prefer 
to take the stairs instead.

At the restaurant floor the werewolf decides against vegetarian cuisine and walks into a steak 
house. He sits at the table, takes the napkin, opens it and folds it neatly on his lap. A waiter who 
has been pre-occupied arranging the table next to him, finally turns around and is about to say 
something. Instead he just stands there and stares at the beast mouth agape.

“Hungry!” the werewolf exclaims. The waiter starts laughing. The werewolf stares at him 
with its menacing red eyes. The laughter stops. Two other waiters spot the new arrival and come 
closer. One of them is dressed differently. He appears not to be a waiter, but the manager. By 
now the werewolf has caught the attention of all other customers as well.

“Excuse me, sir, is this some kind of a candid camera or what?” the manager asks.
“No! I’m hungry!”
“Very well sir…”
“Wolf.”
“Yes, what would you like to have?”
“Blooood!” the werewolf howls.
“Just… blood?”
“Or a full-sized cow.”
“Let me see what we can arrange,” the manager leaves and hushes away the waiters: “Back 

to work! You, follow me in the kitchen.” The manager disappears into the kitchen with a waiter. 
Slowly the people in other tables turn their heads back to their plates, not knowing how to react, 
having a werewolf observe as they feast. Next fifteen minutes or so are quite uninteresting, 
unless you want to hear me explain how it looks like when a werewolf munches on breadsticks, 
almost chokes on one of them and then spills water all over his fur.

Finally the waiter is back with a wide grin. “Sorry for the delay, Sir,” he apologizes and places 
a huge plate with a mega-size raw steak on the table.

“Rarrrarrraar!” the werewolf bites into the blood-trickling steak. Alarmed, the waiter stumbles 
away, trips on his own feet and falls on the floor, pulling a full serving down with him as he 
instinctively tries to hold on to a fancy white table cloth. He gathers the cutlery, broken plates 
and candles and apologizes to Mr. Wolf and the rest of the customers.

In the meantime, the werewolf devours the delicious steak in a record time. The manager 
comes to shake his claw and says it’s on the house. Good, because I didn’t bring my wallet. See, 
werewolves don’t have pockets.

On his way down the werewolf visits the mall. Most of it is unappealing to Mr. Wolf: ladies’ 
hand bags, accessories, expensive clothing and the sorts. He’s about to leave when he sees an 
interesting place—a place that sells guns and ammunition.

The werewolf walks into the store. The walls are lined with rifles, shotguns, handguns and all 
sorts of hunting paraphernalia. A bald guy, who wears a patched hunter’s west, stands behind 
the counter and plays with his mobile phone. When he sees the werewolf entering the store he 
doesn’t quite know what to make of it. “How… can I help you?” he asks.
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“Do you have silver bullets?”
“Umm,” the bald guy looks briefly behind him on the shelf, sweeps his bald head in bewil-

derment and then turns back to Mr. Wolf, “No, we don’t have silver bullets.”
“Good,” the werewolf says and leaves.
Next to the gun shop is a travel agency. The werewolf takes a peek inside. A lovely girl with 

braces, apparently of Asian family background, smiles to him behind the counter. The werewolf 
walks in. “Hi there! You have a nice smile.”

“Even with these?” she asks and points at her braces.
“Especially with those.”
“And you, sir, have a nice fur. Do you mind if I pet you?”
“Not at all,” the werewolf says and leans closer. She strokes and tickles and fondles his fur. 

He purrs when she scratches him behind the ear. Ultimately, he takes distance again and looks 
at the girl, tilting his head. “You are very nice to me.”

“And it’s very nice of you not to bite me,” the girl says and squints her eyes adorably.
“Listen, would you do me a favor, please?”
“What kind of favor?”
“Well, you know, I’ve been thinking of going somewhere far away… or away, at least. But 

these days it’s damn hard to travel if you happen to look a bit different.”
The girl laughs. “I think I understand you,” she responds.
“I think so too. Could you help me find a solution to this small dilemma? I mean, if you 

have time.”
“Of course.”
“Thank you so much. Oh, one more thing…”
“Yes?”
“Werewolves don’t carry that much cash around.”
“Ah, that might be a problem.”
“No, no, no. If you have an internet connection on that computer I could make a transfer to 

your personal account, so you could book the trip for me. How does that sound?”
“Sure, but are you saying werewolves have bank accounts?”
“We own the banks, for crying out to moon!”
She laughs again. She then asks: “Do werewolves carry cell phones?”
“Why?”
“Before you disappear to do your shape shifting or whatever the hell you werewolves like 

to do, would you give me your number?”
“Why would I do that?”
“Don’t get me wrong. I trust you. I just want to make sure I’m not dealing with some weirdo 

who’s on some drug-induced Halloween-overdrive. I might want to see you again.”
“Wow! No one ever said anything so sweet to me before.”
“Really? So, can I have it?”
“Yes,” he says, takes a pen and writes his number on her arm.
“Thank you.”
“Just in case you try to catch me when I least expect it, I checked already: the gun shop 

doesn’t have any silver bullets.”
And again she laughs. And again. And again. In fact she has such a good time with Mr. Wolf 

that she decides to quit her job, then and there, and join him for the travels, without even know-
ing what he looks like behind the mask. She doesn’t care much about the appearance either.

The last riddle

During the next weeks, some of Norm’s friends and lovers try to reach him but his cell phone 
is disconnected and there’s no one at home. The worried friends contact Norm’s mother who 
eventually reports him missing.

Coincidentally, a shocked and deeply traumatized eyewitness reports a suicide on the 
nearby bridge. The description matches Norm Breaker perfectly. The divers find nothing. Yet 
it is known that the current in the river is strong.

People in the neighborhood—including little Jacob Muenstler’s mother, a post man and 
a bus driver—confirm that Mr. Breaker is a very disturbed individual who could easily have 
suicidal tendencies.

There are also people missing the missing person. One of them is Caitlin, who reveals to 
the police that she now understands why Norm didn’t want to enter in a relationship with her: 
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this must have been Norm’s secret plan, a plan that would have been in danger if he had let 
himself fall in love with her *.

Within a month, the case is closed and Norm Breaker is announced deceased. Preparations 
for the funeral start. The will of the deceased is read for the closest family. His mother, father 
and siblings go through a great trouble to arrange a suitable date for everyone to attend. The 
will is very brief:

Muahhahahaa! I gave it all away! Dead walking in disguise. Go on, just keep the house!
Apart from that the will is nothing but a short list of people Norm wishes to see in his funeral 

and a notion that Merlot should be served in abundance. This causes a bit of an emotional and 
intellectual stir in the family. The will is considered to be his last prank, a riddle.

They soon learn that Norm has withdrawn all of his money from his bank account at a certain 
ATM in a certain mall where a certain werewolf has been lounging around (“dead walking in 
disguise”). A certain gun shop owner confirms the suspected suicidal tendencies: “Why else 
would a werewolf ask for silver bullets?”

“I gave it all away” hardly needs an explanation: Norm had a good heart and wanted to give 
away his earthly possessions right before jumping off of the bridge.

The whole family understands that Norm has thought of their best. Now they don’t have 
to engage in endless arguments of who gets what. In fact, they come to a common agreement 
to move to the grandma’s old house and restore it together, thus honoring the memory of the 
deceased family members.

*) Caitlin later drops out of university and becomes a successful playwright. Critics hail her 
play, a story based on her traumatic one-night stand, a new Romeo and Juliet. Marielle Edwards 
is rumored to be the leading actress.

The funeral

Some weeks later, a small group of people has gathered on a sunny hill side, overlooking the 
sea—which is in all likelihood the final resting place of Mr. Breaker. Two tables of snacks have 
been set for the guests. Little Jacob Muenstler is positively surprised to find the candies he had 
dropped on Norm’s porch there. Merlot is served from the tap that’s been pushed around on 
a cart by the post man. Elevator music plays in the background. There’s an empty casket, with 
nothing inside but the werewolf costume.

Marielle Edwards stands at the cliff with the theatre director, looking at the sea, holding 
hands. She is approached by a peculiar man with orange hair, overgrown facial hair and a hat 
that could have been borrowed from Sherlock Holmes himself. “Hello, Marielle. So good to 
see you here,” he speaks with a funny accent. Marielle just stares at him. He continues: “I mean, 
isn’t it a nice place for remembering such a terrible tragedy?”

“Yes. Oh, yes… I almost didn’t recognize you. It’s been a while, hasn’t it? Honey, this is…”
“Murdoch Beeble… bumbronchaitis. Norm’s cousin. How do you do?” he extends his hand 

for a greeting. The director shakes his hand but excuses himself to get more wine. Murdoch 
and Marielle are left alone.

“Thank you, Marielle. I heard it was quite an act you put together.”
“Not at all. That was the least I could do. I owe my whole career to you.”
“Nonsense.”
“How was the trip?”
“A good start.”
“Where to next?”
“That’s something I shall not disclose. Hope you understand.”
“Still with the Asian chick?”
“American, I’m afraid. But apart from that, she’s just perfect.”
“Who would have guessed that you of all people end up in a steady relationship?”
“Yes, well, now there is nothing but time. And the whole world is my…”
“Oyster?”
“That’s what I was thinking but then I remembered I’m allergic to seafood.”
“Why don’t you go and mingle with the other guests… Murdoch Beeblewhatever,” she sug-

gests and flashes him a wide smile, “We still have many occasions to catch up.”
“It’s great to have a friend like you, Marielle.”
Murdoch, aka Norm, walks to his father who stares at the casket. He addresses him in a 

peculiar gnarling voice: “Grrreat man he was, wasn’t he?” First the father looks at him suspi-
ciously. Then he sighs.
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“He still is an enigma to me. I never really figured him out.”
There’s a long silence. Two of them just stare at the casket. Norm waits to hear more, but 

there’s nothing. “Are you going to hold a eulogy later on?”
The father shrugs. Norm stays there for another long while but the father doesn’t speak. 

“He loved you very much. Still does,” he says, touches him gently on the shoulder and moves 
on. Glancing behind his back he’s trying to see if his father is weeping, but no. Sleeping maybe, 
but not weeping.

Norm sees her mother arranging the snacks at the table for the eleventh time. Just recently 
he has learned that she suffers from early dementia and short-term memory loss. He’s not quite 
sure if she knows what the reason for the party is. He doesn’t quite know how to address her. 
He gives it a go: “Lovely view here. Beautiful service. Great snacks!” The mother stops whatever 
she was doing, turns and looks directly in his eyes.

“Nor…”
“Nor have I introduced myself yet!” Norm hastens to shut his mother’s mouth, afraid to 

break his cover. He grabs her hand and pulls her to the side, away from potential eavesdrop-
pers. Then, without thinking too much, he hugs her, long and emotionally. A few orange hairs 
of his fake beard get stuck on his mother’s hair ornament when he tries to let go. Now, the old 
woman just stares at him and measures him from tip to toe.

“Are you from Scotland by any chance, dear?”
Norm understands she has completely forgotten what just happened. “Oh yes, borrrn in 

Scotland. Trrraveled the worrrld. Home is wherre the hat is, eh?”
“I better put out the snacks. We can’t let the guests go hungry, can we? Excuse me, mister,” 

she says and tiptoes back to the servings.
Hmm, they seem to be alright, Norm thinks. He looks around and sees his younger brother 

and sister hugging and crying. He moves on to them.
“My commisserrrations. What a terrrible trrragedy!” he makes a scene to get their atten-

tion. His brother doesn’t say a word. He just glances at his general direction and gets back to 
consoling his sister who continues crying. “Theerre, theerre,” he puts his hand on her shoulder, 
trying to join in.

“Piss off, freak!” the brother snaps to him. “Can’t you see she’s suffering?”
“Yes, I am verrry sorrry. If therrre’s annything I could do…”
“I don’t think so… unless you turn into a pair of hugely expensive Gucci high heels.”
“I beg yourrr parrrdon?”
“Dude, she just broke the heel of her brand new shoes. Do you have any idea what these 

things cost nowadays?”
Norm is perplexed. She’s crying over a pair of high heels, in her brother’s funeral! Norm 

doesn’t know how to react. Finally he asks: “Can’t she just rrreturrrn them?”
“Yeah, return them to Paris, huh?”
“Just, leave us!” the sister sobs.
“I will. And I won’t miss you either,” he mumbles to his beard.
“Excuse me? What was that?” the brother asks.
“Nothing,” he responds and goes for more wine. Sighing heavily, he pours himself a glass. 

He takes a sip and sees the post man wink at him. He doesn’t know what to make of it and 
inadvertently spills the wine on his beard. Norm feels slightly disappointed. Isn’t anyone even 
going to hold a eulogy, he thinks to himself. Right at that moment, Marielle Edwards calls for 
people’s attention. Slowly everyone gathers around the casket where she stands.

“Thank you everyone for coming. Hope you enjoy the wine and the snacks. There is not 
much program for this funeral, for—as most of you know—Norm wasn’t a very religious man. 
However, Mr. Beeblebumbronchaitis has prepared a few words,” Marielle announces and motions 
him to take the stage. This catches Norm completely by surprise. What’s going on? Why did 
Marielle put me on the spot? What am I to say… in my own funeral? “Murdoch, please,” she 
insists. Norm has no choice but to go in front of everyone.

Feeling awkward, Norm stares into the ground and starts to improvise in a low voice, 
hoping no one recognizes him: “Dearrr frriends, family, honorrred guests… Life is like a box 
of chocolate, said Forrrest Gump.” He looks up and sees his father biting his lip. He faces the 
ground again and continues: “Perhaps he was rrright, perhaps wrrrong…” Someone in the 
back harrumphs. Oh, this is so embarrassing. “…but what if it is us, that arrre the chocolate?”

“Mmmphkhkh,” his sister’s voice carries to the front. He looks up and it’s clear she tries to 
hold her laughter. Bitch! She is laughing at me.

He tries to continue: “Norrrm Breakkerrr was an unusual man. Not verrry attrrractive, not 
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always liked… but a trrruly interrresting charracterrr. He liked to…”
“Oh, bollocks! Cut the act and come here!” his father suddenly interrupts, spreading his 

arms. He comes to Norm to hug him. People laugh and cheer, clapping their hands.
“We love you son!” the mother yells and joins the embrace. Soon the sister and the brother 

do the same.
“Norm, you don’t have to go anywhere. Stay with us in grandma’s house. Let’s fix it together,” 

the sister says. Norm notices that she is bare-footed.
“Let’s fix this family together,” the brother adds.
Norm cries, tears of happiness, and takes off his stupid disguise.
The theater director comes forward and bows. Everyone claps their hands to him and cheer. 

Marielle joins and bows as well. More cheering follows. “Thank you, thank you! Today’s impro-
visation show has been master-minded by the great Marielle Edwards, and choreographed by 
me, your humble servant, the double agent you least expected…”

The father interrupts again and rushes to hug him: “Oh cut the crap! We love you too!”
Right after the fake funeral, the Asian-American chick moves in with Norm. A week later, the 

rest of the family follows. Every day is a new adventure in this house. And every night someone 
claims to see the grandma’s ghost. It is discussed whether she has died after all.



Operation Olive Oil
Dedicated to the people of Pusula

0800 HRS. FRIDAY. BLUNT RESIDENCE.

Sergeant Blunt was relaxing in front of the TV, munching his breakfast sandwich, sipping 
his coffee and flipping through the channels without looking for anything in particular. He was 
55-185-85 (and none of those numbers have anything to do with his formidable chest). He was 
a feared leader who didn’t respect anything but hierarchy, discipline and—the combination of 
the previous two—his wife.

He never left the house without using gel to make his short grey hair as spiky as his personal-
ity, but today both he and his hair were allowed to rest. As a matter of fact, the whole weekend 
was free. Or so he thought before his wife, Amanda, called from the kitchen: “Hoooneyyy?”

Sgt Blunt jumped up alarmed from the comfort of his easy chair. He knew that sound a tad 
too well. It meant trouble, if he didn’t react immediately. Blunt was a fearless man in matters of 
combat. He had served in Iraq and Afghanistan, killed people with both guns and bare hands 
alike. He had been captured, tortured and bullied in school but he feared nothing, nothing 
but his wife.

“Sgt Blunt, at your service,” he stood at the kitchen door, in attention, wearing nothing but a 
white t-shirt and boxers. The kitchen glimmered its cleanliness, as if it had not been used once. 
His wife was there, going through the cupboards, dressed smart and business-like.

“I thought, now that we both have a free weekend, I could try cooking some Turkish food. 
But we seem to be out of olive oil,” she pondered aloud, still looking into the cupboards.

“Understood. Quantity required?”
“I don’t need much but would you be a darling and get a liter or so,” she asked and gave 

him a meaningful glance.
“Consider it done. ETC?”
“Eee… what?”
“Estimated Time of Cooking?”
“Oh, no rush,” she chirped and flashed her lashes, “Take your time.”
“Roger that.”
Sgt Blunt marched briskly in the bathroom, grabbed the hair gel in his firm hand, spread it 

in his hair and took a comb from the shelf. In no time, his hair pointed skywards, as if he had 
just done something quite indecent to an unsuspecting hedgehog. He was ready for action. He 
grabbed his satellite phone and dialed the secret HQ number.

“Headquarters, Private Solomon speaking.”
“Private, this is Sergeant Blunt.”
“Yes sir?”
“Get me a car! It’s an emergency.”
“At your home address?”
“Yes.”
“Anything else sir?”
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“Ask Lieutenant Randolph to call me ASAP!”
“Sir…”
“What?”
“Lieutenant Randolph has the weekend off. I thought you would be also…”
“I don’t care! Get him on the line, now! And tell him to drag his ass to HQ. He has some 

work to do.”
“Aye sir!”
“Over.”
“Over.”
Blunt dressed up in his camo-pants, buttoned his jacket and quickly tied his boots. He ran 

down the staircase and rushed out of the massive door. A black Humvee with tinted windows 
was already waiting for him. He got in, picturing Amanda at the kitchen door, waving him 
goodbye and smiling her pretty smile. The image sent shivers down his spine. There was no 
time to waste. The car sped off and Sgt Blunt wiped off cold sweat of his forehead. His phone 
rang. It was Lieutenant Randolph.

“The HQ called. I’m on my way. What’s the matter?”
“Are you calling from a secure line?”
“Yes sir!”
“Your wife is not listening in the bedroom phone?”
“No, this is my satellite phone. Where’s the fire?”
“Operation Olive Oil. Code name: three-o. I want you to put together a team of ten.”
“Staff requirements?”
“Juniors: agile and enthusiastic. Scouts and commandos preferred. Good knees. Quick 

fingers.”
“Quick fingers? You want someone trigger-happy?”
“No, we’re going melee.”
“No weapons? Not even explosives?”
“Fine, two men armed with pistols. Leave the bombs this time.”
“Material?”
“Baskets and plastic bags, plenty of water, spare canteens.”
“Sir, baskets?”
“Do as you’re told!”
“Certainly, sir.”
“And make sure the soldiers that sign up are stationed near the target destination!”
“Which is?”
“Turkey.”
“But, sir, we have no operations in…”
“This… is a private operation. Keep it top secret, okay?”
“Understood. Chopper or para for landing?”
“I don’t care. As long as it’s quick and neat. We are invading their air space.”
“Aye! I’ll have stealth ready, just in case. A private jet for you?”
“Yes. The briefing will take place in the enemy territory.”
“I’ll arrange a camouflaged base camp for ten.”
“Excellent.”
“Exact location?”
“Look for olive farms that are for sale. When you find one, send me the coordinates, 

encrypted.”
“Sir?”
“You heard me. Find a place with plenty of olive trees. Under the radar. No enemy eyes 

around. This has to be an SNB operation!”
“Got it. Shed no blood. See you in Turkey, sir!”
“I don’t need you there, just the team.”
“But, sir, it sounds exciting. With your permission I…”
“No! Just handle the team, the transport, the equipment, as you always do. And take care 

of the diplomatic relations, will you? We don’t want to hear about this in the evening news.”
“Roger.”
“Oh, and one more thing, Lieutenant…”
“Yes sir?”
“Get me some intel on those goddamn’ olives, will you?”
“Certainly, sir. Over?”
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“Over.” 

0430 HRS. SATURDAY. BASE CAMP / NEAR IZNIK, TURKEY.

Sergeant Blunt stood in front of a silent team of ten soldiers, ready for their special operation 
briefing. Behind him was an aerial picture of the area. He had a hard facial expression. His 
arms were crossed and in his right hand he held a laser pointer. His Beretta handgun was in a 
holster, strapped on his belt.

“Welcome, team. I’m proud of every single one of you for making it on such a short notice. 
The code name of the operation is ‘three-o’.”

“What does it stand for,” a young scout with dark features asked from the back row.
Sergeant Blunt looked annoyed. He repeated: “What does it stand for… SIR!”
“Sorry sir! Three-o, what does it mean… sir?”
“Time for questions is later but if you insist, soldier, it stands for Operation Olive Oil. 

Tomorrow morning, at nine hundred hours, we shall be in the perimeter of this olive grove,” 
he explained, pointed at the “X” in the picture and continued, “According to our intel we need 
to seize 5,000 grams of the asset, and then…”

“What’s the asset, sir?” the scout interrupted again.
Sgt Blunt grabbed his Beretta and walked briskly to the scout. Looking furious, he pointed 

the gun at him and yelled: “The asset is olives, you moron! One more interruption and you 
go MIA! Understood?” The frightened scout nodded wildly. Blunt put his gun in its holster, 
walked back to the front and continued: “To produce 1,000 ml of olive oil, we need 5,000 
grams of olives…”

“Five kilos!” the scout shouted in disbelief. Everyone turned to face him, sure that he’d be 
missing in action by the end of the mission. Blunt took his gun and loaded it.

“Didn’t I just tell you? Yes, Private, five kilos!”
“But, sir, in south the olives have bigger seeds. We would only need like three kilos.”
“Bigger seeds,” Blunt repeated contemptuously, “And how do you know all this?”
“I live here.”
“You’re Turkish?”
“Half-Turkish… sir!”
“You might be a spy. I should shoot you right there,” Blunt pointed the gun at him. The 

scout gulped but remained calm. “On second thought,” Blunt continued, put his gun away and 
walked closer to him, “What else do you know?”

“About olives? Quite a bit, sir. For instance, if you want to produce the oil in the local factory, 
they probably take one fifth of it for themselves. So, for one liter of olive you need to seize… 6,250 
grams of the asset. To put things in perspective, that’s about,” the Private paused to calculate in 
his head, “twenty-three thousand olives.” Blunt let out a deep sigh. He looked surprised, as if 
he had underestimated the difficulty of the task at hand. The scout added: “Furthermore, the 
trees tend to give a good yield only every second year. Besides, if the trees are younger than 
fifteen years, they don’t produce olives at all… Sir.”

“So, you’re saying?”
“I’m saying I sure hope your intel is correct on this farm. Otherwise the mission might… 

fail.” These words swept away Blunt’s angry expression and replaced it with something between 
ultimate desperation and hopelessness. Eerie silence filled the briefing tent. 

“Very well. It appears we already have a valuable asset in our team. What’s your name, 
soldier?”

“Masterson.”
“Not a very Turkish name, is it?”
“Özgün Masterson.”
“Oh dear…” Blunt bemoaned and rolled his eyes. “Well, from now on Private Masterson is 

the operational leader of the team. He will pass his skills and knowledge to every single one of 
you. The training starts as soon as you exit this briefing tent.”

“But sir,” Masterson interrupted, “the team could use some shut-eye.”
“I don’t care if you get sleep. I don’t care if your hands and knees bleed by the end of it. You 

will deliver the asset! And you will deliver it before sunset! Understood?”
“Sir, yes, sir!” everyone shouted in unison. 
“Good. That’s just the first part of the mission. Second part is the oil production. Third… 

we take the baby back home!”
The team cheered wildly.
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Sgt Blunt stomped his foot on the ground and the cheering stopped. Blunt squinted his eyes 
and exhaled through his nostrils like a bull. This silenced every soul in the tent. He spoke with 
conviction: “You shall keep the overall objective in mind, at all times: By Sunday, dinner time, 
we will deliver 1,000 milliliters of prime quality olive oil to… my wife.”

The team let out a silent gasp of horror.
“Dismissed!” Blunt yelled and in four seconds he was alone in the tent. Or at least he 

thought so.
“I don’t trust that Masterson character the least bit. Do you?” It was Lieutenant Randolph. 

He emerged from the dark corner of the tent and made Blunt start in surprise.
“What are you doing here? I thought I was pretty clear in my instructions.”
“I’m sorry, sir. They needed someone of senior rank to board the submarine.”
“You arrived on a sub?”
“From Greece, yes.”
“Was that really necessary?”
“This way we didn’t have to invade Turkish air space. Mind you, they have some splendid 

olive groves in Greece as well.”
“My wife specifically said that she would be preparing Turkish food. Would you dare to 

bring her Greek olive oil, huh?” Blunt stormed and reached for his holster.
“Certainly not, sir. Understood, sir.”
“Fine. Just stay out of harm’s way, Lieutenant. Make sure that, at all times, the boys have 

what they need.”
“Boys? You did realize that four team members are women, didn’t you sir?”
“Women? They are boys, all the same, until they’ve made their first kill. Now, piss off! I’m 

tired.”

0600 HRS. SATURDAY. TRAINING GROUND.

The team observed with great interest as their team leader, Private Masterson, knelt down on 
one knee, next to a make-believe olive tree, illustrated by a hired sketch artist. Next to him was 
an empty basket and, spread on the ground, some pebbles, resembling olives.

“If the quantity of available assets is as low as expected,” Masterson started but stopped 
himself in mid-sentence. “What the hell am I saying? I mean, if there are not too many olives 
in the ground you might find the job of collecting them… well, tiresome drudgery at best. But 
once you get a knack for it, you might soon feel like Scrat in The Ice Age,” Masterson explained 
with a squirrelly grin, his eyes wide open, big as plates. The whole team laughed.

Sgt Blunt emerged from his tent, holding a steaming cup of tea in his hand. He yawned and 
observed the team from the distance. “What’s the ruckus about?” he yelled.

Masterson stood up, sighed and continued in a more official tone: “Therein lies the danger. 
If you go hunting olives one by one, where ever you see them, you decrease the effectiveness 
of the whole unit. To be successful in the mission you need to assume a strategic mind and be 
organized as a team.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?” a female soldier called Jackson asked.
“The olive trees are planted in rows. Each of you takes responsibility of one row at a time. 

You approach the tree slowly,” he explained and demonstrated how he walks his back bent and 
eyes fixed to the ground, “and once you spot an olive you go down and pick it up between your 
thumb and the index finger. You let it roll in your palm, so that if there are more, you are ready 
to pick the next one.” Masterson turned to the team and showed them a pebble.

“Isn’t this a bit… basic?” Private Jackson asked. She looked tired. Lieutenant Randolph 
passed by, shaking his head in disbelief.

“You will develop your own tactics. Feel free to do so. I’m just sharing what works for me. 
Improvisation is as welcome in the olive field as it is in the battle field, as long as you know the 
basics. See, our advantage is that we can pick any olive that we see, even the squashed and the 
dried up ones. You know why? Because most of the oil resides in the stone,” Masterson tried 
to enlighten them, still showing the pebble he had picked up.

“Sure as hell there ain’t no oil in that stone!” a clean-shaven young soldier noted and the 
whole team cracked up.

“Shhh,” Masterson raised his index finger on his lips and nodded towards Sgt Blunt’s tent. 
They went silent at once.

“As I said, all the olives you pick up are equally valuable. Don’t let the looks deceive you. 
However, there is one advantage in realizing the difference between them. These,” he picked 
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up a bright blue pebble, “are the olives that have recently dropped from the tree. They are 
fresh, plump and easy to spot. I call them ‘indicators’. Why? Because, as I was saying, once 
you see an olive in the ground it’s most likely the indicator type. You go closer, pick it up and 
then—here’s one trick of the trade for you—you adjust your eyesight to look for the dry black 
ones.” He showed a black pebble.

Jackson yawned.
“Am I boring you, Private?” Masterson yelled.
“No, sir! Just sleepy, sir,” she answered and corrected her posture.
“You don’t have to call me ‘sir’. We’re all of equal rank here, aren’t we?”
“Yes… sir,” she said, winked and grinned.
“All I’m asking is that you pay attention to the training. ‘Cos once we are out there,” he glanced 

towards the hills with a worried gaze, “you’re on your own. There ain’t no one to watch your 
back. No one. And if we fail in our mission, may the Sun God help us.”

“The… Sun God?” Jackson asked, looking puzzled but much more alert now.
“You obviously haven’t seen an olive tree, have you, Private…”
“Jackson. No, I haven’t.”
“You need to observe an olive tree with certain awe and respect. They are like disciples of the 

sun. Their roots spread out in the sun. The sun blazes at the trunk but it accepts the unbearable 
heat with complete stillness. The branches reach out skywards. The twigs bend to bathe in the 
sun. Even the leaves, they point towards the sun. It’s as if the whole tree was worshipping the 
only God worth the worship.”

“Wow,” she said in awe, “can’t wait to see one.”
“Good. I hope we’re done with the blasphemy because,” he looked at his watch, “in exactly 

127 minutes we will board the Jeeps and go out there to make our country, our forefathers, 
our parents proud.”

“Would that country be Turkey or US of A?” someone asked ironically. The whole team was 
about to burst in laughter. Masterson’s fiery eyes silenced everyone.

“You know the price we pay if we fail in our mission, don’t you?”
In unison, the team sighed silently: “Sergeant Blunt’s wife…”
“Back to the training then,” he said firmly and knelt down. “My rule of thumb is that if I see 

three or more olives in the ground, I let go of the bucket and pick them up with both hands.”
“Two in the left and one in the right or the other way around?” someone asked sarcastically.
“It doesn’t matter. What matters is that once you are there, close to the ground, you become 

one with Mother Earth and suddenly you see the abundance of olives waiting for you, sur-
rounding you, everywhere. Olives that just moments ago were in the hiding are suddenly there. 
It’s a magical moment when they emerge.”

“Fantastic!” Jackson said spell-bound.
“It is. All you have to do is fill your hands with the gifts from Mother Earth. You can fit about 

seven to ten olives in both hands safely. Trust me, you don’t want to waste time dropping them 
in the ground and picking them up again. Five kilos, remember! Five kilos.”

“Six point twenty five,” she corrected.
“Ha! You have paid attention. Good!”
“I get it. It’s like that Chinese proverb… How was it? ‘A journey of a million miles starts 

with a single step’,” she said.
“Bravo! Lao-Tzu regarded action as something that arises naturally from stillness. In this 

case we could say ‘one liter of olive oil starts with a single olive’. Respect that olive, ‘cos it’s all 
you’ve got,” Masterson emphasized and moved like a ballerina picking up pebbles in the basket. 
By this time the whole team was observing intently, impatient to hear his next piece of wisdom.

Sgt Blunt happened to walk by. He stopped to observe what’s going on. “If you only see one 
indicator, leave it for now, next to your left foot, take a step back with your right one,” he leaned 
back, stretching like a yogi, “spot another one and then harvest the distance between them.” Blunt 
was impressed by the team’s degree of attention but merely amused by Masterson’s movements.

“I have to admire you Masterson, how you’ve gathered the team together, unified around a 
common objective,” Blunt complimented with a grin.

“Thank you, sir,” Masterson replied but didn’t stop his demonstration.
“Although, there is something I don’t quite understand, Private.”
“What would that be, sir?”
“Why are you squatting down there, in the ground, looking like a sissy? As far as I know, 

the olives grow in trees. Get your act together. You look like a fool!” Blunt insulted him and 
broke into laughter. The whole team laughed with him.
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Masterson left the basket, stood up and cleared his throat. He looked straight into Blunt’s 
eyes, staring at him like a wild beast. No one, ever before, had dared to look at Sgt Blunt like 
that. The laughter died. Some took a step back, as if there was a storm coming. Blunt found 
Masterson’s behavior odd, even intimidating. Masterson broke the total silence and outright 
attacked his superior: “With all due respect, sir, I have a question for you!” Blunt spread his 
arms, waiting for him to continue. Masterson asked: “Do we drill for oil, the black gold, in the 
trees? Or do we collect it from the ground?”

“What kind of question is that?”
“Answer me… sir,” Masterson demanded, without a trace of respect in his voice.
“We collect the oil from the ground, of course.”
“Exactly, sir, the olives in the ground are for oil. The olives in the tree are for eating.”
“Nonsense! They are the same olives in the trees and on the ground. Isn’t it easier just to pick 

the fresh ones from the branches without squatting in the dirt like a little girl trying to pee?”
“It would be easier, yes, but we don’t touch the ones in the trees.”
“Why the hell not?”
“Sustainability, sir.”
“Why should I care about sustainability?”
“Imagine, sir, that next time your dear wife asks you to bring olives for her to eat. You come 

back here but witness nothing but trees that have been emptied by greedy short-sighted pil-
lagers. We wouldn’t like to disappoint your wife, now, would we?”

Blunt remained silent. He looked surprised first, then defeated. “You’re quite right. Carry 
on with the training, soldier. Sorry I interrupted and wasted our precious time,” he apologized 
and walked back to his tent. The team gasped for air. They couldn’t believe what had just hap-
pened; a mere soldier had won a verbal battle over the notorious Sgt Blunt.

“Shall we?” Masterson motioned the team to huddle around him. “Now, to test your under-
standing of the essentials, a question: To fulfill your objective, would you rather collect six kilos 
of ripe, bright blue indicators, fat like a plum, or rather six kilos of mere ugly, wrinkled seeds?”

0930 HRS. THE OLIVE GROVE.

Eight soldiers squatted under the olive trees. They were clearly having fun. One soldier was 
assigned to keep guard at the gate. Private Masterson went around giving tactical advice and 
keeping morale up, while he worked his own row of trees at an equal pace with the others:

“The basket is now part of you. It’s an extension of you. Keep your both hands free when 
possible. Every moment holding the basket with one hand means 50 percent lost in efficiency. 
The basket doesn’t want to be caressed. It wants to be fulfilled.”

He swung around like a modern dancer, keeping his basket always at arm’s length, as if it 
was his dancing partner. “You’re responsible of picking every olive in your vicinity. Now it’s 
easy when we’re many, but as the war against time goes on, the numbers will dwindle, I tell 
you. There might be a time when you are expected to cover a large area single-handedly. Even 
then, the basket is your best friend, your loved one, your woman.”

“Hey!” Jackson shouted. She smirked and gave him a wink.
“Your partner, I mean,” Masterson corrected and smiled back.
“Yo, team leader?” someone else asked for his attention.
“Yes, Private?”
“If the basket is your partner, then what does it make this plastic bag then?” the Private 

asked ironically and showed a bag that everyone carried in their pocket.
“Treat it as your mistress,” Masterson answered. Those who heard it harrumphed. “No, seri-

ously,” Masterson said with a serious face, “When you feel overwhelmed by the abundance of 
olives and don’t know which way to go, you can use the basket as your landmark, your anchor. 
Leave it resting in the place where you want to return. Tell those olives: ‘I will come back to 
you’. Then go explore, fill your plastic bag with the fruits of the roads less traveled and know 
that the basket is there, waiting for your return.”

“I don’t get it—the metaphor. Shouldn’t the basket feel jealous that you run around with the 
plastic bag?” Jackson asked, smirking.

“Why would she?” he intentionally referred to the bag as her, “You leave her resting there 
and promise to come back. She can rest assured that the time you spend with your lover, your 
mistress, is time well spent. It allows you freedom of movement and makes you more agile, 
refreshed and effective, rather than just trying to stumble around with the same old basket all 
the time. The basket and the plastic bag can be friends. For upon your return, it is due to the 
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mere existence of the plastic bag that she—the basket—becomes fulfilled.”
For a while, Private Jackson just stood there in awe and followed Private Masterson’s every 

graceful move, listening to his every poetic word. Then she, among others, engaged in a dance 
with her basket, gaining pace and efficiency, becoming immersed in the mission at hand. 

Sergeant Blunt and Lieutenant Randolph sat under an umbrella on top of the slope, sipping 
tea and observing the team’s progress. The magnificent view gave out to the astounding Iznik 
Lake that was surrounded by misty hills on all sides.

“Look at them go,” Blunt said.
“Not bad, not bad,” Randolph responded. “I just wonder if they will be done by sunset.”
“There is no other way. If nothing else, I’ll put you crawling there with them,” Blunt remarked 

and smiled self-consciously. Randolph replied with an uneasy grin.
“I still don’t trust that half-Turk,” Randolph said.
“Why the hell not? I mean, look at them: he’s getting the job done. Besides, they seem to 

be having fun.”
“Fun? Sir, since when was ‘fun’ in a military leader’s dictionary? Fun makes the troops 

reckless, unruly, disorderly… weak!” Randolph listed. They both saw how one of the soldiers 
twisted his back while fooling around with the basket. He fell in the ground, moaning in pain. 
Masterson verbally whipped others to continue. “Need I say more?” Randolph asked in disgust.

“Of course, Lieutenant. You may be right,” Blunt said and corrected his posture.
“Remember what the Turk said about the factory?”
“That they take one fifth of the oil, or what?”
“Exactly. You know, sir, there is a way to avoid that.”
“I’m all ears,” Blunt said without turning his head.
“We could… take control of the factory,” Randolph explained and flashed an evil smile.
“You mean… Hmm, wouldn’t that be quite drastic? I told you it’s an SNB op.”
“A last resort, really. However, does it hurt to be prepared, sir?”
“Wait, are you saying that you defied my orders again?”
“Remind me again, sir. Which part of the orders?”
“I told you not to bring weapons!”
“Even if you carry a roll of toilet paper and a change of undies, it doesn’t mean you are 

necessarily going to shit your pants, does it? Excuse my rude choice of words, sir.”
Blunt sighed deeply. In the field another soldier had gotten a splinter in her finger. One was 

out momentarily, due to heat stroke. It wasn’t even midday sun yet.
Suddenly the guard came running down from the gate with his rifle bouncing on his back. 

Blunt and Randolph looked appalled as he didn’t come to them but instead went directly to 
Masterson. The guard told him something hurriedly, gasping for air.

“Duuuck and cover!” Masterson shouted. The team, including the guard, went down in the 
ground and covered themselves with dried-up olive leaves.

“What on earth is happening?” Randolph thought out loud.
“Lieutenant, camo! Now!” Masterson bellowed from the field and went down himself.
Blunt and Randolph heard a vehicle approaching on the road behind the trees. Lieutenant 

Randolph acted immediately and threw a camouflage net over the umbrella, making Blunt 
spill his hot tea on his uniform. Randolph hid behind the net. They both looked intently at the 
gate. The whirring sound of the motor came closer and closer. Blunt wiped his sweaty face. 
Tension was rising. Finally they could see an old grandpa driving slowly past with his tractor, 
not even glancing at their direction. When he was gone, Randolph removed the net. Masterson 
shouted: “False alarm! Back to work!”

Blunt was annoyed, at everything: he didn’t like the fact that his uniform was soaked with 
tea, he couldn’t bear any more delays and he hated the way Masterson seemed to be running 
the show, even giving orders to his superiors. He addressed Randolph: “Very well. Get prepared. 
We might have to make do with just five kilos. If that’s the case, we can’t afford the bloody fac-
tory stealing the tiniest part of the asset.”

“Still SNB?” Randolph asked.
“Be prepared,” Blunt commanded, bluntly.

1300 HRS. THE OLIVE GROVE.

The soldiers were taking a lunch break. They ate their modest meals—soup and bread—with 
great appetite, sitting in the shade. Masterson came to empty his basket of olives into a large 
crate that stood on a scale. He was about to go and eat with the team but Randolph interrupted 
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from under the umbrella where he and Blunt were feasting: “Masterson, why don’t you come 
and join us?”

“Sir, thank you sir, but I’d rather stay with the team.”
“You’re the team leader aren’t you? You are entitled to a leader’s lunch.”
“But sir…”
“Come! It’s an order.”
Masterson joined them reluctantly. He glanced in the direction of Private Jackson who 

looked him in the eye and smiled.
“Dig in,” Blunt encouraged and pointed at the wide selection of food on the table: tomatoes, 

spring onion and cucumber in olive oil, green peppers, fresh bread, three different kinds of 
cheese, a rice pilaf with chick peas and garlic, fish soup, Turkish meat balls, yogurt, honey, vari-
ous jams, baklava and, of course, black olives. Masterson collected an assortment on his plate 
and ate in silence, until Blunt interrupted: “You are quite quick with the olives. I give you that.”

“Thank you, sir,” he said, looked up briefly and then got back to eating.
“What is your record?” Randolph asked.
“Sir?”
“I mean, how many kilos in a day?”
“Forty-two, sir.”
“Forty!” Randolph exclaimed. “Are you saying that you could single-handedly fulfill the 

mission in a few hours?”
“In a better location, yes. The record is from Muğla where you can just scoop them up. Here… 

well, there’s a lot of undergrowth, twigs and leaves. The few olives that are there are hidden 
in the ground. It’s very slow. Besides…” Masterson stopped, looking thoughtfully at the team.

“Yes? Besides what?”
“I’ve been using half of my time trying to get them to improve,” Masterson said and nodded 

towards the team who was now resting in the shade, some smoking cigarettes, some taking a 
nap, some joking and laughing.

“I have noticed,” Blunt commented.
“Why do you waste your time in those… amateurs?” Randolph asked.
“Sir, it’s my job to get them to do the job,” Masterson responded.
“Quite right,” Blunt looked satisfied.
“Well, tell me olive guru, if this place is so terrible, why do you walk all the way down there 

when you could pick up those, for example?” Randolph asked and pointed at a pile of big purple 
wrinkly thingies in the ground nearby.

“Two reasons really.”
“Yeees?”
“First of all, sir, we have a certain strategy that we follow. We all know our roles and respon-

sibilities. As long as we stick to the plan, we are able to cover the whole area and perform at 
our best level of efficiency.”

“Fair enough. And the second reason?”
“Those are plums, sir” Masterson noted. Randolph looked embarrassed. Blunt tried not to 

laugh.

1820 HRS. THE OLIVE GROVE.

Sergeant Blunt observed how the soldiers came from the field, one by one, and emptied their 
baskets in the olive crate. The scale showed nearly four kilos. The sun was setting in the horizon.

Lieutenant Randolph was playing with a night vision helmet. Private Jackson addressed 
him humorously: “Sir, you really think we can use those after the sunset? Sure, the olives are 
products of the sun, but I’m not quite sure they give out so much heat.”

“It’s for the next stage of the operation,” Randolph responded and smiled cunningly.
“You could come and give us a hand, sir. How about it?” Jackson suggested.
“I am not touching a single one of those dirty olives!” Randolph was outraged.
“Your contribution might be crucial to the success of the mission. I mean, look at team leader 

Masterson,” she said and pointed at him. He was picking olives in fury, occasionally glancing 
at the sun that receded behind the lake.

“Don’t you compare my work with a lowly Private! My job is to be one step ahead. There 
are… contingencies to take care of,” Randolph raged, feeling insulted.

“Leyla, bring me your basket! Mine is full!” Masterson shouted from under the tree. She 
was about to go empty her basket in the crate but Randolph stopped her.
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“Leyla? Who’s that?” he asked wryly.
“Sir! That’s my name, sir.”
“We don’t use first names in the military, Private…”
“Jackson.”
“That’s more like it, Private Jackson… Oops,” Randolph bumped into her basket intention-

ally and tipped it over. Leyla was horrified to see the precious olives fall on the ground and roll 
down the slope. She turned to Randolph with fire in her eyes.

“You did that! You… you want us to fail, you mother…”
Blunt cut in, clearing his throat: “Ahem. Why don’t you pick them up, Leyla? We have no 

time to waste. I’ll bring an empty basket to Private Masterson.”
“Sorry, sir. Certainly, sir,” she obeyed and knelt down. Blunt gave a fierce look in Randolph’s 

direction but didn’t say a word. With his charisma, he didn’t have to. Randolph took a few 
steps aside.

Blunt grabbed an empty basket and brought it to Masterson personally. “You don’t seem to 
be too tired, Masterson.”

“I’m not, sir. How are we faring?”
“Four kilos and counting. But the sun is almost gone. We’re running out of time.”
“Just four kilos? Here, could you empty this for me?” Masterson held a full basket in front 

of him. Blunt looked at him with both surprised reluctance and sympathy but didn’t make a 
move to pick up the basket. Masterson understood that he had forgotten all about military 
hierarchy and had stepped over the line.

“Sorry, sir. I’ll do it,” he said and carried the basket to the scale, taking great care not to 
drop a single olive.

He saw Leyla, tears in her eyes, picking up the olives from the ground. Lieutenant Randolph 
waltzed over the olives, as if not noticing them. Masterson went to her and whispered: “Don’t 
worry! Stick to the basics. Remember, squashed or not, they’re all precious.”

She wiped her eyes and continued with double speed, whispering to herself: “The journey 
of a million miles…”

Masterson went to empty his basket into the crate. The scale showed five and half kilos. 
Masterson looked at the field, where two more soldiers were trying to fill their baskets. “Guys!” 
he shouted to their direction. They turned. Blunt cleared his throat behind him. “Soldiers,” 
Masterson corrected, “Bring what you have!”

“We’re not done yet!” one of them shouted back.
“Doesn’t matter. We have to go soon. Come!” Masterson replied.
“Just a few more trees!” the other one shouted.
“Now!” Masterson commanded. Reluctantly they picked up their half-full baskets and 

started up the slope.
“Gotta admire their commitment,” Blunt said and winked to Masterson, “You’ve done a 

good job training them… leading them.”
“Thank you sir,” Masterson said happily. The sun set behind the hills.
Soon Leyla passed them smiling, the basket full again. “Sergeant Blunt, would you excuse 

us for a bit,” she asked and motioned Masterson to come with her. He followed.
“What is it Private Jackson?”
“Just call me Leyla, okay?”
“Okay. Just call me… Masterson.”
Leyla laughed. “Özgün, can I ask you a personal question?”
“Wow, you can pronounce it,” Özgün Masterson felt flattered. He was curious to hear what 

Leyla had in mind. “So, what’s the question?”
Leyla blushed. “I’ve been thinking… a handsome guy like you must be… reserved.”
Masterson grinned. “That’s a statement, not a question.”
“Well, are you, single?” she asked, gathering her courage.
“Let’s just say I’ve been seeing a couple of very interesting plastic bags lately,” he responded 

with a wink.
“Still without a basket?” Leyla asked and gave him a flirtatious smile.
Masterson nodded and smiled back. Then he saw the last two soldiers coming to the scale 

with their olives. “Come, they’re waiting for us,” he said to her.
Everyone gathered around the crate, except for Lieutenant Randolph. Blunt knelt next to the 

scale, between two soldiers who held flashlights to see better in the dimming light. It looked 
like Sgt Blunt was part of the team now, more than ever.

“A moment of truth,” Masterson said and nodded for Leyla and the other two soldiers to 
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empty their baskets. They did. The olives rolled to the crate and the scale climbed up: 5.8, 6.0, 6.3, 
6.6… A loud cheer filled the air. “Just over seven kilos! Good job everyone!” Masterson rejoiced.

“Good job? That’s great job!” Blunt confirmed, not knowing it was in fact quite a poor result 
for a day’s work. But that’s an aside. They were beginners, after all.

Jackson and Masterson hugged. Many others joined. Even Blunt went around tapping people 
on the back, thanking them personally. For a fleeting moment it stopped being a military unit. 
It was brothers and sisters, celebrating a shared victory… until the spoilsport interrupted.

“The crate weighs a kilo,” Lieutenant Randolph commented pitilessly, “That’s probably less 
than six kilos of olives.”

“No! Really?” Sgt Blunt gasped, looking surprised.
“Damn it! He’s right. I didn’t take that into account,” Masterson said.
“Can’t be!” Leyla exclaimed.
“I weighed the crate when it was empty; 950 grams. But I forgot about it. I’m really sorry, 

sir. Guys, it’s not enough,” Masterson revealed apologetically.
“Let’s get some more!” someone suggested and a few soldiers already grabbed the baskets.
“Do we have time?” Leyla asked.
“It’s pointless in the dark,” Masterson said.
“I’m afraid we have to proceed to the next stage of the mission,” Blunt said with apparent 

disappointment in his voice.
“But, how? If it’s not enough?” Leyla asked, forgetting the “sir” on purpose.
“Lieutenant Randolph does the briefing,” Blunt said defeated and retreated to the background.
Randolph stepped up victoriously: “While you were busy collecting olives I’ve drawn out a 

contingency plan to take over the factory.”
“Excuse me?” Masterson asked and his jaw dropped an inch.
“You heard me. At twenty-one hundred hours we will enter the factory, by force.”
“By force? What do you mean? Why?” Masterson interrupted again.
“Private Masterson, when you address me, you…”
“Answer his questions!” Blunt barked from the background.
“Right. You still remember our primary objective, don’t you?”
“One litre of olive oil. Yes?” Masterson hurried him to speak.
“Well, because the first stage of the operation was a failure,” Randolph paused to make sure 

that the fact that they had failed really sunk in, “we have no choice but to make sure the factory 
management doesn’t intervene in our overall success.”

“Long-winded! Cut to the chase!” Blunt growled from the background. He had grown ever 
more impatient.

“Okay. As I said, at twenty-one hundred hours, Private Jackson takes out the security guard…”
“Me?” Leyla shrieked.
“You have a sniper’s training, don’t you?”
“You want me to… shoot the guard?” Leyla asked, appalled.
“I don’t want any part in this! This was supposed to be an SNB operation!” Masterson 

rebelled, looking disgusted.
“Silence, Private!” Randolph snapped at Masterson and turned back to Jackson: “Relax. You’ll 

shoot a tranquilizer dart. That’s all.” She sighed in relief and bowed her head down. Randolph 
continued: “As for Private Masterson, you continue as the team leader. Will you accept that 
responsibility?”

“I guess so…”
“Huh? What was that, Private?”
“Sir, yes, sir!”
“Wonderful. So, once the security guard is out of the game, you take the bolt-cutters and 

enter the premises.”
“Doesn’t sound like leadership to me…”
“Excuse me?”
“If you lead from the front you can’t see what’s happening behind you. A leader needs to 

maintain the overall picture of what’s going on. Isn’t that so, sergeant Blunt?”
Blunt remained silent. Randolph started to lose his patience. He yelled: “Private Masterson! 

I am giving you the briefing, not sergeant Blunt! You address your questions to me, after the 
briefing! Are you able to follow the protocol or would you rather continue disobeying your 
senior officers and face the consequences in military court?”

“Sorry, sir. I didn’t mean to question your authority, sir,” Masterson said, looking down at 
his boots.
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“Or lack thereof,” someone in the dark whispered. Randolph pretended he didn’t hear that.
“Take one man with you, just in case, to watch your back. Once you’ve secured the premises 

the rest will follow.”
“And then… sir?” Leyla queried.
“Then we’ll have to improvise.”
“That’s your great plan? Improvise?” Leyla asked, stunned.
“If I’m not badly mistaken I overheard in the training that even Private Masterson was talk-

ing about the importance of improvisation on the battlefield. Am I right Private?”
“He did say improvisation has its place, but only after you’ve understood the basics. Now 

we are diving head first in murky water, without knowing what’s below the surface,” Leyla 
swung at him verbally.

“How poetic! Unfortunately we didn’t have time to acquire the blueprints of the factory or 
anything like that. But, I can assure you our firepower can match any opponent we might face 
in that sleepy village.”

“Firepower?” someone asked.
“Behind you there are two crates with full combat gear, including night vision helmets. They 

might be needed if Private Masterson fails in his mission to find the light switch,” Randolph 
said laughingly. No one else found it funny.

“Any questions?”
“Yeah, one… sir,” Masterson finally spoke.
“Yes?”
“Is there anyone in this group who knows how to operate the machine?”
“Umm… what machine?”
“The one that’s supposed to make oil out of these olives here,” Masterson pointed at the 

crate on the scale.
“Well, it can’t be that hard, can it?”
All of a sudden the guarding soldier ran from the gate exhausted. “I’m sorry, sir,” he inter-

rupted Randolph, panting heavily. The guard ordered: “Everyone turn off your flashlights, 
now! We’ve got company.”

2100 HRS. THE OLIVE OIL FACTORY.

Sergeant Blunt and Lieutenant Randolph were positioned on top of an abandoned warehouse, 
observing the olive factory perimeter with their night-vision binoculars. They had three body 
guards behind them. Private Jackson was two stories down with her sniper rifle. Private Mas-
terson and his tail were waiting in the bushes near the gate.

“I sure hope we are able to pull this off, Lieutenant,” Blunt murmured.
“Don’t worry, sir. Everything is going according to the plan,” Randolph replied.
“Was it part of the plan that the village boys find two army vehicles without plates, hidden 

in the bushes?”
“Well, we are here, aren’t we? So is the asset. Sir, I assure you, no need to worry.”
“Fair enough, but what are we going to do with the boys? We could have just waited for 

them to go rather than attacking…”
“Three of them did go. We just need to dump those two somewhere after we’re done.”
“It’s not the tied-up ones I’m worried about.”
“What’s taking her so long?” Randolph conveniently changed the subject and raised his arm 

so that Blunt saw his watch, making the point that it was already nine o’clock.
“Can’t you see? The guard is still inside. Is she supposed to shoot through the glass?”
“Yes, of course. We wait,” Randolph said. In reality he couldn’t wait for the action. If it wasn’t 

for the unofficial nature of the operation, he would have been glad to sow a few bombs here 
and there. He happened to love explosions.

They waited and waited but the guard just stayed in his booth, reading a newspaper. “Should 
we just call this off?” Blunt finally asked.

“How many times do I have to tell you? Sir, no need to worry! Everything is under control. 
If that Masterson son-of-a-gun doesn’t make a fool of himself again, we’re soon home with 
our wives,” Randolph snapped.

“Masterson’s performance has been outstanding, don’t you agree?”
“He is not cut out to be in the military. He’s unable to follow even the simplest of orders,” 

Randolph snapped.
“No, military is not the place for him.”
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“So, you agree, sir?”
“He deserves better than this,” Blunt surprised, “If we make it home alive I will personally 

see to the fact that he gets a proper team to lead… in the private sector.”
“Maybe you should buy him an olive farm from Turkey. I’m sure he’d like that,” Randolph 

was trying to sound ironic.
“Hmm, an interesting idea,” Blunt murmured and raised his binoculars.
Before Randolph could say anything to that, they heard a silent “thud” downstairs. When 

they looked to the yard they saw the security guard lying unconscious on the ground. “Here 
we go!” Randolph rejoiced.

Masterson advanced to the gate and picked the lock easily. He pushed the gate open and 
they advanced to the door, after making sure the security guard was out of the game. Using 
the bolt cutters, Masterson opened the door. He pushed the door open and an alarm went off. 
Sirens started wailing, but they entered, nevertheless.

“Alpha, Delta, Bravo… move, move, move!” Randolph hissed in the radio and commanded 
everyone inside.

“What are you doing, sending everyone to the lion’s nest?” Blunt asked in disbelief.
Two loud shots inside the factory made the sirens stopped wailing. Alpha, a unit consisting 

of only two female soldiers, ran in with their guns. Delta and Bravo followed in Jeeps, carrying 
the olives and a couple of Turkish teenagers, gagged and tied-up.

“Let’s go!” Randolph motioned the bodyguards to move ahead of him. Reluctantly, Blunt 
followed. Leyla Jackson disobeyed her pre-set orders, used common sense and decided to 
improvise. She figured it was good to have at least one person outside on watch. But her deci-
sion wasn’t made merely with the team’s best interest in mind. She had a bad feeling about 
the way the operation was proceeding. She thought to herself: If the shit hits the fan, I might 
have to disappear.

2120 HRS. INSIDE THE FACTORY.

“How does this bloody thing work? Shit! Cunt! Useless piece of crap!” Randolph cursed. He 
was trying to turn on the olive oil machine, pressing the buttons at random, while four soldiers 
emptied the crate of olives inside the machine. Blunt walked in circles nervously. The rest of 
the soldiers idled clueless.

“Alpha, Delta, Bravo! Come here!” Randolph commanded and the four soldiers went to the 
machine. Masterson looked at him amused.

“Did you just make three units of four soldiers?” Masterson asked, ridiculing Randolph in 
front of everyone.

“Shut up! It’s none of your business!”
“It is my business! I thought I was supposed to be the team leader…”
“You’re nothing. Nothing!”
“Nothing? Well, if that’s the case I don’t see the point of me being here,” Masterson threw 

his rifle on the ground and started towards the front door.
“Turkish piece of shit!” Randolph stopped fighting with the machine and turned towards 

Masterson. He shouted: “Hey! Where do you think you’re going?”
“I just quit!”
“You can’t just quit in the middle of the mission.”
“Look at me go, asshole!” Masterson hollered and gave him the middle finger, not looking 

back.
“That’s no way to speak to your superior! Come back! I command you!” Randolph shrieked, 

enraged. Blunt found the whole episode hilarious but he tried not to laugh. Masterson took 
a peek outside and hesitated. Much to Randolph’s surprise, Masterson turned around at the 
door and ran to him.

“Where’s Leyla?” he asked in panic. 
“Why do you care? Are you in looove?” Randolph ridiculed him.
“Maybe I am. None of your business. Where is she?”
“I guess she’s still in the opposite building. Why?”
“Okay, that explains the two dead policemen at the gate,” he noted calmly.
“What?”
“Okay, I’m out! Güle güle!” Masterson said “bye bye” in Turkish and started towards the 

door again.
“Back in line, Private!”
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“Siktir git!”
“What did you say?”
“Fuck off!”
“Wait! You speak Turkish?” Blunt interrupted. Masterson turned around.
“Of course I do,” Masterson replied.
“Well, before you go, could you try turning on the machine?” Blunt asked.
“Certainly, sir. Glad you asked. Happy to be of service,” Masterson answered with a smile. 

He ran back to the machine once more, looked at the controls and flicked a few switches. It 
started whirring and some lights turned on. The rear end made a crunching sound as the 
grinder started pressing the olives. By the time the first drops of oil came out the other end, 
Masterson was long gone. So was Leyla Jackson.

1800 HRS. SUNDAY. BLUNT RESIDENCE. WASHINGTON D.C.

Sgt Blunt sat on the sofa, holding a remote control and flipping through the channels. His eyes 
wandered between the TV and the one-litre bottle of olive oil on the table. Suddenly, he sat 
up, corrected his posture and flicked back to the previous channel. It was the evening news.

The reporter spoke in official tone: “A high-level officer of US Armed Forces has died in a 
gang-shooting late last night. The unfortunate event took place near Istanbul, Turkey, where this 
heroic officer was apparently trying to save two local boys, during his vacation. The Homeland 
Security wishes to keep his identity a secret due to diplomatic reasons.”

“Well, I’ll be damned,” Blunt murmured, “We are in the evening news after all.” Wouldn’t 
be surprised if it was Alpha, Bravo or Delta who shot that annoying piece of shit, he thought. 
Well, that’s the last time he disobeys my orders.

Suddenly, the door opened and Amanda stepped into the room. “Oh, there you are,” she said.
“I’m sorry,” Blunt said and turned off the TV.
“You’re sorry? For what? I should be sorry for sending you out like that and then getting all 

tangled in petty issues at work. I’m truly sorry for ruining our weekend together! Hope you 
got something nice to eat, at least?”

“Well…”
“Hmm, you look… tanned?” She said, tilting her head and looking suspicious.
“Went for solarium,” Blunt lied and hasted to change the topic: “Say, what happened at work?”
“Honey, you know I can’t speak much of my work.”
“That’s alright.”
“Let’s just say that there was some unexpected expenditure I had to look into. We thought 

we might get things under control on Friday but it took the whole weekend to sort out the 
mess after all. A certain unruly employee had gone on a spending spree, using, uh… company 
checkbook… for his private endeavors. You know how, um, economic I tend to be.”

“Really? That’s… unforgivable,” Blunt said and fidgeted nervously. If it wasn’t for his tan, one 
could have seen a shade of red climbing on his face. “So, what happened exactly?”

“Oh, I don’t want to bore you with details. Let’s just say… He’s been taken care of,” she 
concluded. Blunt sighed in apparent relief. “Why are you suddenly so interested in my work 
issues?” she asked, looking suspicious.

“Oh, you know. Just trying to be a good husband and listen. That’s all.”
“Hmm… lovely,” Amanda said and shook her head, not knowing what to make of her hus-

band’s odd behavior. Then she got distracted by the bottle of olive oil on the table. “Oh, you 
remembered the oil, honey. Thank you,” she said, picked up the bottle and brought it to the 
kitchen. “I’ll try it on a slice of white bread right away. Do you want one?”

“No thanks. It’s all for you,” he hollered from the couch, relaxing a bit.
“Oh, it’s delicious! It’s home-made, isn’t it?” she asked from the kitchen.
“I wouldn’t know. The servants got it.”
“It’s really nice. Do you think you could ask them to get some more of this?” she asked in 

the tone that for anyone else might sound like a question but Sgt Blunt knew was an order. He 
went silent. “Hoooneyyy?” she hollered and came back to the living room, holding the bottle.

“Yes?” he asked and turned to her.
“Didn’t you hear what I asked?”
“What was it again? I must have been…”
“Could we get some more of this lovely olive oil?” she asked and sat down on a chair, next 

to her husband.
“Possibly…”
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“What’s that supposed to mean? Possibly?” she asked sharply.
“How much do you need?” Blunt asked obediently.
“It’s so delicious. We could get enough for the whole house, maybe some for gifts. Let’s 

say… two… three…”
“Bottles?”
“Two, three thousand…”
“Thousand!” Blunt exclaimed, in shock.
“Yes. Three thousand bottles would suffice,” she said, got up and smiled charmingly. “Could 

you arrange it for me tomorrow, pretty please?”
“Well, the thing is, Mrs President…”
“Yes? Is there a problem?” Mrs Amanda Blunt, The President of the United States of America 

tapped her fingers against the olive oil bottle and demanded an answer from her husband, 
Sergeant Blunt, who was wiping cold sweat off of his forehead and biting his lip nervously. He 
got up and tried to avoid eye contact.

“No, not a problem… but…”
“Yeeees?”
“…a minor challenge, I’d say.”
“Which is?”
“It’s very, very, veeery expensive olive oil.”
“Oh, why didn’t you say so? We’ll get something cheaper then.”



One lifetime away
Dedicated to psychonauts and psychedelics researchers

Born again

Come on… Come on! Let me out! I have work to do. That’s what I tried to communicate 
moments before I emerged from my mother’s womb. “I’m ready. Let me out!” I tried to deliver—
as the delivery finally started—but it came out more like “Bwaaah aha aha bwaa”. Shit! Can’t 
talk anymore. Well, a few kicks and punches should do the trick.

See, this is what I learned way later: Usually new-born babies don’t have a recollection of 
their past lives. I, however, remembered every single detail of my previous life, bits and pieces 
of the ones before, and most vividly the time between my latest death and this new incarnation.

I had died at a fairly young age, just before my 44th birthday, in a very embarrassing manner 
in fact. I had led a reckless life, enjoying every last bit of it and daring destiny to end my days on 
planet Earth. See, due to some heavy experimentation with both natural and synthetic substances 
I had gotten glimpses of what lies ahead once we stop breathing: a place where everything is 
one. I called it the place of love. I had longed to get to that place for most of my previous life.

But it wasn’t drugs that forced me to re-boot. Neither was it the various extreme sports nor 
the festive and careless nomadic lifestyle that stopped my bodily functions. It was a chicken 
bone. Yes, a meager chicken bone. Ordinarily I would have been surrounded by friends but 
that day I was camping alone in the mountains somewhere in the Province of Bulgaria. I had 
just spent three days eating nothing but psilocybin and the few berries and leaves that nature 
provided. I was long past dealing with the demons of the past and these few days I had spent at 
the gates of heaven, knocking on the door and begging them to let me in. There were moments 
that I was sure to die, the higher beings were waiting for me, yet when I came back to my senses 
I was nothing but disappointed, and hungry. I was starving, alone and messed up in my head. 
I prepared a feast for breakfast, including remainders of a grilled chicken someone had gifted 
me with a few days ago. Gluttonously I devoured what was an offer and then, pheeew, a chicken 
bone got stuck somewhere between my throat and the rest of the respiratory system. First I 
panicked and tried to hit myself in the back, rolling in the ground, trying to gasp for air. My eyes 
watering, I finally gave in to fate and smiled, looking to the skies peacefully… and that was that.

The next 18 months, three days, 20 hours and 12 minutes I spent in the place that I had 
longed for, for so long. Then again, it didn’t feel like so long. I guess, over time, we’ve become 
pretty damn efficient in handling this inter-galactic, other-worldly, in-between-lives procedure. 
There was hardly any bureaucracy at all.

No, it’s quite straightforward: First the spirit guides make sure you feel comfortable—you 
know, for some this whole business of dying can be quite intimidating. Then you get a quick 
life review, collect the learning points and understand what the meaning behind all the seem-
ingly unrelated events was. If you’re lucky—or if there’s a big queue—you get to spend some 
time with the dead friends and relatives as well, which is quite cool actually. Anyways, once 
you are done processing the past vices and virtues the last bits of ego wither away—which, 
again, sucks for some but I must say I really enjoyed melting into the oneness. You are way 
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past having a body or identity but you can still converse with these other beings, as long as 
you are one with their otherness, a thing that doesn’t really exist. Sounds complicated? Well, 
not to worry, once you get there it’s all pretty intuitive. It’s not like you can really influence 
anything anyways. You’re dead!

Nonetheless, after all this, it’s time to make a decision; whether you want to go back to the 
same level of reality to contribute to the collective consciousness or if you want to, somewhat 
selfishly I must say, upgrade. You know, it’s like a level up in a computer game. Well, most 
people are pretty automatically thrown into their next incarnation because they still have shit 
to remember but in my case it was like this: I was given a choice. I understood I’m pretty old 
soul and I could take a break lingering on in the nothingness of everything but, to be frank, I’m 
pretty sure it’s a trick question they pose you—or a question you pose on yourself, depending 
on the perspective. If you are not willing to go back to help others it just proves you didn’t learn 
your lesson and you have to re-play the same level again. So, even if I had wanted out for most of 
my previous life, it was obvious for me now what choice I should make. I chose to help others.

The briefing was, well, brief. And the message I was to deliver for the humankind was pretty 
clear: 1) Get your shit together: you’ve fucked Mother Earth so long that it’s time to start making 
love to her; 2) Stop wasting time and concentrate on what really matters: you’ve invented all 
sorts of neat stuff but haven’t noticed that all the technology you really need is within you, 
needless to say, lying dormant; and 3) Get off the fucking rock: once you’ve figured out how to 
operate as a superorganism, go explore, internally and externally.

So, there I was, in my mother’s womb, getting ready for the humble mission once again, 
chillaxing and listening to the elevator music of the soul. But, as soon as I got out, I figured it 
wouldn’t be that easy after all. First of all, I had lost my ability to communicate verbally. I was 
all for telepathy and shit but these new souls that I had chosen as my parents seemed to take 
it merely as mental disturbance, as traces of insanity or as dreams, at best. Second, as I noted 
already, I soon learned it wasn’t normal that a baby remembers his past that well. There was a 
distinct possibility that people around me wouldn’t readily accept the mumblings of a newborn 
baby who is ready to fix the world. Sigh. This might take a while, again.

Haissem

As I mentioned my parents were fairly new souls, trying to piggyback their way to enlighten-
ment now that it was still possible. Of course they had no recollection of having made such 
decisions so they still spent most of their time caring about unimportant stuff like money, 
social expectations, tradition, culture and whatnot.

My dad—now a 46-year-old banker… and a nervous wreck—had been my classmate in 
the previous life. John Smith was his name. I know: such an unimaginative name for such an 
unimaginative person. We were never too close with John. As a matter of fact I had always kind 
of despised his simple mind and ordinary ambitions. This was still something I had to learn: to 
respect everyone, regardless of their spiritual age and understanding. Thus I had chosen John 
Smith to be my father, to test my ability to love unconditionally.

Mum, on the other hand, was my ex-girlfriend Sheena. I was happy to see that she had rid 
herself, finally at the age of 38, of her overly religious family background but I had no idea she 
had ended up with Johnny—I mean: dad—after our disastrous adolescent on-off relationship. 
I had been quite a motherfucker to Sheena and I came back to reconcile my misbehaviour. 
Besides, now that I was born a girl and felt pretty straight in my sexual orientation, it would 
probably mean I could more easily suppress whatever romantic feelings I might have left for 
her. Having said all that, it was probably in everyone’s best interest if I just concentrated on my 
mission and didn’t get too much into a relationship mess in this incarnation.

Although my North American parents provided me with very easy and comfortable first 
steps of life in the Province of Switzerland, I couldn’t help wondering if I had chosen overly 
simple-minded individuals as my parents. They gave me a pretty nifty name, however: Hais-
sem. Sheena actually had to go through a lot of trouble and red tape, probably pay off a few 
government officials, to get that kind of unusual name registered. But she did. Hats off to mum 
for following her strong intuition, although she probably still hasn’t figured out what the name 
reads backwards.

2022 was a kick-ass year to be born. So many things me and my past-life anarchist friends 
had struggled for had become reality and many old institutions had either already become 
obsolete or on their way to grave. Money, for instance, was still there but this iteration of the 
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capitalists’ plans sounded fishy even for the mainstream folk. The new global currency had 
been hailed to be an “economic stabilizer” when it was introduced but it was just the same 
shit in new wrapping. The masses accepted it only grudgingly and—thanks to a major non-
partisan awareness campaign globally—even the common people knew this currency would 
push them just deeper into debt slavery. Although it had never been the corporatocracists 
intention, the slogan became a self-fulfilling prophecy. Multiple forms of voluntary exchange 
and gift economy created a welcome buffer and stabilized the economy: If you ran out of the 
global currency it didn’t mean you would starve or end up in the streets. You could always fall 
back on the plethora of alternatives provided by the community.

People had finally started taking care of each other. Even scientific research was now often 
funded—or organized—in new ways, independent of the business oligarchs’ influence. The 
politicians sounded like dying dinosaurs trying to convince people that representative democ-
racy was still needed and that they couldn’t possibly survive without the Big Business. Most 
people preferred to get rid of their TVs and stop listening. Instead they organized themselves 
into communities, neighborhoods, districts and even whole cities of positive action—all inter-
linked nicely over the web.

This new way of collaborative thinking, coupled with literally a quantum leap in technologi-
cal progress, had ushered in a new era for humankind globally. But it was just starting. As far 
as I understood my job, presumably with many others, would be to make sure it happened, i.e. 
keep the tycoons of the past, including my new dad, from fucking things up. However, before 
I could take the lead, I would have to re-learn some basics first—namely, how to control my 
bladder, how to crawl forward and how to use these undeveloped vocal chords for anything 
more than crying for nutrition.

Curiosity killed the cat

By the time I was three years old I had fully understood that I was not supposed to freak out my 
parents with my unusually fast learning curve. So, even if I had mastered the reading, writing 
and speaking of my native tongues, English and Swiss German, I took great care to use simple 
repetitive sentences in every-day communication with my folks, refrained from making friends 
and held back my curiosity as much as possible.

I felt trapped in this solitary manhole of vast experience and knowledge from the past life, 
unable to express myself to others. But this just pushed me to learn more before I would come 
of age and start proclaiming myself as a true genius and whiz-kid. Needless to say, there were 
things that my parents, friends or relatives couldn’t teach me. Well, actually, I had no friends 
and the relatives I met only once a year on the other side of the big pond.

If it wasn’t for the self-educational capabilities provided by Internet 3.0—a global network 
of five billion quantum computers—I would have been confined to the prison they call home. 
Catching up with the latest trends in social psychology, modern anthropology and other areas 
of my interest was so time consuming that I didn’t get much sleep. Whenever I heard my parents 
waking up I had to pretend I was sleepwalking, peeing in my pants or smudging my face with 
nicked chocolate to give a proper explanation for this repetitive nightly behavior.

No matter how carefully I tried disguising my true self, eavesdropping on parental discussions 
and worried phone calls to other mums made it quite clear that they were onto me. Finally, one 
day when I thought Sheena was busy with her ordinary mum-stuff, I was busted! She sneaked 
into my room silently when I was in the middle of conjugating the irregular verbs of Brazilian 
Portuguese. Damn those headphones!

Consequently Sheena reverted back to her religious upbringing and summoned a young 
catholic priest to guide her in parenting. I was suspicious of the guy from the get-go and it 
made me very uncomfortable when he asked mum to leave us alone. He took a seat in front of 
me and stared at me with a worried look on his face. I distanced myself and crawled backwards 
on the floor. “Your mum says you’re speaking in languages, Haissam.”

“Haissem,” I corrected.
“Yes. Well, my name is Father Ignatios. You can call me father.”
“Daddy!” I pointed outside the window and played dumb.
“No, I’m… uhh… I am here to help you get rid of those voices in your head,” the father 

explained.
Voices? In my head? Only now I understood that mum had misinterpreted completely what 

she had witnessed earlier. Maaan, I’m so gonna dupe this guy! I rolled my eyes back and started 
making gurgling sounds. Alarmed the priest reached for his cross and stared at the whites of 
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my eyes, not knowing what to say or do.
“Ich habe sauerkraut in meine lederhosen!” I gurgled with a devilish voice and explained, 

in perfect Swiss German, that I have cabbage hidden in my leather pants. The priest was scared 
shitless, sitting motionless. I made a few hissing sounds, just to add to the act, and continued 
in exquisite granny-English: “Would you like some tea, vicar?”

No response.
I switched to my well-rehearsed Bronx accent and screamed at him unexpectedly: 

“Mooother… fucker! I asked if you want some motherfucking tea, motherfucker?”
The poor bastard almost fell off his chair. He was numbed by fear and started reciting prayers, 

pointing his wooden cross at me. I tried not to laugh. “Be gone, devil!” he shrieked.
I changed my voice again and spoke softly: “Father Ignatios, have you ever considered the 

possibility that maybe there is no god? Have you considered the possibility that maybe you 
are just wasting your time in some archaic mumbo-jumbo that has no relevance to the natu-
ral evolution of human consciousness? What if a three-year-old kid who already speaks two 
languages fluently is just trying to learn one more, namely Brazilian Portuguese, to acquaint 
herself with the latest developments in the area of psychedelic research in Latin America? Huh, 
how about that for an explanation? Why don’t you shove your exorcism where the sun won’t 
shine so I can get back to my studies, mmm’kay?”

I had gone too far. My childish stunt got me locked up in a Catholic girls’ school for the time 
being. I never heard from Father Ignatios again, but the place was so grim and uninspiring that 
a less educated mind would have taken it as a punishment from god herself.

School’s out

I had to park my grand plan of saving the world for a while and concentrate on getting out 
of the Catholic prison. They still thought I was possessed because I tried to make a run for 
it whenever the nuns’ watchful eyes drifted away from me. But, daaamn, they can move fast 
even in those penguin suits. By the age of five I had exhausted my inventory of physical means 
to escape (note: a child’s body is not ideal for pole-vaulting) and rather than helping me, my 
parents left me at the mercy of god and her evil minions.

I had committed not to speak, just to avoid further trouble, so at first talking myself out 
of there didn’t seem like an option. Until, one fine day, one of my ex-girlfriends walked in! 
And not just any ex; Helena O’Donnell was the girl who I had cheated on Sheena with. She 
was one of the big reasons why my mother had decided to change the environment and move 
to Europe. Seemingly Helena had also returned to the old continent—and become a catholic 
schoolteacher! Even years later, even in her conservative attire, and even with my five-year-old 
girl’s eyes she still looked stunning.

I quickly came up with a plan to get special attention from Helena and engaged in corre-
spondence with her, pretending to be my mother: Dear Helena! You might not remember me. 
Of course she’d remember. Sheena had stalked her for years and tried to hurt her in the most 
imaginative ways. First of all, I’d like to ask your forgiveness for all the things I did to you back 
in the day. I went on in detail to say sorry for the flower pot that she had dropped on her head, 
for the rumors she had spread, for the anonymous nightly phone calls, for the scratched car 
doors, for the tiles through the window, for the ghastly voodoo doll on her pillow and even for 
the slight after taste of sperm in her milkshake. Rest assured: I no longer bear grudges. It has 
come to my attention that you are my child’s new teacher. I was convinced this line would make 
Helena flip. There was no way this horrible woman from two decades ago would ever know 
that she had just entered this specific school… unless she had spied on her all along. Her name 
is Haissem Smith. We hope to get her back home as soon as possible, once she’s cured. I hated 
writing that but thought it would add a nice mum-ish flavor. I’m sure you’ll put in a good word 
for her. I would be very glad if you could take extra good care of her and try to accommodate 
any special wishes she might have. I would hate to break my busy schedule but, rest assured, I 
will come for a visit if needed. Yours Truly, Sheena Smith (Lefferson).

The following days, weeks, months and years were bliss. Helena spoiled me with treats. It 
wasn’t just cake for dinner but true luxuries like internet access that enabled me to get connected 
and learn more. This definitely got me back on track with self-development but although my 
stay in the school became much more comfortable, this didn’t seem to take me any closer to 
freedom. And when my parents came for their quarterly visits, Helena O’Donnell was nowhere 
near to be seen.

When my tenth birthday was approaching I had had it with the school completely. I had 
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been in correspondence with a Brazilian scientist, Mr Belladonna, who was in a large-scale 
hippie community in the Province of Portugal, making profound empirical studies with DMT. 
He had even invited me, assuming I was a 40-something university professor, to an upcoming 
conference that would showcase the latest breakthroughs in what he called “astral science”. I 
couldn’t miss this opportunity to further my cause just because I was a prisoner, or just because 
I was merely a ten-year-old kid lacking academic qualifications. Now, something had to be 
done. I needed to get out.

So, I went for a more direct approach to escape. Late at night I hid in Helena’s room, behind 
a large Jesus-collage standing next to a self-made shrine. I waited for Helena to be almost asleep 
and then I whispered in a ghostly voice: “Helena, Heeleenaa, Heeleeenaaa.”

“What? Where? Who is it?”
“This is your god speaking.”
“God?” she turned to face the shrine.
“Helena, are you fully awake?”
“But… God, is it really you?”
“You don’t believe me? Are you questioning God? Do I have to prove myself to you?”
“I… uh…”
“Helena O’Donnell, you have a birthmark in your left inner thigh.”
“Yes, my lord,” she gasped, “Oh, thank you my lord! For all these years…”
“Okay, okay, save it. Will you help me to come in to your life?”
“Anything, my lord.”
“Go and open the doors, all the way to the front yard, and let me in!”
“Yes, my lord.”
“Then just go back to sleep and I shall be with you always.”
“Thank you my lord. Is that all?”
“Well, coming to think of it…”
“Yes, God?”
“You could stop telling the kids those fairytales.”
“What do you mean?”
“You, Helena, are part of me! You are God! The kids are! We all are the creator…”
“But… But, God!”
“The religion holds you back! Let’s be free, together!”
“How?”
“Open the doors… and run! Be free!”
“Yes, God, yes!” Helena rejoiced, grabbed her bag and keys and ran out of the school in 

her pajamas. Trying to hold my laughter, I silently followed. Now, that was easy. Why didn’t I 
think of that earlier?

Belladonna

I had been so preoccupied with getting out of the school that I had apparently missed the next 
part of the plan. I was out, alone, in the middle of the night, without any belongings, and I didn’t 
know where to go. I couldn’t return to my parents because they would probably just send me 
back where I came from. I couldn’t just wander around on the streets either. I needed a new 
home, a new family. And quite frankly, I needed a break from the strict confines of the catholic 
order. Then I remembered Mr Belladonna’s invitation. I’d have to give it a shot.

Pretending to be a 14-year-old Portuguese former child labourer going back to his family, 
I easily won people’s sympathies and hitched my way easily to Algarve, sleeping in cars and 
service station toilets on my way. It was easy to act as if I was a few years older because, fairly 
early on, I was becoming nicely round in the right places. On one hand I looked just about 
old enough to go hitchhiking alone and on the other hand I was still young enough to avoid 
any sexual advances.

The community in Algarve housed 22,500 inhabitants in an exceptionally advanced setting, 
both socially and technologically. In fact it was 150 communities of 150 people each. These com-
munities varied from scientists representing various fields to farmer families, from spiritual 
hippies to full-time pothead-monks.

I was asking around for Mr Belladonna’s current residence and found it situated nicely on 
top of a hill. But as I made my way up the gravel path, towards a fully solar-coated dome-like 
structure it struck me: Damn, I’ve told him that I’m forty-five… and a guy. I hesitated. Before 
I could come up with a reasonable excuse to knock on his door, a voice behind me spoke:
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“Hey, little girl. I heard you were asking about my whereabouts.” It was Belladonna, holding 
a red rose in his hand.

I froze on my two feet, not only because I still didn’t know what to say to him but also 
because he was amazingly handsome. His tall, wide frame blocked the setting sun and I had 
to squint my eyes to fully enjoy the beauty of his high cheek bones, stern jaw and sleek black 
hair tied on a pony tail. But it was his deep blue eyes that captivated me the most. I thought 
they revealed his near-infinite wisdom, compassion and fearless curiosity.

“Cat got your tongue?” he asked, and I realized I had been staring him way too long. My 
brain was calculating between all the possible things I could say to save my face and make a 
positive first impression, yet it was constantly interrupted by the pounding of my heart which 
delivered a clear message: girl, you’ve fallen in love! I blushed as red as the rose he was holding.

“Come on! At least tell me your name,” he said and offered me the rose.
“Haissem,” I stuttered and rushed past him embarrassed. I ran downhill as quickly as I could. 

I ran, I ran, and I ran. I ran so fast, so far, as I physically could.
The sun receded in the horizon. The Atlantic breeze carried a sweet smell of delicious food 

that was being prepared by a bunch of youngsters in front of a teepee nearby. Gasping for air, I 
stopped next to them. They smiled at me gently. No one spoke a word. A guy with dreadlocks 
and a poncho handed me a bowl full of steaming chicken soup. I accepted it without hesitation, 
because I was hungry as hell, but couldn’t help thinking about the red rose I had not accepted.

“Obrigada! Can I have a spoon too?”
“Spoon?” the poncho guy asked, as if not knowing what it meant.
“Yes. A spoon, please,” I repeated and considered switching to Portuguese.
“There is no spoon,” he giggled. Soon everyone around him burst in laughter. I quickly 

gathered they are all as high as a kite.
After the dinner, I entered the teepee. It was filled with nice and aromatic smoke. It was 

smoke that made me laugh, smoke that made me forget, smoke that let me be at peace. For 
the next two weeks—or months, tee hee hee—I didn’t come out of the teepee for more than a 
wee. From the outside it probably looked like I was just enjoying being high. In reality I was 
laying low, hesitating whether to go back to Belladonna and how to present myself after such 
a miserable first encounter.

Back home

After quite some time in the community I returned to my so-called “home” in Switzerland, 
without seeing Belladonna again. I stayed in touch with him though, behind the veil of my fake 
identity. Somehow I managed to take the conversations from strictly professional to somewhat 
personal. Every night I went to bed dreaming of him, and cursing myself for being so young.

My parents had been super-worried about me being lost. I thought it was sweet of them. 
They were happy to have me back home. I played nice and tried not to rock the boat too much. 
This didn’t have the desired effect. Mom was convinced that the catholic school had made a fine 
young lady out of me. Dad made a hefty donation for the school. He had become a believer. 
Together John and Sheena went to the church every Sunday. They made me to tag along for a 
few times until, at a forced communion, I intentionally vomited in the bowl of wine the priest 
pushed to me. “He said that it’s blood!” I screamed hysterically and ran down the aisle, making 
a frantic scene that would free my Sunday mornings for further studies, girly pre-teen make-up 
sessions and ever more flirtatious chats with Belladonna.

By the time Mr Belladonna started sending me, a supposed male-professor, photos of him 
posing without a shirt I had no choice but to ask directly about his sexual orientation. If he’d 
been gay I would have probably stopped this foolish correspondence. However, his bi-sexual 
nature allowed me to ask more and more daring questions and in some twisted way I started 
being convinced that he would not only be a great guru in matters of importance but also a 
great lover. Unfortunately, my mum found out about my online diary and that didn’t only put a 
stop to my dawning romance but also she somehow she also talked me into this parental watch 
program that was supposed to be for my safety. I guess I didn’t read the small print carefully 
enough. I voluntarily allowed them to equip me with an electronic tracking device that would 
keep me under my mum’s radar until I was of age; six more years.

Somehow my parents managed to take full control of my life and I, for whatever reason, 
didn’t even fight back. Soon they wanted to reward my obedience by putting me into a special 
school for talented children in the Province of Germany. Sure it allowed much many more 
resources and contacts than the catholic school, and I was free to use my time pretty much 
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how I wanted, but it was still a prison. The place was packed with whiz-kids from all corners 
of the world—utterly boring and uninspiring individuals, each succumbing to the depths of 
their looming scientific careers. Suddenly everything I had dreamed of—not the least being 
the company of Mr Belladonna—seemed a life-time away.

I rebelled, and shifted from the world of science to arts. I had a strong basis for that because 
in my past life I had been quite talented musician, painter and a writer. But I didn’t want to 
become famous. So, I did ghost-writing for a few amateur authors with good agents and they 
all broke into the top 100 list in a matter of years. I composed some cross-over tunes that I put 
out for free, under a fake identity Uni-T-Corn, and they became an online phenomenon. All 
sorts of fan-made Uni-T-Corn paraphernalia popped up everywhere, which was looked down 
on by the “true fans” that were solely inspired by the fiercely political lyrics. I also managed to 
paint a few anti-establishment fresco-sized graffitis without getting caught. All this ensured 
that I wouldn’t have time for the scientific endeavours, even if I had wanted them.

Consequently, to my parents’ great disappointment, the school staff didn’t endorse the 
continuance of my contract after my sixteenth birthday. Sixteen was a magical age. It was the 
end of formal education. It was the age the electronic tracking thingy stopped functioning and 
dissolved in my body. Moreover, it was a global age of consent. I was free.

It pained me to see my mother in tears when I announced I would permanently leave 
home and go travelling. Somehow I had grown fond of these simple people who had mostly 
outsourced my upbringing to various institutions but who still seemingly loved me as their 
child. Nonetheless, it was time to leave.

Movements

If 2022 had been a great year to be born because the social development looked so promising, 
the reality of 2038 wasn’t much different after all: we were still raping the planet, we were still 
holding on to many old institutions that were detrimental to human development and we were 
literally light years away from both mass enlightenment and faster-than-light travel.

The only major improvement was the global freedom of movement. I had been sceptical of 
it until this day because I had always thought that the big brother has its ways of keeping watch 
but now the big brother had been weakened by both the mass of hackers who had brought 
down their electronic surveillance systems and infrastructure and by the general population 
who continued to ignore whatever lies they tried to spread. These developments paved the way 
to the “no borders” ideology that was finally adopted as a global agreement. No more countries. 
No more passports. No more visas. I had no reason to stay put anymore. However, I didn’t want 
to travel just for the sake of travelling. I needed to spread a movement to justify my movement.

It didn’t take long to figure out what would be the easiest way to both see the world and to 
start spreading the message I was born to spread. Against my earlier conviction of avoiding 
fame I decided to become super-well-known. In all honesty, I did have a selfish motive behind 
this as well. I had not forgotten about Mr Belladonna. If I could make him fall in love with 
Uni-T-Corn, maybe I could approach him more easily as Haissem as well.

I proceeded with the plan and composed an album full of kick-ass tunes that would both 
entertain and educate. This time the lyrics weren’t only political but also fiercely spiritual. Hits 
like “Ass-tablishment” went hand-in-hand with songs like “Speeding up on the eight-fold-path” 
that was an outright proposal for kids to shoot up DMT. “One ear left” shed light into the masters 
and mystics who’ve been inspired by Absinth and its core mind-altering ingredient: belladonna.

The reception wasn’t as insane as before. During the first week less than a million people had 
acquired their free copy of the album. First I thought it was the “Voluntary Donation” option 
that pissed off people. You know, an artist who attacks the global currency shouldn’t really use 
the global currency. But that wasn’t it.

Luckily, and to my big surprise when I found out about this synchronicity later, one of the 
fans was the no-spoon guy I had met in Algarve six years ago. He had become an Internet 3.0 
expert—and he had got a psychedelic-induced vision for 4.0 already, but that’s an aside. He 
contacted me in Secure Chat—an archaic communication tool we both preferred to use—and 
told me that he had noticed that people were not landing on the Uni-T-Corn download site 
even if they searched for it. No-spoon offered his help.

“How did those 900-something-thousand people find the album then?” I asked him in the 
chat.

No-spoon sounded like a rabbit on steroids: “Yo, this album can be a massive hit worldwide, 
and who knows, maybe beyond, maaan! You get it, yo? Those who got the tunes during the 
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first week land there on direct referrals, maan! Massive word-of-mouth, you know. Massive!”
“Ok. Sounds like good news, eh?”
“Massively, yooo! But the code is still scrambled. No good homemade bull code, man.”
“Yeah, I’m not that internet-savvy. Can you help me?”
“Honor, maan. Straight up, straight ooon!”
“What can you do?”
“Three things I could do you for. Onez: Unscramble the code. Let the people find the jewelz 

on their own. Spread the love, maan. Twoz: Help you re/branding yoo, come out as you are, 
yo-self, you know. Thriz: Make a worm. No trace.”

It took him another one hour to explain what he meant with the second and third points. 
In a nutshell, No-spoon helped me to establish and communicate a new Uni-T-Corn looks 
which—partly due to the fact that I was a pretty young woman already—avalanched the popu-
larity of the album. Second, he coded a virus that did two things: it advertised the album on 
every single computer on the planet, and hit the mainstream news globally, causing a bit of a 
panic among the common people. Lawyers of The Corporation were already sharpening their 
swords but the virus turned out to be harmless. It was harmless but effective: within two weeks 
the album hit 1.8 billion downloads in record-breaking time and suddenly everyone knew about 
me. Luckily in my videos and pictures I had appeared with such a heavy make-up and crazy 
hair-do that no one could still recognize me on the street. But now it was official, as the fans 
put it: Messiah has landed, big time!

I asked No-spoon to take off the Voluntary Donation option from the site because it had 
already generated insane amounts of money that I had no use for. I transferred it to No-spoon’s 
account with a message: “Voluntary donations, for you. Thank you for proving that small 
streams make a big river.”

The success of the album turned out to be more than a river. It soon became an ocean of 
requests, messages, commitments, dates, numbers and all sorts of data that would have been 
impossible to handle if it wasn’t for No-spoon’s help once again. He organized a global team of 
150 volunteers who organized the data into information and answered the requests. Together, 
they developed a strategy that would enable me to spread my message most effectively, to be in 
several places at the same time virtually, and to travel a somewhat logical route. They became 
my team of assistants who made sure that, within the next year, I’d tour every corner of the 
world, not just performing but meeting key individuals, groups and communities—giving 
talks and having discussions.

I was flabbergasted how well people received me. Outraged teenagers felt that finally some-
one is speaking up for them. Their parents’ generation, on the other hand, felt that this certain 
someone has planted a seed in the void within them, a seed that they could grow into much 
more they had ever imagined. Even some spiritual and religious leaders, who at first had 
ignored me as an earthly teenage-phenomenon and taken the album with a grain of salt, were 
fascinated to meet me when their followers started drawing parallels between their teachings 
and my message. Still, the most important invitation came from Algarve, a beautifully scented 
red rose with a note: “Will you come up the hill this time or should I run after you?”

Yesterday’s news

Belladonna’s message went with me wherever I went, but I had no time to go to the sender. Yet, 
the year of constant travelling and exposure to new people every day had taken its toll. I had 
grown tired of being in the spotlight and, on occasion, jealous pundits and their nasty behind-
the-back commentaries hurt me. I had taken great care to not reveal anything about the source 
of my talent, my peculiar ability to remember the past, because I was afraid that it could turn 
against me: If the messenger was viewed as a wacko it could discredit the entire message. And 
then, in The Corporation’s most popular live net-show, the fear became a self-fulfilling prophecy.

I had been grilled about my message for two hours already, in a cross-examination of all sorts 
of sceptics and experts. The host of the show, notorious Grinnar Blaade, asked me: “Haissem, 
or should I say Messiah, it all sounds a bit too perfect to be true. I mean, what kind of parents 
would call their baby girl a Messiah? Don’t you find it a bit… obnoxious?”

“Nomen est omen,” I answered and grinned obnoxiously.
“So you also speak fluent Latin?”
“No, not really. Just English, Swiss German, Spanish, Chinese and Portuguese.”
“Just five languages at the age of seventeen… Besides, you had real talent in the field of sci-

ence but you preferred to concentrate on arts instead. You paint, sing, play various instruments 
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and apparently you’ve single-handedly written the books of Thomas Lefferson Jr as well?”
“Hey, how did you…”
“He came to us recently and revealed that you are his ghost-writer—that it was you who 

wrote…”
“Not single-handedly! I wrote the books with him! He was not supposed to tell anyone.”
“Of course. Well, he seems to have a good contract and I’m sure his sales improve now that 

people know that the great Uni-T-Corn, the Messiah, is behind every word.”
“Gosh…”
“Did you say God? Is it true that you escaped from a catholic girls’ school at the age of ten?”
“What does that have to do with anything?”
“Ahem, sorry… my grace. Let’s get back to my original question. Should you care to explain 

how did you find time for all these achievements at such a young age?”
“Umm… I’ve been lucky to get support…”
“From whom?”
“Of my parents, teachers, friends…”
“Mr No-spoon, was that what you called him?”
“Well, yes, No-spoon among others.”
“Or would it be possible, that these little helpers of yours, are actually behind your success 

completely?”
“Uh… they’ve done a lot, yes. Without them…”
“Without them you couldn’t compose anything, write these lyrics, hold talks for millions 

of people and address the spiritual leaders worldwide. Miss Smith, what kind of machinery do 
you have behind this hoax?” Grinnar Blaade barked his questions and accusations like a rabid 
dog and rose from his seat, pointing his cue cards at me in a threatening manner.

“Hoax?”
“Yes, Miss Smith, you are a hoax. It is not possible for anyone to accomplish so much at 

such a young age. What is your secret? Who are the ghost-writers behind YOUR success?”
“You really want to know?”
“Yes, the audience demands answers!” he glanced behind his back at the dead-serious sea 

of people, waiting for me to speak.
“Fine. Well, I’ve intentionally tried not to boast with this, but I am kind of special…”
“Aren’t we all,” Blaade noted and smirked to the audience.
“I got a head start in this life, so to speak.”
“So to speak? So speak, or remain a hoax forever!”
“I CAN REMEMBER MY PAST LIFE!” I screamed at him in fury, jumping up from the 

chair. Blaade was taken aback. He covered his face with the cue cards as if taking precautions 
against me spitting on his pompous hairdo. The audience was shocked. Total silence followed. 
Then Grinnar Blaade lowered the cards and revealed a victorious grin. As soon as I saw his 
face, I regretted losing my nerve. I had given him a loose end of a rope that he was sure to pull 
and bring forth questions that were not easy to answer.

“Reeeally?” he asked suspiciously, looking at me like I was out of my mind.
“Really. I’ve been learning new stuff ever since I was born because I already had more than 

forty years of experience behind me.”
“So, as soon as you got out of your mother’s cun… out of your mother… you were running 

around, singing and dancing. Is that so?”
“No, of course not! I had to learn the basic motoric skills and…”
“Before you could compose music… you had to learn how to crawl?”
“Uh-huh.”
“How to… use the potty?” Blaade amused the audience.
“Yees.”
“How to puke on your mother’s shoulder?”
“Yes, yes, yes! What’s your point?” I was boiling inside, and it showed.
“Alright, let’s assume you are telling the truth…”
“I AM!” I snapped.
“…Then, how do you get all these spiritual teachings? From the spirit world?”
“Well, yes. I came here for a purpose and now I’m fulfilling that purpose by…”
He didn’t let me finish. He got up and waved the cue cards at me, as if they were his sword, 

ready to deliver the final blow. He ridiculed me: “Your purpose is to put on too much make 
up, wear that… that thing on your head and speak to millions of people in a live show about 
your potty experiences?”
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“Fuck you! And fuck your stupid show while you’re at it!” I jumped up, spat on the floor 
and stormed out of the studio enraged.

Even outside I could still hear him in the speakers: “There goes another piece of yesterday’s 
news!”

I broke in tears and there was no one to console me, not even No-spoon. I knew I had gone 
too far. Being so pre-occupied staring at the compass I had lost sight of the horizon.

Remember, remember…
I wake up in the teepee, cold sweat on my forehead. There’s no one inside. Desperate solitude 

surrounds me. The air is musky. A sickening aroma of burned coal mixes with an enduring 
smell of weed.

Muffled voices from outside catch my attention. At first I try to move, but I can’t. I’m para-
lyzed. I feel terribly alone. A tear emerges in the corner of my eye but I can’t wipe it off. I can’t 
even move my hand. What is this? What is happening to me? I drift off in my desperation.

When I open my eyes again I can recognize the voice of Mr Belladonna, arguing with 
someone. Now I manage to lift my head a little bit. I listen. It’s No-spoon Belladonna is repri-
manding so harshly:

“You just don’t give DMT to a child! Get it?”
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry…” No-spoon whimpers.
“Sorry? Now we have two people in coma!”
“Why haven’t you taken him to a hospital already?”
“He came here to heal and that’s what he’s doing. Besides, I’m a doctor, remember?”
“What about her?”
“ You better make sure that shshh…” all of a sudden Belladonna’s voice becomes nothing 

but static in the background and soon even that withers away. Complete silence and darkness. 
I cannot grasp who he was talking about. My head feels heavy and it slumps back on the pillow, 
as if buried under its own weight.

Gasping for air, I woke up, not knowing where I was. I swept cold sweat from my forehead and 
rubbed my pulsating temples. An old self-assembled radio receiver on the windowsill gave out 
an annoying static noise: shshhshhh. An ashtray full of stubs reeked next to the threadbare bed.

In disgust I got up and turned off the radio receiver. I hadn’t seen one in ages. On the wooden 
table across the room there was an electronic note. I walked there to read it. An empty bottle of 
absinth on the table explained my throbbing headache. The note said: “Yoo, hey, miz I godda run. 
Gid some works to do. You stayz as long as you wantz and goes tru the msgs. Peace out! NoSp.”

Little by little the memories came back. It was No-Spoon’s messy crib where I had escaped 
after the disastrous show. He had been shocked to see me all red-eyed, sobbing at his door. 
He had welcomed me in and offered a bottle of absinth to relieve the pain. He had been too 
busy to watch the show. “No idee whatcha gone telling those peoples but, heeel, never got thiz 
many msgs in a shoort wile,” he had said and shown the tens of thousands of messages that had 
poured in from the fans. He had ingeniously sorted them based on what was the core emotion.

I sat down and started reading. Right now I couldn’t deal with the ANGRY. I didn’t care for 
the SORRY. I read few of the SUPPORTING just to feel better about myself. But only when 
I opened the WEIRD I started smiling again. Hundreds of people had contacted me, saying 
they also remembered their past lives—that I wasn’t alone without the veil of forgetfulness. 
No-spoon had added a note to the folder: “Miz, sum o’them so off-the-wall I put in a crap 
pile. Highlighted here the onez you might wanna chek. NoSp.” I went through about thirty 
messages and picked the contact info of five interesting people who stayed somewhere nearby, 
within 3,000 km radius.

During the next few days I personally went to visit all five of them. But to my big disap-
pointment the first four seemed like a bunch of weirdoes who just wanted to make me feel 
better with their “You know, I used to be a dolphin, too” -stories.

Needless to say, I didn’t have my hopes up when I arrived at the last address. The small 
shack on the outskirts of the city looked like it was about to fall apart. It looked like no one 
actually lived there. Colourful maple leaves covered the yard and, in fact, beautified the other-
wise ghastly surroundings of concrete and junk. There was no doorbell so I opened the rusty 
gate that was “locked” with nothing but a corroded piece of entangled chicken wire. I walked 
towards the door. The closer I came to the porch the more I hesitated. This would be an ideal 
place to be attacked by all sorts of werewolves, ghouls and humongous trolls. I gathered my 
courage and stepped on the porch. Next to the door there was a sign that said in capital letters: 
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“MRS BLAVONY, A SEER”. I raised my hand to a fist and just as I was about to knock on the 
door, it opened.

Alarmed, I jumped backwards. The door slowly screeched wide open. To my surprise there 
were no monsters there but a lovely looking granny. “Haissem Smith, I presume,” she said and 
introduced herself: “I am Rosabeth Blavony. Just call me Rose.” Hearing her name reminded 
me of the rose I had received from Mr Belladonna. It must have been from him. Or could it be 
some cruel joke? But who else could write those exact words in the note? Seeing the granny at 
the door, smiling at me gently, brought me back to the present moment. She mumbled, mostly 
to herself: “So lovely to have you here. Couldn’t imagine you would even read my message and 
now you… well, do come in dear!”

She had set two cups of tea and cookies on a tiny table in the living room—the only room 
there was. The shack was surprisingly clean. I had expected spider webs and headless bats so 
I didn’t mind the few dusty books on the shelf or the windows you could hardly see through. 
“Thanks for having me on such a short notice. And thanks for the tea!” I sipped politely just to 
wet my lips. Somehow I was still suspicious of the granny, no matter how sweet she appeared. 
“So, you remember your past lives as well?” I asked bluntly. There was no response. The granny 
just sipped her tea and bit into a biscuit. I hastened to apologize: “Sorry to be so upfront but 
I’m afraid I don’t have much time.”

“Don’t be afraid, honey.”
“Excuse me?”
“You said you’re afraid.”
“Umm. That’s not what I…”
“Fear makes you weak. Love makes you strong.”
“Yes. Yes, of course,” I mumbled, not knowing what to say or do. For a moment I thought of 

leaving. Then I just settled in to drink the tea, which had turned out not to be poison after all.
“It is my job to look into the past lives of the people who visit me. What would you like to 

know about yours?”
“Oh, no. That’s not… I mean, I said in the show that I remember everything clearly—about 

my past life, that is. And then you contacted me,” I blabbered, feeling silly and uncomfortable.
“That’s all fine dear. But why are you here?”
“Why am I here? I just told…”
“What do you want?” the granny suddenly leaned forward, demanding an answer.
“I… I want…” I stuttered. Actually I had no idea what I wanted. It made me think. I thought 

of Belladonna and how nice it would be to live with him, to help him in his work and… to 
love him. But how could I go to him after this disastrous TV show? What would he think of 
me now? Was it just a foolish idea of a teenage girl to make love to this man and lay my head 
on those arms? He obviously remembered me, because he had sent me the rose, but now, after 
seeing me in the show, he must be thinking that I’m insane. After a long while of contemplation 
I finally responded: “I guess I just want to be normal.”

“I… I’m sorry?” the granny asked in surprise, “You? You want to be normal?” She chuckled. 
She laughed, laughed, laughed as if there was no end to it. I blushed and felt embarrassed. She 
must have noticed that I was fidgeting on my chair so she managed to get a grip. Sighing, she 
asked once more: “So, what is it you really want?”

“I am in love with a man. I want him to accept me as I am. But I’m afraid…”
“What did I tell you about fear?” the granny snapped and thumped her foot on the floor for 

emphasis. “What do you want me to do for you?”
I gathered myself and asked: “Can you make me… not remember?”

Thomas

The next thing I knew I was sitting in a high-speed train, going to the Province of Portugal, 
region Algarve. I was bursting with joy and confidence. I imagined how I would run up the 
hill to Mr Belladonna and how he would take me in his embrace, after all these years. I was 
ready for him.

Opposite to me sat a small boy, looking out of the window and constantly adjusting his 
round glasses, as if to see further away. He seemed oddly familiar, very familiar in fact. I couldn’t 
remember where I had met him but I was sure I knew him from somewhere. Then I lowered 
my gaze and saw his Uni-T-Corn tea-shirt. I sighed, smiled and looked out the window.

“We all have our moments of grandiose,” the boy suddenly said, now staring at me.
At that very moment the train braked violently. Both the passengers and the luggage were 
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thrown off balance. The train hit something and veered off the tracks. I fell on the small boy 
with all my weight. People were screaming. “Papa!” someone whimpered. There were shards 
of glass everywhere. Somewhere, something was on fire. It was utter chaos: blood, suffering, 
panic, lost limbs and lives.

When the train finally came to a standstill I pushed myself up and saw the boy smashed 
against the seat, his round glasses twisted and his deformed head bleeding badly. I lost my 
consciousness for a long time.

Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.

I could feel my spirit lifted from my body. I hovered in the air, carried by the warm rays of the 
sun. I looked around and saw myself among the people who had apparently arrived to wish 
me well for the last voyage. It was a blissful feeling. I sensed that they all loved me.

But something was terribly wrong! Where was I? Where was the boy? I looked back at my 
body. Lying there, outside the teepee, on a rickety worn-out hospital bed was not me! It was 
some pale-skinned man! I looked closer and gasped, as much as a spirit can gasp. It was my 
previous incarnation: Thomas Lefferson, 44.

I got sucked back into that body and opened my eyes in shock. I heard my mother’s frail 
voice, reprimanding a young man not far from the bed. I glanced towards them and saw my 
friend, No-spoon, being scolded by this old lady: “Don’t you have any wits, young man! Feed-
ing chicken soup to someone who’s unconscious might not be the brightest of ideas, unless 
you want to choke him to death.” She had my mother’s voice. It was my mother, Sheena. But, 
but… she must have been more than eighty years old! “Huh, is that what you want? You want 
him to die? You want to get rid of him?”

“Hush, now, darling,” Father Ignatios came to break the one-sided argument. Also he had 
aged, notably.

“Don’t you hush me! If John was still alive…”
“Oh, that’s just unfair!” Father Ignatios looked hurt.
“Calm down people!” a familiar voice demanded. It was Helena O’Donnell, walking towards 

the group. “It’s clearly not the chicken bone that is killing my husband!”
“Your ex-husband!” Sheena cried out.
“Aren’t you a mean old witch,” Helena said, “We might not be together anymore but I’ve 

been here, by his side, all this time. Where have you been for the past,” she glanced at her 
communicator, “18 months?”

“I… I have…” Sheena couldn’t find the words. Defeated, she sat down on a rock. Father 
Ignatios laid his hand on her shoulder, trying to soothe her. But then he raised his gaze and 
looked directly at me. His mouth was agape as he was stared at me in the eye. No-spoon noticed 
this and looked in my direction as well. I tried to raise my hand but felt too weak. Instead I 
just wiggled my fingers.

Helena continued snapping at Sheena: “Marijuana, nicotine, Absinthe, mushrooms, LSD, 
DMT… God knows what else! That’s what’s taking him to his early grave.”

Sheena sobbed: “That train ride should have never happened. Why did you… It must have 
been the passing away of Thomas Junior that triggered…” 

I finally managed to raise my arm, smiled and waved to No-Spoon and my stepfather.
“He… He’s alive!” No-spoon yelled, interrupting the argument. He pointed at me. They all 

ran to my bed, exhilarated. A relieved murmur ensued. I couldn’t do anything but to receive all 
the oh-my-gods and thank-heavens, all the pats on the shoulder, kisses on my face and strokes 
of my hair. It was almost too much to bear. I felt weary but loved. Now I knew it: they all loved 
me, regardless of what I had done, on purpose or by accident.

I closed my eyes momentarily. I was about to doze off, but then I saw another familiar face 
pushing through the crowd. It was Belladonna. In his lab coat he looked like a doctor, who he 
was—a doctor famous for his unsolicited DMT experiments.

“You haven’t learned anything, have you?” Belladonna said softly and caressed my dishev-
elled hair. The sun was receding in the horizon and he looked just as I remembered him. His 
deep-blue eyes were full of compassion. Slowly he moved towards me and placed his lips on 
mine. Under the lab coat he was my love: Belladonna.

I replied: “This time, I have.



AFTERWORD

Often authors who release their short stories in a collection tend to give praise to the 
form in the foreword, as if to convince the reader to pick up the book that’s not really a book 
at all, as if to trying to convince the reader that the scribblings will be worth her time.

For instance, in Jigs & Reels, Joanne Harris writes “A good short story—and there are some 
very good short stories out there—can stay with you for much longer than a novel. It can startle, 
ignite, illuminate and move in a way that the longer format cannot.” Sometimes the authors 
even intentionally trample the value of novels to prop up the status of a short story. J.G. Bal-
lard in the foreword of The Complete Short Stories writes: “Short stories are the loose change 
in the treasury of fiction, easily ignored beside the wealth of novels available, an over-valued 
currency that often turns to be counterfeit.”

Why do they do this? Doesn’t this strike odd to you? I mean, novels are the bread and butter 
of these people, why downplay them, for crying out loud! You never hear them starting a book 
with a foreword that says: “I hope you excuse me for using so many characters to write this 
shit novel that would have been much better if I just sliced it down to a short story. I hope you 
can bare with me throughout the whole length of this novel.”

Let’s face it, most writers start of writing short stories because: a) anyone can write, literally, 
a very short story about anything under the sun, or beyond, and call it a short story, and b) 
they lack concentration, perseverance, time, wits or skill to finish a proper novel. This is not 
to attack the short form or to belittle it in any way. I started writing in much the same way: a 
kid scribbling his fantastic notions on paper. Only in 2008, after years of writing poems and 
short stories, and hardly showing them to anyone, I gathered up enough confidence, commit-
ment and competence to write Republic of Eelam Ltd, a somewhat naive story that was my 
salute to the lovely island in the sun, Sri Lanka, where I resided at the time. Shit or not, RoE 
Ltd functioned as a proof to myself that I can write a full-length novel. Mind Your Elephant 
(2010) and The Sunhitcher (2012) followed the first novel. These both took a lot of time and 
dedication in research, writing, feedback-collection, re-writing and proofreading before they 
could be shared, free to the world.

In 2012 I finally got back to writing short stories—not because I somehow “re-invented myself 
as a short-story writer” or anything like that. I was just fed up using so much of my energy in 
trying to perfect a full-length novel. That’s what I like about short stories. They’re short. That’s 
it. Why analyze it any longer? Why did I even bother writing this page? Well, maybe if anyone 
is ever going to read it, you can treat it like a short story itself. Yes, from now on this is a short 
story called “Afterword”.

Why?
Because I’m the artist and I say so!
The aforementioned authors are probably right in their opinions after all. At least they 

convinced me with their eloquent choice of words. And, in the end, it did take almost a year 
to give birth to this collection of adult fairytales.

For me, a short story is a middle finger straight in the face of those who think literature is 
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a form of art in the first place. A short story just shows that you can say all sorts of bullshit 
in public and get away with it; no matter how long the story is and how much time you used 
jerking off with it.

Many people provided feedback. Julia Bertschinger did the proofreading. Thank you all.
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